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Secretary’s Report

on Sunday, 28th may when weather conditions were ideal.
About 12 boats rafted together and their crews enjoyed a
pleasant afternoon in the sunshine.

Officers and Committee 1978
Commodore - J.H. Guinness
Vice-Commodore - P.J. Bunting.
Rear-Commodore - G. Kenefick
Hon. Secretary - P.J.D. Mullins
Hon. Treasurer L. Shiel.
Committee: R.L. Berridge, H. Cudmore, M.M.A. D’Alton,
DaM. Doyle, R.J. Fielding, C.J. Fitzgerald, J. Gore-Grimes,
A.D. Mclllwaine, M. McKee, R. Mollard, D.S. Park, W.A.
Smith and J.M. Woulfe.
Committee Meetings: There were four Committee meetings
held during the year, all at the Royal St. George Yacht Club
by kind permission. The average attendance was over 70%.
Annual General Meeting: The Annual General Meeting was
held at the Royal St. George Yacht Club on Friday 3rd
March. Seventy-one members attended which was somewhat more than the previous year. The Commodore, D.N.
Doyle, in his outgoing address thanked the Northern members for their regular attendance at Committee meetings
and also Aidan Dunne who retired last year as Hon. Secretary. He also thanked John Gore-Grimes for producing the
Annual on time and Robert Mollard for acting as Competition Judge. The Commodore then proposed John H. Guinness as Commodore and this was seconded by JaM. Woulfe
with acclamation. The Commodore then asked his wife Jennifer to present the Club tophies to the winners of the
various competitions. This was followed by a most enjoyable buffet supper.
Annual Dinner: The Annual Dinner this year was held in
the Claremont Hotel, Howth on Saturday, 31st January.
Two hundred and twenty members and their guests attended which was the greatest attendance at any Club dinner
to date. We were honoured with the presence of An Taoiseach who arrived as a Guest of Gerald Barry. After the
dinner the Club’s senior tophies were presented to the winners by Mrs. Denis Doyle, wife of the Commodore. This
was followed by a dance and on the following morning
John and Jennifer Guinness were "at home" for a drinks
party which was well attended and for which we owe them
our thanks.
The 1979 Dinner will be held in the Belfast Harbour Commissioner’s Offices, Belfast on Saturday 3rd February 1979.
Lambay Meet: The family meeting at Lambay took place

Whit Race to Strangford: Nine boats competed for the
annual East Coast I.C.C. race for the Wright Salver starting
at Howth on the evening of Friday 2nd June. All boats
reached Strangford entrance in time to enter on the flood
tide. The race was won by Leemara in light and variable
conditions. After the race the fleet gathered at Whiterock
for the night. They were most hospitably entertained by
Strangford Yacht Club and the Down Cruising Club. The
following day the Commodore led a procession down the
Lough to the Quoile Yacht Club which saw to it that our
needs were fulfilled. The tremendous welcome and the
beauty of the Lough will encourage more such visits.
End of Season Rally. This was held at Carlingford Lough
on 9th September. Owing to adverse weather conditions the
fleet assembled at Warrnepoint Container Terminal and 12
boats were present. Unfortunately Ri na Mara was the only
boat able to make the passage from Strangford in S.W. gale
conditions, otherwise the fleet would have been very much
larger.
Shannon Rally: This year it was decided to return to Carrick-on-Shannon over the weekend 13th/16th October.
Twelve boats were chartered. In addition, Dr Peter Denham
in the converted Clogher Head pulling and sailing life boat
(1899), Charles Whitton was present. On Saturday evening
a most enjoyable buffet was arranged in the Silver Eel at
Grange and on the following morning the Commodore very
kindly invited the fleet to join him for drinks at Jamestown.
Membership: It is with great regret that I must record the
death of William J. O’Donovan, Dr. G. Robinson, T.
Fuller and Capt. B. Murray. We welcome the following 15
new members who were declared elected: Mrs. R. Cagney,
J. Cahill, L. Cassidy, R. D’Alton, H. du Plessis, F. Epsey,
I. Firth, J. Greenlagh, A Gore-Grimes, L.E. Heath, C.
Martin, D.D. O’Brien, J. Roche, O. Waldron and J. Woulfe.
The membership at present stands at 415.
Subscriptions: May I remind all members that the annual
subscription of £6.00 became due on the 1st January, and
annuals are not set out to members unless the current year’s
subscription has been received by the Honorary Treasurer
L. Shiel.
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Change of Address: I also remind members again how im- from the year dot, with the focus closing on Irish Cruising
portant it is that they advise me if they move house or Club activities from 1929 onwards. With this format, it is
change boat.
hoped that it will appeal to a wide readership and it is
hoped that it will be available in April of next year.
Golden Jubilee: By now 1 hope all members are finalising
their plans to join the Cruise in Company on the South
Coast this year. We are indebted to the Commodore and his
sub-committee for the arrangements made to date. The Conclusion: Finally I would like to thank the Club ComTransatlantic Race from Marblehead, Massachusetts to Cork mittee and members for making my task as Honorary Sechas attracted at least 18 entries at the time of writing, and I retary as painless as possible. A special thanks goes to
am sure you will all like to join with me in wishing John John Gore-Grimes as Honorary Editor for the unenviable
Gore-Grimes and the crew of Shardana, and Michael job of being able to publish this Annual in time for our AnO’Flaherty and his crew in Cuilaun of Kinsale, the two nual Dinner and also to Paul Campbell as Honorary Editor
I.C.C. entries Good Luck and Fairwinds. We look for- of our Sailing Directions for the time and effort which he
ward to meeting them when the fleets assemble on Friday painstakingly devotes to maintaining the high standard of
20th July at Crosshaven. This is tbllowed by the combined these publications. Thanks are also due to Col. Bob BerR.C.C. and C.C.C. party at Castletownshend on Monday ridge for undertaking the job as competition judge. Having
23rd July. The C.C.A. party will be held at Castletownbere had a preview of the high standard of logs submitted it
Haven. The highlight of the Cruise in Company will be our would take someone of Col. Berridge’s experience and
own party on Saturday, 29th July and 1 am pleased to in- knowledge to decide on the eventual winners. Col. Berridge
form you that we have been permitted to use Garnish Is- has retired from your Committee on which he has served
land.
for almost 20 years. In addition he was Rear Commodore
in 1965, Commodore in 1966 and Cruise Captain in 1969.
Club’s History: As part of the 50th Anniversary the Club Finally our thanks are also due to Jennifer Guinness as
has commissioned Winkle Nixon to write a story of Irish Honorary Publications Officer for her endless work in
Cruising and the Irish Cruising Club. The book has devel- looking after and dispatching our various publications.
oped as a general view of Irish Cruising history just about
P.D. Mullins

Two past Commodores (I.C.C. & R. St. G.) giving a younger member some helpful advice.- Photo Ruth Heard
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Challenge Cup Awards
Bob Berridge
1978 must hold the record for the number of
logs submitted, the quality of which was so high
that your judge was sorely tried in making his
awards.
In the event 33 logs were submitted of which 5
failed to qualify for any trophy leaving 28 for the
Open Faulkner and Strangford Cups. Of these six
were on the west coast of Scotland and so qualified
for the Wybrants trophy and nine qualified for
the Fortnight Cup.
The judge was also asked to award a new trophy,
the Atlantic Trophy, most kindly to be presented
to the Club by Alan and his sister Elizabeth in
memory of their father, the late Gerald Leonard,
the only condition being that it must include a
passage of at least 1000 miles.
All members will remember Gerald as one of
the Club’s most devoted members and distinguished
Flag Officers. His cruises were an inspiration to us
all, executed with superb seamanship and selfreliance and with such great modesty.
The Club is indeed indebted to Alan and Elizabeth for presenting us with this fme trophy in
Gerald’s memory and its one condition will ensure
that it will be awarded for some of the finest
future cruises by Club members.
I have no hesitation in awarding the Atlantic
Trophy to Ronald Cudmore for his superb cruise
with his wife Anne and baby son Kris from Cork
to Chicago. I know well what careful preparation
went into this cruise and I am certain that this was
a major factor in its success. I feel sure that it is a
worthy cruise to christen this trophy and that it
sets a very high standard indeed.
The cruises covered a wide range from transAtlantic, the Great Lakes, Bermuda, Rockall and
its incredible party, Iceland, Faroes, Norway,
Brittany, Spain and the Med.
Having read and classified all the logs I devised
a form of marking based on the instructions to
the judge in the Club circular. The top five logs
only varied by 11 marks in a hundred. Perhaps
here the judge may put in a plea for track charts
and log summaries which make his work so much
easier.
John Gore-Grimes in Shardana cruised round
Iceland, 2,160 miles in 20 days, a fine cruise with a
strong crew and an able yacht. The two Norwegian
cruises by Ronnie Slater and James Villiers Stuart

are both in the very finest tradition of the Club
and carried out with skill and determination despite
much bad weather. Mike Villiers Stuart, as always,
has something unusual to delight us. His expedition may have been light hearted but it was executed with fine seamanship and climbing ability.
The many Brittany cruises were good examples
of visits to this delightful area and fine seamanship
was shown in some of the tough passages which
1978 produced. The award of the Wybrants Cup
between the six yachts which cruised on the
west coast of Scotland was very difficult, in the
event only one mark separated the top two.
Jonathan Virden gives a delightful account of a
cold early season cruise on the east coast of America
and to Bermuda. The Commodore visited Spain in
his fine ship.
The Fortnight Cup was well supported with nine
cruises which showed plenty of variety and determination covering Brittany, English Channel
single handed, Scotland, Faroes, Greece, Portugal,
Rockall and west Cork. There was only one entry
for the Round Ireland Cup.
I award the Faulkner Cup to John Gore-Grimes
in Shardana for his Icelandic Cruise.
I award the Strangford Cup to James Villiers
Stuart in Vinter for his Norwegian cruise.
I award the Fortnight Cup to the Hon. Robin
Dixon in Oberon, log written by Wallace Clarke,
for his cruise to the Faroes.
I award the Round Ireland Cup to James Osborne
and Paul Campbell in Verve.
I award the Wybrants Trophy to Chris Green in
Norella.
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Hon. Editor’s Note

The response to your Committee’s request for contributions to this Annual has been most gratifying as the size of
the Annual will testify. Although the accounts submitted
record members’ voyages in the Club’s 49th year the
Annual will be published in our Golden Jubilee Year. At
the time of writing this note (November ’78) I view with
some scepticism the Hon. Secretary’s optimism in
thanking me for having the publication available in time
for our Annual Dinner. If I am not in Belfast on the 3rd
February 1979 you will understand the reason.
The Club is grateful to its 43 contributors who have taken
the trouble to put pen to paper. The accounts submitted
provide a very full record of members’ cruises and in many
cases provide valuable and useful intormation which will
assist members and future members in later years. It is
usually difficult to persuade members to submit photographs but this year my difficulty has been in making a
fair selection from the many prints submitted to me. Particular thanks are due to Winlde Nixon for his excellent
photographs and to Bob Fannin who is responsible for
the cover design.
At the Commodore’s request, I have been lienient with
the blue pencil but I have had to shorten a number of
logs. 1 do not expect that the Hon. Treasurer will be
happy by the time he has paid for all of this so that
next year’s Annual could be quite a brief affair.
Our printers have had to reject some of the track charls
which were submitted and my apologies are due to
members whose charts do not apper. My apologies are also
due tbr any errors which have occurred in the publication
of this Annual.
John Gore-Gr#nes.
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Deerhound to Spain
Jennifer Guinness
We found sunshine in Scotland in 1977 so we
decided not to tempt providence in 1978 and to
go south for our cruise. Bayona was to be our
southern most port and we planned to spend two
weeks sailing in the very beautiful Rias on Spain’s
north west coast.
We left Howth on the evening of Friday, 7th
July with John, myself, Peter Cronin, Jack Wolfe
and his daughter Lynn, who was making her first
offshore passage. After a fast and rather uncomfortable sail to the Scillies we picked our way into
Hughtown in pitch darkness, with the aid of radar
early on Sunday morning. This was to be the
first of several occasions on the cruise when,
without radar, we would have been unable to go
where we wished.
On Sunday evening we moved across to Penzance
and spent Monday having a torn genoa repaired,
fitting new winches and waiting for our son, lan,
to arrive from London. With our crew now complete, we set sail for Cape Villano at 6.30 on
Tuesday morning. There was very little wind and
we engined for much of the time. Lynn had her
first sight of dolphins and we saw a whale blowing
about half a mile away. Our course took us down
the main shipping lane and there were seldom less
than five ships in sight at any one time and the
record was twelve. About 170 miles south of
Ushant we picked up a following breeze and were
able to drive Deerhound sufficiently hard for John
to achieve his long held ambition of 200 miles in
24 hours. This involved some interesting running
with the starcut, during which time Peter was
heard to say, with feeling, that "Querida" never
carried her spinnaker after dark. About 2 a.m. the
seas were becoming awkward enough for the
owner to admit that she would be better off
without it. In spite of this, our log the next morning
read 206.
We caught a brief glimpse of Cape Villano and
Cape Finnisterre before dense fog came down and
the wind died as we motored past the coast to
Bayona in nil visibility, using the radar, to avoid
small fishing boats, only one of which we actually
saw. With care, each headland could be identified
at a distance of 10 miles on the radar screen. The
fog cleared as we entered Bayona Harbour, and
we were delighted to find "Helen of Howth"
anchored off the Yacht Club, when we arrived

late on Friday. Paddy Wolfe joined us next morning
and a magnificent fireworks display capped a most
pleasant week-end.
We spent the next two weeks cruising amongst
the islands and bays north of Bayona, with spectacular mountain ranges and white sandy beaches.
The scenery was magnificent; the sun shone and
the wind blew about 20 knots - more idyllic sailing it would be hard to find anywhere.
One of the most interesting places we visited
was Cambarro, a little village at the head of Ponte
Bay. There was a fascinating collection of granaries
or stone storehouses built on stilts, which are to
be found all over the region. This small fishing
village typified the simple and austere life of the
people in this part of Spain. Most women wear the
traditional black dresses. Clothes are still washed
in the rivers that run through the villages. There
were few luxuries to be seen in the shops and no
newspapers or magazines to be had anywhere.
Our next anchorage was in complete contrast
to Cambarro. We sailed through numerous mussel
rafts to Toja Grande where we anchored off one
of Spain’s most expensive hotels. This bay can only
be entered at high water and we found the tide ran
very strongly through the anchorage. We spent a
leisurely day enjoying the hotel’s magnificent salt
water swimming pool, which we had almost to
ourselves. We lunched in great luxury beside the

Granaries at Ponte Bay - Photo J. Guinnes,

The Commodore’s Yacht Deerhound - Photo Rex Roberts

pool but, we were quite content when the tide
tumed that evening to return to the less sophisticated normality of life on board.
Fiestas and fireworks are commonplace in Spain
but, are not always events to be welcomed. St.
Julien Isla de Arosa was a most picturesque anchorage, full of the brightly painted local fishing boats
with their high bows and beautiful lines. When we
landed we found the preparations for a fiesta were
in full swing. Two dance bands, with massive
amplification equipment, a lottery and merrygorounds competed with rockets and bangers to
render sleep impossible and we viewed our picturesque anchorage through slightly bleary eyes the next
morning. We had to keep moving northwards to
meet our daughter, Tania, at Muros two days later.
C, nce again, radar was of immense help, as the visibility was so bad that we could not have moved
t~ ~ough the mussel rafts blind.
Once north of Cape Finnisterre the coast line
becomes bleaker and more rugged and the fishing
villages even more isolated. One is aware of the
constant danger of the sea and of the hard life of
the fishermen along this rugged coastline. This was
particularly noticeable in Mugia, a tiny village overshadowed by the aptly named Cape Villano. At
the entrance to Camernias bay, close to Mugia,
stands a high church which faces seawards on a low
rocky promontory, swept by seas in every onshore
gale. It is dedicated to mariners and is a monument
to those lost at sea.
Thursday, 27th was a day of change. The weather
was now much colder, the sun gone and the Wolfes
had to return to Ireland. We had eight days before
Howth Regatta and no definite plans or commitments. John suggested we might stop for dinner
at his favourite restaurant in Concarneau. This idea
received overwhelming support and with no further
discussion we left Spain for France. We ran up the
coast lor the first few hours and then the wind
went into the north, where it was to stay until we
reached Howth. This brought home to us, rather
forceably, the fact that Spain is quite a long way
from Howth. Although we were sailing at about
6V2 knots, our progress on the large scale chart
seemed very slow.
Our self-steering gear "Charlie" broke down and
the confused seas made it very difficult to get
"Charlie’s Aunt" (pieces of rope) to work properly.
Consequently, under these conditions we were light
handed. We tied up in the inner harbour at Concarneau on Sunday afternoon. The restaurant was
just as good as we had remembered and the time
ashore was very welcome, particularly for the
youngest crew member.
On Monday, we continued beating north in fresh
ening wind and poor visibility, which gradually became force 7 and heavy rain. There was no prospect

of beating through the Raz de Seine at night in
such conditions so we approached Audienne, which
has an elaborate system of leading lights to take
one clear of the submerged rocks. As we made our
approach the lights were not making sense and John
decided to head out to sea again. It was with a
strong feeling that navigators expect a lot from
their helmspersons, that I turned Deerhound and
headed back through the blackness to try to hear
again the wretched unlit whistle buoy that marks
the entrance to the channel. At the second attempt
all was well and we anchored safely for a much
delayed supper.
We beat through the Raz de Seine in poor
visibility and felt it was more sensible to wait for
the tide again at Cameret, as the weather forecaster
continued to promise N.W. gales and beating against
a 6 knot tide is a fruitless occupation.
When we reached Howth on Friday afternoon
we felt that we had timed our arrival home nicely.
It had been a most enjoyable cruise - Deerhound
had shown her ability to make fast passages even to
windward.

During the winter John had fitted two pilot
berths, hot water for the shower and a fridge and
deep freeze. This made life on board much more
comfortable. We were able to bring enough frozen
meat from home to last the whole trip, which made
catering incredibly simple. For a month’s holiday
N.W. Spain is one of the most attractive cruising
grounds within easy reach. Apart from the spells
of fog, it provided everything we hoped for sunshine, good sailing and beautiful scenery.
Deerhound is a G.R.P. Hood 50’ Ketch designed
by Ted Hood with a Tyler hull fitted out by C. F.
Perrin of Southampton in 1970. She is fitted with
a Perkins 2436 engine, Decca 101 Radar, Brooks &
Gatehouse Heron instruments, Neco Auto Pilot,
P.N.P. Duerr Hydraulic Windlass, Wabasto Central
Heating, Woodson D.S.B. M/F and Sailor V.H.F.
radio, G. & M. hotwater system, and Simpson &
Simpson refrigeration.

July
7-9
9
l 1-14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
27-30
31
Aug. l
2-4

Howth Scillies.
215
Scillies - Penzance
38
Penzance - Bayona
490
At Bayona
Bayona - Cies Islands
8
Vies, Vigo, Ensenada/de Barra
19
Barra - Sangengo
13
Sangengo - Isla Ons.
17
Ons Toja Grande
25
Toja Grande St. Julien lsle de Arosa
5
St. Julien - Corrubedo
! 7
Corrubedo - Muros
14
At Muros
Muros - Llagosteria bay
18
Llagosteria bay - Mugia
25
Mugia - Camarinas
3
Camarinas - Concarneau
390
Concarneau Audienne
45
Audienne - Cameret
25
Cameret - Howth
343
1,710

\

Fishing Boats at St. Julien Ilsa de Arosa Photo J. Guinness

"’. . . and Baby makes Three’"
Ronald Cudmore
After a most successful cruise in 1976 from Cork to
Derrynane with Anne and three month old Kris, I decided
to buy my own boat so that we could cruise frequently
without "dry-docking" my father. As the sailing season
drew to a close we started looking for a yacht which ideally
was to have been a 36 foot bermudian sloop, with a
fibre-glass hull, long keel and flush deck. We sent our
requirements to thirty brokers, most of whom responded.
After sifting through details of over one hundred boats and
a visit to a William Gardner 40 footer in the Clyde, we
eventually found ’Morgana" in Lymington on the south
coast of England. Morgana is a 1970 ketch-rigged Bowman
36, designed by Holman & Pye. While not exactly what we
were looking for, she was within our price range and so,
within twenty-four hours, I signed on the dotted line to
purchase her. Once we had agreed to buy her our
enthusiasm got the better of us and we decided that we
should take-off for an extended cruise as soon as possible.
It was the end of February 1977 that we finally
decided to take-off that summer, so we rushed out and
bought books on off-shore cruising such as "Deep Sea
Sailing" by Errol Bruce and "Voyaging Under Sail" by
Erick Hiscock. Anne, who had no experience of off-shore
sailing, was not given "Heavy Weather Sailing’" to read until~
we had sold our house, but by then she was so familiar with
terms like "pitch-poling", it did not phase her. For me,
"Celestial Navigation" by Mary Blewitt was substituted for
the Irish Times when I commuted to work on the train.
To my delight, I was very kindly given leave of
absence from work which I finished at the end of May.
Then, having sold our house and stored our belongings in
my sister Jean’s attic, we move on board Morgana. For the
next two months we worked out of Jean’s house and she,
patiently, never said a word while we filled her house with
sails, stores, charts, etc.
At the beginning of August, Morgana was reasonably
ship-shape and with everything stored on board she had a
new water-line. On Saturday the 6th of August, we slipped
our moorings at about 0900 hours and motored out of
Crosshaven. It was a beautiful day, calm and sunny. As we
got further out the wind picked up so we cut the engine
and sailed along pleasantly under main and genoa. We set
course to eventually pass about sixty miles west of Cape
Finisterre. As soon as we were clear of Cork harbour, I took
my first-ever Celestial sight and was very relieved to find
that we were where we should about have been! While it
was calm the day we set out, we had been in harbour so
long that we had lost our sea-legs. Kris, then almost 15
months old, got sick all over the deck and then all over the

cabin which did not help to make Anne or me feel any
better. Fortunately, he regained his sea-legs quickly. By the
afternoon, the wind had dropped and we were drifting
along. These calms persisted for two and one-half days
during which we lay in the sun and swam. We could have
motored but we had decided before we set out that we
would try to sail as much as possible, especially on longer
passages, and only to use the engine to charge the batteries
or for getting in and out of harbours. On the second day
out, we found that the impellor for the log and about 25
feet of line were missing, cause unknown; luckily we had a
spare impellor and log line. Eventuallyl we got some wind
and began to move south again. On our fifth day out, we
were swarmed by thousands of fruit flies. They originated
in the garbage bag which we had been keeping at the stern
of the boat to hold non-biodegradable items. After two
hours of bucketing the boat with water and one bottle of
disinfectant later, we had eliminated the majority of the
flies. I regret to say, this event put an end to our spirit of
ecology - we threw the garbage bag over-board! We had to
continue washing down the decks, every hour or so, for the
rest of the day to fully eliminate the flies. On our seventh
day out, the wind came up and we put a few reefs in and
reduced to the number one jib. Up to then, the wind, for
the most part, had been ESE. Now the wind moved around
to the South and we could not lay Cape Finisterre. As we
were tired, we decided not to try to beat around Cape
Finisterre, but headed instead for E1 Ferrol Del Caudillo
which is very close to Corunna. We arrived here at 0245
hours on Sunday morning, August 14th. It took almost 8
days to cover the distance of 530 miles, i.e. we averged just
under 3 knots. We were very excited at having successfully
completed our first long passage.
Ria de El Ferrol del Caudillo is a mini-fjord and a
most attractive harbour. The Spanish use it as a naval base
so it is well marked. The weather was not good when we
arrived and, in fact, the weather continued to be quite
variable until we got further south to Bayonna. We spent a
few days in El Ferrol catching up on sleep and doing
laundry, mainly baby clothes.
while we were at El Ferrol, Kris went for his first
swim, unintentionally he leaned over too far when we were
in the dingy, having had more than his share of wine at
lunch. Neither the dunking nor the drinking had any
ill-effects!
We left El Ferrol on August 19th, planning to get
around Cape Finisterre. when we got to the harbour
mouth, we found little wind and an unpleasant sea so we
decided to head for Corunna instead and spent a few days

there anchored off the Yacht club. We most enjoyed our
stay in Comnna which has a cheerful populace; the Spanish
love children and Kris was given tremendous attention.
From Corunna, we motor-sailed in light head winds
to Lage, a distance of about 35 miles. We spent two nights
there, but did not enjoy the anchorage as we rolled all the
time. From Lage, we sailed around Finisterre with strong
head winds and big seas for most of the trip. We spent
longer in Finisterre than we had intended because we joined
two Spaniards from another yacht for an evening on the
town. I blame the ill-effects of the evening to the squid and
mussels that we had eaten, but Anne says it was my
enthusiasm for the local wine.
From Finisterre, we headed straight for Bayonna as
we had heard that one had to get that far south to expect
consistently good weather. As a result, we missed the
various Rias between Finisterre and Bayonna which apparently are most attractive and interesting. They are supposed
to resemble the Southwest Coast of Ireland- they certainly do weather-wise!

Kris formally attired in port Photo Ronald Cudmore

We spent a week in Bayonna which is an interesting
spot. We made many friends here whom we met again and
again as we moved south. In Bayonna, we first met Sam
and Helen Davis from Northern Ireland whom we met in
nearly every port as far as Barbados. Sam and Helen, who
like ourselves had got many useful tips, etc., from ICC
member Alan Leonard, were taking off for an indefinite
period. While we were here, an English girl gave birth to a
baby boy on a nearby yacht - with a doctor in attendance,
however. The couple on this boat had spent a year in
Bayonna and informed us that they were planning to head
south once the baby was one month old. After this event,
there was no doubt in our minds but that Kris was
definitely old enough to be away sailing.
Though we were enjoying Bayonna, we decided we
had better move on and we headed tbr Cascais on the
outskirts of Lisbon. At the start of this trip, we had a NW
3-4 and moved along very nicely, carrying our main, genoa,
mizzen, staysail. As we approached Cascais, we had such
heavy fog that while we heard the engines of many ships we
saw very few of them. We arrived in Cascais on the 7th
September, two days and 214 miles out from Bayonna.
Keeping a look-out during the log was quite a strain so we
collapsed straight into our bunks once the anchor was
down.
We cleared the Portugese customs in Cascais where we
had to buy a transit card for foreign ships. This was a slow
process. Generally, we found the Portugese customs and
police more strict than their Spanish counterparts who were
very relaxed. Though the people were friendly at the yacht
club in Cascais, we did not particularly enjoy our stay there
because we rolled most of the time. One evening when we
went ashore for a quick shower al the yach! club, Kris
"introduced" us to one of the members who took us home
for dinner. At abou! 0100 the following morning we
returned to the boat which we had left at 1930 hours the
previous evening - my longest shower ever!
From Cascais, we headed for the Algrave on the south
Portugese coast and, again, we had quite a lot of fog. This
was a slow passage as it took us just under two days to
cover 105 miles. Having rounded Cape St. Vincent, we had
a pleasant sail along the coast, which consisted of sheer
sandstone cliffs alternated by beau!trial white beaches, as
far as Portimao. Though we did not like the town of
Portimao, we spent a few days just inside the harbour
break-water where Kris took to the water for the firsl time.
Up to this it had been too cold.
From Portimao we went on to Olhao, about 35 miles
along the coast. Our stay in Olhao was very pleasant as
there are no large hotels and so it is little affected by
tourism. The fish and vegetable markets were fascinating.
Nearly everything that we purchased in Olhao was cheaper
than in most of the other places we visited. Gererally, we
found Portugal much cheaper than Spain.
Near to Olhao is the town of Faro. Both places are
protected by a chain of sandy islands such that you can go
from one to the other without going out into the open sea.

We spent a few days between the two places and visiting a
number of the islands. By now, Kris was becoming very
comfortable in the water and needed to be watched
constantly when we were at the beach.
At midday on September 23rd, we left for Gibraltar
and by the evening of the 24th we were approaching the
Straits of Gibraltar. We had a beautiful sail through the
Straits as we had a good following breeze and the tide was
with us. The approach to the Straits is most impressive,
particularly on the Morroccan side where the mountains
come right down to the coast; on this coast is the high
mountain, Sidi Musa. By the time we were through the
Straits it was dark; with a full moon out behind Sidi Musa
and a clear starry night it was one of the most enjoyable
evening’s sailing that I have ever experienced.
When we arrived in Gibraltar, we tied up at the
Submarine Pens inside the harbour. While it was interesting
being there, since we met many new faces, we decided to
move out after a few days and anchor so we would have
more privacy; and with the wind coming from the south,
the Pens were not comfortable and a lot of oil was swept
into them. We went north of the harbour and tried to
anchor between the harbour and the runway. After six
attempts at anchoring- our anchor dragged everytime - we eventually tied.to a free mooring.
While in Gibraltar we made enquiries about hauling
out Morgana to have a small leak at the stern repaired.
When we were told we would have to wait about one
month before she could be hauled, we decided to see if we
could fix the problem ourselves. We lifted the stern out of
the water by moving up forward every heavy item on board
and by emptying our water tank. However, the stern was
not riding high enough so Anne came up with the
brainwave of putting the rubber dingy on deck and filling it
with water. This did the trick. Having let the damaged area
dry out, I learned about fibreglassing. While we were
bow-down we caused a bit of consternation for some late

Morgana covered in awnings and wash in Puerto
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night revellers, returning to their boats, as they thought we
were sinking.
Having spent nine days in Gibraltar, we left on the
4th of October for Ceuta, on the North African Coast.
Ceuta, which is controlled by Spain, is a freeport. While we
wanted to be able to say that we had been to Africa, we
primarily went there for fresh food. There is a very poor
selection of fresh food in Gibraltar and it is expensive as it
has to be imported from Morocco. However, we paid deafly
for our visit to Ceuta and I would not recommend the place
to anyone. After being there about twelve hours, we had a
three to four inch boot-top of oil all the way around the
top-sides and it took us many many hours of hard work to
remove these oil marks. We had been warned about the oil
in Ceuta but did not believe it could be so bad. There is a
policeman on duty twenty-four hours a day where the
yachts tie up so you can happily leave the boat to go
ashore. Ceuta is a good place to stock up on fresh fruit and
vegetables, cigarettes, drink and fuel. It also has a reasonable selection of tinned goods.
Due to the oil, we decided to leave Ceuta as soon as
possible and head for Madeira even though the wind was
blowing quite strongly from the SW. We had only gone a
few miles when the wind increased. At this stage, we were
off Sidi Musa which gave us very fluky winds; one moment
it was blowing force 4-5 and the next moment it was
gusting up to force 8. The end result of these fluky winds
was that we blew out our headsail. When that happened we
decided to call it quits and head for Gibraltar to get our sail
repaired, as we did not feel like starting a long journey in
those weather conditions. Going across to Gibraltar was an
exhilarating, but at times, frightening sail with the gale
force winds and a very confused sea. We got our sail
repaired quickly and satisfactorily by Mike Lawrence who
is based at Sheppard’s Marina.
By Tuesday, October 1 l th, we were again on our
way. On this occasion the wind was in our favour, coming
from the north-east, and we had a most pleasant sail along
the Spanish coastline which is mountainous and add. By
the time we were through the straits, the wind had
increased to about force 7 and we sailed along at about 5
knots with just the No. 1 jib up. With this wind we
estimated that we should make Madeira in about four days.
For the first 36 hours, we had a good breeze and averaged
about 4½ knots. Then the wind started to slacken and we
were back to what to us had become a normal pattern, i.e.
averaging about 2 knots. On the fourth day out the wind
went around to WSW force 3-4 and Madeira was still a long
way off. For the next twenty-four hours the weather varied
from sunny to heavy rain and lightning, with winds
between force 1 and force 4.
By the beginning of the 5th day out, we were only
250 miles from Gibraltar. The wind then increased to
southerly force 6-7 and we sailed along with reduced
headsail and four reefs. The following day, the wind was
again from WSW averaging about force 4. The seventh day
out, we reduced to just the main with four reefs as the wind

was averaging SW 6-7 with regular force 8 squalls; and the
seas had become quite large. The weather continued like
this for two days during which we made only 55 miles
headway and ended up 40 miles to leeward of our course.
Over these few days, we had a lot of lightning and
some very heavy showers. At one stage when the lightning
was close, the wind suddenly dropped which was rather
eerie. An indication to us of how bad the weather had been
was that Kris, whenever we took him up on deck, decided
he did not like it up there and went straight back into the
cabin - abnormal for him. A number of boats that we later
met in Las Palmas told us they had recorded force 9 about
the same time. What amazed me was that some of them,
instead of making as much sea-room as possible in such
weather, closed the African coast and pulled into harbours
like Casablanca and Sail without having detailed charts of
the coast line.
When the wind started to moderate it continued to
blow WSW and, as we could not lay our course, we decided
that Madeira did not want us; so we altered course for the
Canary Islands. By this time we had been eight days at sea,
twice as long as we had originally hoped it would take us to
get to Madeira. When we decided to head for the Canary
Islands we still had about 150 miles to go to Madeira; and
though it was 350 miles to Las Palmas, on Grand Canary, at
least the wind would not be heading us. By the ninth day
out, the wind had gone around to the NW and we started to
get some of the weather that we were expecting in this part
of the world. Eleven and a half days out from Gibraltar, we
dropped anchor in La Luz, the harbour for Las Palmas. We
had covered 815 miles in that time, to average just under 3
knots.
We spent three days in Las Palmas, catching up on
lost sleep as usual. As the weather was not good there, we
decided to go to Puerto Rico on the southwest side of
Grand Canary. On the way there we tried, to get a berth at
the new marina at Pasito Blanco but they, not very politely,
told us they were full. In fact, we were glad that we
continued on to Puerto Rico as the marina and facilities are
far superior there. We spent two weeks in Puerto Rico.
Here, at last, we started to get the weather that we had
come south looking for. Every day we had clear blue skies
and the temperature was usually about 75 degrees. We
spent our days swimming, sun bathing, sleeping and doing
odd jobs on the boat. The owner of the American yacht
alongside us took to Kris in a big way and very kindly
insisted he babysit, so we had a number of nights on the
town on our own.
On the 29th October, the crews on the boats that
were crossing the Atlantic held a barbecue at Pasito Blanco.
Then on the 1st November, the first boat left Puerto Rico.
We also started to get ready to leave and 1 went over the
side and scrubbed the bottom of Morgana as she had started
to develop quite a growth since we arrived in Puerto Rico.
The day before we left Grand Canary, we rented a car and
drove to Las Palmas where we went into the market and
Anne went wild buying fruit and vegetables. Once we had

finished our shopping, we drove down through the centre
of the island as far as Cruz de Tejada. The countryside at
the centre of the island was most impressive though a little
forbidding. Parts of the mountain scenery there reminded
me of the Grand Canyon. From the centre of the island, we
drove straight back to Puerto Rico.
On Wednesday the 9th of November, we left Puerto
Rico. By the time we were a few hours out, Anne heard her
first flying-fish land on board. It turned out to be a leather
bag rubbing against one of the bulkheads. I am glad she did
not try to cook it, in fact, we never heard flying fish land
on deck though we found a number on board nearly every
morning. While we saw many flying fish during our trip, we
saw little other sea life.
Before we were twenty-four hours out the boat jibed
under self-steering and got into irons. As a result, the log
line fouled the propeller. Not only had I to cut the line but
I had to go overboard to free it from the propeller which
had me in the horrors as I could see "Jaws" coming up to
take a nibble. By the 8th day out, our log was totally
rots-reading so we decided to hand it and work on estimates
from then on. By the end of the trip, we got so used to
gauging our speed that we would be only one or two miles
out between our dead reckoning and our calculated
positions daily.
While we averaged lO0 miles per day crossing the
Atlantic, for the first part of the trip our average was lower.
The days that we had little wind and covered distances like
70 or 80 miles per day, the rolling motion was not so bad
and we really enjoyed life on board. When our speed picked
up the motion also became worse and it was something we
never got used to. Now that we were further south, the
weather conditions were much improved. During the day
time we were dressed in swimsuits and wore shirts to
protect ourselves from the sun. In the evenings, we did not
wear much more. For most of the crossing, the wind varied
between ENE to ESE. When using the self-steering you
cannot easily run dead before the wind without jibing so we
tacked down-wind the whole way across. We never tried to
use twin head-sails but carried the main, mizzen and a
headsail. There is less rolling with the latter rig and also one
carries a greater sail area.
In Las Palmas, Anne had bought eight dozen bananas,
some of them yellow and some green. To try and slow their
ripening process we did exactly the wrong thing. Instead of
hanging them, we wrapped them in newspaper. We later
read in Anne’s cookbook how to ripen bananas- wrap
them in paper and keep them in a temperature of over 70
degrees. As a result of our little error, we had our eight
dozen bananas ripen at the same time. However, we did not
throw one of them overboard. Instead we, for a few days,
ate nothing but bananas. We had plain bananas, mashed
bananas, banana muffins, banana fritters, banana bread and
banana sandwiches.
When we were about 1000 miles from Puerto Rico, a
large yacht passed about two miles south of us and then
crossed our bows in the distance. We were quite surprised

they did not come closer.
When we were about two weeks out and still had
more than half way to go, I found that I became a bit
depressed. The reason was that we had passed the Cape
Verdes, were at a point of no return and 1 suddenly became
acutely aware of what our predicament could be if anything
serious happened either to ourselves or to the boat. To
make matters worse, our progress at this time was quite
slow and both Anne and I were tired from constant watchkeeping. As the wind picked up and our distance increased,
the depression lifted.
On the 24th November, sixteen days out from Puerto
Rico, we were almost half way to Barbados so we decided
to have a celebratory dinner. We started out with our last
avacado which was still perfect. Then we had mizu gem, a
Japanese soup, followed by a Japanese meal of ginger pork
and rice for which we even used our chop-sticks.
Afterwards we had Crepes Morgana-Anne’s version of
Crepes Suzette as she did not have the usual ingredients. It
was a most enjoyable meal and I almost forgot that I was at
sea.
On our nineteenth day out, we had some very heavy
rain showers but they were too cold to go out and shower
in. On the twentieth day out, we save our first tropic bird
and also picked up a number of radio stations in the West
Indies though we were still over 750 miles away. On this
day also, one of our fire extinguishers exploded, cause
unknown. To help lighten any depression that I may still
have had on this evening, Anne made a beautiful French
glazed apple tart to follow a main course of pastries stuffed
with creamed spinach.
On our twenty-fourth day out, I had to take the
genoa down rather quickly because of some heavy rain
squalls. In the process, the wire halyard got fouled on the
winch with the sail half down. To get the sail down quickly
I had to dismantle the winch. While dismantling it, the boat
lurched suddenly and the parts of the winch fell all around
the deck. Fortunately, nothing went overboard and I was
able to re-assemble it. On the evening of our twenty-fifth
day out, Anne frightened Kris by jumping up and screaming
when a land bird came into the cabin unannounced and
perched close to her. She also frightened the bird who
reacted by making his mess in the cabin. When I put him on
deck he flew away.
When we were less than twenty-four hours from
Barbados we were running down some large seas on the
starboard jibe and under self-steering when the boat jibed. I
had preventers on the booms which somehow put such a
strain on the mizzen mast that the port cross-tree broke. We
started the engine and got the boat back on course, got the
mizzen down and the mizzen mast made secure. Within
about one hour of the cross-tree breaking, one of the
jib-poles cracked and broke.
As we approached Barbados, the seas were large and
confused. This was probably accounted for by the bottom
shallowing as we approached the American continent. On
the 7th of December, we got our first glimpse of Barbados
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Christmas on Morgana - Photo Anne Cudmore.

dead ahead and only about seven miles away. Barbados is
low lying and therefore not easily visible. When we dropped
anchor off Bridgetown, we were twenty-eight days and four
hours out from Puerto Rico and we had covered a distance
of 2,808 miles. Immediately we got the anchor down, both
Anne and I went for our first swim in a month.
After clearing customs, we went ashore to phone
home and had our greatest treat in a long time - a glass of
ice cold water! Over the next few days, we caught up on
sleep, as usual, and did a lot of swimming as the water there
is beautifully warm and clear. Using our snorkels, we could
watch the fish swimming below. The bottom of the boat
was covered with a long barnacle growth when we arrived in
Barbados. This growth mostly disappeared after a week in
Bridgetown except for it’s base where it was stuck to the
hull. Also we got off all our Christmas cards and took our
jib pole and mizzen mast ashore to be repaired. David
Nugent owns a place called Terry’s Marine Repairs near
where the yachts anchor. He was most helpful to me in
repairing the jib pole and in arranging for arc and arc
welding on the cross-tree. Every evening David Nugent,
known as Terry, has a get-together in the office over his
works where the yachting people meet. Most of the visiting
yacht people gather here and not at the yacht club. The
local sailing people do not like visiting yachts to frequent
their club and, if they extend honorary membership to one,
it is for a maximum of one week and is only received after
checking one’s credentials thoroughly. The yacht club is
probably justified in being less than friendly as otherwise
they would be inundated with visitors at certain times of
the year.
Barbadians seem to love children. One day while I
was minding Kris, Anne went off to do some shopping.
Stopping by a lady selling bananas on the side of the street,
Anne asked to buy some bananas. The lady asked whether
she was the person with the blonde-haired baby. When
Anne said yes, the lady asked whether the bananas were for
Kris. Anne said yes and the lady said she would not sell
them as they were too hard for him. As well as being
concerned about what Kris was eating, they were also
concerned that we were making him walk too much and
that he wasn’t comfortable in his stroller. They were always
giving him sweets and other goodies which Anne ate,
claiming they were unhealthy for Kris.
As Christmas approached, we had our Christmas
shopping to do and decorations to put up. The decorations
consisted of Christmas stockings, a home-made Christmas
tree and Christmas cards.
A few days after arriving in Barbados we went to
check our mail and found a telex awaiting us from Ireland,
asking me to go to New York for an interview for a possible
job in Chicago. I arranged to go on the 27th of December
after which I went on to Western Canada where Anne’s
parents live. I spent the New Year’s holiday sking in beautiful
weather in the Rockies and then returned to Barbados on
the 3rd January, 1978.
Having been offered the job in Chicago, our next task

was to put the boat somewhere where it would be safe
while unattended for a number of months. We decided to
leave her in English Harbour, Antigua.
On the 9th January, we left Barbados for St. Lucia
which is east of Barbados. During the passage from
Barbados to St. Lucia we had an amazingly clear night and
picked up a light on St. Lucia when we were 45 miles from
the island. We went by St. Lucia just to see the famous
Pitons and the harour between them. This is a fabulous
looking spot with two steep mountains coming right down
to the water’s edge. Because of a time constraint and also as
we had not cleared customs, we decided not to anchor at
the Pitons but to carry on to Martinique where we dropped
anchor at a small little harbour called Grande Anse d’Arlet
on the south west coast. We did not tour Martinique but
left to get north. We went by the lee to Dominica and,
though many miles to leeward, were becalmed for a number
of hours.
hen passing Dominica it was covered with dark rain
clouds. The weather from Dominica to Guadaloupe varied
between flat calms and strong gusts with rain. In the lee of
Guadaloupe, we again lost our wind. At this stage we had
no engine except for emergencies as the fan belt had
broken. From Guadaloupe, we went straight to English
Harbour, Antigua to end the first stage of our cruise. We
had covered 5,218 miles in 5 months and 9 days. I,
unfortunately, was not able to relax and enjoy English
Harbour which is a great social spot. I spent my time there
arranging for the boat to be looked after, getting our
belongings shipped to Chicago, selling off our surplus
supplies and organising my travel itinerary. On the 19th of
January, I left Antigua and flew back to Cork to familiarise
myself again with such things as suits, shirts, ties, etc.,
before heading for Chicago. Anne and Kris stayed on for a
few days during which her parents joined her on board the
boat. Then my parents came and took the boat on a three
week cruise. After the Morgana was "moth-balled" for a
few months in English Harbour.
Early in May, Anne and Kris returned to Antigua to
rejoin Morgana. They were the advance posse to get the
boat stored and everything ready so that when I arrived we
could leave immediately. I flew in a few days later to find
the boat in chaos. We had commissioned a local chap to
look after the boat, while we were away, and also to paint
and varnish her. When Anne arrived the person that was
supposed to be doing the work had left on a yacht sailing
for Europe. A friend of his had taken over the job but had
only started work a few days before Anne arrived. The
painting and varnishing took a number of days which meant
Anne could do little. When she did finally manage to get on
board the boat she heard, to her horror during the first
night, that there were rats keeping her company. Having
spent the night half-awake worrying about the rats
attacking Kris, she got up the following morning to find
that a lot of her food supplies had been eaten into by the
rats, e.g. we had left a box full of packaged biscuits but
only the wrappers were left. Anne got traps and poison to
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catch the rats and so when I arrived on board everything
was out of the lockers in an effort to get rid of them.
Further "good" news was that the engine, which had been
working when Anne arrived, had seized.
On this part of the trip Anne’s sister Claire and a
friend of ours, Christine, had joined us. Having got rid of
the rats, Anne, Claire and Christine put some order back
into the boat and got last minute supplies, while I tried to
see if anything could be done with the engine. I took the
injectors off to find salt water; whereupon I decided to
forget about the engine because of the lack of availability
of spare parts in Antigua. So on Tuesday the 9th of May we
hoisted sail and, after a couple of exciting moments, we
beat out of a crowded English harbour. We sailed around
the south side of the island and anchored on the west side
off Mosquito Cove. This three hour sail had been our
shake-down cruise after over two months ashore.
After a swim and a meal, we got sail up again and left
Mosquito Cove at 1650 hours. By the time we cleared
Antigua we were beating along at about 5 knots with a
good north-easterly breeze. By the following day, the wind

was up to about force 6, guesting 7 with heavy rain squalls,
and we were sailing along with a small jib and 5 reefs in the
main. While we were making very good time the motion
was taking its toll on a "sea-legless" crew. Unfortunately,
Kris was sick for about twenty-four hours. He never
complained or cried but he made a terrible mess of the
boat.
On our second day out the Cunard ship, Saxonia,
circled us twice. On the second time around they asked if
we were okay. Apparently there had been an SOS from a
yacht in the area. About this time, too, the wind eased off.
We took out the reefs and put up the genoa, the mizzen and
the mizzen stay-sail. Thursday the 1 lth, was Kris’ second
birthday. While everybody was feeling a lot better nobody
was in the humour to celebrate it too enthusiastically. The
weather continued very good for the rest of the trip and the
seas were amazingly calm. With a beam wind, we arrived at
St. George, Bermuda at 0700 hours on the 17th of May. We
had covered 950 miles in 7½ days, our fastest passage to
date.
Shortly after arriving, the customs came on board and
Route of MORGANO
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they were most pleasant and helpful, as were people customs’ offices on Lower Manhattan.
As we wanted to meet some friends on Manhattan as
generally on Bermuda. We liked Bermuda most of the
places that we have visited because the people are nice, the well as clear customs, we motored up to the 79th Street
vegetation is much more lush and the temperature is not as marina which is the only marina on the Hudson side of
oppressive as in the West Indies and there is no apparent down-town Manhattan. I would strongly recommend
poverty. I had to leave Morgana for two weeks but returned people to avoid the place. We paid $23.00 to stay there for
on the 30th May and we set sail again on Wednesday the one night, i.e. 65c per foot per night. For this there were no
31st May. Though it was not a nice day and the five day showers nor could we tie up inside the marina as we would
forecast, which we had been given by the US base near St. go aground at low water. We had to tie up outside and, as a
Goerge, was not great we decided to leave as both Claire result, received some damage to the boat from being
and I were pressed for time. So at 1010 hours we cast off thrown about by the wash from passing tugs and barges.
The following morning at 0545 hours we left the
and motored out of St. George, went north around the
island and set course for New York. Soon after leaving, the marina. We spent the day motor-sailing up the Hudson
wind went around to the northwest which meant a dead River. To our surprise, the Hudson has very attractive
beat. After about 36 hours the wind started blowing from banks. While we expected factories and housing to cover
the southwest which meant we were comfortably able to the banks, in fact they were wooded for the most part.
About 40 miles north of New York harbour, near West
lay our course.
On our second day out a tern landed on board, Point, the river appears l]ord-like. We thoroughly enjoyed
exhausted. Claire immediately acted as doctor but unfort- our first day of inland-water sailing. The first evening we
unately the tern was too far gone and died after about anchored about 70 miles up the river near Epous Island.
twelve hours. On our third day out, we did our best days The following day we covered about another 40 miles, until
run on Morgana since we left Ireland. We covered 146 miles we came to Castleton-on-Hudson. We arranged with
Castleton Boat Club to leave Morgana on a mooring for
noon to noon.
Weather on this leg of our trip was variable due, I about six weeks until we could collect her and take her
think to the Gulf Stream. We had frequent rain squalls with through the Erie Canal. They agreed to keep an eye on her.
About six weeks later, we returned to Castleton. We
dark clouds, thunder and lightning. With this variable
took
our
mast down using a crane owned by the club and
weather I did not feel very relaxed - probably because I
was thinking of the Leonards’ Wishbone which capsized then left to go through the Erie Canal. The canal is 342
between Bermuda and New York about the same time of statute miles long and has thirty-four locks and numerous
the year, two years previously. While we did get some fairly drawbridges. The total rise going from the Hudson River
strong squalls during one of which our reefed main was into Lake Erie is approximately 570 feet and the maximum
ripped, we never had bad enough weather to start seriously rise in any one lock is 40.5 feet. As the canal follows the
course of the Mohawk, Seneca, and Clyde Rivers, it was an
worrying.
Six and one-half days out from Bermuda, we dropped interesting trip. Going through the locks was fairly straight
anchor just north of Verrazano-Narrows Bridge at the forward as the lock masters leave the water in quite gently.
entrance to New York. We had covered 690 miles. This was We had a continuous rope going from the bow to the stern
the first passage that we ran the engine when the wind with maybe 12 feet of slack amidships. Entering a lock, we
lightened. We motored for twenty-seven hours. Anne and went alongside one of the ladders and put the rope through
Claire were excited with sailing into New York, as their a rung of the ladder. In this way we kept control of the
Dutch ancestors had done in the mid-seventeenth century. boat. Outside the fenders we put some lengths of two by
Before arriving in New York, I had read the US Pilots four timbers so the fenders would not get damaged against
but they gave no information about clearing customs. So the concrete walls. We started each morning at about 0600
when we arrived, we anchored oft-the Quarantine pier just hours and continued until sunset. During the day it was
north of the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge. As it is quite usually hot so we rigged up an awning over the mast to give
difficult to get more than a tourist visa to enter the States us some protection. The water was clean enough that we
and a careful check is made of all aliens entering the took the occasional dip to keep cool. In the evenings when
country, we expected to be boarded immediately upon we had tied up, we sometimes went ashore and made dinner
entering New York. However, having spent the night over a campfire. This was certainly different cruising for us
anchored off the Quarantine pier, we discovered the and it was good fun.
We saw little commercial traffic going through the
following morning that customs no longer use this pier. We
were advised by a local work boat to go up the harbour a canal. Apparently, commercial craft use the canal from the
little to locate customs. We eventually got the Customs and Hudson River up as far as Rochester. From there to Lake
Immigration people on board and after spending about an Erie, the canal is used by pleasure craft only. The canal
hour filling out forms, the customs people told us that we crosses a number of lakes. Going through one of these the
had clearance fk)r New York but that we would have to get engine suddenly began to overheat and fortunately I
a crusing license to continue on our trip. To get the cruising happened to notice it so ! could cut it off before any
license, which lasts for 6 months, we had to go along to the damage was done. I opened up the filter at our cooling
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water intake to find a fish about 6 to 8 inches long had got
stuck in the inlet.
On our fifth day in the canal, I found that two of the
engine mounting bolts had sheared so we slowed speed until
we came to the next town which was Albion. At Albion, I
lifted the engine and found that in fact three of the bolts
had sheared so I took them out to get them repaired. To
prevent the bolts shearing again, I replaced the broken ones
by larger diameter bolts. The people of Albion were most
helpful and hospitable to us. While we were working on the
engine, the Mayor of the town dropped by to say "hello"
to us. Albion were celebrating their 150th anniversay two
days later and were having a boat rally. The Mayor asked
that had come the farthest distance. As an inducement,
he offered to have a police car take up on a sight-seeing
she offered to have a police car take us on a sight-seeing
tour of the area. But as I had to get back to work, we could
not wait for the festivities even though we would have liked
to. However, the Mayor still decided to give us the prize for
the boat that had come the farthest distance.
After six days, we exited from the canal. We tied up
at North Tonawanda where we had our mast stepped within
about an hour of tying alongside. The following morning
we set out for Lake Erie but as there was a gale blowing on
our nose, we decided to pull into Buffalo Yacht Club and
wait it out. Lake Erie is extremely shallow and a most
unpleasant sea can build up there when there are strong
winds. Even though the wind had pretty well abated and
gone around more in our favour by the time we left
Buffalo, about ten hours later, the sea was still unpleasant.
Anne found it especially so and kept on getting sick until
we tied up at Erie, about one third of the way down the
lake. We anchored Morgana in a sheltered cove in Erie
harbour with the assistance of some of the members of the
Erie Yacht Club who kindly offered to look after her for a
few weeks. We had got into Erie on a Sunday and as I had
to be back in Chicago by the Monday morning we could
not get a plane reservation, we took a Greyhound bus from
Erie at 2200 hours and got into Chicago at 0600 hours the
following morning. I had time to get home, have breakfast
and take a shower before heading off for work.
We left Morgana in Erie for about three weeks and
then, on Friday the 18th August we returned to collect her.
We started off with light winds and calm seas but by the
time we got towards the end of the lake we were beating
into a miserable sea. While we had heavy rain squalls and
some thunder and lightning, we were fortunate that we did
not get the weather forecast for Cleveland which was about
20 miles south of us at this time. The Cleveland radio was
issuing both tornado and severe thunderstorm warnings. At
0700 hours on Sunday morning, we reached the end of
Lake Erie and were ready to enter the Detroit River. We
dropped anchor here, in Canadian waters, where we slept
for a few hours. We got under way again by 1030 hours and
motored up the Detroit River, a distance of about 25 miles.
We had a current of about 1 to 2 knots against us. As we
approached Detroit, the number of motor boats on the

river was just phenomenal. It was also unpleasant as they
left quite a wake. We tied up at a marina just north of the
City and as soon as the boat was ship-shape, we left for the
Greyhound bus station yet again. This time we got back to
Chicago at the more presentable hour of 0130 hours on
Monday morning.
The next weekend, Friday the 25th of August, we
returned to Detroit to take the boat a further stage. We
motored through Lake Clair, a distance of about 20 miles,
in calm sunny weather. We then entered the St. Clair River
which is about 30 miles long. We had a current running
against us of 2 to 3 knots. After leaving the St. Clair River,
we entered Lake Huron and set course for Mackinac Island
at the northern end of Lake Huron. Though we had a good
breeze on our quarter, we motor-sailed most of the way as
we had about 260 miles to go this weekend. We tied up in
Mackinac Island at 0730 hours on Monday morning. The
previous night had been a tiring one for Anne and me as it
had been quite foggy.. Upon arrival at Mackinac Island, we
reitred for a few hours sleep. I then took a plane back to
Chicago and work, while Anne and Kris stayed on at
Mackinac Island for the week. Mackinac Island is the
finishing point for the well-known Mackinac races - one
starts from Port Huron and the other from Chicago. The
island does not permit motorized transport which makes it
unique as a holiday resort.
From Lake Erie through to Lake Huron, we flew
both the Canadian and American courtesy flags as the
dividing line between the two countries goes down the
middle of the Detroit and St. Clair Rivers. We did not land
in Canada as we did not wish to clear customs in the US
again, which was such a hassle the first time.
The following Friday, 1st of September, I returned to
Mackinac Island. About 1800 hours, having got last minute
supplies, we cleared the island, passed under Mackinac
Bridge and entered Lake Michigan. During the night, the
wind blew up southwesterly 5 to 6 and as we were heading
into it and a fairly large sea we did not make much
progress. There was considerable fork lightning during the
night which lit the sky each time. The following morning,
we were off Beaver Island and as the weather did not look
like it was going to improve we decided to head for Beaver
Harbour as it is a sheltered spot. We anchored in Beaver
Harbour at 0830 hours on Saturday morning. It was a wise
decision to pull in there as the wind blew up quite a bit
during the day.
When we entered Beaver Harbour we thought for a
moment that we were back in Ireland again. There were at
least three Irish flags flying. As well, there was a sign on the
pier "Cead Mile Failte". The local hotel and pub were
called Erin Motel and Shamrock Bar respectively. The local
grocery store was called Raffertys and looked and smelled
like the multi-purpose grocery store that you still find in
the Irish countryside. Apparently Beaver Island was settled
by a colony of Irish fishermen. Though the village appeared
very Irish, none of the people that we saw looked Irish.
By Saturday night the "wind had abated and in fact
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gave around to the northwest, so we upped anchor and left
Beaver Island at 0045 hours on Sunday morning. A few
hours out the wind blew up but this time it was in our
favour so we roared along at about 6½ knots. By Sunday
evening, the wind had again eased off so we started the
engine. From then on, we had a pleasant motor-sail as far as
Chicago where we arrived at 0200 hours on Tuesday, the
5th of September. For the last twelve hours or so, we had
practically no wind and the lake was flat calm. Upon arrival
in Chicago, we found a temporary mooring at Belmont
Harbour just north of the city. We were very lucky to find
one as moorings are at a fantastic premium in this part of
the world. When we arrived at Belmont Harbour, we were
thirteen months less one day out from Cork. During this
time, we had covered a distance of 8,130 miles. We enjoyed
our trip from New York to Chicago and only regretted that
we could not have done it at a more leisurely pace and
taken some side-trips.
Morgana’s home will be in Chicago for the next few
years providing we can find a mooring for her. While sailing
around the Chicago area may not be exciting there are
apparently good cruising grounds further north on Lake
Michigan, in the Wisconsin area. The weather on Lake
Michigan can be extremely variable, going from calms to
very strong thunderous squalls in a short time - no doubt,
it will provide us with some interesting sailing!

APPENDIX
While I had done quite a bit of sailing before we
embarked on this trip, I had never owned a boat before and
in fact found that I was very ignorant about boat
ownership. In this appendix I am going to cover some
points that might be of interest to other "innocents" taking
off.
BOAT
For self-steering we used the Aries gear. It is a robust
piece of equipment and we were pleased with it. We found
that it was the most common type of self-steering used. We
carried enough spare parts to almost completely re-build
the unit including a number of wind-vances and a spare
rudder.
As there was Calor gas on board we continued to use
it but carried a Camping Gaz adaptor so that we could use
the Gaz bottles if we were unable to get our Calor gas
bottles re-filled. We never needed the adaptor.
We carried a complete spare set of sails and twin jib
poles. While having two poles was convenient, two are
unnecessary if you do not already have them. We never
sailed under twin jibs.
We carried a tape recorder which we hooked up to
the mains. This helped to keep us awake on the night
watches. Watch-keeping is something that we never
properly formalized. On average, we kept 2 hour watches
and extended or shortened them depending on how we felt.

BABY
To make the boat safe for Kris, we put netting
around the life-lines. We made a number of cushions so
when he was playing below in the cabin, we put them on
the floor to cover sharp corners. We also used them to fill in
the cockpit when he was playing on deck. He slept in the
fore-cabin which consisted of two berths making a vee.
Before leaving Ireland we filled in the vee so that he could
not fall out of his berth and also so he could have a larger
area in which to play.
As well as carrying a comprehensive medical supply
for ourselves, we also carried special medical supplies for
Kris. Where we had tablets for ourselves we got the same
item in syrup form for him. Fortunately, we rarely had to
break into the first-aid box.
When we left, we took 230 pints of long-life milk
which is packed by Killeshandra Co-op, besides nine dozen
tins of powdered milk. The long-life milk lasted us from the
beginning of August until the 16th of December when we
used our last one. As there are no additives to this milk, it
meant that Kris had proper milk nearly all the time that we
were away, which we felt was important at his age.
Sometimes, but rarely, we bought fresh milk in harbour.
When we got to Gibraltar we bought some Nestles
powdered milk which is specially prepared for use in less
developed countries; it is vitamin enriched and we felt very
suitable for Kris when the long-life milk was used up.
We also left with thirty-six dozen disposable diapers
on board. They took up nearly half the fore-peak. They
were invaluable in the colder weather. However, once we
got further south there was no problem in drying ordinary
diapers. We washed them and Kris’ other clothes by towing
them behind the boat and then, having wrung them out
thoroughly leaving them to dry. To prevent them getting
hard and causing rashes on his body, we occasionally
washed them in freshwater laced with "Com fort" -a fabric
softener. As we did not do wash every in harbour, we
carried a bin on the stern in which we made up a solution
of water and "Napisan". This made a bleach-type of
solution which helped to clean the diapers and other white
clothes and also prevent them from smelling. Because we
washed the non-disposable diapers in cold water, we carried
a large quantity of disinfectant which we added to the
wash.
We carried plenty of sleeping tonic for Kris, which we
had to administer to him only occasionally. We took it with
us in case we ran into bad weather or such like and did not
want him around.
We think the trip was great for Kris. Not only was he
very healthy all the time, but he had both parents around
him constantly at a very formative time of his life, which
we feel must benefit him tremendously.
FOOD SUPPLIES
We carried 130 gallons of water on board, 70 gallons
in one tank and 60 gallons in various sized containers. We
used a variety of squashes to make our water more
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palatable. We did not carry any fizzy drinks.
We left with what we estimated to be about six
months supply of tinned and dried food. Supplemented by
fresh food, in fact, our supplies would have lasted about
one year. Storing the food to keep it dry and so that we
should have variety, we distributed it evenly amongst a
number of heavy-duty (fertilizer) bags. In each bag, there
was approximately two to three weeks supply of food. This
ensured that we did not eat all our favourite foods too
quickly and end up with items that we were not so keen on.
Useful items which we could not get in Ireland but
which we came across later on were tinned butter and
bacon.
We carried a supply of instant whips in various
flavours as this was a palatable way to consume warm milk,
not only for Kris, but for ourselves.
While we did not have a refrigerator or a freezer, we
were still, I feel, a well-stocked boat. In fact, I think we ate
better on board the boat than we do at home! Breakfast
normally consisted of either freshly baked or fried scones,
muffins, or pancakes, besides the regular breakfasts of
bacon and eggs, cereals, etc. At home, I am lucky to get a
cup of coffee in the morning! For variety at dinner time,
we used to occasionally have Japanese or Chinese meals.
As well as baking scones, Anne used to bake bread,
cakes and tarts in the oven. Sometimes she baked cakes in
the pressure cooker which worked very well.
NAVIGATION
For celestial navigation, my bible was Mary Blewitt’s
book. I used an Ebbco plastic sextant, which was perfectly
accurate, and Sight Reduction Tables for Air Navigation
instead of the more detailed Marine Tables. To round out
our requirements for celestial navigation, we had a Nautical
Almanac, plotting sheets, specially prepared sheets on
which we do the mathematical calculations in a set format
so as to reduce the possibility of errors, a Timex quartz
wrist-watch and a stop-watch.
Besides the various pilots, we carried Donald M.
Street’s "Guide to the Lesser Antilles". While this gives a
good introduction to the West Indies, it is loaded with
inaccuracies and is out of date.
Other items that we carried included about 150
charts as well as routeing charts for the Atlantic, "Ocean
Passages for the World", the Admiralty List of Lights and
the Admiralty List of Radio Signals, Volume 2.

SCHEDULE OF TRIP
FROM/TO
Cork/E1 Ferrol del Caudillo,
Spain
E1 Ferrol del Caudillo/
Corunna
Corunna/Lage
Lage/Finisterre
Finisterre/Bayonna
Bayonna/Cascais, Portugal
Cascais/Punta de Sagres
Punta de Sal~res/Portimao
Portimao/Ilha da Culatra
Ilha da Cultatra/Olhao
Olhao/Faro
Faro/Ilha da Barreta
Ilha da Barreta/Gibraltar
Gibraltar/Ceuta, North Africa
Ceuta/Gibraltar
Gibraltar/La Luz, Gran
Canary
La Luz/Puerto Rico, Gran
Canary
Puerto Rico/Bridgetown,
Barbados
Bridgetown/Grande Anse
d’Arlet, Martinique
Grande Anse d’Arlet/Barque
Cove, Quadaloupe
Barque Cove/English Harbour,
Antigua
English Harbour/St. George,
Bermuda
St. George/New York
New York/Manhattan
Manhattan/Espus Island
Esopus Island/Castleton-onHudson
Castleton-on-Hudson/Water ford
Waterford/Abeel Island
Abeel Island/Oneida Lake
Oneida Lake/"Lock 25"
"Lock 25"/"Lock 33"
"Lock 33"/Albion
Albion/North Tonawanda
North Tonawanda/Buffalo
Buffalo/Erie, Pennsylvania
Erie/Detroit, Michigan
Detroit/Algonac
Algonac/Macklnac Island
Mackinac Island/Beaver Island
Beaver Island/Chicago
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PERIOD
6/8/77-24/8/77

530

19/8/77
23/8/77
25/8/77
29/8/77-30/8/77
5/9/77-7/9/77
11/9/77-13/9/77
14/9/77
18/9/77
19/9/77
21/9/77
22/9/77
23/9/77-25/9/77
4/10/77
6/10/77

9
36
37
51
214
105
35
35
4
6
3
143
15
17

11/10/77-23/10/77

815

26/10/77

42

9/11/77-7/12/77

2,808

9/1/78-13/1/78

155

12/1/78-13/1/78

103

14/1/78-15/1/78

55

9/5/78-17/5/78
31/5/78-6/6/78
7/6/78
8/6/78

950
690
12
69

9/6/78
22/7/78
23/7/78
24/7/78
25/7/78
26/7/78
27/7/78
28/7/78
29/7/78
29/7/78-20/7/78
18/8/78-20/8/78
25f8/78
26/8/78
1/9/78-2/9/78
3/9/78-5/9/78

42
19
57
66
65
53
28
34
10
75
176
30
233
42
261

Korsar 1978
Robert Mollard
Despite what was generally accepted as a poor season from
the weather point of view we managed to have an enjoyable
rather lazy time.
The first voyage was a delivery trip to Falmouth,
departing Dun Laoghaire 22.35 on 26th May arriving
Falmouth 20.05 on 29th May. The passage was not very
pleasant as we had a lot of thick fog and light airs,
particularly at Lands End which caused a few alterations to
blood pressure not to mind courses.
The reason why we were going to Falmouth was that
the start and finish of the R.O.R.C. non-stop around
Ireland (to starboard) race was there. While at Falmouth, in
intervals between storing and tuning Korsar, several day
sails were made exploring the Fal and the Helford River.
We started the race at 09.00 on Saturday 3rd June
and finished at 06.38 on Saturday lOth June. The race was
a pursuit or staggered start, a very enjoyable concept as we
hea_ other competitors in sight from the Fastnet until Lands
End. Of interest to cruising people and club records was
that, apart from about four hours from the end, we had no
beating to windward, the wind just followed us around and
we had spinnakers set most of the time with consequent
wear and tear on sails and gear.
We left Falmouth with a new crew on 17th June at
07.40 and made Newlyn (gale warnings)at 13.30, leaving
the following day and arriving in Crosshaven at 20.30 on
19th.
Peter Gray borrowed Korsar and between 1st July
and 8th July he and his family visited Kinsale, Clandore,
Castletownshend, Barloge, Baltimore and Crookhaven.
Between 8th and 23rd July John Bourke and family
were cruising in Roaring Water Bay area.
1 collected Korsar on 23rd July at Schull and left for

Baltimore to keep a rendevouz with Bill Masser and the
Eton Kayak Club - our role to be that of mother ship for
the ten Kayaks while they explored the area for a week.
This was great fun and I was most impressed with the
seaworthiness and equipment of these apparently frail craft.
Our services were not required to rescue any of them. Their
drill for righting capsizes was very well worked out and
they could do this in open water in a force six blow.
On the 31st July we had a mini cruise in company
with Pierce Butler in Merle of Malham. We left Schull at
15.15 and arrived at Castletown at 21.45. The following
day we visited Laurence Cove and then sailed to Glengarriff
arriving at 16.00. The following day we had a great sail
back to Schull as the N.W. winds were firmly established;
we left Glengarriff at 08.45 and anchored in SChull at
17.00.
We left Schull on 4th August at 22.30 with the
intention of sailing up the West Coast and north about to
return to Dun Laoire, thus completing a second circumnavigation. Quite fresh N.W. winds were still prevailing and
after a rather bumpy night we put into Knightstown at
11.30 the following morning. Here old age and good sense
prevailed, as the forecasts were continuing NW the skipper
decided he had enough of cold wet beating and turned tail
visiting Derrynane 7th, Kitchen Cove 8th, Castletownshend
9th, Oysterhaven 10th and Dunmore East llth leaving
there at 07.30 on 12th and arriving back at Dun Laoire at
04.35 on Sunday, 13th August.
We completed the season by attending the Autumn
Rally in Carlingford Lough.
Members who took part at various stages were John
and Michael Bourke, Dermod Ryan, Jack Mackeown and
Jarlath Mullen.

Korsar- Photo W. M. Nixon.
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Spokestar "78
Doreen 8- Eddie Kelliher
SPOKESTAR is a 16 ton Nelson 37 designed by O.R.
Anderson and launched in 1974. She wintered on the Clyde
at Kip marina, taking 29 hours to motor-sail from Dun
Laoghaire in a light southerly, at the beginning of November. The only incident was the surfacing of a nuclear
submarine about half a mile away as we approached the
Cumbraes. We berthed in an ominously glassy calm but
within an hour were lashed by torrential rain which
continued all weekend, accompanied by a gale which didn’t
let up until nearby Rhu marina had been wrecked.
The Customs contacted me in mid-March to say they
had cleared Spokestar in error, and that VAT must be paid
again if I wished to remain in U.K. waters. I decided, if I
had to pay up, to do so in Ireland, so we left Inverkip in a
lull, on the afternoon of March 22nd. A phone call to
Renfrew Met. Office promised nothing but gales for a week,
but we made Lamlash in a calm for the first night.
Submarines again, at the Cumbraes, this time identified by
my 14 year old son St. John as two Oberon conventional
types, accompanied by a Leander class frigate.
Next afternoon we ran into Craig Ryan, when a force 8
NW got up as we passed Ailsa Craig. On our third day we
had a sunny reach to Ardglass in force 4, but it blew up
after we had anchored and we had to lie to the Mizensail
as the eddies were slewing us all around the harbour. Easter
Saturday brought a lull at 04.00 hours so we motored south
into a slowly strengthening SSW which raised short seas.
The mizzensail kept her bows up but our pounding raised
continuous sheets of spray which waterfalled down the
wheelhouse windows. We ran the hot-air system until
sunrise, and the skipper shaved and had a hot shower while
in the lee of Howth head. A purple cloud shed hailstones on
us as we crossed Dublin Bay and it was blowing up to force
9 W out of a clear sky by the time we moored off the
RIYC. We got ashore by blowing downwind in the
inflatable to the end of the Ferry pier, and rowed
frantically for a few yards to get into its lee, and so to the
R.St.G.
At Dublin’s Customs House we learned more about
VAT, and here is a summary of my research to date:1. If you buy a VAT-paid boat outside the country, you
must pay again on importation.
2. If a VAT-paid boat is kept outside the country for over
4 years, you must pay again.
3. If a boat is imported more than 12 months after
purchase, she must be re-valued.
4. If paid for in foreign currency, the rate of exchange as
on the date of importation will be applied, if sterling
has declined relatively

5. 3% tariff, plus VAT thereon, will be payable, failing
evidence that the boat is built of EEC materials, or
materials on which the 3% has already been paid.
The Swiss franc has risen 50% in the two years since I
bought Spokestar so I decided not to import her, and it
took a very senior Customs official to give permission for
her to lie at Dun Laoghaire until the equinoctial gales were
over. When I thanked him, he replied "Not at all-but I
wish all yachtsmen were as forthcoming!"
Ivan Firth and Clifford Hilliard volunteered, at short
notice, for a trip to Vilamoura, in southern Portugal, where
the new marina was a convenient half way stage for
returning her to Palma. We left on April 22nd, at midnight,
with a full moon, glassy calm, and high water, motoring
inside the banks to the Tuskar, from which we took our
departure 11 hours later. We made Bayona in 5 days from
there, motoring into light southerlies, with the main hoisted
just to steady her.
On our second day a RAF Comet altered course to fly
over us at about 1500 feet. The day after, a large container
ship emerged from a rain squall, about a mile to s’bd on a
NW course; as soon as she had us abeam she altered
direction sharply to NE. We concluded she must have
altered course in the squall as a result of getting a strong
echo from our radar reflector, which we carry high on the
triatic stay.
The fourth day brought blue skies and calm, so we
took the opportunity to siphon the reserve diesel carried in
jerricans on the afterdeck. That evening a golden plover
came on board. A drizzle set in so we made a nest of paper
in the wheelhouse where the bird spent the night quietly,
but refused water and bread. It flew off when replaced on
the afterdeck in the morning.
At 16.00, when we were discussing our expected
landfall at Cabo Villano by dusk, our engine stopped
without even a warning splutter. One tank had run dry and
we had neglected to switch on the solenoid which controlled the connector to the other. A couple of hours
bleeding drill ensued, luckily in a calm, before we were
motoring again. A super-tanker slowed to look at us, as
evidenced by a reduction in her bow wave, but when we
made no signal as she passed us a mile off, there was a puff
of smoke from her funnel as she restored engine revs.
Allowing for the delay, the loom of C. Villano light
appeared on time at 21.40, but we were a few miles west of
our D.R. and had to head SE to bring it over the horizon.
We had it abeam by midnight, with 11 ships to port. An
hour later an egg-shaped moon, honey-coloured, rose over
the dark line of Cape Finisterre, and spread a five mile track
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out to us from the land across a still sea.
perhaps 8 feet overall, gave us a quick inspection, and then
We reached Bayona after lunch and took on 525 litres headed off to fish with the gannets. We had seen a school of
of fuel at the jetty of Club Montreal. We had used this in about 20 dolphins the previous day, but they were less than
124 hours, covering 690 miles, with 115 litres left on 6 feet long, and brown in colour, rather than black.
arrival. Our alternator had stopped charging so we started
We rounded Cape St. Vincent after midnight, only 5
up the new Mase generator bought from Perry’s, while we cables off, to keep inside the north-going separation lane.
shopped for fresh food. In the elegant and friendly Club we The backwash from the cliffs had Spokestar falling heavily
got a very clear phone line to report home to the wives, from lumpy waves into troughs, and we had to throttle
after which we dined on shellfish stew, and then anchored right back until we could gybe for Cape Sines, and got into
off for an early night’s sleep.
easier seas. Forty five minutes later, with Sines abeam, we
We cleared next morning at 07.00 for what turned out headed due east for Lagos, and were in calm water, with a
to be a 3 day trip, almost to the minute. We had a force 5 pine-scented breeze coming off the shore a couple of miles
noser that evening, with rain during the night. As we tacked to the north. The moon, a crescent by now, rose on our
down the coast with engine, main and small genny, we s’bd bow in an almost cloudless sky; yet sheet and fork
noticed a strong north going surface current on the many lightning lit the horizon to the south, silhouetting 8 ships
fishermen’s floats 2 to 3 miles offshore. Next afternoon the on the diverging course St. Vincent/Gibraltar.
Portuguese Trades set in, NW3, and we were able to throttle
As we passed Albufeira at 08.00 the first maroon of
back for the first time, dropping from 1200 to 900 revs. May Day cracked grey smoke into the intense blue sky over
That night we met 22 ships in 90 minutes but, luckily, none the white houses, and within an hour we were tied up at the
was too near as we negotiated the dog-leg passage inside the arrival jetty of Vilamoura, breakfasting on the afterdeck in
Berlenga islands; a lovely night, with a big easy swell and our shirt-sleeves. The Customs were in no hurry, either to
street-lights glittering all the way down the coast to Cape start the paper-work, or to complete it. Refuelling and
Roca.
berthing went promptly, the only hitch being that the
On Sunday the wind was fresher for a while and we banks were closed for the May Ist holiday. Unlike
were able to put in 8 hours without the engine, making over Mediterranean marinas, we were told there was no hurry
5 knots. There was a North Atlantic feel, with over 100 about paying!
gannets diving into a shoal of fish. Two large dolphins,
Vilamoura is well sheltered, with a reasonably wide

Spokestar in Palma - Photo Eddie Kelliher.
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approach through a pair of long breakwaters, inside which a
number of fishing boats anchor. The ’village’ is not wrapped
around the marina in the intimate fashion of Jose Banus,
but, when the development has been fully let, it promises
to be just as chic. The marina offices and boatyard have
been badly sited, on the opposite side of the basin to the
yacht pontoons, involving a long walk around the perimeter, but a dinghy trip of only a cable.
The town of Faro was disappointing-rather run down,
with empty shops, and walls disfigured by election slogans
and tattered posters. A marinero drove us the 10 miles to
Faro airport, without charge, in a Marina-owned car; there
we were able to hire from Avis, who also changed our
travellers cheques in spite of the bank holiday. As a result:
we could pay for re-fuelling (273 litres - 360 miles) and a
month’s berthage, before flying home on May 2nd.
May 29th my daughter Judith, her husband, Peter
Houlihan, and three friends, flew to Faro for the second leg
to Palma. They had an unlucky two weeks, with a strong
Levanter on the nose all the way. This kicked up the usual
short sea, and the wearying motion forced them to proceed
in shortish hops, with intervening rests. They took a day
and a half to butt their way to Gib against a good deal of
force 7 but a comfortable berth was arranged by the
harbour authoirties when contacted by R/T. Carlos Rodriquez, yacht agent, was helpful with duty-free supplies and
provisions (they left Vilamoura on a Sunday with only
fresh food brought from home, and a few canned items left
by the previous crew). Rodriguez also arranged for a
sailmaker to repair the mainsail leech and batten pockets,
which had suffered from motoring into the Levanter in the
Straits.
After 2 nights in Gib they made a short stop at Motril,
on my recommendation, where they lunched at the
pleasant and hospitable Club, and took on 240 litres of
fuel. The following night brought more dispiriting bashing
into force 7 and it was a cheering sight, in the small hours,
to see about 25 dolphins playing about the bows, lit by the
phospherescence from their activity.
The next night was spent quietly at a new harbour
being built near La Garrucha, and the night after in the
great naval base of Cartagena, where, on Jinja from
Alicante, they met Peter Wallis who had brought Spokestar
to the Med. in 1974. The next call was to Torrevieja, the
Club living up to the reputation given it by Desmond
Kelliher, who had a happy time there with Coolin in ’74.
Last port on the peninsula was Calpe, anchored among
fishing boats and Endurance 35’s from the assembly line of
Balliere, the local builders. Fluky winds off the great rock
dominating the harbour caused much swinging and fending
off, so they were glad to clear for Ibiza at first light. The
high land of the island was sighted at 17.00 and by the time
they were under the battlements of Ibiza town it was force
7 once more, which made the Club Maretimo moorings very
uneasy, so they opted for lbiza Nueva marina.
The control tower was uncooperative about suggesting
a berth so they stayed at the fuel jetty overnight, and

remained pinned there all next day in force 10, with
fenders flattened. Time was running out, but they were able
to leave, after a second night, at 06.00 hours, motoring into
NE5 as far as Tago Mago island on the N end of Ibiza.
There the wind freed so, on June 9th, for the first time,
they were able to hoist all sail and cut the engine. Visibility
was restricted and they were deep into Palma bay before
sighting land east of Arenal at 17.00, which meant turning
west for nearly an hour before mooring near Verna, with
the assistance of Richie Coe.
In July Spokestar was slipped by Rafael, her caretaker,
for the first time since April ’77; fouling was much less than
usual, presumably because of her 5 months in the brackish
water of Inverkip. Doreen and I had three weeks on her in
August, joined by Jack and Carmel Coffey, making a
leisurely circuit of Mallorca. We lost our fisherman at
Andraitx in a hulk that foundered in the outer harbour; in
Pollensa bay we were waved away by a gun-boat from the
beach beside which the Prime Minister was holidaying, but
in Puerto Petro we were directed to a restaurant table
adjoining that occupied by the complement of Ounavarra!
In September my son Malcolm took over and, in 5
weeks, with one change of crew, showed the flag in every
port where cold beer was available, and off every beach
where pretty girls were swimming, not only in Mallorca, but
in Menorca, Ibiza and Formentera.
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"To Kingstown for Turf’"
Peter Mullins,
Postscript by Rory O’Hanlon
Cruising ..... there is no greater temptation for the
overworked, underpaid crew than cheap vino, terra firma
and the call of the bright lights. They are by way of a
reward for sleepless nights, cold baked beans and wet
wellingtons. The pleasure of cruising is "the pitstop".
The not considerable task of escorting Meermin from
Andraitx to Dun Laoghaire was undertaken by us brave
seapersons not incogniscent of the magnetic appeal of the
flesh pots located in or around the Mediterranean. This
passage which has been successfully completed by so many
over the years is becoming somewhat similar to the No. 8
bus route. If you seek the excitment of speed, fog and rain,
try offshore racing. The programme is varied and
inexhaustible, however to all dilletante deck apes consider
the gashonomie (SIC) of Spain and Portugal, the revealing
beaches of Ibiza and the unadultrated svbaritisim of Jose
Ban us.

Be not decieved by the Joe Walsh brochure, San
Antonio may be within spitting distance - if you happen to
travel Concorde - if travelling in friend’s yacht prepare for
smelly bus rides. San Antonio, first port of call on this
trendy island proved to be the Ringsend of things. A
parking lot of gold plated diesel engines.
The Notice says "Full Up", what can you do? the
skipper says head west but the mere detail of no berthing
space does not deter your ingenius crew.
On, On, we cry and then it appears. A resident, small
enough to bully.
Tip 1. Berth alongside non-residents.
(a) They do not require self conscious hospitality.
(b) They do not leave at 4 a.m. for new pastures green.
(c) No need for rand scramblin~ search to unearth most
land based burgee - in this case the R.C.C.
Back to San Antonio, strong land breeze and
associated temptations that day. Despite incumberent vessel
IBIZA
we pushed, shoved, boarded and managed to squeeze in.
Tip 2. Arriving at first light has more advantages than
Ibiza .... gay, gay, gay.
merely discussing the destination, it is indeed a pleasure to
Island in the Sun, frolic with the B.P.s, F.F.s and watch the less fortunate brethern arriving later.
M.M.s (refer to the "Image" magazine on sale now).
But we digress. No sooner are we on shore than we
are on the bus leaving our dedicated leader to deal with the
mmutige of diesel, water and various other psycho leader
problems.
The sun shone, the people were beautiful
Eat out of doors, the vino flows. We neglect the sites, enjoy
the life, who blames us.
But duty raises its ugly head, fuel unavailable and
immediate departure for Cartengina.
CARTENGINA
The most forgetable experience of the trip.
PUERTO JOSE BANUS

Your Hon. Sec. in full health - Photo R. Cagney.

The next port was reminiscent of the style of which we
liked to be accustomed occasionally. Jose Banus, as all
"hnage" followers may recall, number amongst its
intinerant population, much of the newly acquired wealth
of South County Dublin. (Witness their pronsity for
wrought iron valpollichelli, sangria and arches back home.)
Here they tie up their Rollers and XJ12’s alongside their
respective boats, their cars are exercised daily to ensure
they spend at least two hours in a traffic jam and add to the
already chaotic traffic problems around the port. The boats
here are of the static variety, like diamonds they last
forever but the owners sparkle like Christmas trees, both
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Jose Banus

Photo Peter Mullins

male and female. The environment reflects the inhabitants,
superficial and gaudy, sentimental vision of a Mediterranean
port, replaced by hands that destroyed the model; it
nonetheless is gay, colourful and even reasonably well
planned. We enjoyed it briefly-even the PA system
regularly booming out instructions to its employees and all
others within 5 km. radius. Amusing to find in this
mausoleum of mammon Meermin 2. Same owner - different
boat. Any excuse for a party.
An invitation sent, received, accepted.
Crew persons attack a nautical spring clean such as
the vessel cannot be said to have experienced since
launching 27 years a~o. Let it be said that when it comes to
shining, crew persons, were far outshone by crew men. To
collective disgust Madame, the ex-owner, admired her boat
throughout, finishing with the off-hand remark that our
polished and scrubed wood-work would probably have been
alright if cleaner.
Plus ca change.
GIBRALTAR
A suspect compass and an over reading log was playing
havoc with our navigation. Severe mathematical
calculations on behalf of our more academic crew had led
us to believe that if we multiply and divided the recorded
mileage by seven different constants we might be within 20
miles of where we hoped to be.
Not good.
All haste then to Gib. where our skipper, benefiting
from an education on the mainland had every confidence
that the Royal Navy and incidentally ¾ of his old school
classmates would rectify our defects. Imagine our
disappointment to discover they had left without a
forwarding address.
From Jose Banus to Gibraltar is like MGM crossing
from Lot 3 where they are filming the Private Lives of
Jackie O to Lot 4 where the Guns of Navaronne was filmed
15 years ago. The dust had settled on Big Bertha and the

women wearing seamed stockings could not be attributed
to any influence Grease is having on the Western World. In
the ’60’s Gibraltar chose to decline political alignment with
Spain of E1 Generalissimo and was awarded for this loyalty
to the Crown with two weeks of world headlines in the
popular press followed by a subsequent anonymity. To day
this ghost town staggers on. Glorious history, no fortune,
lurching from one cruise ship to the next depending on
sales of not so duty free goods to gullible tourists.
For the yachtsman, the Royal Gibraltar Yacht Club
boasts reasonable showers, appalling food and yellowing
photographs of their Britannic Majesties in Royal looking
attire. On arrival we find the membership engaged in aiding
and advising upon the rescue of 10% of its fleet, which has
sunk at its moorings. This allows the resident chef to devote
his entire culinary skills to creating, one of the local
gastronomic delights - vintage British beef.
First Lesson - Do not, repeat not, eat.
Second Lesson- It will cost a little more to learn.
Like Mary’s London, the streets are paved with gold. It
sparkles and shines from the 100 odd hucksters shops lining
the main thoroughfare. There is only one advantage to
shooping here, the currency is not difficult to comprehend
but the price differential is. Let you be warned, even
accounting for the discount offers flung out at all sides, you
will find the same article for no more if not less back home.
One of the Wonders of the World is the Rock of
Gibraltar, a no less greater wonder is that it is still here with
the British Army burrowing backwards and forwards inside
like ferrets so that it is now practically hollow and contains
such niceties as nuclear warheads, communications centres
and hospitals. According to the taxi driver the ammunition
hidden in the bowels of this monster would blast the Rock
out into the middle of the Med. and the wash would cover
Africa. A couple of moth eaten apes gambled out of the
undergrowth to have their picture taken and accept small
tokens of appreciation, but they could only have been a
former shadow of themselves.
The Holiday Inn, just like the motor car, is here to

stay and its survival on the Rock must testify to its ability for our journey home and in the company of a romantic
to withstand any economic catastrophe. It must be one of old gaffer we set off in beautiful sunshine. With a northerly
the few places in the world that a service charge could forecast of F. 6/7 we decided to give Finnestere a 40 mile
exceed a cup of coffee ordered. If cameras etc. were berth. That evening the weather broke, the forecast being
dubious bargains there could be no doubting the perfectly correct with huge breaking seas. Forty eight hours
authenticity of the firewater. Beads were readily exchanged later the weather was exactly the same and the forecast
for the Royal Navy’s surplus rum.
showed no improvement. A look at the charts showed us to
be equaidistant from the Sicillies and La Rochelle but as
PORTUGAL
we were only making about one knot over the rhumb line it
put us outside the range of our diesel as under these
From Gibraltar we headed west in search of a mysterious conditions it is necessary to motor sail Meermin to
marina called Villa Mora of which we had heard much but windward. A blown out headsail and a trip aloft for the
in our vast deep litter filing system of charts and other skipper to unreeve a fouled block accumulated with the
nautical trivia we could find no directions as to location. question of time for the remainder of the crew, we
We called so at Olaho a fishing port on the eastern side of reluctantly took our last alternative which was to run for
Faro. This charming fishing village lies some distance up the La Coruna.
river the navigation of which would break a snake’s back,
nevermind the minds of our navigator. Here we found the LA CORUNA
natives so friendly as to be unbelievable after the Spaniards
who at their best were disagreeable and at their worst down After three days at sea in extremely uncomfortable
fight rude. The only problem was the excessive formalities conditions, La Coruna was awaited with the sort of
for clearing customs and presenting passports for stamping. expectation, that piped water of Timbucktoo must have
This coupled with the lack of any of the crew who spoke had for a traveller lost some weeks in the desert. Therefore
Portuguese, led to it taking about 2½ hours to organise. the expected land fall and its associated flashing lights was
The sailing directions are quite correct when they say the accepted without over questioning. Charging into this bay,
officials "are friendly, but unyielding". A well stocked although anxious not to connect with its shore, we were
market provided fresh fish and vegetables at a mere fraction however slow to accept that the land now very close was
of what it cost in Spain and any currency from francs to anything but the easily recognisable lights of the port of
roubles were readily acceptable. Here we deposited two of Coruna. Just as well it was dark or we might have died with
our crew who had to make their way back to Palma and we fright. Distraught, because log, R.D.F., and logic placed us
set off for Cascais a small port at the entrance of the River at the entry to this port we had no option but to head out
Tagus. Rounding Capo San Vincente our trip changed from again, returning to the hated sea. The light did not tally
a cruise to sailing as we felt our first belt of the Atlantic with any on the entire coast of Spain or France.
northerlies. It was a very relieved crew, who dropped
Were we back in the Med?
anchor late at night after two days of beating.
Hunger and tiredness had us imagining every
conceivable position within one hundred miles.
CASCAIS
First we went left, no light appeared, then we went
back right, still no light.
Going ashore the following morning we once again found
The entire night was spent crawling up the coast in
the local inhabitants extremely friendly. After the usual the wrong direction searching for a light which we could
three ’S’s we met the secretary of the yacht club who recognise. Dawn came, spirits rose, the weather was clement
presented us all with a small token of their appreciation. A and the comedy of our situation began to make itself
miniature bottle of port. The yacht club shows signs of past apparent. Like the foreign student in Grafton Street we
grandeur and having been closed for a number of years is began to enquire of passers by in our best pidgeon Spanish.
once again being revitalised. The club secretary could not
"Dundes Coruna?"
advise us to dine in the yacht club but sent us off up the
Their replies were incoherent, could we recommend
town with a letter of introduction to a small restaurant. A that Bord Iascaigh Mhara introduce courses in French and
magnificent lunch and copious bottles of severe el vino and German to facilitate lost yotspersons. However they could
four hours later a bill of £2 per head was paid. The all point and we had a good run of fishing smacks down
Portuguese north east trades locally called the Nortada along the coast. Luckily because to this day we maintain
continued to blow with all its might but time being on the Adlard got his lights and photos mixed up. We saw with
wing we left the following day for Bayonna.
horror the rocks we had been close to the previous evening
and undertook that in fact we had been in Coruna but only
had gone around the wrong corner. Imagine our horror
BAYONNA
when we began on our way into the Bay, a thick, thick fog
Bayonna situated at the mouth of the Vigo River- an fell, visibility could not have been more than 50 feet.
enchanting spot provided us with water, diesel and stores
The Gods were not smiling.
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Behold out of the murk a boat. Instructions - "half
hour south direction, no obsticles". If we head, doing
about 3 knots and about two of tide into this porridge. By
now 2 crew on foredeck try to see ahead, when out of the
impregnable fog looms, only a couple of boat lengths
ahead, the biggest, sharpest rock ever seen, right between us
and it is a small Spanish fishing man in his rowing boat
nonchantly dipping his rod. Never blinking an eyelid at the
vision of a nastly great bowsprit bearing down on top of
him, he continued fishing. The roars and screams from the
foredeck luckily averted the helmsman from imminent

disaster and he was able, by going full astern and putting
every ounce of strength into turing the helm, to miss the
little man who nonchantly pointed us more properly
towards our destination and disappeared behind in the fog.
Moral of the Story: Gentlemen cruise, rugby players
race and only saints should tackle deliveries.
THE CREW
Peter MuHins, Roger Cagney, Clare Hogan, Ciaran Foley,
Claire Lavoinne, Neil Hogan and Nora Stack.

TABLE OF DISTANCES
Andraitx to San Antonio
San Antonio to Cattengena
Cartengena to Jose Banus
Jose Banus to Gibraltar

65 miles
130 miles
230 miles
35 miles

Gibraltar to Olaho
Ohalo to Cascais
Cascais to Bayonna
Bayonna to Corona

160
175
250
350

miles
miles
miles
miles

Total 1,395 miles in 21 days. Total time spent at sea - 14
days.

A POSTSCRIPT BY RORY O’HANLON
For the past four years Meermin" has been based at Puerto
Andraitx, Mallorca, one of the few relatively unspoilt
harbours in the islands. As Palma is serviced by the
"package tour" with good excursion fares through London
and Paris makes this port a relatively inexpensive base for a
yacht. Meermin has done much wondering in the Western
Mediterranean and being a gaffer is an oddity and therefore
well known.
I suppose in the modem idiom ’Meermin’is a strange
one, she can be heavy to work but is a good voyager and is
a delightful boat to live in both in Winter and Summer. As
she is built for the Mediterranean she is especially well
insulated under her decks and coachroof and her cabins are
doubly panelled in wood. Then, of course, there is her little
fireplace in which we burn turf during the cold winter
evenings in Spain. Dinner by firelight and candlelight i~but
one of the many joys ’Meermin’ has bestowed upon me
over the years. Yachts need "the maintenance" and
’Meermin’ with all her teak and toys likes a lot of it. To the
many friends who have helped me during these years I give
thanks and in particular to my man from the Queens
University (Nell McFerran) whom the Lord has favoured
with a good brain both mechanically and otherwise. Then

there is my man from Bankok (Peter Mullins) who has given
so much love and energy to Mrs. Meermin as she is
affectionately called by us all. Without him perhaps
’Meermin’ would still be in Crosshaven where she lay for
many years before I discovered her. Both of us owe him a
great deal.
Meermin is now back in Ireland for a five year refit.
The decks need caulking, the seacocks need inspecting and
the toys (Radar, R.T. etc) overhauled. This is difficult in
Spain if you are not around to see the work done.
As you have read, Peter Mullins and his team took
Meermin to La Coruna where Northerly winds and big seas
prevented him from getting to Ireland after a valiant
attempt as his crew had exhausted their holidays they had
to leave while Peter remainded with the vessel. Coruna is
not the easiest place to get to but five of us found our way
there and with Peter had a hard but most satisfactory sale
to Dunmore East in four days and four hours, a distance of
620 miles.
The title of this log is "To Kingstown for Turf". It is
quiet true.
P.P.S.
Since writing this postscript we coaled in Port St. Mary, Isle
of Man, over the weekend, 27th October.

Malindi’s Lazy Cruise to Brittany
Dermod Ryan
MALINDI is an S & S 30, designed by Sparkman and to dark grey and eventually to a thoroughly solid grey unStephens in 1970. Originally designed as a cruiser/racer inviting Monday morning. At 08.17 hours 1 tried to pick
with emphasis on the racer, she now seems most luxurious- up Round Is. on the Seafix and received it clearly, exactly
ly fitted out when compared with her modern counterparts, where it was supposed to be. The day improved somewhat
She is designed to sleep six, and has plenty of stowage for a while around noon and at 13.45 hours we sighted
space. All in all she is a big 30 footer.
Lands End in the distance to port, and in less than half an
As our family consists of seven we made up a ham- hour later the Scilly Is. ahead.
As we approached the Islands the wind fell, but left a
mock in the forepeak which worked excellently. The crewmy wife Sheila (age not admitted), Yvonne 16, Paul 15, horrible bumpy sea. However, we entered through St.
Brenda, 13, Nicola 10, Alison 8 and Skipper (feels ninety). Mary’s Sound and at 18.20 hours were anchored off HughOnly Yvonne and Paul have experienced sailing and al- town, having cleared Customs. The evening was really disthough Sheila has cruised for several years, she still £mds mal, but an excursion ashore was demanded by the little
ones, who had stayed below in their bunks when it became
it all mystifying,
In 1977 for the first time, Malindi housed the entire bumpy. Sheila stayed below also, singing happily with a
family for a three week cruise to Cork and Kerry. The bottle of gin in one hand and a bottle of Quells in the
weather was grim, to understate somewhat, so 1978 was other.
to be the sunshine year in Brittany. Inevitably there was
We stayed in Hughtown for two days, the 271h and
some slight apprehension in exposing the family, mostly in- 28th. Unfortunately the weather was disappointing, being
experienced, to the possibility of a dusting during the pas- cool and overcast. Visits to "The Mermaid" helped mind
sages to and from Brittany. However, with confidence in you, but the Islands lacked their usual magic. It may have
Marzine for the little ones, gin for their mother andMalindi been there, but we couldn’t see it in the gloom. While in
for all, we had no reservations when the time came on June Hughtown we spoke to Leo Conway, Royal St. George
24th. Indeed, the National Y.C. Regatta was scheduled for Yacht Club. He too had sailed Shenanigan from Arklow,
that day, but was cancelled due to high winds with fore- and was also bound for Brittany. Being well crewed his
casts of Force 9 in the North Irish Sea. Nonetheless we set plans were more ambitious than mine, as 1 merely intended
off for Arklow with a boat full of grounded Dragon to potter about in the sunshine. Nonetheless, we promised
Sailors who stowed aboard for the sail.
to make contact on the R/T and meet for dinner.
At 15.00 hours we cast off from alongisde the Royal
On Thursday 29th, we tied alongside the pier to top
St. George Y.C. dock and set sail. As we left at H.W. we had up fuel and water. This done we cast off, having heard
the benefit of a favourable tide to help us on our way. The the weather forecast at 13.55 hours. We were promised a
wind was NW6 when we left, so with Number 2 Genoa NW4 or 5 with good visibility - perfect. And so it was, a
and reefed Main we sped down to Arklow, broad reaching lovely afternoon with a perfect wind, slightly more
in a flat sea. We arrived at 19.00 hours having averaged 8 westerly than forecast, as we cruised happily under Number
knots - beautiful. Stowaways put ashore, dinner served, 2 Genoa and Main at a steady 5+ knots. The Scillies quickly
and then bed.
dropped out of sight. During the evening the wind veered
The following day, Sunday 25th, we left Arklow at and we ran goose-winged. The peaceful evening was
12.55 hours in a gentle NW breeze. As we were anxious to shattered by a sonic boom as Concorde passed overhead. It
pass the Tuskar on the tide, we turned on the thumper and is quite a bang and gives one a considerable start. However,
motored gently outside the banks in a flat sea. At 18.35 we settled down again to enjoy what was a wonderful
hours we were south of the Tuskar and set course for the sail. At 23.35 hours the loom of Creagh Light could be
Scilly Isles. Four hours later the wind rose sharply from seen and there were lots of fishing boats around. We were
the NW and with Number 2 Genoa and Main set we made surprised a! lhe weak reception from Ushant on RDF. At
knots towards our destination. Shortly afterwards the 04.45 hours Creagh Light eventually climbed over theheriSmalls Lt. could be seen low on the horizon-a quick zon.
The wind eased shortly after we picked up Creagh
bearing confirmed our DR.
The wind continued to blow at a steady Force 6 from Light, and we were struggling to hold 4 knots, but it matthe NW so we continued our good progress, surging at 8 tered little as we would arrive at the Chanel du Four too
knots, through a miserable night made more so by the sur- early for the tide, so we ghosted on until we were a mile off
prisingly big seas. Next day the sky lightened from black Les Platresses Beacon at 10.25 hours, when we started the
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engine and motored against the remains of a neap flood.
The morning was sunshine and blue skies, so we motored
through the Chanel around Pte. St. Mathieu and on to Camaret where we tied up alongisde the Marina at 14.18 hours.
As it was Friday, June 30th we were glad to clear
Customs that day at 16.00 hours with the help of the
I.Y.A. Certificate of Identity. This Certificate being in
French enabled the Duoane to complete their papers without the difficulty of misunderstandings.
The next day was sunny and burning. We got up late,
bought bread, tons of cheese and gallons of plonko des
populus, all at half Irish prices. We returned on board and
gorged ourselves disgustingly. A great day.
Surprisingly Sunday was dismal with fog and visibility about 200 yards, so we stayed put, rather than head
out to sea. We were in no hurry anyway. Monday was overcast and windy, so we decided to sail to Brest where the
ladies could see the shops and the Skipper could fill up with
duty free booze. We sailed under our normal cruising rig
of Number 2 Genoa and Main, leaving Camaret at 13.00
hours and arriving in Brest at 14.15 hours helped by a
strong tide and NW5 breeze. To facilitate the shopping,
especially to Fournier ship, we tied up in the harbour rather
than in the new Marina some 2 or 3 miles further East.
Mind you, the duty frees barely compensated for the
miseries of the harbour. However, we made the best of our
miseries and put Malindi’s stowage capacities to the ultimate test.
On Wednesday, July 5th after our enforced one day
stay in Brest, we decided to sail south to Morgat, so at
12.40 hours we gladly cast off. The day was overcast and
windless inside the Goulet de Brest, so we motored with the
Main hoisted until through, then we set the Number 2
Genoa to a NW5. The sea was lumpy as we sailed through
the Chanel du Toulinguet at a steady 5½ knots, as it was a
wind against tide scene. The forecast at 14.55 hours was for
the wind to rise, but in two hours we were rounding Cap de
la Chevre with the same Force 5, and we hardened up to
sail the remaining 4 miles close hauled in a flat sea sheltered
by the headland. Lovely stuff.
At 17.45 hours we tied up in the Marina at Morgat.
It was then cold and tending to drizzle, but nevertheless
we walked to the attractive town and admired the inviting
beaches-"super place for the kids if we ever see the sun
again". And indeed we did. We spent the next two days in
Morgat in beautiful sunshine. Swims, sunbathing, messing
on the beach, even walks through the woods overlooking
the Marina and to Crozon. By gad, these duty-frees keep
one fit. The kids had a beano. Mind you, ours weren’t the
only ones to appreciate Morgat. A plague of six year olds
from the local sailing school descended on the peaceful
Marina in Optimists, totally out of control and bumping all
and sundry until the rescue launch brought them upwind
to set them free for another attack.
By then it was Friday, so we decided to call Shenanigan on the R/T. Success-she was entering Brest Harbour
to effect a crew change when we called. We agreed to call

again on Sunday.
Having spent a week in Brittany we were all cr~pe
enthusiasts and Morgat boasted a super cr~perie with a vast
selection of flavours. During our two days we had eaten our
way through the menu.
On Saturday, July 8th we set sail for Dournanez.
We had a magnificent broad reach under burning sunshine.
When we arrived at Dournanez we searched everywhere for
the inevitable Marina, but there was none suitable for
Malindi’s 5½ feet draft, so we anchored in the Port de Rosmund. Unfortunately the wind rose to NW 6 and it became
somewhat uncomfortable for a while, but eventually things
improved. Ashore for gaz, and provisions which included
meat at £8 per kilo-it was difficult to divide a milligram of
meat amongst seven.
The town is attractive, but we did not really like the
anchorage, especially the next day, Sunday, when we
raised the anchor. It was covered with stinking, black mud,
which seemed to get on everything.
Another beautiful sail, close hauled to a westerly 3,
gusting 4, as we sped through a flat sea back to Morgat. The
pleasure of two hours sail heightened by bursts of warm
sunshine and songs by the "Ryan Ladies Choir".
We tied up in Morgat again; bought sailing sweaters
and went back on board for a sumptuous meal-the meat,
veal, may have been expensive, but it was delicious. We
raised Shenanigan on R/T and arranged a dinner date in
Camaret for the following evening.
On Monday, July lOth, we left Morgat for Camaret
at 11.15 hours. We cruised along under Spinnaker making a
cowardly 3 knots, but only for an hour as the wind fell to
nothing. Engine on for a while as we rounded Cap de la
Chevre where the wind filled in again NW 2/3 and we sailed
close hauled under Number 1 Genoa, yes Number 1 and
Main. This was great stuff, even if the ladies chorus were at
it again! We tied up behind Shenanigan at 15.45 hours and
had an uproarious night as both crews descended in full
force on the unsuspecting Hotel de France. Another great
meal. "Never have so many bottles been served to one table
Monsieur". A party on Malindi followed and we decided to
sail in company to L’Aberwrach next day for our final
night in France.
We left Camaret at 14.05 hours in burning sunshine
with a NW 2, Number 1 and Main again and we sailed close
hauled to the Chanel du Four where the tide was running
strongly-with us of course. As the afternoon wore on the
wind faded and speeds became ½ - 2 - ½ knots, so decided
reluctantly to start the engine at 17.20 hours. There was an
incredibly lumpy swell at the Roches de Portsall due to the
strong tide when we rounded the buoy at 19.15 hours.
Everywhere else seemed calm with only slight swell. The
wreck of the Amoco Cadiz still shows clearly above the
water, a sinister sight. We tied up at the pontoon in L’Aberwarch at 20.40 hours. Shenanigan came in a little later, and
after dinner we walked through the countryside under a
wonderful bright moonlit sky. Farewell jars on board Malindi and our guests left early as they intended to set out
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in the small hours for the Scilly Isles and home. Our plans forecast promised fog patches with visibility at Portland Bill
were to sail to Falmouth, where we had arranged to meet as 660 yards and 2 miles at the Scilly Isles. Two hours later
Dave Ryan (positively no relation). His plans were to take we were obviously in the shipping lanes, as anticipated of
Malindi back to Brittany for a week or two before returning course, and at 10.i0 hours the Lizard Light appeared
to Dun Laoghaire.
through a break in the haze, fine on the port bow, 2 miles
Next morning, Wednesday, July 12th we walked to off. We altered course for the Manacles Buoy and then for
Landeda for fuel and food, about I mile there and 5 miles Falmouth where we picked up a mooring off the Royal
back. We clambered back on board and stowed the gear for Cornwall Y.C. at 13.20 hours (French time) 12.20 hours
our journey to Falmouth. We were sorry to leave L’Aber- local time, on Thursday, July 13th.
wrach, not only because we were leaving Brittany, but beCustoms boarded us the moment we arrived, and
cause it is so pretty. It reminded me of Scotland. However,
cleared us quickly. We went ashore for showers and a stroll
at 18.25 hours we cast off and motored in a flat calm to
through the town. This was my third visit to Falmouth this
the Libentor Buoy. The forecast was for Variable 1 or 2
year, having been there twice in June for the Round Ireland
with rain and moderate visibility. As it turned out, we bad
Race.
no wind, no rain and no visibility.
We met Dave and his wife Mary on Friday evening,
We motored all night, and the only points of intrest
and
the
following morning left Malindi in their care, towere intense stillness, superb phospherescence and trawlers
appearing out of the mist all too close. It was so disappoint- gether with son Paul.
ing to have to resort to the engine for the entire passage to
The Cruise was a great success for all, but possibly
Falmouth, having had so much wind earlier in the cruise. especially for the children. Having Marinas alongside, lots
At 06.30 hours (French time) the Lizard came through on of Coke, Barbe-a-papas, singing and sailing too, unthe RDF but very faintly. The 07.30 hours (French time) doubtedly insures a full boat on all future cruises.

SUMMARY
1978

Destination

Sea Miles

June 24th
Jmae 25th/
26th
June 29th/
30th
July 3rd
July 5th
July 8th
July 9th
July 10th
July 1 lth
July 12th/
13th

Arklow

33

Hughtown

178

29

25

9

05

Camaret
Brest
Morgat
Dournanez
Morgat
Camaret
L’Aberwrach

126
9
3O
10
10
10
29

24
1
5
I
2
4
6

08
15
05
55
O0
30
35

3

1
3

53
10
30
10
10
20
20

Falmouth

99

18 55

18

55

97 48

38

38

543

Total
Hrs. Mins.

Engine
Hrs. Mins.

4 0

05

I

(Average 5½ knots)
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Tandara’s Cruise to Norway 1978
Ronnie Slater
Tandara is a Nicholson 39 with a water line length of 30’ 4"
a beam of 11’ 6" and a draft of 5’ 6". She has a 58 h.p.
diesel and T.M. of 16 tons.
We brought Tandara home from her builders in the
poor Easter weather of 1977. This was followed by a
leisurely Summer cruise on the West Coast of Scotland, and
the crew were beginning to show restlessness for new
cruising grounds. It was decided that for 1978 we would
cruise towards Norway. There were many variables and
imponderables, and as the miserable Spring weather gave
way to miserable Summer weather it seemed less and less
likely that we would achieve our objective. A Neco
automatic pilot was installed during the Winter months.
The ship was provisioned for one month, as we had been
warned that the price of food in Norway was prohibitive.
The most important factor was another cruising familywho
could put up with the Slaters for four weeks. We were very
fortunate in persuading Marshall and Maura Pritchard to
forsake their beloved Norella and join us for the cruise. The
ship’s complement therefore totalled eight: Ronnie and
Denise Slater in one watch, Marshall and Maura in the
other, and four children: Rona (13), Iain (10) and Heather
(7) and Jane Pritchard (10). It was proposed that we would
work two six-hour watches during the day and three
four-hour watches during the night, the changes of watch
taking place at midnight, 0400, 0800 (breakfast), 1400
(lunch and weather forecast) and 2000 (evening meal). In
practice, this worked well.
During the week before departure, a mountain of
stores, bedding, clothes and spare gear was put aboard, and
the annual miracle happened when it all disappeared into
lockers. We took our departure from Ringhaddy on Friday,
30th June,at 2130. Sail was hoisted as we cleared the
Narrows, but the wind remained light and variable all night,
mostly from the south-west, with several heavy showers
which reduced visibility. Not a very pleasant night, but
progress was good. Blackhead was abeam at 0330 and the
Mull of Kintyre shortly after 0900. Anchor was down in
Ardminnish Bay, Gigha, at 1300, with 101 miles on the log.
The Slaters and Jane hired bicycles in the local
grocery store (good value at 20p. per hour!) and cycled to
the south end of the island. Douglas Mcllwaine arrived in
Sheenan just as we were leaving Gigha at 1900. A fine rain
hissed on a flat calm sea and visibility was poor. The wind
came through from the west about 2300 as we were
approaching Coirebhreacain. Visibility closed down completely as we approached Fladda, and it was rather worrying
to be swept relentlessly on in darkness by a strong flood
tide. However, we picked up the two lights at Fladda just

before we reached them, and had a good sail to Duart in a
force 4 to 5 westerly. Inevitably, the wind came ahead as
we rounded Duart at 0200, but we anchored in Tobermory
Bay as the town clock was striking 5 o’clock. We turned
into our bunks feeling well pleased with our progress to
date.
After breakfast, seven-eights of the ship’s company
went to church. The unrepentant sinner shall remain
anonymous! As we were about to leave at 1600, Oban
Coastguard put out a Pan call to all vessels in the vicinity of
Tobermory to the effect that an 80 ft. whale had been
sighted in the entrance to Loch Sunart and all ships were to
navitage with extreme caution. We were still trying to
decide if it was a hoax or the Stirk Rocks! As we left
Tobermory, Harry Patton (Fair Alton) passed us heading
south. We motored out to Ardnamurchan against a force 4
westerly, motor-sailed as far as Muck and then sailed to
Canna where we anchored at 2130. There were three or
four other boats already in the anchorage. The 45 lb C.Q.R.
failed to hold due to a waterlogged fish box having got
across the point of the plough, but at the second attempt
all was well.
Monday, 3rd July, 0633 forecast, north-west to
north, 6 to 8, perhaps 9. There was nothing for it but to
turn over and go to sleep again. A bright sunny morning,
but very cold and blowing hard.
The 1355 forecast was still talking about gales, but
we decided to go out and "have a look at it". The wind was
north-west 5 to 6, the sun was shining, the sea was deep
blue with lots of white breaking water. A beautiful day to
be at sea, provided one was not trying to get to windward.
We motored for approximately four miles, but the wind
continued to freshen up to about force 7. The boat was
quite comfortable, although being swept continually by
heavy spray, but we decided that the sensible course of
action was to return to Canna. As we were about to sit
down to a magnificent meal cooked by Maura (prawn
cocktail followed by whiting meuniere), we were alerted by
one of the neighbouring boats that we were dragging, due
this time to a large ball of weed and a wire hawser wrapped
around the anchor.
0033 forecast north 6 to 8 perhaps 9. A bleak cold
night and blowing very hard. I kept anchor watch until
0200, and Marshall took over from 0200 to 0400 when the
wind began to ease slightly. Nobody slept very well.
Tuesday, 4th July. Blew hard all day from the north.
Gale warnings for most sea areas, force 9 for Irish Sea and
Hebrides. Blowing harder than ever by nightfall. 20 fathoms
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of chain on the main anchor with a 56 lb. Chum weight and
20 fathoms of warp on the kedge.
Wednesday, 5th July. 0633 forecast. Gales! Gales!
Gales! Back to sleep! Had a belated breakfast, and spent the
day on the beach playing football and rounders and making
sand castles.
Thursday, 6th July. 0633 forecast as before. Becoming monotonous, and everyone very depressed as our
schedule had been completely wrecked. After lunch, we
decided in desperation to get out and go somewhere to
relieve the boredom. Under No. 1 Jib and Mizzen, we
reached across to Loch Scathvaig in glorious conditions,
doing 6½ to 7 knots all the way, with the big seas, strong
wind and sunshine. Went ashore to see Loch Coruisk as it
was our first visit. The scenery is magnificent, but I should
not like to be caught in bad weather in that anchorage.
Motored across to North Harbour Soay, getting over the bar
without difficulty. We visited Gavin Maxwell’s old shark
fishery which is now derelict. The log for the day
concluded with these words: "I am writing this at midnight.
It is not quite dark. A fresh wind is still moaning softly in
the rigging, and the Cullins across Soay Sound are incredibly black and jagged against the sky. A heron’s cry breaks
the silence".
Friday, 7th July. 0633 forecast. The complex low
over Sweden (which had dominated our weather for five
days) was travelling back west over Norway and a high was
developing in mid-Atlantic. Malin and Hebrides, north-west
5 to 6. A calm, grey morning. After a quick breakfast, we
were under way at 0750 with about 8 ft. of water over the
bar. Sail was set as we approached Neist Point. The wind
freshened from the north-west, and with it came a fine,
drizzling rain which closed visibility down to one mile.
Fairly careful D.R. was kept, and the engine run
occasionally when the speed dropped below 6 knots.
Fortunately, visibility cleared as we approached Scalpay
Light. The Sgeir Ince Rocks looked very nasty with the
heavy swell breaking over them.
The wind freshened, and we had a great sail to
Stornoway, close reaching and later close hauled at a steady
7 knots plus. Tied up in the inner harbour alongside a
fishing boat at 2050. No sooner were we tied up than the
children were ashore, looking for a fish and chip shop. They
were back very shortly in great glee with eight fish suppers
(beautifully crisp whiting and chips) for a total of £2.40. It
had developed into quite a nice night with blue skies and
fluffy white clouds, although the 1800 forecast was talking
of increasing winds in Fair Isle up to force 9. Day’s run: 82
miles. Total: 306 miles.
Saturday, 8th July. 0633 forecast north-west 4 to 5.
Still severe gales forecast for East Fair Isle due to a large
low stationery over Southern Norway. An extremely cold
day, with frequent showers. There were many forays into

the local shops to stock up with stores. The water and
diesel tanks were filled, and Marshall returned on board
with £17 worth of "central heating" to ward off the chills
of these high latitudes!
The Neco had stopped working on the previous day
but the local electronics expert was too busy with the
fishing fleet to help us.
Had a chat with Stornoway Coastguard on R/T and
they confirmed that the weather was slowly improving.
Left at 2005, everyone remarking on how friendly and
helpful the people of Stornoway had been. Wind north-west
4 to 5. Working Jib and Mizzen set as soon as we cleared
the harbour. An uncomfortable night, with everyone except
Marshall and Jane very sick. Marshall reported that during
the midnight to 0400 watch, at least twelve dolphins, one
of them with a young calf, had kept company with us for a
considerable time, diving from one side of the boat to the
other.
Cape Wrath abeam at 0400. Suleskerry abeam at
0945, but much closer than expected, so we had obviously
been set considerably to the west. As we approached
Orkney, a position check was obtained from the fishery
protection vessel "Wither". The tide was strongly against us
in the Westray Firth, producing big breaking seas in the
Rullard Rost. Tied up in the inner basin at Kirkwall at 2020
close to two yachts, one Dutch and one Norwegian. The
latter had been held up for one week with bad weather.
After tea, Rona, lain, Heather and I went ashore for a look
at the interesting town with its quaint main street. We were
"accosted" by an amiable drunk from Galway who emptied
his pockets and gave Heather all the money he possessed 7½p!
Monday, 10th July. A day which turned out to be
one of the highlights of the cruise. As I stepped on deck, an
Orkadian, Tom by name, extended to us the hospitality of
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Inner Harbour, Kirkwall, Orkney - Photo Ronnie Slater.

Plasterwork on Italian Chapel, Orkney - Photo Ronnie Slater.
the local yacht club and informed us that we were the
fifteenth yacht (first Irish one) in this year. When I
mentioned that I was keen to contact Stanley Orr (the ex
Sailing Secretary of Royal Ulster now retired in Orkney),
he not only obtained his telephone number but arrived with
his brother-in-law, David Peace. We were overwhelmed by
Orkadian hospitality. Our every want was attended to. The
warmth of the hospitality was matched by the warmth of
the day, and Summer had at last arrived. A telephone call
to Neco in England produced a tentative diagnosis of a
faulty fuse, and this was subsequently proved correct by
the lifeboat mechanic, Alec Stitt. The fuse appeared intact,
but had, in fact, burnt out at one end. David and Alec took
the day off work to show us around the island, and how
delightful Orkney looked that day, with the rich green of
the fertile farms contrasting with the deep blue sea. We
were shown the Churchill barriers which were put up by the
Italian prisoners of war, and also the Italian chapel which
had been made entirely out of local materials and a Nissen
hut. Last year, one of the Italians had returned to renovate
the little chapel, and it stands today as a wonderful
monument and example of how adversity can bring out the
most noble side of human nature. After tea, we ended up
with an impromptu party on board:- David Peace, the Stitt
family, Stanley and Margery Orr (with a very welcome
lemon meringue pie and scones), Godfrey Vinycomb
(editor of qle C.C.C. Directions for Orkney and Shetland)
arrived in Wind of Clynder and came on board with his wife
and crew. We had twenty people crammed into Tandara’s
saloon and the "crack" was good, but all too soon we had
to say goodbye to our new friends, and motored out of
Kirkwall at 2240.
A calm night, with winds never above force 1. Fair
Isle was sighted at 0645 and looked most attractive as we
approached the entrance just before 0900. There was an
anxious moment as we were entering North Haven. Despite
being on the correct line into the anchorage, the soundings
were reducing very rapidly, and when they reached 8 ft. the

engine was put hard astern. However, the problem was
solved when we realized that the echo sounder was on its
second lap! We anchored inside the Stack just off the end
of the pier, with one other yacht in the anchorage, a folk
boat from Blythe called Lindes Folk. Although there had
been virtually no wind all night, there was quite a swell
rolling into the anchorage, and one got the impression that
it could become completely untenable in winds from the
north. After a good breakfast, we went ashore and visited
the bird observatory, and chatted with some of the
inhabitants. The popultion of the island is now 82, with
four recent births, which is a pleasant change from the
usual story of depopulation in the Scottish islands.
We left Fair Isle at 1315. Confused sea off the
entrance to North Haven. The wind freshened to about
force 4. Bitterly cold again. The stretch of water between
Fair Isle and Sumborough Head at the south end of
Shetland is known as The Hole, and we experienced very
lumpy and confused seas. It must be a most impressive spot
in bad weather. The local Shetland Model boats were racing
as we arrived in Lerwick. They were very shapely little
boats, which show their Seandanavian ancestry. With their
large amount of sail, they must be great fun. We tied up in
the yacht harbour at Lerwick at 2040 close to several
Norwegian yachts. No sooner were the warps ashore than
the Customs men came aboard. Shortly after we turned in,
a single handed Swede in a Contessa 26 tied alongside us.
Total mileage to date 564.
The fishing boat alongside which we were tied had a
few sand eels in its hold, and produced a most unusual and
obnoxious odour. The Customs men were quite concerned,
as apparently decomposing sand eels can produce a highly
toxic vapour which can be lethal in enclosed quarters. They
told us about two local fishermen who had died from this
cause.
Wednesday, 12th July. We had a leisurely breakfast
(i.e. we were late getting up) and were joined by Chris
Huffden, the Dutch single hander who had left Kirkwall the
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Fair Isle - North Haven; South Haven beyond - Photo Ronnie Slater.

day before us. He built his 26 ft Gaff cutter himself in had had unbroken grey skies for two to three days, and the
ferro-cement. He is a delightful character, and seems to contrast was amazing. At 2100 on Thursday, land was
have work and sailing in their proper perspective. When 1 sighted on the port bow, and a D.F. fix confirmed that it
asked him how he managed to get such protracted holidays, was the Marstein Light, which we rounded at 0105 on
he said: "I sail for six months, und I verk for six months, Friday, and set off up the Korsfjord towards Bergen. Past
but it is not ideal. I feel that I should be sailing for eleven the Bondish Light, we spotted a drifting speedboat with
months and verking for one month!". After breakfast, there someone waving, and found two slightly inebriated young
were various shopping expeditions, and Marshall and Maura Norwegian boys with a rope round the propellor of their
went off to purchase the bonded stores, but returned large outboard engine. We dropped sails and took them in
looking very disconsolate, as the warehouse was closed for tow. One of them staggered on board and "piloted" us into
the rest of the day. Maura consoled herself with the the little fishing village of Forland, where we tied up at
thought that if she had managed to get the stores, she 0300. 193 miles and 32 hours out of/kith Voe. Our young
would probably have drunk too much.
Norwegian friends bombarded us with cans of beer in
We all had the feeling that Lerwick had been slightly gratitude for having towed them into their home port.
spoilt by the oil bonanza, so we left the yacht harbour at After they had departed, we stood in the cockpit entranced
1600 and motored through the north channel lined with oil with the utter peace of our first Norwegian anchorage. It
supply ships and tugs to the little anchorage of Aith Voe in was everything that we had expected Norwegian anchorages
the island of Bressay. The anchorage was well sheltered, to be; completely land locked, virtually tideless, and
although rather uninteresting. We listened to the 1755 surrounded with little wooden houses, each with a small
forecast. An almost stationary high with a ridge across boat tied up to its jetty. The entire ship’s company was on
Scotland was giving a forecast of north-west 4 to 5. We deck, and it was 0400 before they could be encouraged to
finished our meal, stowed things in their lockers a little go to their bunks. It blew hard and rained heavily during
more securely, lashed the two Avons down on deck, hoisted the night, and we were very glad to be tied up snugly.
sail and set off at 1910 for Norway. A compass course of
Friday, 14th. Everybody slept well, and we wakened
100° was set for the Marstein Light. The wind was to blue skies and sunshine, although a cold northerly wind.
north-west force 2, but gradually fell away until our speed Heather had been "out of sorts" for 24 hours, and now
dropped below 4 knots, when the engine was started. The produced the typical rash of German measles with quite a
wind freshened again and backed to the west during high temperature.
Marshall and Maura’s midnight to 0400 watch. The Genoa
The local boat builder, whose boat we were tied
was boomed out, the Main and Mizzen fore-guys rigged, and alongside, introduced himself. His hobby is restoring old
Tandara, made steady progress, rarely dropping below 7 boats, and the one we were tied alongside was over 100
knots. One steamer came rather too close, until a torch was years old. I mentioned that my father had been a boat
shone onto her bridge.
builder and looked after some of the Norwegian fishing
At 0945 on Thursday, 13th, No. 1 Frigg gas rig was boats which escaped to Britain during the War. I recalled
abeam, although closer than expected, and we were that one of the boats in Bangor had been the Ingeborg, and
suspicious that we were to the south of our D.R. position. he excitedly told me that the lngeborg had ended her days
The various watches slipped by, and the log recalls that in Forland and that the two Norwegians who escaped in her
they were "uneventful". In the afternoon, Rona called all are still living in the village. The well stocked local shop
hands on deck to see something unusual - "sunshine! We cashed a traveller’s cheque. The children were greatly
\
exicted to hear people speaking in a language other than
English and to be spending foreign money.
We left Forland at 1230 and motored through
beautiful scenery to the Bergen Sailing Club a
Kvitterpollen where we tied up in their marina at 1430. The
delightful wooden clubhouse overlooks the completely land
locked marina, and a huge shed is used for housing boats in
Winter and cars in Summer. Unfortunately, there was very
little activity around the Club, as most of the Norwegian
yachtsmen were off on their annual cruise. After lunch, the
Slaters walked into the village of Hjellestad, where we sat
on the hillside above the village eating our ice creams and
watching the marine traffic go by. Marshall sorted out the
engine problems of one of the local yachtsmen, who was
obviously very grateful as he returned later with two loaves
of homemade bread. We had a special dinner to celebrate
our safe arrival in Norway, the menu being gammon steaks
Norway here we come! Leaving Aith Voe, Shetland -Ronnie Slater. and pineapple, sweetcorn, carrots, potatoes, cheesecake and
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Bergen: view from Mount Floyen - Photo Ronnie Slater.

raspberries, Chateauneuf du Pape (a present from a
patient), coffee, Elizabeth Shaw mints (a present from
Rona) and Port (a present from Maura). The wind died
away at sunset, to give a peaceful end to a day of
continuous sunshine. The final entry in the log book for
that day was: "No one has paid any attention to our Q
flag!".
Saturday, 15th July 1978. Another day of sunshine
and fresh northerly wind. The marina berth (£2.50 per
night) which we chose quite at random out of many vacant
ones, belongs to the only Nicholson 39 based on the West
Coast of Norway - quite a coincidence. We caught the
0900 bus into Bergen, bought a few souvenirs, then walked
to the fish market where we had our "elevenses" of freshly
boiled prawns, strawberries, plums and peaches - a bit of a
mixture, but most enjoyable. The funicular railway took us
to the top of Mount Floyen, where the visibility was
fantastic; as were the prices of food in the restaurant, so we
came back to sea level for lunch. After inspecting various
menus with increasing dismay, we selected a likely looking
spot on the water-front, but owing to language difficulties,
the modest meal which we ordered never materialised.
Instead, the waiter brought plates about the size of a small
dinghy, complete with bulkheads which partitioned off the
enormous helping of meat from the chips and the
vegetables. Our enjoyment of the meal was slightly
tempered by the thought of the horrendous bill which
would be waiting for us, but we were pleasantly surprised
when it worked out at just over £2 per head. Generally
speaking, prices in Norway were not as traumatic as we had
been led to believe, and indeed some items of food are
similarly priced to those in the United Kingdom. After
lunch, we walked along the waterfrom to the aquarium
which is reputed to be the best in Northern Europe. We
returned, tired, to the marina and sat in the clubhouse
reading the visitors’ book which contains many well known
Irish yachtsmen. The stewardess gave Heather and Jane a
present each, consisting of a pen, a postcard and a packet of

:urry sauce. We had a leisurely evening after a good meal.
Everyone is entranced with Norway, the Bergen Sailing
Club, the scenery and, probably most of all, the Norwegian
people.
Sunday, 16th July. Wakened to cloudless skies and
sunshine, but still a very cold north wind. We said goodbye
to the kindly stewardess in the Sailing Club, and rather
sadly left Kvitterpollen at 1110, one of the most beautiful,
secluded anchorages we have ever been in. At Hjellestad, we
filled up with water, diesel and ice cream, then headed
south through narrow channels between the islands. Every
inlet we passed seemed to have a wooden chalet at the
water’s edge, with a boat either tied up to the jetty or
moored off. Frequently, the occupants would come to the
shore and wave as we passed. The north-west wind had
freshened to about force 6, and Marshall hoisted the
Spinnaker for the one and only time on the cruise. For
several exhilerating (hair-raising?) miles we thundered
along, but for comfort’s sake the Spinnaker was handed,
and we motored into a tiny haven where we were
completely sheltered from the north wind, tied to two trees
alongside the rocks. We christened this idyllic spot
"Tandarahavn". Jane and lain swam and dived, and
everyone sunbathed and enjoyed the utter peace.
Conditions were very boisterous in the Bjorn fjord,
but we were able to find the markers at the west end of
Codoysund without too much difficulty. We tied up to the
pontoon outside the hotel at 1900 approximately. As there
was no charge for the pontoon, we felt we had to give the
hotel some custom, so went up to the lounge after our
evening meal, and Marshall and Maura treated us to coffee.
The bill for five coffees, two orange juices and one beer
came to £5.40!! The hotel appeared to be almost deserted
despite its beautiful surroundings. This is obviously a
favourite anchorage of the local yachtsmen, and most of
the small bays around the hotel were occupied with cruising
boats tied up to the rocks.
We have found the Norwegian charts (Den Norske
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Tandarahavn - Photo Ronnie Slater.

Godq~ysund - Photo Ronnie Slater.

across the water and a mist lying low over the sheltered
bay. Day’s run: 26 miles.
Tuesday, 18th July. A very calm morning, with lovely
reflections of the trees and dilapidated old warehouses
along the water’s edge. Left Sunde at 1030 and motored
slowly down to the sheltered little village of Mosterhamm
where we tied up to the pier at 1250. The grey of the
morning gave place to warm sunshine. After lunch, we
walked to the church, reputedly the oldest in Scandanavia,
but unfortunately it was locked. Left Mosterhamm at 1600.
Very light wind from the south-west, so we motored down
the Bomlafjord. There was a continuous stream of
commercial and pleasure shipping in both directions. At the
southern end of the fjord, on the island of Bomlo, where
there appeared to be an impenetrable line of high cliffs, a
gap suddenly appeared and inside we were amazed to see
quite a large cargo vessel tied up at a little village. As we
passed Haugesund, it looked so inviting that we turned off
into the harbour and tied up about 1910. After tea, we had
a walk through the lovely old town and looked down from
one of the shopping streets onto Tandara’s decks. A calm
evening, with perfect reflections of the big ships and docks.
Wednesday, 19th July. 0633 forecast; the high which
had been dominating our weather pattern for so long was
moving slowly south and a cold front was passing over
northern sea areas. Wind north-west 2 to 3 increasing
northerly 4 to 5. Breakfast was finished and everyone
ashore by 0803. Some of the ship’s company found it very
difficult to pull themselves away from the excellent
chandleries along the waterfront. By the time we left
Haugesund at 0950, the early morning rain had cleared
away, and it turned out to be another beautiful day. In a
force 3 north-westerly, the Genoa carried us down the
narrow Sound as far as Skudeneshaven. This was probably
the most typically Norwegian anchorage of all the ones that
we had visited: a long, narrow approach past old
warehouses led into a tiny pool where we tied up to the
railings outside the grocer’s shop.

Kyst) extremely accurate and easy to follow. They are the
same scale (1:50,100) as the Admiralty charts of the area,
but are far superior, although there is no reference to
conspicuous features on the shore. Another useful
publication which we managed to obtain two days before
we left was the new Norwegian Cruising Guide by Mark
Brackenbury. This covers the Norwegian coast from the
Sognefjord to the Swedish border and gives much useful
information about anchorages, availability of fuel and
stores, and also remarks of general and historical interest.
Monday, 17th July. Wakened yet again to blue skies
and sunshine. We had a very leisurely morning, and most of
the crew went swimming at the bathing place. In the clear
water, the sides of the fjord could be seen to go down
almost vertically. We left Godoysund at 1415 via the east
entrance. Nobody felt like doing much work, so we
contented ourselves with the Genoa and had a delightful
passage down the Loksund. Superb scenery and warm
sunny weather, with lunch in the cockpit. In the afternoon,
the wind fell away completely, and Jane and lain fished
(unsuccessfully) as we motored slowly across the Hardanger
fjord.
At the southern end of Skorpo Island, a round
boulder had lodged in a crack in the cliffs and some wag
had painted a face on it, so that it looked like a troll
peering out of his cave. We tied up in the little village of
Uskedal at about 1730. One of the locals slightly drunk
but very friendly - insisted on knocking up the grocer
when he heard that we were short of bread and milk. The
village was delightful but the pier was rather open to the
north, and we thought it advisable to seek a more sheltered
anchorage for the night. The skipper liked Uskodal so much
that he tried to take the pier with him, but progress was
much better when the stern warp was cast off!
The waters of the Husnesfjord were glassy calm as we
motored south. It was dusk before we turned into the very
picturesque inlet of Sunde where we anchored in 3 tathoms
at 2240. It was a beautiful evening, with a moon track The "Troll" of Skorpo - Photo Ronnie Slater.
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It had been our plan to continue past Stavanger and
visit the Lysefjord, but the weather seemed set fair despite
the 1355 forecast talking about a low developing over
Norway with northerly winds increasing to 5 or 6. After
considerable heart searching, we finally decided that the
most sensible course of action was to head for home. The
water and diesel tanks were tidied, and very sadly we said
farewell to Norway at 1600 (one week to the minute since
leaving Lerwick).
The wind was north-west force 3, course 270° for
Inverness. We were just able to lay our course with the Main
sheeted flat and the engine running slowly. It was a lovely
evening, the sun was shining and the sea smooth. During
the midnight to 0400 watch, the wind freshened, six rolls
were put in the Main, the Working Jib set and the engines
stopped. With each successive watch, the wind increased.
The Main was dropped and the Mizen set; and Working Jib
was reefed, and finally changed for the No. 2 Foresail. The
engine was restarted at 0930 and kept running for the rest
of the trip. The wind continued to freshen all day, reaching
force 6 about noon and force 7 about midnight. The North
Sea Pilot warns that in winds with any element of north in
them, the seas are out of all proportion to the wind
strength, and we began to see what the Pilot book was
talking about. The seas were very irregular. It was difficult
to anticipate them, for they seemed to come from every
direction. Everybody on board was suffering some degree
of mal der mer. The girls were excused watches, and
Marshall and I were reduced to working two-hourly
stretches at a time, taking our watch below on the little
settee in the aft cabin. About 0200 on Friday morning, I
was sound asleep on the settee when I was wakened with a
terrific crash. Marshall, who was on the wheel, thought we
had struck something and looked below to see if there was
water coming above the cabin floor. The pulpit navigation
lights went out. It appaeared that Tandara had fallen off
one sea into the preceding trough. We subsequently found
when we got to Inverness that the navigation light pulb was
shattered in fragments. About this time, the automatic
pilot, which had been trying to cope with the awkward sea
condition, decided it had had enough and manual steering
was added to our general discomforture. The boat was
swept continually by heavy spray and an occasional sea
broke into the cockpit. The Scottish coast was sighted at
0900, by which time the wind had eased off to about force
5 north-west. At noon, a slight correction of course to the
south was required. The wind had almost died away, as we
motored up the Moray Firth. When Maura surfaced, she
produced the quote of the day: "I have vomited so much,
my feet have gone skinny!". She reckoned that forty hours’
non-stop vomiting was an achievement worthy of inclusion
in the Guinness Book of Records!
Whilst on the topic of seasickness, some thoughts on
antiemetics are perhaps appropriate. Having read the article
in Yachting Monthly, we tried Stugeron, but found it no
better or worse than our usual remedies. Personally, I find
half a Dramamine tablet taken every three or four hours

will prevent vomiting, although it does not completely
control nausea. More than half a tablet tends to make me
sleepy. Denise finds that Valoid agrees with her, and the
children vote for Dwik Kewells, because they effervesce and
are easily swallowed. This keeps them free of sickness as
long as they are in the fresh air, but very often they start
vomiting when they come below, and once vomiting starts
it is no longer possible to get any further pills into them.
On the second day out from Skudeneshavn, we were getting
rather worried over the state of Iain’s hydration, and he
obviously needed a rest. I gave him an injection of Valoid,
although had to use a much heavier needle than one would
normally want to use on account of the motion of the boat.
In fact, it was rather a case of stabbing your patient as he
went past. However, it did give him two or three hours
sleep, and the vomiting stopped shortly after that. We also
carried Valoid in suppository form, and although there is a
natural aversion to rectal medication, they are much
simpler than an injection for the lay person to use.
It was dark by the time we reached the head of the
Moray Firth, and we had several anxious moments getting
into Inverness owing to the strong flood tide which sets
across the entrance at about 4 knots. Only prompt action
by Marshall on the wheel prevented us being set down
forcibly onto an unlit buoy. To avoid any further frights,
we motored into the flood stream at a speed which
prevented us from making any way over the ground until
we located the red landing lights into the harbour. It was
then relatively simple, although there are several unlit
beacons on the way in. We finally tied up to the quay just
below the bridge at Inverness at 0100 on Saturday morning,
57 hours and 308 miles out of Skudeneshavn. Before
turning in, I hoisted our Q flag and had hardly belayed the
halyards before the Customs man was on board. He said
that everyone on board would have to sign the Customs
form, but by this time everyone else was asleep. However,
nothing daunted, he was back at 0830 looking for the
signatures. I told him the children were still asleep, but they
let me down badly by shouting out: "Oh, no, we’re not."
So they signed his form in their best copperplate writing
and I forged Marshall and Maura’s signatures, as I knew it
was worth more than my life to waken them. He went away
happy.
Leaving Inverness for the Caledonian Canal, the tide
was 16 ft. lower than when we came in, and we marvelled
that we managed it without damage. Lunch was taken in
the Muirtown Basin alongside the "Christian Bach", a 120
ft. ex Baltic trader, which runs a passenger service to
Australia! - two years for the round trip. Loch Ness was
very miserable, with driving rain and poor visibility. The
children were very disappointed that Nessie did not put in
an appearance. We tied up to the piles below the bridge at
Fort Augustus at 1900.
Sunday, 23rd July. A grey, wet, miserable day. Maura
brought everyone’s breakfast to their bunks, which was a
great luxury. We had a lazy morning. In the afternoon,
Jane, lain, Heather and I visited the Great Glen Exhibition
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Caledonian Canal - Lagan Avenue - Photo Ronnie Slarer.
in Fort Augustus. It was well worth a visit, and I must
confess that I left the Exhibition quite convinced that there
is at least one large animal of an unknown species living in
Loch Ness. We had an excellent meal in the Lovat Arms
Hotel. It was still raining when we returned to the boat.
Quite a few hire cruisers had collected, no doubt waiting
for the Canal to open on Monday morning.
Monday, 24th July. Still raining! We had an early
breakfast and were under way at 0300, but had to wait
before the swing bridge to let some east bound boats pass
through. One of these was Risoy, the Norwegian boat that
we met in Kirkwall. There followed several frustrating
hours in company with ten hire cruisers (the collective lack
of experience had to be seen to be believed!) Despite the
interminable delays at each lock and swing bridge, the
intermittent rain and strong head wind, we thought the
Canal very beautiful, especially the Laggan Avenue reach.
We turned in for our fourth night in the Canal area at the
Bonavie locks.
Tuesday, 25th July. Ready to go at 0800, but alas we
had reckoned without the "efficiency" of British
Waterways. It was only when Marshall and I applied a little
pressure that the four occupants of the Canal office put
down their cups and newspapers, admitted the train which
everyone was waiting for had, in fact, passed through, and
moved outside to start work. Despite the burst of activity,
it was 1100 before we started down the final staircase of
locks. We paid our dues £24.15), and finally cleared the sea
lock at 1330.
The wind was light southerly all afternoon, with
heavy rain showers as we motored down Loch Linnhe. The
1755 forecast: southerly 6 increasing 8 due to a depression
west of Rockall with another one in mid-Atlantic. The wind
freshened as we reached the south end of Kerrera Sound
and was gusting force 8 by the time we anchored in
Puillodobhrain with twenty-seven other boats, including
Dan McAuley in Capella. A very unpleasant evening,

blowing hard, raining heavily and depressingly grey. The
glass was falling rapidly as we turned in. The day’s run: 38
miles.
Wednesday, 26th July. 0633 forecast. Southerly 6 to
8 going sough-west 5 to 6. Wakened by grey skies, but soon
patches of blue appeared, and the sun came out to make it
a beautifully warm, clear day. As we finished breakfast,
Dan McAuley was trying in vain to lift his anchor, so we
tied alongside to lend a hand. No sooner was the anchor
out, than the crews of both boats went on a spree of
mutual boat visiting, quite oblivious of the poor skipper of
Tandara motoring round and round Puillodobhrain with
Capella lashed alongside. Left at 0950. Through Easedale
Sound at high water. Tide beginning to ebb south in Cuan
Sound. Anchored in Ardinamir at 1110 with twelve other
boats, including Moidart (Robert Boyd). We went ashore
for a chat with Irene MacLachlan and signed her book (we
are No. 290 this year!). Under way again at 1330 - very
reluctantly on the part of the younger members of the
crew, as they wanted to visit the new buttery at Cullipool.
However, we had lunch in the cockpit instead. Carried our
tide as far as Charsig Bay. Calm, warm afternoon. 1755
forecast south to south-west 4 to 5 increasing to 6 to 7,
perhaps 8. Tied alongside the little pier at the head of West
Loch Tarbert at 2030, a well sheltered spot.
Thursday, 27th July. We had to shift to allow twelve
fishing boats to tie up. The wind was south-west force 7,
and there was very little shelter anywhere in the Loch, so
we shifted back to the pier later when the fishing boats had
all arrived., In the evening, Denise’s brother and sister-in-law
arrived and took us into Tarbert in their car, where we had
a meal in the new Bruce Hotel. It was the annual Tarbert
Fair, and the children insisted that we all had a go on the
dodgems. Nearly all the boats in East Loch Tarbert had
dragged and were lying alongside the pier.
Friday, 28th July. A bright sunny morning with a
fresh south-west breeze. Motored over to Gigha, and
anchored in Ardminish at 1250. Quite a few Ulster boats
came in shortly after we arrived, among them TaM-he
heading north, Morning Glory than Fisher and Vanique.
We went ashore and everyone hired bicycles. Even Marshall
was coerced into the saddle. The 1775 forecast was
south-west 4 to 5 increasing to 6. We left at 2000, wind
southerly force 5. Quite a steep sea in Gigha Sound, but we
had no trouble motoring against it. We headed across
towards the Kintyre shore for some shelter. The wind
backed south-south-east, and the Main was hoisted with
eight rolls, but the force 5 never materialised. We were just
able to lay our course down the north channel with the
engine running slowly. At 0400, we made some unexpected
observations which deserve to be described in detail. We
were hard on the wind on the port tack, approximately two
miles north of the Maidens. Our course was taking us too
close to the southard of the Highland Rock Beacon. We
went about onto starboard tack until we were well clear to
the east of the Maidens, but while standing offshore, we
were quite obviously being carried rapidly to the north,
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despite the fact that we were in the middle of a strong
flood tide which should have been setting us to the south.
The only explanation which we can offer is that there must
be a strong counter eddy running north along the line of
the Maidens. This creates a potentially very dangerous
situation for a yacht attempting the passage between the
Maidens and the Highland/Russell Rocks.
The wind headed us at the Maidens, so we motored
into Port Dandy in the Copeland Islands, where we
anchored at 0700. After a couple of hours sleep, and
breakfast, we were under way again at 1045, motoring
against the usual head wind. Fog came down just south of
the Skulmartin. There was no sign of the South Rock
Lightship when we had run our distance, but as soon as we
stopped the engine we heard the fog signal quite close by.
Visibility was down to 200 yards by the time we got to the
~histle Buoy, but the fog cleared completely as we headed
up the Strangford Narrows it turned into a beautiful day.
l’he engine was stopped at the Narrows. Lunch was cooked
~y Rona and enjoyed in the cockpit under way. Picked up
3ur mooring in Ringhaddy at 1710, having covered 1432
a’dles in 28 days 19 hours and 20 minutes, with 9 nights
~pent at sea, at an average speed of 6.00 knots. Everyone
agreed that it was by far our best cruise ever. We were
plagued with head winds for the whole trip, with the

exception of the outward crossing of the North Sea. This
accounted for the very large percentage of motoring or
motor/sailing, but no apologies are made for this. Tandara
has a large, quiet diesel, and even at tick over revs its use
makes for shorter and more comfortable passages (not to
mention gallons of piping hot water for showers when one
arrives!) Despite the extremely bad weather of 1978, the
trip was made not only possible but immensely enjoyable
by virtue of three things. 1) "Tandara" is a superb,
comfortable yacht whose behaviour is at all times
impeccable. 2) A wife and children who are game for
anything, and even when the skipper was extremely
doubtful that we would ever reach Norway, Rona, Iain and
Heather were quietly confident that we would get there. 3)
and most important of all, the Pritchard family. It was the
greatest luxury to come off watch and hand over to
Marshall and Maura, knowing that they would cope with
any situation that would develop, Marshall, always
unflappable and always able to produce something hot in
the way of food and drink, whatever the weather. Maura,
despite persistent sea sickness, always managed to get
herself onto the wheel a few minutes before the change of
watch, and Jane could retire to the fo’c’sle bunk with the
boat hammering away to windward and apparently enjoy
the experience. One could not ask for better sailing
companions.
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The Seagull

The seagull’s killed, although unwilled;
’Twas struck by my speeding car;
And the anxi ms thought, to my mind was brought,
’Tis unlucky this by far.
This sailors’ view, is nothing new,
’Tis as old as time itself;
So hearken to my tale of woe,
Then decide it for yourself.

Michael F. Coyle

But the engine stalled; oh, the names ’twas called!
’Twas a week before ’twas done ;
And this is the start, but forming part,
Of the happenings aboard ’Force One’.
On Scotland’s Clyde, we sailed with pride,
’Till our steering gear broke down,
But we carried on, with the tiller strong,
Until Portpatrick town.
By whirlpools, treacherous every time,
We’d nearly been undone,
For in Strangford Lough, we struck a rock,
But damage there was none.

From Union Hall, near Glandore’s vale,
To Crosshaven’s sheltered shore,
In ’Solas of Howth’ - to tell it, I’m loathWe’d trouble more and more.
We lost a day, not under way,
When the engine became a must ;
Long hours were spent, o’er the engine bent,
For the bloody thing was bust.

Whilst homeward bound, came a dismal sound,
When on course weU off the coast;
’Twas the engine coupling packing it in,
Just when ’twas needed most.
For the wind was gone, and we forlorn,
Were carried along by the tides;
Full many a pout, when the grub ran out,
And swearing galore besides.

And then the crunch, whilst having lunch,
Washed down by a modest drop,
For the anchor’s rope, our only hope,
Got tight around the prop.
Crosshaven stank, when we struck a bank,
On a cursed falling tide;
’Twas then we found, we were fast aground;
Night long we must abide.

AtHowth we arrived and to moorings hied,
But misfortune struck once more;
For in tacking to catch our mooring buoy,
We ran aground off the shore.
Just a final word; it’s perhaps absurd;
Some even might think it rot;
Is this gull superstition a lot of crap?
Convinced of that, I am not.

On another date, at Arklow late,
For a cruise, we joined ’Force One’;
Bound for the Clyde, on the morning’s tide,
We looked forward to lots of fun.
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"Looking Astern’"
Terry Roche
Our Hon. Editor has asked me as a hoary old member of
the Club to pen a few recollections and reflections or. the
period of my forty-four years cruising as a member and the
three years before joining. Looking back at the previous
submissions on behalf of our boat Neon Tetra I find the last
one to have been in the 1969 Journal and the last line of
this reads:- 10 years; 342 Ports; 16,692 miles. During those
10 years my plan (happily fulfilled) was to visit, with my
wife, family and friends as many of the coasts of Europe as
possible from Finland to the Black Sea and in doing this to
call and pause in as many ports as possible, also to traverse
some of the many inland waterways, both lakes, rivers and
canals. Great mileage was not the object as can be seen but
rather the number of Ports visited. Accounts of some of our
progress are contained in the I.C.C. Journals of the 60’s.
Time is naturally a vital element in this type of
cruising by instalment, but another requirement soon
became evident. To bring the boat back to our home-port
(then Dun Laoghaire) at the end of each cruising season was
proving a strain both on the boat and its human element,
September/October not being the happiest time to round
the extremities of Great Britain, also finding friends to join
us was difficult at that time of year (the family being at
school). The obvious answer to increasing our range was to
lay-up each winter on the way around as it were, but at first
this idea seemed daunting and I wonder if many other
members have tried it. Barbara Webb’s eight language
dictionary became a ’must’ and long winter planning for
each refit, especially as Neon Tetra is a wooden boat. The
logistics were indeed formidable but after a year or two
each time seemed to get easier, especially when she could
be laid-up afloat i.e. no ice. Things are much simpler now as
she is more or less permanently ’in commission’.
Our laying-up Ports were:- Dun Laoghaire (after a
delivery cruise via the north French coast and Paris from
Kingston-upon-Thames where we found her) - Amsterdam
(Holland) - Turo (Denmark) - Dun Laoghaire (again) Littlehampton (Neon Tetra’s birth place) - Piraeus
(Greece) - Malta (three winters) then to Palma de Mallorca
(nine winters and her present home-port). During this time
we laid-up in Summer as well for two months or more at Dubrovnik (Yugoslavia) - Porto Cervo (Sardinia) Gibraltar - St. Mandrier (S. France). The great bonus and
reward for all the trouble involved, apart from the increased
range, is the number of friends we have made during our
wintering and if visiting the various countries now,
otherwise than by boat, we have a ready-made circle of
acquaintances.
Some of the difficulties of the amateur crewing of a

boat for this type of cruising are I am sure well known to
other members (except the first of my list of course!) 1.
You must be compatible to them. 2. They must be
compatible to you. 3. They must want to join you when
you want them to and vice versa. 4. They (usually two)
must consider the amount spent on air-fare to be worth it.
During our cruising we seldom changed crew in the same
port or even the same country so practically all tickets were
single fare each way. Try to get cheaply from Malta back to
Athens for instance if you had a return Dublin/Athens/
Dublin. Then No. 5 might be that should they have liked
the cruising they would probably go and buy a boat of their
own and that would be that.
Cruises not reported in the Journal were:- Brittany
from Cherbourg to La Rochelle. The Yugo-Slav coast of the
Adriatic with, on the way, the Ionian Islands revisited.
Incidentally these Islands, of which we have visited the
seven principal ones, form to my mind the most charming
cruising ground in the Med. and much less stormy than the
Aegean. In the 70’s we cruised Sardinia and Corsica. The
whole of the Spanish west coast, west from Barcelona to
Gibraltar and Morocco. North from Barcelona around the
Gulf of Lions (of Mistral fame) to the Camargue thence
across the Bouche de Rhone, thus completing our circle of
the Med., with the inevitable remark ’this is where we came
in’, and so on to Toulon for a pause then turn around and
back to base in Palma de Mallorca.
Our cruises are now becoming shorter but we are
fortunate in having such pleasant all-the-year-round mini
cruising right at our doorstep in the Balearics, each one of
which has its own charm.
One of the factors which has encouraged and also
given me courage in cruising is that I have been fortunate in
going to sea in other boats with many different
personalities and vastly different types of vessels, even while
doing my twenty-seven years of one-design racing. This
certainly teaches one a lot - how things should be done
and occasionally how not to do them. The first experience,
in I think 1932, was on a race from Dun Laoghaire to Cork
in Espanola, owned, skippered and steered most of the time
both day and night by H.M. Wright, one of the founding
members of the Club. A formidable personality indeed as
those who knew him will testify. During this race the only
time I steered we went aground on Cahore Point while
trying to cheat the tide, and that is why it was the only
time.
In those early days of the Club there was, I recall, a
certain conflict of interest in that some leant towards
off-shore racing like the then young R.O.R.C., while others
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preferred pure cruising like the R.C.C. and C.A. However it
inevitably came to the compromise of doing both.
Among my last cruises in other peoples’ boats two
were with John Samuelson in Zea. The first was across the
Atlantic by the usual east/west route from Las Palmas to
Barbados, but it was remarkable for the long time taken.
The engine seized-up shortly after leaving Santa Cruz de
Tenerife and this deprived us of motoring through the
calms with our 900 miles of fuel. However it was decided to
sail on and now I found myself to be sailing-master as well
as navigator. It does not sound too good when I have to
report that we took 29 days to do the 2,900 miles! During
the whole of this time incidentally we only saw the lights of
one ship and ’spoke’ to one yacht. The second cruise in Zea
was the following year through the Windward Islands from
Antigua to Trinidad and thence into the South Atlantic
where the boat was to go on to Rio. I stuck it as far as
Receife in Brazil - 2,700 miles. During this trip we were at
one time nine days and nights hard on the wind against the
S.E. Trades average force 6 and a lot of it in the heaviest
rain I have ever seen, this in the region of the Equator. An
exciting feature of this cruise was the pilotage and for my
peace of mind we fortunately had a professional
navigator/skipper this time. The charts give very few
soundings off the eastern knuckle of South America with
here and there a cross marking a reported rock or shallow,
this anything up to 100 miles off-shore. I noted one 39 fm.
patch a few miles from a sounding of 2,980 fathoms and
our Ferrograph actually came into soundings on a blank
part of the chart when we were about 70 miles off-shore.
All very disturbing.

Another aspect of cruising with which I have had
some valuable acquaintance from the seamanship point of
view is off-shore motor boating, this in Lady Sophie,
Medusa and Tahilla among others. Twice up the Seine to
Paris in Tahilla, once from Dun Laoghaire and another time
in March from Crookhaven. A hairy trip this last one.
We have been up to Paris in Neon Tetra twice as well
and it is certainly worth the effort of mast-lowering etc.
(our mast is 48 feet from the deck and when lowered sticks
out 4ft at either end) the T.C. de F. berth being right in the
middle of Paris, under the Pont Alexandre. The second time
was on our way to the Med. via the Burgoyne Canal and in
the Canal we managed to pass through 54 of the 186 locks
in one day. Also bringing Neon Tetra 1,200 feet above sea
level (re-adjusting the barograph?). Another inland cruise
was across the great lakes of Sweden in one of which it is
possible to be out of sight of land even in clear weather.
Some final words must be about Neon Tetra herself now 24 years old with very few operations or
hospitalization (touch wood, sic.) one new fuel tank is the
only transplant so far. The engine, a Thornycroft RTR 4
diesel, has never been serviced i.e. the valves ground or the
head off for decarbonisation. The hull was burnt off top
and bottom a few years ago and the top quality mahogany,
fastenings and seams were in perfect condition and she
could have been varnished. A fine tribute to her designer
and builder - David Hillyard.
In conclusion, I ask the Hon. Editor to allow me to
take this opportunity of wishing my fellow members a
Happy Fiftieth Anniversary.
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Osterville to Bermuda
Jonathan Virden
THE RETURN OF SHARAVOGE TO ENGLAND
Sharavoge should be recalled, perhaps dimly,
by members of the Club as a folk-boat that likes
adventuring in deep water. She was launched in
1963 by Cyril White at Brightlingsea, and has
changed very little since launching. She has masthead rig, a Volvo Penta MD1 engine and simple
self-steering. She is a model of the reasons why
anyone, who knows a sea-kindly vessel, finds them
and folk boats in particular quite irresistable.
In 1976 I sailed Sharavoge from St. Katharine’s
Dock in London to Plymouth, England and thence
to Osterville, America via Bermuda and Newport.
In OsterviUe all of the gear and removeable equipment, was stored in the basement of the Burnes’s
house, Sharavoge’s own resting place was in a purpose-built cradle in a shed at the yard of Chester
A. Crosby / Sons Inc: this is an old-established
boat-building yard: expensive but very efficient;
to be found up the Osterville river on the north
shore of Nantucket Sound.
Since leaving Sharavoge in her snug hide-out,
Joy had become part of our menage, and we flew
together to Boston on 21 April 1978. There we
were met by Bunny Bumes at the beginning of a
week of continuous help and kind generosity by
his whole family. We stayed in a spare house and
put Sharavoge together again. It was cold (45°F
Max.) and bright for five of the seven days of
refitting. The main task was simply to make
everything fit together and work again, and, in
addition, to fit a V.H.F. Radio Telephone which
we had brought over with us. This took me some
time, but with elementary knowledge of radio
acquired while in the R.A.F. in 1956, I fudged the
job so it worked first time. An important feature
of the aerial’s masthead mounting was to offset it
so that a burgee would fly unobstructed: the homemade fitting is still up there, so that worked too.
The burgees fly free and proud in these days of
anonymity and declared devotion to the electrical
gods of measurement.
Another success was that the engine started with
the first swing: "Eddie" the genius at Crosby’s
yard, did not believe that "Scrap Iron" worked like
that. Meanwhile, Joy was organising the commissariat and stowage, having had some practise at
Plymouth in 1976.

The boundless help of the Bumes’s allowed us
to keep to the time-limited programme, and after
exactly one week we tore ourselves away from
their pier on the Seapuit River on Saturday 28
April just after lunch. We motered out of Osterville entrance in flat calm and turned west. During
the afternoon a breeze arose from the west and
we beat, first against the tide and then with it, to
and through Wood’s Hole. The tide makes 5-6 kt.
through this twisting channel and I was surprised
to find how much of my knack of watching the
true track of the boat had vanished in two years,
and then how it suddenly returned. We made our
way into Hadley Harbour, a deep inlet in the
Island opposite the town of Wood’s Hole. There
were only two other yachts there; in the summer
there are so many it is said to be possible to walk
from shore to shore across their decks. This is a
delightful and completely safe anchorage: no facilities, as all the Elizabeth Islands are privately
owned. It was quiet and I spent some time tightening the rigging in the early evening, and looked for
specific leaks as Sharavoge was taking in more
water than usual, probably only because of the
long time she had spent ashore.
Bunny had given us several of his cast-off American charts: we both found the unaccustomed
style of them quite easy to use; but good eyesight
for detail on them is helpful. The bouyage system
is different from that in European waters, but is
extremely well set out for pilotage on the part
of the coast from Cape Cod through to New
York.
On Sunday, we left Hadley in a calm morning
and motored down the north side of the Elizabeth
Islands, on the south shore of Buzzards Bay,
to avoid the strong adverse tide in Vineyard Sound.
The wind gradually increased all day, from W.S.W.,
which has exactly contrary to our intentions and
was very cold at about 45°F. Passing Buzzards
Tower, we spoke shortly to them, proving that the
V.H.F. worked. As the wind increased so did the
sea and in the afternoon I changed the genoa for
a jib, getting wet in the process. We were both
rather sick, this being the first time at sea for
nearly two years, and the sea was unusually confused. As dark fell we came into the harbour of
refuge at Point Judith. This is a large artificial
harbour just south west of Point Judith at the
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west side of the entrance to Narragansett Bay: a
most useful place for getting out of bad sea conditions. There are no facilities that we saw, though
there might be some up the river at the west end
of the harbour. We had motored for almost all the
day, as Sharavoge is very slow to windward and
we had limited time.
On the following day it was blowing about F5
W.S.W. as usual, and at 39°F. Local Radio Stations
do not give useful meteorological information they
only seem to shiver at their microphones and expect
listeners to commiserate. We battened down to no.
2 jib and reefed main, and slogged along an unexciting shore to westward. It was extremely cold and
ten layers of clothes were barely sufficient: we
were most pleased with long Damart underware,
polar suiting, and mittens which were surprisingly
good at keeping hands in working order. By hard
motor-sailing all day we reached the narrow most
northerly entrance to Long Island Sound at the
end of the west-going tide. We then beat through
Fisher’s Island Sound to the Mystic River into a
low brilliant sun which made buoy-spotting hard
and very tiring on eyes: two pairs were very useful. We went up the river to a Marina just below
the Railway Bridge where we were shown to a
spare berth sheltered from the wind by a large
motor cruiser.
On 2May, we explored Mystic town for supplies,
and later took Sharavoge through the bridges to
the Seaport Museum. No one cruising on this
coast should miss this show-place, where wooden
ships are preserved and lovingly rebuilt. The shore
area has examples of sail lofts, mast lathes (95 ft!),
cooperage, pubs, rope-walks, which were all part of
the maritime seaboard of the Eastern USA in
roughly the period 1750 to 1850. It is reported to
be extremely crowded in summer, yacht berths
being booked 3-6 months ahead, but we had the
quays to ourselves. Six hours would be a safe
minimum time to investigate all that is to be
found here.
Having picked up a mooring for the night at
the mouth of the river, near the deserted yacht
club, we set off westward next morning at 0610.
This day the tides were at awkward times and we
just failed to reach the area of relatively slower
currents before the adverse easterly flow started.
During the morning we beat, with engine, along
the middle of Long Island Sound. At 1030 we
stopped the engine, and beat against a rather
variable wind along the north shore to the Thimble
Islands which had been recommended to us. We
pass on the recommendation and magnify it as
they are a charming group of little rocky islands
with a few trees and a house or two on each.
During the day which was rather dull and overcast,
we saw an extremely sinister submarine going to
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sea from the Connecticut River, and various
illusions, like an island which took up its anchor
and went off to better fishing grounds, and a ship
in the distance which eventually resolved itself
into having fully grown trees and a farm house
on board.
After a very peaceful night at the Thimble
Islands, we sailed leisurely, off the wind for the
first time, along and across Long Island Sound to
the island shore. The relief from the endless motorsailing into icy wind was great. The sun came out
clearly and we even flew the cruising spinnaker for
the last ten miles to Oyster Bay. Oyster Bay is a
small town on an inlet of the same name. There
are various yacht clubs, but, as we had an introduction, we went to Jakobsen’s Boat Yard. Here
they build and recondition ocean-going and big
port tugs, but they also do some yacht work,
beautifully, on the side. Having introduced myself
to the security guard, who was a caricature of his
profession suitable for any television thriller, whose
boss had not told him about our arrival, and after
he had checked with several supervisors, we settled
down in a quiet corner by a vast pontoon.
On Friday, 4 May, it rained hard all day. As we
were making our final preparations for the voyage
to Bermuda the rain was a minor nuisance. But to
compensate we met Ed and Betty Greeff, which
is one of the best things that can happen to any
sailor. In a few seconds it was quite conspicious
that we were kindred spirits. Ed is now retired,
but organises much in the sailing world. No one
could be more helpful, and under his supervision
we obtained stores of all sorts in the town and
diesel fuel from the boat yard, in, for them, ridiculously small quantities. Heaven came in the form
of a bath at the Greeff’s home in the woods
above the bay; after this Ed checked over charts
and times of tides for our passage through New
York. The outstanding thing about this day was
the laughter, as the Greeffs enjoy linguistic entertainment just as much as we do, and have the
marvellous gift of stretching any idea to a ludicrous
extent just for fun. The day ended with dinner at
a fine Italian restaurant, and we finally retired to
Sharavoge thoroughly wined, dined and refreshed
for the next stage of the cruise.
There was no wind next day, and it was grey
with low cloud, but no rain, and very cold. We left
the yard at 0730 aiming to catch the time of the
top of the tide at the Throgs Neck at 1216. Having
motored fairly hard into the tide down the Long
Island Shore we passed under the bridge at 1215.
The bridges of New York are the first spectacle
one meets - they are huge. Carefully map reading,
we motored with the tide to the north end of the
east river and were taken on the 4-5 kt. ebb down
the east side of Manhatten Island. The water was

quite bouncy in places where it went over rough
patches in the bottom. The cloud obscured the
tallest buildings and it became colder and colder.
It was quite a fascinating experience to visit New
York in this way, and to pass through the city and
its suburbs without touching land or being caught
up in the traffic and noisy chaos of the city.
Leaving Manhatten behind, approaching the
Statue of Liberty we found a drift of wind from
the South East. We hoisted sails and beat slowly
on the last of the ebb down through the narrows
under the last and greatest of all the New York
bridges, the Verrzzano Bridge, which was partly
hidden in the clouds. As there was next to no wind,
we decided to anchor at Sandy Hook N.J. for the
night before setting out to Bermuda, rather than
drift about the night near the entrance to the
busy port and water-ways. This little bay is sheltered from N and E, and S by the pier, but open to
several miles of fetch from westerly directions.
With a westerly component in the wind, it would
be better to anchor close to the west shore of the
Sound.
After a quiet night, without going ashore, we
left Sandy Hook N.J. at 0555 on 7 May, for the
690 m passage to Bermuda. We were hoping that it
would take about eight days, leaving us with six
days to enjoy the sunshine in Bermuda before flying to England.
The passage was frustrating as the wind came
from S.E., i.e. dead ahead, for a much higher proportion of the time than we expected from available information. The first day was almost calm,
ending in thick wet fog, and glassy sea, such as
could be seen of it. On the second day the fog
cleared and with a light wind gradually increasing,
we saw an oil drilling-rig guarded by a small service
ship. This came to meet us in the fog, but anchored
off when it saw that we were not going too close to
the rig. In the evening the barometer was falling
steadily and wind increasing with a wet sky, so I
changed to the no. 2 jib before dark. On the third
morning the wind was about F6 from S.E. so with
more reefs we had the first patch of rough weather.
The wind reached FT, perhaps, for a short period.
Joy had her first experience of the noise and splash
and slop of a small boat in a moderately rough sea,
and found it alarming and remained cheerful
nevertheless. Sharavoge behaved like her usual self
- a perfect sea boat. And we made only slow progress against the seas. We had a quite serious leak
in the forehatch sealing which allowed a regular
flow of water to reach the foot of the bunks,
which was extremely annoying.
When the wind dropped just after midnight on
10 May, there was a period of comparative calm
followed by a light, following breeze in which we
covered 100 miles under the boomed genoa. This
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included crossing the Gulf stream, which occurred
in the middle of the night, I believe, as there was a
comparatively knobbly patch of sea for two or
three hours, but I did not get out of my berth.
The next day, 1 1 May, was the only really good
day on the passage: with the two boomed genoas
the following wind gave us 5 kt. in a diminishing
swell. We spoke to a passing tanker who confirmed
our position. Sadly Joy was still persistently sick,
but remained cheerful when in her bunk where the
discomfort was minimal.
After another short calm period the wind filled
out from S.E. and remained from this direction for
the whole of the remaining seven days of the
voyage. There were few incidents on this stage of
the voyage: the wind varied between F2 and F5
and occasionally F6. For two-thirds of the time we
motor-sailed, this being almost the only way to get
Sharvoge to go to windward in moderate comfort
on the open ocean against a sea. But the air and sea
were warm at last. Joy suffered from incurable
seasickness for all the passage: all she ate, except
the juice from canned fruit, and an egg or two in
the evening, was promptly returned to the sea.
While in her bunk she felt quite well but activity
and especially eating were not possible. In fact, we
each lost a stone or more, and though uncomfortable at the time, that was good for both of us.
One happening is worth recording: in reefing the
main, while motoring, the genoa was caught aback
and in the confusion the port genoa sheet wrapped
itself around the propellor. No damage was done as
the clutch must have slipped easily, but it was a
bad moment because the wind was certainly rising
and there were about 45 minutes of daylight left.
After suitable preparations I went swimming and
quite easily unwrapped the sheet from the propellor. This was greatly assisted by having facemask, now a standard part of Sharvoge’s cruising
equipment. The water was quite warm, and I felt
very little of the wave-motion while under water.
The most fascinating thing was the colour of the
light underwater: a brilliant sapphire blue combined with the ultramarine of the clear summer sky
in the west of Ireland. It is curious experience to
swim in more than 3,000 fathoms of water. Joy
was especially glad when I climbed back onto the
deck using a preprepared step slung on ropes.
On 15 and 16 May the wind was still consistently blowing from Bermuda and we slogged on
becoming more and more frustrated because the
Bermuda Harbour Radio weather forecast predicted a shift of wind to S.W. within a few hours
each time we listened: but it only arrived after we
had reached Bermuda. We were losing the precious
days of the week we had allowed for ourselves to
spend in Bermuda. On 2582 khz. the Harbour
Radio gives weather and navigation information

which was most useful to us because the two
critical landfall buoys N. and N.E. of the reefs were
not in position. Thus, we took a rather wide
approach to the island. The cloudy sky made sunsights difficult, but on 17 May, we were well
within RDF range of the BDA beacon. On this day
each of four sunsights taken in the morning, successively confirmed our position about 100 miles
further north and away from Bermuda! The midday sight put us 60 miles due north of the island.
The wind was becoming more southerly, naturally,
still at 12-15 kt.
In the very early morning of 18 May, Joy saw
the lighthouses of Bermuda. At dawn we could
bear off a little and stop the engine. Bermuda
looked most beautiful in that sunny morning. At
0545 we passed the St. David’s Head Lighthouse
and entered the channel with the wind aft of the
beam for the first time for a week.
On the way round the main island to Hamilton
we looked at each other to find the scruffiest
scarecrows imaginable. But here was a tropical
island in real full sunshine, and it was most pleasing
to be there, and to see palms and casuarina and
tamarisk trees and banks of hibiscus colouring the
shore. The sea was quite calm and brilliant tropical
blue; this was a great moment, such as always
happens after a voyage.
Having sailed into Hamilton harbour we made
our way to the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club. Here
we were rejected by an unexpectedly unfriendly
greeting and having cleared customs at an uncomfortable wall nearby, we went to the only
alongside berth for yachts at the Royal Hamilton
Amateur Dinghy Club. Our luck was, as usual, in
good form because Richard Moss, the crew for the
next stage, who was already in Bermuda to meet
us, happened to be a very old friend of Martin
Hutley, who was that day promoted to be in
charge of all harbours, water-ways, buoys and the
like in Bermuda. A swift call to U.K. to calm
agitated relatives and a bath put me into good
order. Joy was so delighted to reach dry land that
she collapsed on the pier and required reviving with
brandy, followed by a bath and a round meal. The
Hutleys, Martin and Tessa, gave us free-run of their
home which was a real blessing.
On the evening of our arrival, 18 May, Joy
collected my brother Michael from the airport and
the first stage of Sharavoge’s voyage back home
was completed with the arrival of her next skipper.
For the next two days we all worked like
demons to clean and refit and revictual Sharvoge
for the voyage to England. A crate of food and
other essentials was extracted from the Queen’s
Warehouse, with much help from the friendly
customs officer. After emptying the crate it was
refilled with "excess baggage", and it was taken in
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charge by Commander Tim Kitson R.N. who
arranged for the R.A.F. to take it to the U.K. (The
subsequent adventures of the crate would make
another amusing account!)
The Dinghy Club is a splendid place for revictualling, where the quay is organised by a retired
school master who retales stories about almost all
the inhabitants of the island while consuming
endless beer. On 24 May, Joy and I left Sharvoge
to Michael and Richard and flew home, after
having a party on board and on the quay, for
everyone who had helped us so much.
Sharavoge took 311/2 days on the voyage from
Bermuda to Plymouth. There was plenty of wind,
mostly on the beam, from N, and it reached an
estimated F7 on five occasions. Michael was not
well with an unidentified internal complaint for
the second two weeks, but recovered. On one
occasion a large wave broke on board and bent a
stanchion. At home we received three messages
from Sharavoge kindly passed on by ships to whom
they spoke on the V.H.F. which gave much reassurance to families who were not accustomed to
having some members at sea for so long.
After Sharavoge had arrived in Plymouth, we
were allowed to borrow Dick Bishop’s mooring at
Cargreen where the Commodore kindly looked after
her, during the time we were at home. Sharavoge
was laid up at Alec Blangdon’s yard in September,
and we are looking forward to next year already
with a mooring arranged at Cargreen, and a cruise
to Ireland all but started.

SHARAVOGE 1978

Date

From

29 Apr. 1978
30 Apr. 1978

OsterviUe Hadley Hr.
Hadley Hr. Pt. Judith
Hr.
Pt. Judith
Mystic
Hr.
Mystic
Noank
Noank
Thimble Is.
Thimble Is. Oyster Bay
Oyster Bay Sandy Hook
Sandy
Hook to
Bermuda
Bermuda to
Plymouth

I May 1978
2May 1978
3 May 1978
4 May 1978
6May 1978
7 May 1978
18 May 1978
22 May 1978
23 May 1978

To

Time
Nm d.h.m,
14

Engine
d.h.m.

5.10

5.10

39 14.35

6.20

23
5
35
42
45

13.00
1.20
13.10
13.30
11.00

665

11.9.00

4.0.00

30.23.05

1.12.00
(approx.)

2926

13.00
1.20
4.30
5.00
10.00

From Three Yachts
R. J. Fielding
delighted with the boat as a shorthanded family cruiser.

YACHT ONE

YACHT TWO
This was a Moody 30 which we delivered from Plymouth to
A Bowman 40 owned by our friends Michael & Rosalind
Cork via the Scillies at Whit and subsequently cruised in
Roaringwater Bay during the second week in August. Fly- Snell, now of Cork. This Bowman is a slightly extended
ing Brymon pleasantly to Plymouth we took over the counter version of the Giles 38, which is like a big beamier
Moody at Richmond Marina, which I like, the following Vertue. Built of GRP only a few of these yachts are extant
morning Thursday, June 1st. Spent 36 hrs checking the and they make fine sea-kindly heavy displacement traditboat and preparing for sea, in glorious weather and left ional cruising yachts. Starting on the East coast of England,
after dinner with the rest of the crew on Friday night, just with another crew they made their way slowly to Denmark
clearing Rame before dark. Under power all night in a flat via the Kiel Canal, when we joined them in Korsar for two
calm and up to the Manacles by dawn, having been set weeks on Saturday, 24th June. Korsar is a ferry port on the
inshore. Round the Lizard by 0600 in thick fog, sounder West Coast of Zealand. Flying from Cork via London and
and D.F. Then made sat to a good freshening SE wind Copenhagen and then train we were thankfully, and tired,
which had us sluicing past the Runnlestone by 0900. As on board the same night. Next day we crossed the Great
progress was so good we gybed for the Scillies and were Belt to a rather desolate Korshaven and the only really
entering St. Mary’s Roads by 13.30. No shelter in this desolate weather of the holiday. The next few days were
fresh breeze in the bay off the Lifeboat Slip found us spent skirting the north of Zealand, interesting passages,
dragging our anchor several times and finally fouling our but not very exciting ashore, visiting Samso, Kundsted at
prop with the light tripping line. A diver, called by the the mouth of the Isjemeer and Gilejee until we entered
customs officer, quickly cleared it and we departed with the Sund between Denmark and Sweden where we spent
the tide over the flats to spend the night off Tresco very th next few days. We visited Hamlets Castle at Kronsberg
calmly. No shore visit and left on Whit Sunday at 10.00. and the excellent maritime museum there. Then we motorSailed before a freshening wind, also backing, all day under ed into a fresh headwind and short seas down the Sund,
main and working jib. Travelling very, almost too, fast past the island of Ven, dodging the many ships, to Copenduring the night, we had the main boom in the water sev- hagen where we stayed for two days in Langeline Gesthaven,
eral times, but developed great confidence in this hull form. alongside the plaintive statue of the Little Mermaid, 10
Gybed off Old Head in heavy seas at 06.00 and reefed the minutes from town. This is a small city owned guest harbmain. Fast progress to Cork Harbour where we found our where no Danish yachts are allowed. We visited the
horrible wind against now S.E. gale conditions, where we delightful and impressive city several times and spent an
threaded our way though and dropped the main under unfortunately wet night in the Tivoli Gardens. So ended
Carlisle off Fox’s Cover. Alongside the RCYC Marina by our first week of mixed weather in Denmark.
08.30 and over to the Grand for their Hearty Irish BreakOn Saturday, 1 st July in improving weather we recrossed
fast which never tasted better.
the Sund to Vicken in Sweden, at its N.E. corner. Sweden
In August Christine and myself plus dogs had our best seemed different, somehow more foreign and cleaner.
week ever in Roaringwater bay taking in Calves Week as On the next day we had a long motor-sail, almost 60
spectators. We spent nights in Kinsale, Baltimore, Schull, miles up to the paper port of Vaaborg. On the Monday a
Crookhaven, Goleen, North Harbour etc. and thoroughly short sail to Milo-Hamm where we were taken ashore to a
explored the many leads and island and other anchorages summer house owned by a Goteburg Medical family. A
in this delightful bay. We spent two days at the head of charming totally sheltered rocky inlet, which is frozen-in
Toormore Bay and our seemingly usual night rolling but in Winter. We were not in Skerry country where yachts
protected off Long Island pier in a full Southerly gale. moor at night with bows on the rocks almost with kedge
Saw a useful anchorage under Castle point in N’ly winds astern. Next day in bright sun we went to Styrso and spent
and revisited the Skeams. Used the passage from Baltimore the night among the rocks. Notices ashore proclaimed that
to Ballydehob north of Hare Island and east of the Skeams visitors such as ourselves were verboten. A quick clear
at half-flood when there is also plenty of water at the phone-call home to Cork via Skagen Radio from the boat
north end of Horse Spit to get into the east end of Long seemed unreal in those surroundings. On the Wednesday,
Island Sound. Using this passage one should be able to get we motored and sailed to Marstrand via myriads of pasfrom Baltimore to Schull in any Summer weather and it
sages using the excellent local charts which mark the passshould be better written up in the ICC Pilot. Home on the ages like a roadmap. Marstrand is really delightful and is a
Saturday under spinnaker most of the way in 9¼ hrs and mixture of Cowes and the Med. Saw one of the first of the
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Barry, Clayton Love (Jnr.) I.C.C. and myself, and our wives
chartered from Athens for the last week of August and the
first week of September. She is typical of her breed being
very comfortable and well appointed, with a high centre
cockpit and a good diesel engine. Very suitable for our
purpose but rather a sluggard under sail except as we were
to prove in a down wind gale.
We flew to Athens from London on the Tristar or
rather two of them as the first had to return sharply after
lifting off from Heathrow for an emergency landing due to
electrical failure. The next day we picked up the yacht in
Glyfada and got away after two hours stowing the stores
and liquid stores which we had previously ordered through
C. & N. who were also the agents for the owner. Arnost
everything worked and since the owners had a similar view
of us we were allowed depart after a short trial sail to a
YACHT THREE
nearby island. That afternoon we motorsailed across to the
Cyclades Cruise of the Yacht "Marina"
island of Aegina in hot sun and little wind. This was to be
Marina is a one year old Nic. 44 which 3 of us Jim our lot for most of the cruise. Next day we motorsailed
Currabinny designed Swan-Holland 39’s there of which
there will be several in Irish waters next season. In continuing good weather we negotiated the Marstrand Canal
bound for the Island of Ro-Ro which is like one of our
west coast islands except for its many facilities. On the
Friday to Langedrag and its Marina and the home of the
R. Danish Y.C. and the annual Danish Boat Show. Glad to
find Cork made oilskins, similar to our own in the chandelry. On the Saturday, our last sailing day we motored up
into the heart of Goteburg to another great harbour where
we were to leave which we did on Sunday after our brief
look at Denmark and Sweden. The owners and new crew
safely brought the boat home to East Ferry via Norway,
the Caledonian Canal and the Irish Sea. Thank you Shells.
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down to Poros, stopping on the mainland for a swim at
lunchtime, and moored alongside an Israeli yacht, a Moody
39 which we had last met fitting out in Plymouth. That
night after a reasonably good Greek meal ashore we repaired to entertain the Israelis. We must have got too noisy as
the party broke up hurriedly with the simultaneous arrival
of several water bombs from overlooking flats and the
Tourist Police. Next day out through the winding narrow
Eastern entrance to Poros to a sandy beach with pine trees
running down to the water - idyllic. Later we motor-sailed
on to Hydra berthing stern-on to its scenic quays. Darkness
comes quickly in these waters so we left before dusk and
stopped underway - sampan like with the awning up and
the cockpit light shaded blue - for dinner. Then on
through a calm night, later getting rolly as we crossed the
main shipping lane up to Athens under engine and mizzen
arriving to an anchor off Milos the first island in the group
we had come to visit at 0700 on Wednesday, August 30th.
It was now the end of August and the Meltemi or
fresh N’ly winds appeared to have thankfully died for the
season. Nevertheless we decided to change our original plan
of going further SE to Santorini and get some Northing
back. Accordingly we spent the day in leisurely fashion
and watered ship in the evening. We left at dawn the following morning and motored over a calm wine dark sea to our
first anchorage in neighbourging Siphnos, for swimming
and snorkeling. Later we moved up the coast some miles to
Kamares, the main anchorage in the-island, ultimately
berthing inside the small steamer pier. As we went ashore
for dinner in the little village at the head of this high
landlocked bay the wind was visibly and palpably fresherring from the West to seaward. Back aboard later we were
told to move off as a steamer was due at midnight. Moving
off in a good F.6 that lee shore in 2 fthms, poor holding,
was obviously no place for the night so we hardened our
hearts and put to sea in inky blackness. Fortunately the
two headlands had weak but visible lights to guide us out
and about North of Siphnos. Hoisting the mizzen and jib
we rolled off downwind on course between two chains of
islands, poorly lit, through a ten mile wide channel, making
almost 7 knots. Fortunately gales in this area are warm and
shorts were the order of the night. At one stage we jilled
around a small lit rock for a while and dawn found us
much relieved to be finding our way into a shallow sheltered bay at the back of Paros in company with a local converted caique carrying a cargo of bricks. It later blew
another whole gale from the N.W. and after we had transferred Marina and ourselves across the few miles to Naxos it
blew similarly from the N.W. We found it difficult to forecast the weather in this area and the radio forecasts were
not too good. A rolly night in the artificial harbour so the
next morning, fueled, watered and stored we motorsailed
across to Salu beach on the south shore of Mykonos . We
tried and failed to Windsurf here but enjoyed the topless
bathing ashore on the wooded beach. Moved around to the
town in the evening, narrowly avoiding the incompleted
breakwater going in.

The harbour in Mykonos is dirty and poor but ashore
at night the narrow high walled streets are most impressive,
as are the many shops. We dined at the back of the town
and later to a disco on the front. Mykonos is one of the
more ’with-it’ islands in the group and has some fine beaches on its south shore.
Sunday 2nd September, saw us across to Delos in
the morning where we anchored in right under the ruins of
the Temples of the Gods. The larger cruise ships of which
there were several have to lie off and put their passengers
ashore in local caiques - a sort of Glengariff operation.
Jim went ashore and toured the ruins in the heat while the
rest of us stayed aboard under the awning or swam. The
Gods certainly picked a good spot when they came here.
We were invited for drinks on a neighbouring magnificent
twin-screw ketch rigged Nich. 70 "All is Best" complete
with library and crew of four. Superb example of British
yacht building at its best. The Canadian owner aptly
described himself as being "a bird in a gilded cage". Across
to Tinos that evening, stern moor, ashore for Mass and our
worst meal so tar on the quay. Tinos is famous for its good
water, with which we replenished ourselves and more so for
being the Lourdes of Greece, from which it has visibly
profited. Visited the Church on the hill in the cool of the
early morning and saw some of the many offerings from
grateful sailors - including one silver ship with a large fish
impaled in a hole in its bottom which stopped it from
foundering. Another beach that day and across to the
disappointing port of Syros in the evening and a good
meal in the town square. We passed numerous ferries among
the islands, many of which are retired Coast Liners - B + I
ferries; we even thought we saw the old Innisfallen.
At dawn the next morning we pushed around to the
West Coast on the island where there is a beautiful sheltered
harbour where a marina is building and which should be the
finest yachting base in the group. We tried sailing again for
Kytnos and eventually to the main harbour in the N.W.
comer. Our cooker was giving trouble so we had our
"lamb" joint cooked ashore. A short crossing the next day
to Kea for the night in a charming safe harbour and our
most N’ly anchorage. Ashore we were told the season ends
on September 15th when many of the shop owners and
care owners return to Piraeus for the winter. Next day to
Lavrion and a berth in the former thriving yacht building
yard of Olympic Yachts Ltd. now in receivership but with
plans afoot for a big Marina Holiday complex. A sad change
from two years ago. Next day around the SE corner of
mainland Greece, under the temple of Poseidon and on to
Volugami Marina for the night, maintaining our 3 or 4
anchorages a day en route. Many jets overhead approaching
Athens. Superb cuisine ashore in Marina restaurant and a
thunderstorm that night. In the clear of the morning
we departed this fine artificial marina where most of the
yachts, admittedly power vessels, dwarfed our 44 footer.
Many of them fly foreign flags as the present regime do not
take too kindly to yachts. Once again we powered over the
now highly polluted sea past Glyfada and Athens with its
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Acropolis dominating the scene, to Piraeus. Zea Marina was
full so we went in to the R. Hellenic Y.C. marina, which
club on the hill above we later visited. Here seems to be the
only active yacht club in Greece with the local season
extending from March to November. We dined on the
quayside near the boat for the last time in Greece as before.
The following morning we returned the boat to its owners
in Glyfada, we like to think in better shape than when we
received it, and flew home to Cork.
We thoroughly enjoyed our second cruise in Greek
waters. The weather is superb but the sailing poor. Anyone
going sailing there should obtain a copy of the Aegean by
H. M. Denham which is essential for cruise planning and
execution and adds many interesting historical footnotes.
Next time? Maybe we will try a powerboat.
GREEK CRUISE SUMMARY
Glyfada
Aegina
Poros
Hydra
Milos
Siphnos
Paros
Naxos
Mykonos
Delos
Tinos
Syros
Kytnos
Kea
Lavrion
Volugami
Piraeus
TOTAL

Aegina
Poros
Hydra
Milos
Siphnos
Paros
Naxos
Mykonos
Delos
Tinos
Syros
Kytnos
Kea
Lavrion
Volugami
Piraeus
Glyfada

20 miles
18 miles
14 miles
62 miles
25 miles
48 miles
5 miles
25 miles
5 miles
12 miles
15 miles
42 miles
20 miles
15 miles
25 miles
18 miles
6 miles

Sunday 27 Aug.
Monday
Tuesday
Tues/Wed.
Thursday
Thurs/Fri.
Friday 1 Sept.
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday 10 Sept.

375 miles Two weeks
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Faroes in Oberon
Wallace Clark
Robin Dixon
(Skipper)
Patrick Dixon
(Beer in every Port)
Rona Dixon
(Whew!)
Cordon Bleu.
Gina Maxwell
(Bon Appetit)
David Maxwell (Pilot)
Wallace Clark
(Great Bear)
The Faroes are 420 miles due north of Oberon’s
home port at Coleraine, Brittany being almost exactly the
same distance due S. One acts as an ideal foil to the other.
In 1978 Robin decided to head for the frozen north where
as we all know men are men, and the nights are six months
long. Apart from references in ’Eskimo Nell’, information
about the Faroes is not easy to come by. Micky D’Alton in
Club Annuals has whetted our appetites twice, as have Rory
O’Hanion, Brendan Maguire, Jack Workman and others,
Gathering information for the cruise, we were indebted to
these famous predecessors.
Getting to the Faroyar is a challenge which is hard to
resist. The pendant-shaped group, sixty miles from north to
south, has seventeen inhabited islands. Their surface is
mostly rocky upland with sea cliffs up to 2,000 feet high,
holding huge sea bird colonies. There are a dozen main
harbours, set at the head of sheltered bays and many small
piers and anchorages. The people are friendly, and most of
them speak English. Among the islands you sail between
rock walls, half a mile apart with tidal streams running at
up to seven knots. The Faroes are only 60 miles south of
Iceland but their climate, warmed by the Gulf Stream is
much milder. One published log, Dirk III (by Hans Domizlafi, John Mills Ltd. 1938) blames the erratic weather met
with round the islands on Gulf Stream influence. July evenings can feel like December at home but in the afternoon it
is often shirtsleeves weather, and there is the odd interlude
of sunbathing. You need a set of winter clothes. One of our
ladies expressed deep satisfaction with a smart line in pale
blue wrist-to-ankle thermolactic underwear. She was fond
of appearing in these as a top layer on deck in the milder
spells but as we never saw her legs the entire trip, the crew’s
enthusiasm was bated.
The open sea passage, 180 miles from Lewis, the same
from Orkney, is exposed with a considerable chance of a
blow coming up en route. You need a boat which can confidently face a couple of days in a Force 8 on top of a big
swell. You need, to get a general impression of the islands,
at least a week there.
On the 15th July a new crew of five with a fine
blend of sex-appeal and seamanship boarded Oberon, Robin
Dixon’s Moody 39, at Stornoway, Lewis. We had two
weeks in hand, and a feeling of excitement. The record says
Crew:-
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there are only two gale days a month in these waters but we
knew from seven logs in the Annual of visits to the Faroes,
that one boat had it very rough indeed both ways, five had
a blow on either the outward or return passage and one
only (Minx of Malham) had light weather both ways. The
fastest passage had been 32 hours (Harmony: trust RoryI)
and the longest 64, with an average of 43. Not one had landed on Rona or Sula Sgeir en route which seems like wasted
opportunities. (Refs: Minx 1953, Astrophel, Harmony
1959; Ceara, Huff 1960; Euphanzel 61, Tir-na-n-Og ’66.)
R.C.C. Journals have very little on Faroes in last ten years.
There are also those strong silent men who never write
logs, whose information must be extracted at great expense
in whiskey.
Gina, David and I flew in luxury by charter flight, 1
hour 40 minutes from Aldergrove. The Dixons arrived by
ferry. It was Saturday and the quays of Stornoway were
three deep in fishing boats. We hauled our gear over the
familiar obstacle course of bulwarks and hatches, coils of
wire, winches and fish boxes. At 8.00 p.m. our duty free
stores, ordered by post from Hector lngram (introduction
by courtesy of Dennis Faulkiner) had not arrived. At 10.00
pan. mutiny was imminent-the crew said no booze, no sail,
then Hector delivered two cases with minimum formality.
Later we wished it had been six.
We sailed at 9.00 a.m. Sunday. This is a good time as
it gives you a chance of making the passage with only one
night at sea, and daylight to pass the interesting twin islands
60 miles on. The forecast was northwest force 4 to 5. In the
lee of the land it was calm the sea gently heaving like black
plastic. At two o’clock the Butt of Lewis was abeam and a
faint breeze coming up from the west. The start at least
would be easy going.

Oberon in East Bay, North Rona - Photo I¢. Clarke.

An hour after we had lost the land, North Rona appeared. With a hump near the east, the island looked like a
woman lying on her back. "Her nipples stick up as you get
closer", said Patrick, the youngest member of the party.
Robin was anxious to get on while conditions were good,
but with a blonde called Rona on board a stop seemed compulsory. The island is best known from the six months
spent there in 1939 by Dr. Fraser Darling, entrancingly described in his book ’Island Years’. Admiralty Plan 3331. We
anchored in seven fathoms in the east bay (halfway between 12 FM sounding and the shore) and apart from dodging a dozen over-curious seals had little difficulty in landing
at Langa Beirigh, a cable northwards. The gut is difficult
to see from the anchorage as it is narrow, 40 feet long and
faces E. The S. side is sheer, N. Side sloping rock. A large
boulder with Nature Conservancy plaque stands on shore
30 yards west of it
Hoards of puffins sat until we walked to within SLX
feet, then swooped low overhead; Gina found a black fluffy
shearwater chick in its burrow, Rona was savaged by a juvenile blackback, Patrick was divebombed by skuas; I was
covered in expectorated oil by a fulmar nesting in the
chapel, the oldest in Scotland; the chapel that is, although
the oil smelled of similar vintage. The chapel is V-section,
like the Gallerus ship Oratory with no windows and pitch
dark inside. Beside it are semi-subterranean houses, and
rows of lazybeds. Robin and David kept anchor watch and
were so anxious to leave that the pick was half way up by
the time we clambered over the topsides an hour after our
arrival.
We sailed away at 8.00 p.m. with a rising swell but
good visibility. Rona lies on the 200 fathom line which runs
almost continuously from the Butt of Lewis to the Faroes.

Oberon’s archeologists examine entrance to the ancient
~nctuary, North Rona.
Photo W. Clarke.

In bad westerly weather it would be important to keep at
least 20 miles east of this as the seas over the ridge are particularly severe, then apporach the Faroes from S.E. to
keep in deep water until in the lee of the land. We aimed
for a point ten miles west of Akraberg, the south point of
the Faroes, to allow for the quarter to half knot easterly
set.
The wind remained a steady force 4, N.W. the swell
was jumbly, some of us were seasick, there was an odd
patch of mist but we made a steady 6 knots on course. At
5.00 p.m. Monday, Akraberg beacon was coming through
loud but since it has no tuning note, an exact nul is hard to
get. By 6 o’clock visibility was down to 200 yards and by
log we were five miles short of the Munken Rocks. These
are an awkward three miles south of the land, only thirty
feet high, and surrounded by overfalls. The tide ran hard on
the steep swell around us. The adrenalin ran harder among
all hands crouched on deck. Robin decided on a ftve mile
leg due east. Thorshavn Radio Station might have provided
information about the extent of the fog but it did not occur to us that they would accept V.H.F. calls in English,
which of course they will. At 6.10 Gina and David, crouching in the well on the foredeck, reported a cliff edge facing
east, and shortly afterwards the Munkens appeared in line
below it.
We had arrived. The east shore of Sydero Island lay
clear before us in sunshine; typically its west side was still
shrouded in fog; the lee of the Faroes is usually much
clearer than the weather. First impressions were of green
ridgy uplands, with an occasional isolated house, over black
cliffs and sheer headlands. By 8 o’clock, 35 hours out, we
were turning west, wrapped in fur hoods and gloves, to
enter Vaago. The bay looked like a Scottish loch on the
grand scale. We hoisted our Faroes courtesy flag. The one
thing not to fly here is the Danish, for the islands are sensitive as to their independence. Soon the pink, azure and
emerald roofs of the village appeared along the north shore
with a row of boat sheds below them. Much of the construction was new, the houses in themselves alloy-roofed
and ordinary but the composition was a picturesque toytown.
We were greeted by a crowd of thirty or so;whether
they were there to welcome us or watch a crew of busty
girls rowing a heavy double ended boat was not clear, but
we accepted the compliment. The boat races were to take
place with maximum festivity on the National Holiday, on
29th July.
Diesel was supplied quickly from a lorry by the fish
factory. Then we were directed to berth alongside the
Bergin, a fine old wooden auxiliary hundred footer with
gaff ketch rig and loose footed flax sails. She had just returned from Iceland and had rows of hydraulic powered
haulers of heavy nylon for fishing cod along her port bulwarks. "Have you a cart?", asked Andrew her skipper; I was
nonplussed by this unexpected request, until he produced
a Danish chart, which shows a lot more detail than the Admiralty one. "Ask me any kvestions you like"; said And-
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rew; "I show you the troubly spots". There are remarkably
few off-lying rocks to compensate for the low visibility
which comes frequently when as Andrew said "the mountains perspire" Grey, weatherbeaten and stocky aged about
60, he had been all his life at sea, including some 40 wartime trips when he was machine gunned frequently while
carrying fish to Fleetwood. "Our log line vos bombed
away", he told us. "Then ve got guns ourselves". This trade
carried on with great bravery in the face of high casualties
produced good money while fish prices were high, and began the rapid change from the old peasant way of life to the
present affluence which the islands enjoy.
Danish charts are obtainable from Ivor Weilbach in
Copenhagen. Also Brown’s Stromkart which shows tidal
streams and the position of the overfaUs. Hans Glade’s
European Harbour Pilot told us among much useful
information that tidal range at Vaago is only one metre, the
same as Thorshavn.
"Plenty of work there for everyone", Andrew said, as
he went off to coUect a present of cod from the fish factory. The Faroes’ booming economy is based almost entirely on fish, and their superb banks seem at the moment
to be free from poaching. At the fish factory, where casual
labour can earn up to £180 a week, we saw sole, cod, halibut, ling, brill, skate, gurnet, catfish, pollack, mullet and
monkfish coming ashore from one catch.
A Customs Officer cleared us with friendly speed.
There was a bank ashore, and good shops where we invested
in some longlife milk. Most yachts make their first call at
Thorshavn. This puts you close to a well informed Tourist
Office, sophisticated hotels and at the centre of the network of inter-island ferries. Low powered yachts tend to
make Thorshavn their base and explore by public transport,
as fighting tides in the sounds wastes a lot of time. But we
did not regret leaving Thorshavn until later. Tourist items
such as china were 50% cheaper in the outlying islands. No
alcohol can be bought in the Faroes, other than non-alcoholic beer. The whaling station at Lopra, the S. arm of Vaago,
has been closed. In its working days the smell would knock
a man down at three miles range. The grind, schools of caaing whales, are still driven ashore and slaughtered for food
whenever possible.
The next day forecast Force 1 we headed north-west
for Mygganaes. This is a ’must’, if weather allows, to see the
gannetry, and the bird cliffs of Saksen, the largest nesting
sites in the islands. The 1300 foot islet of Stora Dimun
came up as a signpost like a huge green edition of Ailsa
Craig with several boats fishing in its lee. The weather was
bright but bitter cold and the wind piped up to force 5
ahead. This we were told is a ’sun wind’ which often comes
in the afternoons. Towards dusk it grew calm again. The
cliffs on the west of Sando were pure Tolkien. There were
lairs for Smaug, the dragon, in dark caverns halfway up
2000 foot precipices, skylines ridged like his backbone.
Caves big enough to sail Oberon into were dwarfed to
hobbit-holes by vast buttresses above them. In the Gullies
the swell fought like a caged warg trying to escape.

The first Viking to settle in Faroes, Grim Caman by
name, came from Ireland in 850. We nosed into Skuvoy to
see a little history, (Skuo on Admiralty Chart; Faroese
names have variable spellings), once the seat of the jail of
the southern islands. The village grouped tightly together at
the head of the steep slip looked attractive but the pier
shallow and exposed. The harbour at Sandsvaag, Sando,
also looked too small for Oberon. At 8.00 p.m. we reached
Midvaag, set in a bay half a mile wide with gently sloping
green sides, and tied up alongisde the repair yards. Vaago
Island has the only airstrip in the Faroes. It would be a
good place to change crews, as Thorshaven is an inconvenient sixty miles away. In the morning more splendid
cliff scenery. Black porticos like the entrance to Hades;
Tralanypa Head where worn out slaves used to be thrown
into the sea, and Bosdal waterfall with salmon leaping at its
base. Mile after mile of pock-marked dark basalt cliffs with
huge pillars on which one expected to see maidens chained.
Mygganaes Island is a jagged east-west ridge lying two
miles to seaward of Vaago. Dark and forbidding. I wondered at first was it worth all the effort to get there.
We had hoped to land at the village, set in a S.W.
facing cove, but the wind was gusting ominously from the
north, and the anchorage seemed exposed. Hove-to close
in, we were able to watch islanders clinging to rocks on the
steep turf banks of the puffinry, netting passing birds with
swoops of nets like huge lacrosse sticks. The gannetry was
interesting, a stack with maybe 500 birds in a white mass
on top on the south, and tiers of nesting birds on the north
cliffs, but numbers were small in relation to Skellig Michael
or St. Kilda. After a beat round the reefs west of the island
in a 15 foot swell of alarming steepness we planned to carry
on north of Stromo, the largest island, but with Force 6
and visibility down, turned E. for Vestmanna Sound. As we
approached the cliffs a double ended boat swept by under
power, a figure clutching a shotgun and a row of black and
white guillemots lying on the engine cover. Shooting of
these birds is permitted offshore but not along the cliffs as
it might upset the breeding. Later we were given a couple to
try. Rona boiled them in th~ oven for four hours with
herbs, rice and chicken stock. The meat taken off the
bones and served as stew tasted like young grouse. Puffins
are said to be even better, like partridge, but fulmars poor.
I could not bear the idea of eating sea birds at home but
here it seems so normal, that it might be a good idea to
bring a gun or a long handled net and live off the country.
Seabirds flew around in enormous numbers; piratical blackbacks, dainty kittewakes, haughty gannets and piebald
oyster catchers. Eiders with black fluffy ducklings astern
dodged along the rocky shores. Goldeneye duck and a longtailed skua chasing a tern were interesting but the rarer
species like Glaucous and Sabines Gull had gone to Iceland
to breed. Birds of prey have been wiped out. You see more
varied and tamer birds in Scotland, than in the Faroes in
summer.
The sound was a half mile gap in 500 foot cliffs. It
was thro’ here that the leather curragh Brendan came in a
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gale. There was no race in terms of tumbling breakers but
the water was etched by twirly-whirlies and motoring at 7
knots we remained stationary for almost half an hour. This
enabled us to watch a roundup with multicoloured and indignant sheep being cornered by barking dogs and laughing
young men wielding shears directed by a gaffer with wildly
waving stick; he wore the traditional red and black stocking
cap. This is the only remaining sign of the Faroes national
dress. Twenty years ago blue stockings, dark breeks and red
silver-buttoned waistcoats were commonly wom. Five miles
down the sound we turned east into Vestmanhavn, mirrored in waters as calm and ice blue as a Swiss lake. Again
we tied alongside; in fact we found in every harbour plenty
of water and room at the quays. The boat yard repaired our
water system which had been giving trouble, and refused to
accept any money.
East next day for two hours of roller coasting down
windbox gorges, the only fair wind, as it turned out, of the
entire fortnight. To see a little island we stopped at Hestur,
three miles long, 1400 feet high. The population of the
Faroes overall increases rapidly and is now about 45,000
but the small islands suffer from depopulation and Hestur is
down to under a hundred. The boat harbour is shallow but
there is 6 ft. 1.w. at the ferry pier just W. of it. Our arrival
made quite a stir and we were welcomed in houses with
thick stone walls and sod roofs as green as the hillside they
nestled into. We were shown a sixty year old boat and the
templates and measuring sticks which the builder used before the days of rulers. The standard Faroes model is about
twenty two feet long double ended with a fine sheen and
has the peculiar sandstrake. This used to be put into boats
around Portrush, no doubt copied from some Nordic design. The lowest pair of boards are set down at a sharp angle
below and not attached to the timbers. This gives the boat
an extra grip on the water but is structurally weak. They
are f’me powerful boats which used to go twenty or thirty
miles offshore to fish under oar and sail. Nowadays most of
them have inboard engines, and some quite elaborate deck
houses. The first engines shook the older ones badly and
there were some sinkings as a result.
Hestur is well described by Locksley in ’I know an
Island’. The best book about the Faroes is "The Atlantic
Islands" by Williamson.
One should finish sailing by about six o’clock betbre
the bitter cold evening sets in, but once again we were late,
entering Thorshavn at 8 p.m. It looked at first a confusing
medley of big steamers and warehouses but we headed for
the N. corner of Vestrevaag, south-west of the church
shown in Admiralty Plan (No. 3557) and were given permission to lie alongside the Hospital Boat. This is a specially
equipped 40ft fishing boat which takes medics to the outer
islands and brings casualties back. Yachts usually seem to
tie up to buoys in mid harbour. All round was swinging
Faroes, with smartly lit shops, packed coffee bars, and
drunks dodging hooting cars. The smaller streets wound over
hillocks, past unexpected alleys and tree Idled gardens. You
don’t have to be a culture-vulture to enjoy the Maritime

Museum. It is stocked with fishing and fowling equipment
of ancient days. Oilies made of sheepskin did not look like
good sellers but a small block of wood containing a cavity
for bull’s dung, said to be an infallible way of scaring off
whales, might make a useful Christmas present! Gas cylinders were refilled at a reasonable charge but all other items
were frighteningly expensive. By taxi we visited Kirkabo to
try to f’md a Brendan crewman, Trondur Paturrson but he
had gone walkabout, painting in the mountains. His famfly’s log house, now open to the public, gives as atmosphere
of the Viking way of life better than any thing I have seen
in Norway, Iceland or elsewhere. It is sited beside the
church founded by Irish monks in 700 A.D. They were the
first inhabitants of the Faroes. With such ancient connections it is appropriate that so many club members have
been there. Brendan Maguire in Minx was the first post war
yacht since Emmanuel, R.C.C., about 1938.
Thorshavn has a miniature redoubt facing seawardthe only fortification we saw in the entire islands, a pleasant comment on their peaceful history as opposed to Ireland or Scotland where every other headland seems to have
defensive walls.
Klaksvik, our next port, is the chief town of the northern islands, said to be the best harbour in the Faroes.
Overhead cables in the approaches were comfortably above
our 50 foot mast. The little town curves in a horseshoe
round the head of a shallow but steep sided bay, recessed in
a maze of Fjords. It rained and blew there for 48 hours, so
it was hard to be objective about its attractions but it
seemed to have neither the metropolitan feel of Thorshavn
or the charm of a village.
Jacob the policeman kindly entertained us at his
house, but I was not man enough to enjoy skarpikjot, raw
wind-dried mutton-a local delicacy. Dried fish purchased
in a supermarket tasted like Jeyes fluid. By taxi we visited
Vidoy to see the 2,460 ft cliffs of Kono, claimed to be the
highest in Europe. The road wound up the hillside like a
sheep’s intestines as the taxi driver remarked and went
through a mile long tunnel. The sound between Bordo and
Vidoy has been blocked off solid to make a bridge. The
Guinness Book of Records does not mention these cliffs
but admits the subject is obscure. It was a warm soft day,
and the coast of Vidoy rerrlindect me so much of Co. Antrim
that I had a bathe-intended to be all of 30 seconds but had
to do it again for the camera buffs.
The weather had broken, just as it was time to start
homewards. On Monday, our seventh day in the islands,
David skilfully navigated us fifty miles south closehauled in
200yd visibility to Sydero. Oberon’s alcohol was at such a
low ebb by this time that when we sighted a floating
whisky bottle it was demanded that we pick it up to see if
the contents were imbibable. When Stora Dimon came out
of the slag, 100 yards from the bow, after a five mile leg,
(there is strong magnetic interference in the area) it took a
10 minute committee meeting to decide which island we
had almost hit.
We had so far only seen one small locally owned yacht
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but in Thorshavn we met two visitors, both on the northern
route back to America, and at Trangisvaag we were told
that we were the tenth visiting boat of the season. We asked
for but failed to meet Mr. Enni who had been kind to previous I.C.C. visitors.
The weather was a worry. We had to be in Oban by
the weekend. There were southerly gales all over Scotland.
The most recent depression had turned north of the Faroes,
but the Met. men seemed unable to guess the track of the
next. The barometer at 29.4 was unpleasantly low. The
wind in Faroes however was south west and no more than
Force 4. On the principle ’if it isn’t too bad, go before it
gets worse’ Robin decided to sail. We slipped at 9.00 a.rn.
Tuesday and held a southerly course for four hours, then
the wind backed and freshened. By 10.00 p.m. we could
scarcely lay S.E. for Orkneys. Approaching clouds showed a
classic depression pattern, and the glass down two tenths
was still failing.
A blackback gull and a kittiwake had followed 6 feet
above our stem all the way from the islands. The blackback
had a mean expression and the kittiwake suffered from
something like shingles. He kept scratching his neck with a
claw and lost out in the fights for the odd scraps we
chucked over. They must have reckoned we were poor
value and at the 70 mile mark turned for home in a very
de f’mite way.
The weather gave every indication of a stinker. Earlier
we had discussed a return via the Orkneys and the east
coast as an interesting variation; it is only fifty miles longer
than the westerly route but the Caledonian Canal delays
would probably be two days longer. Now we had no time
to spare. At 11.00 p.m. with four rolls in the main and our
smallest jib Robin decided to tack. David and I shared the
3-7 watch. We were hard on the wind in Force 6/7. "Time I
took over" I admitted reluctantly from the shelter of the
spray hood for the third trick at 6.20. "Can’t say I’m
sorry" was the reply. That summed it up. Even 20 minutes
seemed interminable in the bitter cold and rain, although
Oberon made light of the seas. By breakfast time (only nobody wanted any) we were due north of the Butt of Lewis
which lay 80 miles of granite sea to windward. Then the
wind backed once more and very slowly fell away. We were
near the centre of a huge slow moving low. As we motored
south a smudge of mist on the skyline just after lunch (appetites recovered) tumed out to be hiding Sula Sgeir, 10
miles west of Rona. This is the rock to which the men of
Ness come each September to collect ’gugas’ or young gannets, for the pot. The sun was out and the sea was ’flatters’.
It would have been easy to land at this intriguing spot with
its early Christian chapel, so remote that it makes the Skelligs seem quite homely, but with the glass still around 29,
it would have been imprudent to delay. Nine hours of
motoring took us into Stornoway for a 41 hour passage.
Robin’s timing of our return trip had been perfect. A young
Customs Officer, booked the night before by V.H.F. produced curious groans from the crew, when he woke us at
8.00 a.m. We had to get on, but the winds were up to full
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strength again and a long day’s beating in Force 7 took us
only to Loch Alsh. It was nice to see trees again, in the
plantations on Raasay, and grey gulls instead of the endless
blackheads of the Faroes. An early start to catch the tide
through the Kyles and more fighting strong head winds
brought us to Salen in the Sound of Mull, after dark.
It was good to be home-on time too- One of the
best fun trips ever. Each of us had acquired great respect
for Oberon’s abilities but also we had absorbed something
of the fascination of the North, its long blue-white twilights
and empty seas, its desolate cliffs and rockbound harbours,
its hardworking dour inhabitants and their warm welcomes.
Iceland next year, or sheath her with greenheart, get north
of the Moral circle and try for Jan Mayen?
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Mouez Avel
Robert Barr

A Second Breton Voyage

Although L’Etoile’s Breton experience last year had at
had at times a surfeit of drama (see Journal 1977), the abiding memory was of a joyous and exciting cruise in congenial, hospitable waters. And so it was not difficult to
decide that another visitation in early ’78 would be a
proper way to start the season. But the more important incentive was that our friends, Jacques and Marie Claire
Rougeulle, proposed to cruise in company with us for a
week or so in their splendid Romanee 34, Mouez Avel.
Michelin rosettes are thoughtfully arranged in South Brittany and so the scene was set for another exercise which
would do us good. With "carrots" of this sort I had no difficulty in recruiting the usual crew of Lydia and Kenneth
Martin, Peter Fagan and John Peart. The only unavoidable
absentee was Fergus McKinley, but he was replaced by an
Autohelm Mark II which was nearly as efficient and required much less fuel. John Peart had to leave us before the
end of the cruise and we were joined by Harry Jackson for
the latter half. This replacement brought about no improvement in fuel consumption. The crew, if not exactly hardworking, lost no marks for compatibility or for diligence
when the occasion required. Lydia as usual played a vital
role in arranging the logistics of the voyage and on board
she could and did turn her hand to almost everything.
My Summer cruises are of necessity based on the Law
Vacation at Whit with a couple of extra days stolen at one
end. This entailed a very early start this year on 1 lth May.
April having been so bleak and cold, we were a little apprehensive that we might be too early for decent weather. In
the event, we fared much better than expected and by all
accounts we were more fortunate than would have been the
case in June, July or August. We found in both years that a
great advantage in cruising early in France is that harbours,
anchorages and restaurants are uncluttered and in general
one gets a good welcome everywhere which is not always
the case later on.
Our Autohelm steering gear was delivered only a day or
two before the voyage commenced and we are much indebted to Jackie O’Reilly of Howth who kindly installed it
for us on the morning of our departure. As most members
will know already, this type of self-steering equipment does
not require a wind-vane. It comprises an electronic rod
which is attached to the tiller and is activated by a built-in
compass sensor. It is designed for boats of up to 35 ft. LOA
and for that reason I had some doubt about how effective
it would be for a Dufour 35. In fact it was remarkably
successful and was man enough to cope with all conditions
save only big seas where the wind strength was in excess of
force 5. As navigator I was delighted with the high degree

of accuracy it achieved. It also seemed to use a negligible
amount of electric current. There is no doubt that reliable
self-steering gear takes much of the hard work out of long
passage making. In particular, crews are less liable to
fatigue; but one must guard against a temptation not to
keep as good a watch as one should.
We cast off from the RIYC slip at 12.55 on Thursday,
1 lth May in glorious sunshine and for the first part of the
Tuskar leg we had the benefit of a modest WSW force 3 to
4. But within a couple of hours the wind freshened to 20
knots westerly and we were making 7.5 knots with one reef
in the main and the No. 1 jib. The wind fell light again for a
times a surfeit of drama (see Journal 1977), the abidtime in the vicinity of the Tuskar, but then continued to
hours after altering course at the Tuskar for the Seven
Stones LV, we were running at 6 knots under a fully
reefed main and no headsail. As the day wore on there was
a continuous build-up of sea and the wind freshened to
force 7 NW with occasional gusts in excess of 36 knots. We
continued to run on the edge of a gale until after midnight-and a very uncomfortable run it was too. At one
stage the entire ship’s complement were hanging over the
side (except Lydia who seems to have many of the qualities
of a gannet) and afterwards it was generally agreed that the
proper collective nown is a "spew" of crew. In retrospect I
think that this was probably one of the penalties of
cruising too early in the season before having time to acquire our sea legs.
Fortunately, visibility was good and we had no difficulty
in picking up the Seven Stones, Bishop, and Wolf Rock
lights. During Saturday as we crossed the Channel towards
Ushant the wind and sea moderated gradually; we began to
take a little nourishment and our spirits rose accordingly.
An average speed of 6 knots was maintained on that leg and
at 16.35 when abeam of and five miles to starboard of Le
Jummet light on Ushant, we altered course for the Ar Men
whistle buoy. Soon afterwards the wind fell away and from
then, other than an 80 minute period in the early hours of
Sunday, we were obliged to motor-sail all the way to Concarneau. We picked up the loom of the Ar Men light where
expected, though we never saw the whistle buoy. I suspect
that the reason was because its light was not working. We
passed close to the buoy in daylight on the return journey
and saw that the cardinal marks on the top of it had been
damaged. Having altered course for Penmarc ’h there
was no difficulty in picking up the various lights on the Ile
de Sein and at the Raz. Later, in daylight, visibility was also
excellent and it was easy to identify the Glenan Islands
and lle aux Moutons which tSointed the way to a simple
land-fall at Concarneau. We tied up at the marina at 14.00
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hours i.e. three days, one hour and five minutes after advantages of cruising so early in the season is that with
leaving Dun Laoghaire. We had logged 376 miles at an good weather there is usually excellent visibility without a
average speed of 5.40 knots and had motor-sailed for 19½ haze and the colouring of the landscape is fresh and brilhrs. All-in-all, a curate’s egg of a passage, but the royal wel- liant. At 18.10 we arrived at a large marina in Port Haliguen
come we received from Jacques, Marie-Claire and their after a lazy 46 mile sail. Well not entirely lazy because we
friends, who were at the marina with Mouez Avel to greet had decided that L’Etoile would do the honours and prous, more than made up for any passing discomfort.
vide what transpired to be a Gala Dinner for both crews.
We remained at Concameau just long enough to stretch This comprised in the main an indeterminate "once off"
our legs and fill up with fresh water. Then both boats set soup which only an inspired chef could hope to emulate; a
sail together for the Avert river where the Rougeulles have a roast baron of beef (which uncooked had travelled very
delightful summer house in pines at the water’s edge near well from Ireland); plum pudding with brandy-butter; assorRosbras. The 15 mile journey was spectacular in that as ted cheeses and fruit. This was followed by a lively cabaret
soon as we left the marina the wind, which had been a in which Edith Piaf, Ella Fitzgerald, Richard Tauber and
gentle westerly, suddenly freshened to 25 knots and there the crews of both boats took part.
One last word about Port Haliguen; the marina is large
was a heavy rain squall which reduced visibility to about
200 yds. Happily, just as we were approaching the Aven the and was well filled even in May. Water and electricity are
clouds lifted, the sun shone and there was the river in all its available on the pontoons and there is also petrol and diesel
glory. There is a sand bar marked by a perch just beyond at hand. The charge per boat is 20 fr. for 24 hours. There is
the pier and small beach at Port Manec’h and keel boats a boatyard for minor repairs nearby; but one disadvantage
should not attempt to sail up river if the rocks at the base is that the nearest shops for basic provisions are a good 20
of the perch are exposed. In practice, the river is usually minutes walk from the marina along the inland road to
navigable for about 4 hours on either side of high water. Quiberon. 1 am also led to believe that the marina is very
There is no difficulty about mooring in the channel in the crowded and, I suspect, dirty at high season. In July or
vicinity of the pier at Rosbras on the starboard hand. There August I would much prefer to take my chances at Le Palis a minimum depth of 7 ft. except at low water springs ais or Sauzon in Belle Ile.
On Wednesday at 09.45 we set sail for the 50 square
when the depth is only 5 ft. But even then there is no cause
for alarm if one draws more than that as the bottom is soft mile inland sea of Morbihan which, with its spectacular
mud. The Aven is a delightful river in one of the most tides and many islands, is probably the most picturesque
charming and unspoilt parts of Brittany and I am told that and exhilirating sailing ground in Brittany. The wind was 12
there is plenty of room, even in August, for visiting yachts. knots westerly and there were only a few high clouds here
It offers good shelter in all conditions, but there might be and there. 1 had the pleasure of sailing on Mouez Avel on
some difficulty in crossing the bar in southerly gales. this occasion. She is a fine, sturdy 34ft. aluminium hulled
Jacques provided a mooring for us below his house and a cruiser-racer and she is particularly well designed and
memorable day ended with a gastronomic tour-de-force by finished below decks. The designer is Philippe Harle and all
Marie-Claire. The centre-piece was a chateaubriand which his production boats are called after famous French wines.
even yet brings tears to the eyes.
The Romanee deserved its illustrious name and I am
Monday was a rest day and was devoted to exploring the surprised thast it is not better known in Ireland and the
Aven by dinghy and outboard motor up to the lovely old U.K.
It is a wise precaution to use the large-scale Admiralty
town of Pont Aven which since Gaugin’s time has been famous as a centre for artists. We also visited the Belon river chart of the entrance to the Morbihan because the channel
which, it seems to me, contrary to Adlard Coles’s opinion, at Port Navalo is narrow; the tidal stream is up to 8 knots
is less attractive than the Aven. There is also a sandbar close at springs and it is important not to miss any of the leading
to the entrance which for a yacht which draws 6 ft. is buoys. If one keeps a careful lookout, entry with the tide
passable for only about 2 hours on either side of high by day presents no real difficulty (unless there is also a
water. Once inside there is a safe anchorage near Belon vil- strong wind ’on the nose’) and is certainly a spectacular exlage. A visit to Chez Jacky at the pier is highly recommen- perience. Having negotiated the entrance we sailed up the
ded. The proprietor claims to serve the finest oysters in Auray river on the flood past the village of Bono (having
France and, after careful appraisal, we have no reason to anchored for 40 minutes waiting for the tide) and on to the
doubt what he says. The day ended with dinner at the charming old town of Auray which rises up from the river.
Moulin de Rosmadec in Pont Avert where the food lives up Miraculously it seems to have remained much as it has been
to the old-world charm and character of the premises. for hundreds of years. There is a pool with sufficient depth
Our cruise in company started bright and early on Tues- for anchoring at Auray, but the river is navigable only for
day morning. Kenneth and Lydia joined Jacques and Marie- about 3 hours on either side of high water. We left on the
Claire as crew and both boats set off for Port Haliguen at ebb tide later in the afternoon and on reaching the Morbi09.45. For the first two hours there was a gentle 10 knots han proper we had to claw our way under full power almost
westerly, but later on there was little wind and we motor- inch by inch against a 5 knot tide to lie aux Moines where
sailed under main only in glorious sunshine. One of the we dropped our hook safely out of the tide in a small bay
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L’Etoile in Brittany - Photo Robert Barr
at the plage behind the village on the Auray side. An impor- French charts. There is also a very helpful French publicatant reason for visiting lle aux Moines was to dine again at tion which supplements the second edition of Adlard
Le Brise where we found that its rosette is still well Coles’s North Biscay Pilot (1977). It is the Neptune Naudeserved.
tisme book of aerial photographs of south Breton harbours
Thursday morning was overcast and slightly tearful when and anchorages which also contains much other useful data,
we set off for one of my favourite places in France-the including a tidal arias for Belle lie, and pictures of all the
mediaeval walled town of Vannes with its splendid cathe- major buoys and lighthouses in the area which was helpful
dral, lovely gardens and almost timeless cobbled streets. I because there are a great many of them. The address of the
was interested to find that a lock gate had been built about publishers is Place du Theatre-Francais, 75001 Paris and it
half way along the narrow canal-like channel which leads to is good value for 40 francs.
the town and a new marina has been constructed at the old
Though we did not visit it, I understand that there is also
port where the Morbihan vidette vert water buses used to a pleasant new marina at Port Navalo close to the southern
tie up. As usual, water and electricity are laid on, but it is side of the entrance to Morbihan with an attractive plage
doubtful if this marina is of much practical value for visi- and shops for basic requirements nearby.
tors. Even in mid-May there were only one or two berths
On Thursday evening we reluctantly sailed away from
available and all the rest seemed to be taken up permanent- Morbihan and arrived at Sauzon, Belle lie, on the last day
ly by local boats. The lock gate is open for only 2 hours in of the ebb at 22.00 hours. Here again we found that there
each tide during daylight. There are "traffic lights" and has been an important change since the latest North Biscay
boats may wait at the slip at the head of the "canal"; but Pilot was published last year. A new outer harbour with
this area is also used by the water buses which are none too plenty of deep water and good shelter has been built with
gentle and it is recommended not to leave a boat unatten- port and starboard lights on the respective piers. I am told
ded there.
that even in high season there is usually adequate space inThe end result is that it is now possible, if you are lucky side. Sauzon itself is a charming old village, which like most
enough to find space in the marina, to overnight safely at of Belle lie has changed little in modern times. Petrol, water
Vannes and enjoy the delights of this splendid old town. and basic stores (but not diesel oil) are readily available.
Dining is recommended at ’Les Colonies’ beside the old The Hotel du Phare beside the main pier is a congenial, venport or at the brasserie next door or up the town at the erable establishment where the chef takes pride in what he
’Image Ste. Anne’. There are two ships’ chandlers and mari- is doing.
time outfitters near at hand, one behind the gate into the
Early on Friday morning Mouez Avel set sail for the
old town at the port and the other about 100 yds. away in Aven river. We were not as active on L ’Etoile and did not
the same street. A full range of Carte Guide charts is avail- leave Sauzon until 11.10. In the end this presented a probable at the latter. These are a series of excellent large scale lem because, although we averaged 5 knots, we were just
charts of the French coastline which also contain harbour too late to clear the bar at the entrance to the river in safeplans, bearings and much additional information, including ty and it was necessary to drop anchor off Port Manec’h
a legend in English and a compass rose which is unusual in pier about a quarter of a cable outside a line of moorings.
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There is 9ft. at low water at that point and boats are well
sheltered except from fresh or strong south-westerlies
which would cause considerable swell.
This was our last night with Jacques and Marie-Claire
and, of course, she provided yet another superb and joyful
banquet. They are a wonderful couple who are far advanced
in the art of kindly hospitality and good cheer. We are
looking forward to a Spanish cruise in company next year.
On Saturday morning there was heavy rain and no wind.
By noon it had cleared and visibility was improving. We set
off from Port Manec’h for lie de Groix and arrived at Port
Tudy in warm, overcast conditions after an uneventful sail.
The only memorable incident was that our special fishing
line, weight and hook, which Kenneth bought in Le Palais
last year at enormous expense, did its thing for the very
first time and we landed a 4 oz. mackerel. It was duly
cooked and divided in five for lunch. (I knew we would
miss Marie-Claire.)
At Port Tudy there is yet another new marina which
opened for the first time a couple of weeks before we arrived. The inner harbour has been dredged and the usual
pontoons have been installed. Fresh water and power facilities were not yet operational in mid-May. There is a minimum depth of about 12 ft. and the lock gate is opened 2
hrs. and 15 mins. before high water during daylight. The
marina is well sheltered in all conditions and the only disadvantage is the unavoidable restriction on entering and
leaving. The charge is 22 francs for 24 hours for boats
above 10 metres LOA. Petrol and diesel are available close
to the marina-also FOD. at 53 fr. instead of 70 fr. for 10
gallons - provided you are careful not to say that it is for a
boat. (FOD = Fuel oil domestique which is diesel under
another name.)
Highlights of our visit to lie de Groix were a bicycle ride
around the island (on bikes hired near the harbour at 10 fr.
for 2 hrs.) and later watching young Master Peart’s titanic
struggle with a spider crab at the ’Auberge du Pecheur’ on
the pier at Port Tudy.
On Sunday undiluted sunshine was restored and in idyllic conditions we sailed peacefully to Le Palais in Belle lie.
No voyageur to south Brittany should overlook this delightful port which is utterly unspoilt and has all the natural
gaiety of Offenbach. At 19.45 we moored at the North
Quay under the citadel and made up to a chain from the
wall, stern on, having dropped anchor near the centre of
the harbour-a troublesome operation as our reverse gear
was poorly at the time. A couple of hours later our neighbour on a 30 ft. French cruiser found himself in difficulty.
His boat also was moored stern on to the quay, but too
close to the wall and her skeg was hard fast on the collar
which extends 6 ft. from the quay. The crew were unable
to free the boat and the tide still had about 2 ft. to fall.
Harry and I, who have not been sylph-like for a long time,
rowed across and our combined weight on the stem-head
did the trick.
Monday was our last day in France. In the afternoon we
visited Vauban’s formidable citadel which dominates Le

Palais and has been a major military fortress for over three
hundred years up to the 1939/45 war. Part of it now comprises a museum which, among other things, contains sea
scapes by Manet and an interesting collection of exhibits
relating to Sarah Bernhardt who lived on the island for
many years. Our farewell dinner was worthy of the occasion and was provided by Madame Le Gars at La Saline, a
splendid small restaurant (about half a mile from the inner
harbour on the airport road) which serves sea food only.
The Sole Normande was a work of art.
At noon on Tuesday we bid a reluctant farewell to Le
Palais and set sail for the Scillies in a light NN Westerly of
10 to 12 knots. From late afternoon to midnight visibility
gradually deteriorated with the result that it was not possible to pick up the lights on Penmarc’h after then or the Ar
Men light or any of the others on the lie de Sein. Our ETA.
at the Ar Men whistle buoy was 06.30 (Wednesday) and
when dawn broke we could see that visibility was down to
about half a mile. Thinking of our experience last year in
the Chenal du Petit Leach in poor visibility, I was much relieved when at 06.10 the buoy was sighted on our starboard bow. The remainder of this leg was uneventful if
somewhat uncomfortable. After Ushant where we had a
dead noser all the way to the Scillies and it was necessary
to motor sail with full main and No. 1 jib for most of the
way. The wind was NNW. gusting 20 knots. We sighted land
on our starboard bow at 12.10 on Thursday and we dropped anchor at St. Mary’s Pool, Hughtown at 16.45 having
sailed 245 miles from Le Palais in 53 hrs. (of which 23 were
under sail and power) at an average speed of 4.75 knots.
This was L’Etoile’s first visit to the Scillies and we were
sorry to have no time left to explore the islands. Hughtown
has much to recommend it-not least a water and diesel service on the pier early in the morning at high water.
Friday was a superb day in every way, except that there
was no wind at all-and Saturday was the same. So it transpired that we motored all the way home to Dun Laoghaire
and L’Etoile benefited from a major clean-up from stem to
stern. A final curiosity in the early hours of Sunday was an
enforced "lap of honour" in Dublin Bay. Just after midnight Wicklow LH. was abeam and visibility was reasonably
good. However soon afterwards we sailed into a thickening
mist and from about Bray Head visibility was down to 25
yds. I plotted a course for the South Burford buoy but
never found it. We altered course for Dun Laoghaire harbour and could hear a confusion of fog signals in that
general direction. We all stood watch on deck as I was
afraid that we might overshoot the harbour and go aground
at Salthill-a fate we could never hope to live down! Our
only comfort at the time was the splendid fog horn on the
Baily which was loud enough to take an accurate bearing
on it. So we sailed for the Baily and eventually it emerged
near at hand out of the mist. Even at close range it was difficult to see the light. But at least we knew where we were
and I plotted a course for the harbour via the Rosbeg and
South Bar buoys. At last the familiar West Pier was sighted
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close ahead and at 05.42 we picked up our moorings at the
RIYC.
We had motored 204 miles from Hughtown in 44 hours
at an average speed of 4.5 knots. We had logged 1022 miles
in course of the cruise at an average speed of 5.10 knots
and had visited 13 ports or anchorages in 17 days. And the
verdict? Barr’s Global Tours were well pleased.

DATE

FROM

11/5/78
14/5/78
14/5/78
16/5/78
17/5/78
17/5/78
17/5/78
18/5/78
18/5/78
18/5/78
19/5/78
20/5/78
21/5/78
23/5/78
25/5/78
26/5/78
28/5/78

Dun Laoghaire
Concarneau
Aven
Port Haliguen
Anchorage near Bono
Auray
lie aux Moines
Vannes
lle aux Moines
Sauzon
Port Manec’h
Port Tudy
Le Palais

DISTANCE HOURS ENGINE
MADE GOOD UNDER HOURS
MILES
WAY
(h. m) (h. m)

TO

Concarneau
Aven River
Port Haliguen
Anchorage near Bono
Auray
lie aux Moines
Vannes
Ile aux Moines
Sauzon Belle lle
Port Manec’h
Port Tudy, lle de Groix
Le Palais Belle lie

376
15
46
14
2.5
11
5.5
5.5
23
34.5
16
24
245

73. 5’
2. 5’
8.30’
2.30’
30’
3. 5’
1.10’
1. 5’
4.10’
6.50’
3.20’
4.35’
53.10’

204

44.12’ 44.12’

19.30’
.15’
5.30’
.30’
2.30’
.15’
.15’
.30’
.10’
.30’
23.00’

Hughtown Scillies
Hughtown
Dun Laoghaire

Average speed = 5.10 knots
Total duration of course = 16 days 16 hours 25 minutes
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1022

208.5T

96.67’

1022

208.57’

96.67"

No Fair Wind for France
Tony Morton
Maiandros and I left the Beauliea River on the morning of
Sunday 16th and had a wonderfully warm sail in light
North Westerly airs down the Solent and thence close inshore past Christchurch to anchor in Studland Bay in the
early evening. However, what had promised to be a peaceful
night was spoiled by the wind shifting Easterly and freshening.
Away early the next morning I was soon off St. A1bans Head taking the Inner passage, and, with the wind
freshening and the visibility in the soft haze down to 2
miles, I was all set for a fast passage to Weymouth; but this
was not to be as firings were due to take place from Lulworth and I had to make a long detour down to the
Shambles before entering Weymouth itself. As the harbour
was very crowded I soon shifted berth round to Portland
where I had a very good evening with friends.
Tuesday was a fine morning with a good North
Westerly and slipping early I was able to sail out of harbour
suitably astern of the Frigates leaving for their day’s exercises. The passage around the Bill and across Lyme Bay
went very well until late morning when the wind went very
light for about three hours. It then picked up well giving
me a very fast sail to Dartmouth where I anchored off the
town on the East side for a good evening and night.
Awakened the next morning by nautical music from
the college, I completed my shopping and cleared the harbour by midday, with the wind NW 4/5. This gave me a
grand passage to Start Point, where the freshening wind
against the stream had heaped up the sea. Progress thereafter was slow with a long flog past Salcombe, Bolt Head
and across Bigbury Bay to Cawsand Bay, where I anchored
wearily at dusk just clear of the Fishing Vessels.
After a reasonable night despite the swell, I made a
leisurely passage up harbour via Drake’s Passage to the
Marina near Mount Wise. There I contacted friends and
arranged to dry-out at Blagdon’s yard on the morrow to
check the origin of a small leak.
Friday was a perfect sunny day, and with low tide in
the middle of the day, I had a very successful session of
scrubbing and polishing the hull and generally maintaining,
much comforted by ascertaining that the hull was wholly
sound. Floating off that evening I went down harbour and
anchored in Cawsand Bay again, not much fancying Barn
Pool.
Despite the wind being Westerly Cawsand did not
provide a very comfortable night and I was glad to be off
the next morning with a grey sky and a South South
Westerly force 4. This eased for an hour or so during the

late forenoon and then freshened steadily as I made my
way past Polperro, Fowey and Dodman Point until, as I
rounded St. Anthony Head into the Falmouth approaches
it was approaching Force 7. I tore up the channel far faster
than I wished, slightly comforted by the flooding tide, approaching high water and the rows of large mooring buoys
until I was in the shelter of the River itself, and thankfully
soon able to anchor in a very attractive and snug corner of
Tolver Reach, where I rested comfortably that night and all
next day whilst the gale blew itself out and the skies cleared
themselves of rain, until late on Sunday evening when the
heavens smiled again.
Monday dawned clear and beautiful, and I had a wonderful day exploring the river, sailing around the estuary,
visiting Falmouth to store and finally anchoring for a "runashore" and a perfect evening just West of the moorings in
the Helford River.
After a good night and a reasonably favourable
weather forecast I weighed early and left the Helford River
for L’Aberwrach in pleasant nearly calm conditions, and off
the Manacles a light but Southerly wind sprang up. However, with this freshening to South by West 5 by 1100 I appreciated that, if it did not soon veer, I should have a long
and difficult passage to make a good landfall off Brittany. I
spoke to the coastguard, who warned me that they had just
had a gale warning for Lundy, and so sadly I reversed
course and headed back for the Helford River, which I
reached in the early afternoon.
During the night there was prolonged heavy rain
and strong winds, and I was awakened at 0500 by the unmistakable sound of dragging but the anchor soon bit again
and I returned to bed. However, with the strong wind and
the flood tide I started to drag again at 0930-at just the
wrong moment! However, I fended off, got the anchor and
angel up and set off up the River to find an excellent anchorage just above and south of Groyne Point.
During the forenoon I decided to take the West
South Westerly wind up the coast to Fowey, and so, well
reefed, I set off just after midday. The passage up the coast
flashed by with the boat going very well despite the sea and
by 1800 I was off Fowey. I entered and secured to a vacant
buoy in Wiseman’s Reach rather closer than I wished to an
amatory ex Picket Boar which was soon locked in a firm
embrace with a small motor cruiser.
The wind howled down Wiseman’s Reach during the
night but Maiandros lay snugly and well. Although the
weather forecast was gloomy, I decided to push on to Plymouth, and once again reefed down well. However, when I
reached the harbour entrance If found that I had overdone
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it and had to shake out several rolls to make any headway
out of the very confused sea in the approaches resulting
from the Southerly wind-an "interesting" evolution!
As I made a fast passage to Rame Head the wind
freshened and backed so that I had an exciting run up harbour shooting Drake’s Passage at speed. I found no room at
the Marina, and a buoy off Mashford was very uncomfortable, so that I reluctantly set off in a very heavy rain up the
Hamoaze and thence up St. German’s River to anchor just
West of Anthony Passage. Here the cockles were suitably
warmed by the sight of four whalers with their crews not
long in the Navy all stripped to the waist, pulling a fierce
race despite the rain.
The heavy rain continued until dark. When it stopped, the wind went round to the South West and blew
hard-not comfortable. However, the next morning was a
beautiful one and I glided down the river past Jubilee Point
out to the Hamoaze and the sea. I had a grand reach down
to Bolt Head and then an excellent spinnaker run to Dartmouth where I secured in a Marina third boat out only to
be penned in by three large French boats almost before I
had doubled up. Not relishing such an arrangement, I warped myself out and went and anchored off the town.
Saturday dawned a beautiful day and I was soon off
down harbour bound for Portland. The wind held until
midday when it went fiat calm so that I had to make my
way across Lyme Bay under engine but in blazing sunshine,
which encouraged me to do a host of odd jobs.
When I rounded the Bill close in with no race in sight,
I picked up the evening breeze which gave me a spanking
sail up to and into Portland. As I approached my buoy the
heavens opened-ten minutes too soon!
The rain fell heavily all night and I awoke to a very
"soft" Sunday. As I was washing up breakfast I was greeted
by the son of a great friend and was soon ashore, bathed,
cleaned and ready for "civilisation". We had a splendid day
despite the rain and managed to give the boys a good sail
around the harbour before a very merry evening.
Monday dawned wet and windy with a poor forecast and the berth very uncomfortable. Having reefed, I
slipped and beat my way out through the boats and impedimenta into the harbour-a process not without its

moments of tension. With a Northerly wind I had a fast
sail hugging the coast to Anvil Point, and although this certainly reduced the sea it appeared to accelerate the wind.
With two further rolls in the main I had a fierce and rough
beat up to the entrance into Poole Harbour, and finding no
berths free went up into the town and secured alongside a
large catamaran.
With nightfall there was a brief lull in the wind, which
then swung right round to the South East and blew hard.
This quickly built up a nasty sea and scend in the harbour,
which sounded even worse as it slapped against the catamaran. Then I espied another cat preparing to try and get
out under sail from the berth immediately upwind. Trouble
was inevitable and in ten minutes they crunched into my
transom and rudder, apologising profusely. After a few untidy moments they drifted off into the middle of the river
to lick their wounds. There followed an uneasy, uncomfortable and noisy night; but one with more sleep than I
expected.
The next morning with it still blowing and raining
from the South East, I decided to extricate myself from my
berth and push on to Gosport. Allah and my neighbours
were helpful, and I was soon clear and proceeding down
harbour to secure to a buoy in the lea of the Royal Motor
Yacht Club. Here I prepared for a rough passage, and then
slipped with the ebb and beat my way down Channel, past
Bournemouth and Hengistbury Head and so via the inshore
passage to Hurst Point to catch the flood up the Solent. It
became steadily wetter and roughter, until off Cowes it was
as rough as I have seen it for a long time, with virtually no
boats in sight in mid Cowes week.
With nightfall and monsoon-like rain storms beating
down I found my way up Portsmouth Harbour to secure to
my buoy off Priddy’s Hard at 2300. A suitable finale to a
470 mile single-handed cruise in which the wind had not
been fair for France; but which had given me the greatest
confidence in the qualities of Maiandros herself.
Maiandros is an "Invicta" class GRP auxiliary Bermudan
sloop measuring 26½ feet L.O.A. and weighing about 5 tons
T.M.
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Close Horizons
Barney Heron
"I wouldn’t exactly call it a figure," Twiggy in her heyday
as a model was apt deprecatingly to say of herself. And
though also having its own kind of charm I wouldn’t exactly call it a cruise, though, like Twiggy, it had possibilities
for the future.
When I sold my cruising boat, Talip, in 1975 I went
afloat only in the pursuit of trout on Loughs Corrib, Carra
and Mask. But sailing is like alcoholism; there is no permanent cure so I bought a little 22 foot, gunter rigged, C.B.
yawl, a Drascombe Longboat with a two berth cuddy and a
large cockpit.
This little Watkinson-designed, Devonshire-built, GRP
boat took me safely on a voyage of discovery through the
perils of the north Corrib in the near tropical weather of
August 1976. I am not by inclination a loner, so I occasionally sought the bright lights of Oughterard for provisions,
friends and laughter. For cooking, hygiene and contemplation anchoring in about four feet over sand or fine gravel
was the ticket. First you filled the kettle and diluted the
pink gin, and then you flopped overboard with the bar of
soap. I made the interesting discovery that in any depth
over a fathom there was no way I could clamber back on
board, so I added to the limited equipment a safety harness
and a little folding nylon boarding ladder which was left
within easy reach on deck.
The island of Inchagoill has a small jetty in a sheltered
bay and is worth visiting. Though owned by the State now,
its well-made stone paths and walls testify to its having
once been part of the Guinness’s Ashford estate. There are
ruins of 5th and 12th century churches, the latter with an
attractive and fairly well preserved Romanesque doorway.
But the most famous monument is a stone bearing what is
said to be the earliest Christian inscription in Europe outside the Roman Catacombs.
The Corrib is a magical and strikingly beautiful lake but
when I had carried the flag to Maam Bridge and darkest
Cornamona I felt that I had had enough of that constant
and precise pilotage which is necessary in order to avoid the
many shoals and dangers. The Admiralty survey dates from
1846 and the scale is too small to be reassuring. Only a
small percentage of the hazards are marked and some of
these disconcertingly. For example, on entering Ashford
Bay and approaching up stream to the Castle some red
marks are best left to starboard and some black to port.
"Ah sure, they ran out of paint," one of the boatmen told
me. The large white beacons were leading marks for the
Guinness seaplane. Near where I live there is a huge unmarked rock as big as a cottage with six inches of water
over it at summer level. It is known as the "Floating Rock"

after an old man who had been on the lake man and boy
for sixty years, hit it a belt and had to ensure a good deal of
teasing in the pubs. "Begod then," he’s reputed to have
said, "and it’s not where it used to be!" Hence, the floating
rock.
The I.C.C. Sailing Directions call my present Connemara
hideaway "one of the best anchorages in the west," a view
strongly supported by the two Bobs, Berridge and Mollard,
when I checked with them. So, for the last two summers I
am based at Fahy Bay, one of the several inlets off Ballynakill Harbour. On the edge of the sea but twelve feet above
the highest Spring tide I have, tucked away in the escalonia
bushes a little lock-up for gear and fishing clobber. These
provide some of the modest comforts, like full head-room,
heating and a fridge, to which my years entitle me. They
also enable me to live something close to the good gastronomic life with a pretty fair supply of such goodies as
oysters, scallops, clams, mussels, periwinkles, prawns and
crabs.
As for voyages, my horizons are close with Inishbofin to
the west, Cleggan and High Island to the south, and extend
northward no further than Little Killary, Clare Island and
Clew Bay. Cruises that are, like Twiggy’s figure, very mini.
But why should I go further? I have sailed a bit in a half a
dozen countries, but nowhere that I have seen is there a
landfall to better the approach to Ballynakill with the backdrop of the Twelve Bens to please the eye and calm the
spirit. Cape Sounion in Greece, with its Byronic associations, may compete for emotive silhouette. South Africa’s
Cape Point for its dramatic majesty, but under Connemara’s
great enormous sky the kaleidoscopic ever slowly changing
colours of the peaks are quite unique.
The Day of the Dolphins was unforgettable. Having just
set a couple of pots we were sailing quietly home from
Freaghillaun island when quite suddenly the sea around us
exploded as upwards of eighty dolphin broke the surface,
some leaping as high as the mast and flopping back close
enough to splash us. Others surged back and forwards in
front of and under the boat, turning away or diving at the
last split second and seeming to smile as we flinched from
the inevitable crash that never came. No puppy dog has a
greater sense of fun than these great creatures. They stayed
with us for almost an hour, a few following us right into
Fahy Bay to our moorings.
"No part of it now dries,’, the ICC book says of the bar
at the entrance to Fahy. Technically correct perhaps, but I
wouldn’t bank on the ½ fathom shown on the chart on
page 182. During the big August tides I walked across a
good part of it, barely getting my ankles wet. Under "facili-
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ties", page 183, there is in addition sometimes with me
a car, willing to drive mariners to Clifden for provisions or
home for hot baths and a meal. The last to avail of this was
single-handed Rene Fabert, eight days out from Concarneau
into a continuous north wester, ghosting into Fahy in his

well-found twenty three footer, with the Club’s sailing
directions on the cockpit seat beside him. That’s proper,
full-blown cruising; nothing mini about that. But what am
I doing in this company? Jane Russell is for the tough,
young he-men. I’m just an old, Twiggy man myself.

Looking northeast across the anchorage at Clare Island - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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The Long Way Home from Falmouth
to Dun Laoghaire
David Ryan
hoisted the number one when we got into open
water. We slipped along at a pleasant 4 knots or
thereabouts; finding my sea-legs again was fairly
easy.
I arranged to split the watches for the night as
follows, Mary and Paul would alternate every three
hours, this way I hoped that they would get a
reasonable sleep. I stayed up during darkness and
planned to get an hour or two before nightfall
provided that there was little traffic. Anyhow I
hoped to be able to have the odd cat-nap in the
cock-pit while one of the others was on the helm.
By 23.00, the noon appeared and visibility
improved to 4 or 5 miles and happily there was
little or no traffic, just the odd trawler a few miles
off. Mary produced a plate of macaroni and cheese
which did wonders for my stomach.
It was a quiet night’s sail, the only excitement
being the continual display of phosphoresence
from the shoals of fish which were swimming just
below the surface - it was quite incredible.

This year’s cruise was better planned than those of
previous years. Gone was the long haul from Ireland to somewhere North or South of Dublin,
instead the luxury of B + I comfort and a drive
down from Liverpool to the South coast of England provided a reasonably easy start to the holiday.
I had better explain. Dermod Ryan and his
family took Malindi from Dun Laoghaire to
Brittany for a few weeks from late June. It was
arranged that they would hand over the boat to
me at Falmouth on July 15th.
My wife, Mary, and I drove from Liverpool to
the South coast. We spent 2 days with my sister
in Somerset. The main reason for this visit was
not really to visit my sister, it was to purchase a
supply of Somerset cider for the cruise. The price
of scrumpy has gone to hell nowadays, £2.50 for
five gallons (OK, so they threw in the container
free ! ).
We joined the Ryan’s at Falmouth Y.C. and
we had a few quiet drinks in the lounge and followed these with a bit of grub. I think the Ryans
were feeling a little sad at the thoughts of going
home, but I suppose all good things must come to
an end. After all, Dermod’s self control had obviously been remarkable during his cruise, none
of the kids, not even Paul had been thrown overboard. Mary and I went back on board for 1 or
2 quiet night-caps and struggled out of the dinghy
clutching the 5 gallons of cider. We left at a fairly
late hour.
Saturday July 15th
Mary, obviously not being totally happy with
my seamanship, had asked if Paul, some 15 years
old, could stay for the next 2 weeks. Had I known
that his parents would say yes so eagerly I would
have charged them a fee - they were about to
have another 2 weeks holiday by getting rid of
Paul.
Anyhow to business. The Ryans now in a
happier frame of mind departed for Liverpool we were alone. Some last minute petrol was purchased, carded 2 miles back to the boat and
stored. At 16.05, the decision was made, up
anchor and away for Camaret - log reading 2637
miles. Visibility was moderate to poor with a S/E
wind force 2/3. We motored out of Falmouth and

July 16th
06.00 hrs. A bearing on Ushant and lie Verge,
using the D/F put us on course, about 33 miles
from Le Fous light. Mary and Paul thought that I
was just trying to put their minds at ease, after all
isn’t the Channel supposed to be crowded with
shipping?
However, much to the relief of all concerned
another series of fixes (liquid) and bearings (D/F)
we put our position at about 10 miles North of Le
Four. The wind had gone back to the N/E about
F3 so we were slipping along quite nicely. Although
lateral visibility was about 2 or 3 miles, the sun
was beginning to get very hot. Shortly after 12.30
we sighted Le Four light just where it’s supposed
to be (i.e. off the coast of Brittany). Up went the
spinnaker, now that we knew exactly where we
were and with a fair wind and tide we went through
the Chenal du Four in the most glorious sailing
weather we had for the entire cruise.
We arrived in Camaret at 16.45 feeling fairly
pleased with ourselves. Two boats with I.C.C.
ensigns were already in before us. Silver Jubilee
from Dun Laoghaire and Debonair from Cork.
Monday morning was another scorcher. We had
an early breakfast and went ashore to buy some
food. (We really went ashore to cash cheques to
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get money for the "Duty Free", but that sounds
almost indecent). We also purchased a fishing
line.
At 11.45 we left for Brest to pick up some duty
free and after a bright, brisk sail we arrived there
at 13.30 and tied-up alongside Silver Jubilee and
Debonair. They had rushed down for the same purpose. We were all lying alongside a large dirty
pontoon which had some wet sticky tar on it.
Silver Jubilee’s crew seemed to be more worried
about getting tar on their deck than getting the
supplies from Foumier. Strange people!
We placed our order with Fournier and when
we returned to the boat the harbour master arrived.
Judging from his shouting, arm waving and gesticulating he seemed to be unhappy at our presence.
I managed to understand the odd words like,
bateau and derri6re but the rest was over my head.
We started the engine and moved over to the far
side of the basin. Foumier’s men arrived so we
hastily loaded the duty-free, made a few rude
gesticulations in the general direction of the
harbour master.
After a bumpy F4/5, dead on the nose, we
rounded the breakwater at Camaret just before
eight o’clock. Northern boats are well known for
the hospitality and there before my eyes lay
Cruiskeen, not just any Northem boat but an
I..C.C. Committee man’s - we went alongside.
We had a rather late, liquid session with David
Park. His wife Maud and the kids had earlier all
retired to bed for the night, so David had been left
on his own.
My God! We paid for it next morning, what a
hangover. We crept ashore quietly for a ’cure’ and
to buy some fresh meat. While we were ashore we
decided to make a move to somewhere south of
Camaret so we returned to the boat. We failed to
get past Cruiskeen. The Parks also had plans to
head south so we thrashed out our various courses
over a drink, then another and so on. ’Another fine
Mess!’ Some food was produced to help us to keep
our heads fairly clear, it nearly helped.
We actually left Camaret at one o’clock for Morgat while the Parks left for Benodet. As we both
steamed out towards Toulinguet I took some
photos of Cruiskeen - they are all blurred. We
passed Toulinquet, hoisted the spinnaker, held it
for a while, had a few hairy broaches and took it
down again. No need for heroics. We rounded Vielle
buoy with a fresh wind and fairly scorched up to
Morgat. After a very unimaginative meal we went
ashore to find the action. It is a chilly, dull, almost
drab town, hidden in the shade of a high headland,
I didn’t think much of it. We had a few crepes in
a Mickey-Mouse creperie followed by a few beers
near the pier.
Next morning, the 19th we left early. I wanted
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to go to Le Conquet if the weather was reasonable.
We departed at ten o’clock and headed out into a
light breeze. We tore the number one genoa on the
anchor which was strapped to the deck so we continued to motor towards the headland. As we got
further out the sea got more and more lumpy
and the wind came up a little. We hoisted the
number two and endured a miserable beat out to
the Vielle bouy. Visibility dropped to about threequarters of a mile and it rained as well.
Progress was slow and as we worked along the
coast the wind continued to head us. We fell
behind schedule and Le Conquet became a bit of
a question mark. Happily the sun came out after
a while so at least it was warm and dry. Mary and
Paul suggested that we forget about Le Conquet
and head for Camaret, and it was agreed unanimously. The wind, on the lunch-time forecast
suggested Westerlies and the book advised against
lying in Le Conquet in Westerlies.
Into Camaret again at 16.50. We tied astern of
Creidne. It didn’t take long to find our way on
board. The crew included thirteen young ladies and
Paul was quickly ensconced amongst them in the
after cabin. Annette Donegan was celebrating her
birthday with boiled spuds and cake, but prior to
the feast she went for a swim - Paul took a couple
of sly photos of her as she climbed back onto the
pontoon. Mary and I had a quiet pink gin with
Eric Healy and his two right-hand men.
Next moming Bruce came on board and patched
the number one genoa. Just as well as it was badly
needed later in the cruise. The wind was NW and
fresh so we were a little apprehensive about going
through the Chenal de Four; matter of fact it was
about force 5/6. Eric Healy took a look at the sky
and said that it would go to the West and might
drop, ’the Chenal won’t be too bad’ were his
parting words as Creidne headed for sea. He was
quite right of course.
We left Camaret at 11.35 with Torquay as our
destination. We ended up motoring almost the
whole length of the Chenal. We cleared the Le
Four light in bright sunshine in a force two at twothirty. We had entertained a vague idea of making
a final call in France but the sight of the Amoco
Cadiz wamed us off. Anyhow we had arranged to
meet my brother-in-law somewhere within striking distance of Lyme Bay.
I laid course for Torquay andsettled down to
the long haul. We covered about twenty-five miles
before we ran out of wind at 20.30. We then
motored for about two or three hours. After some
time the wind filled in again from the West and we
began to waltz along at about 5/6 knots.
At 08.15 we picked up Start Point on the D/F
and Portland Bill was coming in fairly well so we
knew that we were more or less where we expected

to be. At 09.00 our first sight of Start Point confirmed our worst suspicions, we were not lost. The
accuracy of the navigation did much to re-instate
confidence in the skipper after the trauma during
the night. We were about eight miles S/E of Start
Point and about nineteen miles from Torquay. We
had a bright, brisk, warm sail all the way to our
destination. Mary sneaked a bottle from the
bonded stores and we celebrated our good fortune
at finding the U.K. We had ’severial’ scoops.
Our approach and entry to Torquay was planned
with meticulous care. Adlard Coles was pulled out
from under the pom and every item about Torquay
was fully studied. Down came the genoz and I
tried to start the engine. I failed. After our performance in Brest we had run down the batteries and
we had not done much motoring since then. The
lights, radio and so on had taken the last remnants of life from the batteries. Mr. Coles advises
against coming into the harbour too quickly, it’s
a bit confined and not too easy to manoeuvre
inside. In desperation we asked a passing boat for
a tow but to no avail, so, gritting out teeth we
headed in under main. The wind was more or less
up our tail so we were fairly moving. We had
intended to go alongside the pier but there was a
fair lot of traffic, pleasure boats and froggie
yachts, so we decided to moor. We spotted a
mooring bouy in the middle of the moored fleet so
we headed for it. What an approach, it was sheer
genius. We worked our way through the tightly
parked fleet and stopped dead at the bouy. I was
relieved to make it safely.
We started to go backwards all of a sudden.
Paul, who had been actually holding the bouy let
it go, so round we went again. This time I mentioned to Paul what would happen to him if he repeated
his performance, he got the message when I told
him what I would do with the boat hook. This
time he didn’t let go and we safely made fast to
the mooring. All the Torquay holiday-makers had
great fun watching a bunch of ’Paddies’ making a
’hames’ of things in the middle of the harbour.
They were a bit surprised to see a boat trying to
pick-up a mooring buoy with fenders hanging
along the side of the hull. We had forgotten that
the fenders were still out and I must admit that it
looked a bit odd. We had sailed/motored about
137 miles from Camaret to Torquay in about
29 hours.
Later on the wind dropped so we decided to
move over to the pontoon which lies along the
harbour wall. We hoisted the number two and
with the dinghy in tow we slipped across and
harbour in fine style - there was no room for error
and indeed there was no error. Mary had been complaining about the lack of hygiene and suggested
that Paul and I could benefit from a good wash.

We succembed to her gentle hints and headed with
Radox liquid, scented of course. For 10p we had a
magnificent shower - I hadn’t felt and smelled so
clean for so long that I had almost forgotten what
clean clothes felt like. We went on the town, found
an attractive little restaurant. The menu looked
fairly good so we ordered - what a sham. I’ve
had better food in a take-away in Drogheda. Afterwards we visited the amusement arcades and
spent an hour or so shooting indians, flying jetfighters and Paul had so many prangs on the racing car machine that it damn nearly blew up. God
be with the old days when sophistication was a
penny ice-hockey machine.
Next morning, Saturday,John Payne, my brotherin-law arrived. John is English and would act as
interpreter for the cruise along the south coast.
It was blustery weather but the thoughts of
staying in Torquay didn’t appeal so at 16.15 we
motored out of the harbour and headed for Dartmouth. We hoisted the number two, stuck a few
rolls in the main and thrashed across Torbay in
fairly heavy seas. It was a dead beat but Malindi
romped along in good style. We entered the Dart
River at 19.00 and motored in looking for somewhere to tie-up. We approached the Dart Marina
but some loud-mouthed runt with a loudhailer
told us to ’hump off’. He said that the place was
full, I don’t think it was, anyhow we knew when
we were not wanted. We went alongside the quay
and spent about an hour having our dinner complete with a bottle of plonk from the cellar. We
filled with water and petrol and, on the advice of
some locals, we moved over to the Marina at Kingswear at the other side of the river - our edition of
Adlard Coles didn’t mention this facility. Dermod,
how about a new edition?
Next morning it blew stink and the rain came
side-ways across the river. It was about F9/10 at
times and it lasted almost all day. What a day, it
started with a row at breakfast about whether eggs
would be poached or fried. When that had cooleddown we started to play scrabble (squabble?)
and drink. The moods got worse, particularly
when I was caught cheating and then refused to
play. At nine o’clock in the evening John suggested
going ashore so we all trooped ashore in our oilies
and headed for a ’boozer’. The wind was dropping
and the rain was easing off, matter of fact it turned
out to be a beautiful night.
We saw a little of Dartmouth on the Saturday
evening as well as the hour or two on Sunday. It’s
a beautiful spot and well worth a visit. It has
excellent facilities and is a completely sheltered
haven in bad weather. (For railway enthusiasts,
the Dart Valley Railway Co. operates steam engines
on a scheduled basis from Kingswear throughout
the day).
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Monday, the 24th was bright and sunny. The
breeze was from the West and was about force 3.
We motored out past the Skerries bank towards
Start Point. At about ten we hoisted the sails and
tacked out to sea to clear the point. We finally
got round it at about eleven-thirty. As we headed
slowly West, Silver Foam passed us heading East,
under spinnaker. Paul gave than a few honks on the
fog-horn as they passed. Either they were halfasleep or had been at the drink from an early
hour ’cos they were slow to respond.
It was a frustrating sail for most of the day, not
very much wind and a big sloppy sea. We didn’t
arrive in Fowey until nine-thirty or thereabouts
and luckily we were able to find a vacant moorings. Three French boats which followed us in were
not so lucky, they all had to anchor.
Next morning, Tuesday, we had an early breakfast. 1 must say that it is an attractive spot, the
shops are well stocked and are spotlessly clean.
The people are pretty friendly, must be their Celtic
background or something. The estuary, like Dartmouth is well sheltered and a good place to lie if
the going gets tough outside.
At one-thirty, we motored over to the small
quay and filled up with water and petrol. When
we got clear of the entrance to the river we hoisted
the number two and headed towards Dodman
Point. We made the Point on one tack and were
abeam at 15.45. The wind was about F5/6 and
from Dodman Point to Helford River, it was almost
dead on the nose. The only break in the monotony was John’s success in catching one lousy
mackerel.
At 18.00 hrs. we turned on the engine and
motored up Helford River. We were fortunate to
get a mooring right in front of the boatyard, just
about twenty yards from the shore. Our arrival was
not without incident. Adlard Coles refers to the
sand-bar in the estuary and mentions that it is
marked with a black bouy. John and Paul were
sitting on the coachroof as we motored up the fiver
and they didn’t see the black bouy, neither did I.
Suddenly we came to a sticky halt in lull view of
half the yachtsmen in Cornwall. Paul and John got
out on the end of the boom and heeled Malindi
over to Starboard and we were able to motor back
of the bar. (Readers of the ’76 Annual may recall
our doing the same thing on Shalade up in Portpartick.) The bloody black bouy is GREEN.
The rain came down all evening so we walked to
the village in our oilies for a few pints. Visibility
was not too good so we didn’t get much of a view
of the place. Mind you, at that hour of the night
we not too interested in the view. Our intention
had been to head for the Scillies but the wind
didn’t exactly give us much hope of getting there.
The forecast was F5/6 from the S/W. We didn’t

want to arrive at the Scillies in the dark in any sort
of flesh weather. No decision was made, we would
’play it by ear’.
We left Helford at 10 in the morning and motored
to the mouth of the river. It was blowing about
F6/7 so we hoisted the working jib and stuck a few
rolls in the main. The going was a bit bumpy at
first but the wind began to drop, so we changed up
to the number two then the number one and all
the rolls out. Progress got slower as we tacked out
to clear the Lizard. The seas were big even though
we gave it a fair berth. I suppose the wind in the
previous day had built up a hefty sea. The place
was littered with lobster-pots which didn’t help to
make our trip so enjoyable, they seemed to be
every fifty yards or so.
The shipping forecast gave westerly F6/7 so that
put paid to the Scillies, we headed in for Newlyn.
It seemed to be the best place to go for and it was
the starting point for the long leg home. With our
sheets eased we headed across Mount’s Bay in a
welter of spray. The wind was rising again and the
seas were big and a bit confused - it was an
exciting spell particularly after the earlier frustrating beat.
Newlyn was reached at 6 o’clock. We went
alongside the trawlers. The BBC forecast at 17.55
gave gale warnings for almost all the sea areas so
we felt snug in Newlyn. A Northern boat Damian B
arrived from La Rochelle (direct) and came alongside. They had been having a rough time during the
previous night with a force 9 off Ushant. They too
seemed glad to be in.
John Payne made the cardinal error of ringing
his wife and was promptly ordered home. It seems
to be part of the British make-up, this attitude of
fair play and so on, I mean. He got up next morning
and caught the 5 a.m. train from Penzance to
Taunton. I was flabbergasted at his subservience,
he could have waited for the 9 o’clock train instead.
We spent the whole day worrying about the
weather and whether we would be able to get
home on time or not - it didn’t look good at all.
That night we again went to the Swordfish for a
few pints and had a long chat with Pat Stewart,
an Australian, who owns the place. The hospitality was warm and he was delighted to find that not
all sailing people from Ireland come from Cork. If
you do visit Newlyn, do drop in to the Swordfish
for a few pints you won’t find a better pub in the
area. By the way, the harbour dues in Newlyn were
25p for the 2 days and they even give a receipt.
Friday dawned bright and sunny with a light
breeze. We rose at eight and had a good breakfast.
The early morning forecast had been promising so
we elected to go home direct. By ten o’clock
we were underway making good progress under
engine. We rounded the Runnelstone at noon and
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were abeam of the Longships before one o’clock.
Beautiful weather, but there was still no wind. The
forecast at lunchtime still was optimistic about
getting wind but by six in the evening we were still
motoring.
We continued to motor all through the night and
at eight in the morning we sighted the Smalls a
few miles ahead in the haze. At nine the engine
ran dry. Fortunately we had kept a gallon or two
spare in a can.
We got a slight breeze later in the morning and
began to make slow progress up the George’s
Channel. We were passed by Creidne during the
afternoon as she headed South. At dusk we picked
up the Arklow light about ten miles ahead. We had
a small drink to celebrate.
The sail up the coast was slow but pleasant. The
night was mild. About four in the morning the wind
filled in from the N/W so we found ourselves with
a beat for the last few miles up along the coast.
Dun Laoghaire was finally reached at four-thirty
and we drifted onto our mooring at 15.45, on
Saturday, fifty-three hours non-stop from Newlyn.

Cruise Summary
Date of
Journey
15 July

17 July
18 July
19 July
20 July
22 July
24 July
25 July
26 July
28 July

Distance
Logged
Falmouth/Cameret
Cameret/Brest/Cameret
Cameret/Morgat
Morgat/Cameret
Cameret/Torquay
Torquay/Dartmouth
Dartmouth/Fowey
Fowey/Helford River
Helford River/Newlyn
Newlyn/Dun Laoghaire
(arrived Dun Laoghaire
Sunday 30th.)

Total miles logged
Total hours at sea
Average speed

Time at
sea

115 miles
13 miles
23 miles
25 miles
137 miles
13% miles
63 miles
25% miles
39 miles
210 miles

24 hrs 40 mins
3 hrs
6 hrs
6 hrs 35 mins
29 hrs 10 mins
2 hrs 45 mins
13 hrs 35 mins
4 hrs 50 mins
8 hrs
53 hrs 40 mins

664
152.25
4.36 knots
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Gioconda
C. S. Bassett
Last year we arrived back in Malta too late to
send any details of our ’77 cruise. It wasn’t very
exciting I’m afraid. Briefly, we had an abortive
trip towards Crete in early May. Atrocious weather
and a rough sea caused us to pound badly and we
started to leak (subsequently found that the keel
had loosened). It necessitated a return to Malta for
repairs - 250 miles for nothing. It was early June
before we set out again. We spent the summer in
the Ionian Islands, being rather idle, and left Paxos
for Malta at the end of September and had a boistrous roly-poly sail with a Greek gale blowing up
our dock. The universal coupling sheared as we
entered and we ended up in Msida Creek, spraying
out anchors in all directions. Mileage was 1387
and we visited 37 ports and anchorages. (It is
noticeable that, with advancing old age, our
mileage has got less every year).
Once again we wintered the boat there and I
lived on board as we were having a major refit.
This took much longer than anticipated. - Our
"marine engineer", who was supposed to be rebuilding the engine, managed to order the wrong
parts several times and finally lost the fly wheel, a
piston and a con-rod. He then went bankrupt and
it took me some time before I could get into his
workshop and retrieve the missing parts. It was
eventually re-assembled by Manoel Island Yacht
Yard who did a very good job. We had a trial run
up to Gozo and back, and eventually left Malta
for Sicily on 10 June. Although prices in Malta
are going up all the time and the rate of exchange
is quite absurd, it is still one of the cheapest places,
and we are sorry in some ways to leave after four
winters there. However we had decided that Mr.
Mintoff could celebrate his "independence" next
April without any help from us.
In indifferent weather we worked through the
Straits of Messina and, via the Lipari Islands, along
the N. Coast of Sicily to Palermo (avoid this place),
thence to Trapani, the Egadi Islands (Favignana is
charming) and across to Sardinia. Cagliari is quite
a nice town but the harbour is crowded, dirty, and
has little to offer yachts.
We stayed one night only and then retraced our
steps to Cape Carborara (a pleasant little harbour)
and went up the East Coast of Sardinia and the
West Coast of Corsica to Calvi, anchoring in the
many bays en route.

At Calvi we had a 4 day Mistrale and counted
over 90 fellow sufferers anchored in the same
bay. There was much dragging, a few flares, and all
the fun of the fair. We were lucky and managed
to stay put, aided by a 35 lb. C.Q.R., a 30 lb.
anchor weight, and 30 fathoms of chain.
When everything had quietened down (my
favourite sailing weather nowadays is Force 1,
gusting 2), we crossed to France in good time and
went into Antibes-40 frs. per night. This was a
style of life we could ill afford and afterwards we
developed a degree of low cunning in anchoring
outside Marinas or in bays - the Levant Islands we
found very attractive.
Eventually we entered, to us, the dreaded Gulf
of Lyons and found a good wintering place at St.
Mandrier - a small bay and Marina opposite
Toulon.
There Gioconda sits comfortably in the shed of
the Chantier until the spring of ’79.
Mileage was about 1500 and we visited 49
ports and anchorages - which brings our total in
the Med up to 309 - so at least we are beginning
to find our way around!
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"’Sheenan’s’" Cruise to the Western Isles
Yvonne Macllwaine
Copeland Marina, with fuel and water available, proved a
very convenient departure point and we were offby 1900
on Friday, 30th June. However, it had been a long day and
with a forecast of rain and the prospect of a cold night,
"Brown’s Bay" seemed far enough.
Still damp and cold the next day but our interest was
maintained on the trip across the North Channel by John’s
knowledgeable commentary on sea birds, about which we
had long felt depressingly ignorant. We saw our first eider
ducks of the trip and shared John’s enthusiasm on seeing
storm petrels off The Mull. Gigha was reached in heavy
rain, just in time to see Ronnie Slater, I.C.C. in Tandara depart on his way to Norway.
We wished him well, but were secretly glad we had no
plans, that the heating was working, and we could settle
down for a comfortable night. Ashore on Sunday morning
it was nice to find the shop open and be told we could collect our purchases whenever we liked, as they had all winter
to take things easy! The proprietor’s face seemed strangely
familiar and later we remembered a T.V. documentary in
which, in a succession of hats, he had been presented as
shopkeeper, taxi driver, postman and even undertaker! Mr.
Gigha in fact!
Achamore must really be a spring spectacular when the
azaleas and rhododendrons are in full bloom, but the gardens are never without beauty and we were impressed by
the colour and variety in the walled garden-including the
lemons on two little trees in the greenhouse.
We thought the recently renovated hotel well merited its
1977 architectural award. For future reference the
excellent washing facilities, provided beside the jetty at
Ardminish, were also noted. After lunch we were underway
and carried the fair breeze right up Loch Swen to Tayvallich-one of our favourite anchorages. Next day our objective was Loch Spelve, but after passing through the
Dorus Mor, the Skipper did not like the look of the sky so
we altered course to Ardinamir-a wise choice as it blew
hard from the North for the next three days.
We thought it prudent to clutch in the anchor winch in
case of an emergency and there was much consternation on
finding a leaking pipe and bilges full of hydraulic oil.
It blew hard all night and in the morning we found one
of our neighbours had dragged and gone ashore on the
South end of the anchorage. However, with help from the
other boats, she came off at high water with no damage. We
then went ashore to pay our respects to Irene Macloughlinthe devoted custodian of the anchorage.
It is mandatory to sign her Visitors Book-"best handwriting and no ditto dots". Failure to do so is duly noted
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and a reprimand administered on the next visit seven year:
We mentioned our winch trouble-no problem at all.
Alaistair Robb in Cullipool would fix it-which he did most
expertly and promptly. For those with other problems
(rope round the prop?) it is worth knowing that his activities also include diving. We also received the welcome news
of a Buttery just opened in Cullipool-food every day-dinner only at weekends but we were allowed to "Carry out"
one of their specialities-delicious triple meringues which
were carefully wrapped in pink tissue paper in a shoe box
for safe transport. Arriving back at the anchorage we met
"Irene’s boys", the local fishermen who are based there,
and further supplemented the ships stores with king-sized
prawns and a beautiful salmon.
Exchanged visits with Vanique skippered by Robert
Shanks, I.C.C. and his brother Peter and wife Judith. The
latter brought back happy childhood memories to at least
one of us by providing winkles and enough pins to eat them
with. Any guilt at lingering at the fleshpots was eased by
noting the local ferry avoiding Pladda and seeking the more
sheltered waters of Cuan Sound. As we had a date in Oban
on Saturday, 8th July, we departed next day and found the
sea off Easdale point still very confused and unpleasant.
Motor sailed to Loch Spelve and anchored close to the
weather shore near Tresillian III in 9 fathoms-not an ideal
choice as the bottom shelved rather quickly and we felt we
might drag off the shelf into even deeper water.
On visiting Vanique in the morning we decided they had
chosen a much more suitable spot in the North West corner
of the Loch. Incidentally the leading marks for Loch
Spelve are very inconspicuous, both for entering and leaving. Left after lunch and had a fair breeze to Dunstaffnage
where we dropped the hook beside Fair Alton-Harry Patton, I.C.C. The following morning, his crew very kindly
drove us to Oban to ditch our gash (no litter bins at
the anchorage) and in general were most helpful. Vanique
had also provided transport at the unearthly hour of 0830
for John to catch the Highland Seabird home to Portrush.
In the evening we returned to Oban to meet Billy, who had
made the reverse trip from Portrush and we were impressed
by the small crew of the Seabird who obviously did not believe in demarcation, and made an efficient D-I-Y job of
coming alongisde-we all hoped the enterprise would be a
financial success as Oban is a good place to change crews
and it seems a convenient way to travel.
On Sunday, 9th July we had a pleasant beat up the
Sound of Mull and were able to use the dinghy to get some
photographs of Sheehan under sail-we think she is quite
photogenic! On entering Loch Drumbuy we thought that it
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had been despoiled like Canna with yacht names painted on
the rocks but a closer investigation revealed only an ingenious and not permanent arrangement of seashells.
Our next stop was Rhum, a magnificent anchorage in
settled weather, but one can well imagine fierce squalls off
the mountains in a South Westerly gale. Ashore for an enjoyable walk along the nature trail but were told later we
had missed a very interesting collection of antiques in the
Castle which is apparently well worth a visit.
Tuesday, 1 lth July saw us underway for Coll. On passage we thought of visiting Muck, but found the leading
marks for the South Anchorage difficult to pick up and
with a marked scend across the entrance decided to give it a
miss. Our memories of Arinagour (admittedly of long ago)
were of being the only yacht in a bleak but beautiful anchorage, but on arrival we found about 16 other yachts
assembled, mostly from Northern Ireland-obviously the
July holidays had started! Civilisation has certainly arrived
and we found an excellent Washeteria ashore and yachtsmen were made welcome at the Hotel which has a very
colourful little garden where we enjoyed the evening sunshine.
The "Laird" is a Dutchman who commutes in his magnificent Boier and also has a helicopter which lands with
great aplomb on the very small old pier.
Next day we were able to land on Staffa and marvelled
again at the fantastic rock formation. After John’s tuition
our eyes now being more alert, we spotted a family of shags
inconspicuous in their precarious ledge against the dark
background of the rock.
Vanique, still under Robert Shanks command but now
assisted by Arthur Orr, I.C.C. arrived and recommended
Craigaig in Ulva as a peaceful port of call and easy of access
provided instead of the white cottage mentioned in the sailing instruction one substituted "grey". This proved to be as
attractive as they had told us, though we could not find the
"coral" beach also mentioned. The unoccupied grey cottage
was the only sign of habitation and we really felt away
from civilisation-on exploring ashore the Skipper wondered how many pairs of eyes were watching us-indeed we
felt we were intruding on a host of wild life quietly assessing the strange visitors.
In the evening the Skipper wanted to put a hnx call
through to our daughter Heather in Edinburgh to finalise
arrangements for the weekend, but could not raise Oban
Radio on the M/F band and we thought this might have
been caused by the Mountains of Mull. However, on trying
again next morning there was no difficulty and it would
appear that the initial problem must have been caused by
"night effect".
We then had a quick look at Inch Kenneth but were
not impressed either with the shelter or scenery and as
Ronnie Barr, I.C.C. had offered to pilot both "Vanique"
and ourselves into the Garvellocks we departed and had
another stimulating sail through the Sound of Iona, with
the island looking really beautiful in the brilliant sunshine, then inside the Torran Rocks and along the South

Coast of Mull.
The Garvellocks proved well worth a visit - a little
gully where the dinghies were perfectly sheltered and an
interesting walk to the ancient ruin, which is the legendary
site of St. Columba’s mother’s grave, but we thought it
would have been more in keeping if the expensive notice
boards had given a little of the history of the place rather
than the penalties for any misdemeanour - surely one is
hardly going to take the trouble of visiting this historical
and remote spot merely to vandalise it? Our only other
criticism is that it is perhaps not the best spot for an
overnight stay as the swell can be quite marked.
Next day, Friday 14th, having taken on fuel at
Ardfern, we picked up Heather at Crinan and found
another nice peaceful anchorage below the farm in Loch
Craignish. On Saturday we had an exhilarating sail in a
strong Northerly down the South of Jura at over 9 Knots
- (about "Sheenan ’s" maximum) and then back to Ardfem
for a pleasant dinner at the Galley of Lorne, where Billy
had to leave. "Vanique" was also changing crews and they
kindly gave him a lift home via Stranraer.
On Sunday - a lazy day, moving only round the
corner into Craobh Anchorage in Loch Melfort - another
secluded and beautiful spot, new to all of us - we had a
pleasant walk ashore and witnessed some sheepshearing
and had a friendly yarn with the farmer.
As Heather had to leave us on Monday evening we
made a short trip across to Ardinamir (no signing the
Visitors book this time - once only in the Season!) then
walked across to Culliport to watch the Tobermorey Race
drift up Scarba Sound in a very light Southerly, then back
to "Sheenan" and on to Crinan where we entered the Sea
Lock and secured for the night above the basin. Finished
off the day with a visit to the hotel and an excellent dinner
- most pleasantly served. We thought this was particularly
praiseworthy as both staff and cuisine might well have
been exhausted after the visitation of the crews of over
200 yachts participating in the Tobermorey Race.
Tuesday 18th - underway early in the Canal - as
due to a water shortage it was necessary to travel in convoy.
We were joined by "Jacana" with John and Wendy Reid
and their young family - Sarah and Andrew proved excellent hands, and were a great help to us negotiating the locks
by taking our lines - though perhaps here, as on
"Tresillian ", the parents deserved the credit!
On Wednesday we had a grand sail from Ardrisaig to
Lamlash - again 9 knots at times - and we verified this
by checking our log with the Measured Mile on Arran and
found only a very insignificant error. Anchored off the old
pier outside the moored boats. Unfortunately our anchor
buoy disappeared at high water - we felt it imperative to
retrieve it before it foulded someone’s prop!
Thursday found us creaming along with a fair breeze,
bound for Port Patrick and again registering 9 knots at
times. Remembering how long the last few miles to Port
Patrick can seem against an unfavourable tide and also with
the wind freshened to a good force 6, we bore away for
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Loch Ryan. As the wind was now astern, and with
Sheenan taking great surges and the thought of gybingYvonne thankfully handed the tiller over to the Skipper a wise precaution as the situation at the entrance was
further complicated by the similtaneous passing of two
ferries, and a large rowing boat with about eight people
fishing - anchored right in the fairway - leaving little
room for getting the main off!
When the traffic had sorted itself out, we dropped
the main and proceeded up the loch under head~ails and
mizzen with the intention of anchoring in the "Wig".
Having studied the sailing instructions Yvonne rounded the
buoy and headed towards the anchorage. There was a horrible bump and "Sheenan" shuddered and shook. Luckily
we were able to bear away and thankfully, with the
mizzen and headsails and engine, we reached deep water
again after what seemed a long time. There was a most
.charitable lack of comment from the Skipper and Y does
not think it was entirely because he was speechless.
On analysis the Clyde Cruising Club book had cleady
stated :1. Give the buoy a wide berth - Capital Letters
2. Steer for the cottage with the hanger beside it
(there is another Cottage with a large barn further
to the North of it - which Y found confusing).
3. Not enough allowance was made for the strong
ebb.
4. Both the C.C.C. and Chart showed less than 1
fathom and as "Sheenan" draws 5’6" this was
confirmed ! !!
Y also had the impression that Channel buoys are for
bigger ships and yachts need not be too fussy!
Next day we motored round to Port Patrick in a flat
calm. We were pleased to hear a very bossy voice on the
R/T being ticked off for talking in the ’Silent Period’ but
not so pleased to hear an imminent gale warning for our
area; though we were still in bright sunshine and enjoying
the spectacular plummeting diving of the gannets, the sky
over the Irish coast was rapidly clouding over and by evening the gale and heavy rain had arrived, not an auspicious
moment for poor Ian to join us, who had come all the way
from Ringhaddy in the hopes of a pleasant weekend’s
sailing!
Port Patrick in a south westerly gale is not a pleasant
spot as a very heavy scend comes right into inner harbour at
high water. We spent the next two nights between Bill
Cherrard’s Charlotte 11 and three intrepid little speedboats
from Groomsport, who had made one attempt to go home
but had wisely returned.
On Saturday afternoon we took the precaution of
laying out a kedge to ease our situation as we were worried
about the particularly high tide at 0200 on Sunday morning.
By Sunday afternoon, July 22nd, the gale had blown
itself out but as we were not too late to enter the Copeland
Marina, Bill Sherrard promised us a mooring in Donaghadee
harbour - so we were off. The anchor came up covered
with stinking black mud and the unfortunate Ian was,

left on a pitching fore deck clutching it to his bosom in a
very confused sea off the harbour, until we had time to sort
ourselves out.
The wind had now gone completely and we had a
pleasant if somewhat bumpy passage home. We found the
chimney for the New Power Station at Kilroot (normally
something of an eyesore) an excellent land mark and were
able to get a good fix with it in transit with Knockagh.
We were able to arrange transport for Ian from
Donaghadee and were grateful for the use of moorings in the
harbour until moving into the Marina one hour before high
water next day and were happy to leave "Sheenan" safely
there until the following weekend.
On the following Sunday, July 29th, the crew now
consisting of the Skipper, Yvonne and ship’s dog, Heinz
set out for Ringhaddy, but by the time we were off Burial
Island visibility had closed down completely, so having
found the Plough Rock Bell Buoy, we went into Portavogie
harbour hoping it would clear, as we had plenty of time
before our tide through Strangford Narrows. We enjoyed
a peaceful lunch and a yarn with the Coastguard and our
crew had a run ashore where he found the local smells
very interesting.
By the afternoon visibility had improved and we
finished our cruise with an uneventful passage through
Strangford Narrows back to our mooring at Ringhaddy.
To summarize, having completed three weeks of
leisurely sailing, we visited over 25 anchorages, 6 of which
were new to us and logged about 500 miles. The weather
was generally good with plenty of fair sailing breezes.
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The crew consisted of:Whole Trip - Douglas Macllwaine (Skipper)
Yvonne Macllwaine
First week - John Andrews
Second week - Billy Martin
Long Weekend - Heather Macllwaine
North Channel
Return Passage - Ian Agar
Donaghadee to
Ringhaddy - Ship’s dog "Heinz"

To the Scillies in Sai See
Brian Law
strenuous mind you, just round from Porth Cressa
to Hughtown for water or out to catch a couple of
fresh mackerel. Thursday evening after dinner
another mile and a half marathon sail across to
St. Agnes for a change of pub. By a short head the
Turks Head was voted into first place, just above
our other favourite, the New Inn on Tresco.
On St. Agnes next day and while the Wimbledon
finals were being washed out, we sunbathed, held
dinghy races, shared our afternoon tea outside a
flower studded little cottage with thrushes and
blackbirds that hopped onto the table for crumbs,
and finally had dinner aboard of roasted local
rabbit, green peas and new potatoes.
Saturday we covered all of three miles on the
round trip to and from Hughtown for fresh bread,
meticuously getting under way and anchoring under
sail. During our absence two Isle de Glennans boats
had come into the anchorage. These are about 23’
O/A and carry a mixed crew of about 5 or 6
friendly people. They appear to have neither
engine or toilet and because of their small draught
usually sail up through the anchored fleet to drop
their hook as close to the beach as possible. We
were delighted to let them see a 40 footer sail in
closer still.
That night we went lamping on the Island of
Gugh ("where the bumble bees are as big as sparrows"). Now George is pretty inventive and on his
dimly remembered childhood holidays somewhere
in the hills of Co. Monaghan two people used to
go out lamping by night. One had a car battery tied
to his back and an old car headlamp to dazzle the
rabbits and apparently all the other had to do was
pick them up. Well one of three things happened,
either our torch was not powerful enough, there
were no rabbits on Gugh or else their I.Q. was a lot
higher than their Co. Monaghan cousins. We spent
two hours climbing over the rocks, falling into
brambles and walking the feet off ourselves with
neither sight or hair of rabbit.
Sunday afternoon a two hour sail rock hopping
across to St. Martins to anchor in Team Sound
followed by a walk and a couple of beers to try
their local, the Seven Stones, back aboard by
22.30 hours. Monday a walk from Lower Town,
past Middle Town and all the way to Higher Town
to post our cards. When we came back it was to
find Sai See partially ebbed as her stern had caught

SAI SEE - Finisterre class c/b Yawl 39’-7 x l 1’-3
x 4’-0.
Crew: Brian and Rosie Law, George Blair, Colin
Blair 12 years, Paddy Law 12 years, David Law 9
years,
Two years ago we had called to the Scillies both
going and coming from Brittany and as the children
had not been with us on our cruise last year it was
they that decided we would return. It was to be a
childrens year so two dinghies were carded and a
conversion kit of sails and leeboard so that an Avon
inflatable could masquerade as a 5-0-5. Snorkels
and flippers, beach balls and french bowls and lots
of polythene bags for carrying home those shells
and pebbles that always end up in the bilges.
Thursday the 29th June we left Ballydorn at
21.45 hrs. and motored the 12 miles to Strangford
Bar in a light westerly. Down across Dundrum
Bay with Rosie and the children asleep below.
George and I spent watches making coffee while
H.G. (our electronic invisible man) steered. By tea
time Friday the wind had backed to Southerly
4-5 so down came the headsail and we motored for
about 14 hours, the wind gradually freshening up
to force 6-7. By breakfast Saturday sailing again
but now No. 3 jib and reefed main until we anchored with darkness falling, in Crow Sound to
the north of St. Marys, 48¼ hours our from
Strangford.
Now came the touristy bit, with two days on
Tresco visiting the beauty spots, ranging from the
famous Abbey Gardens, Cromwells and King
Charles castles and the Pipers Hole. Here the
children shrieked with excitement as time after
time they saw a polythene drum being hurled by
the power of the surf, thundering into the cave,
high against the rocks and the skipper risking life
and limb, or at least wet feet, by scrambling down
over the rocks to rescue it. All this stopped very
short when a bigger wave than usual drenched
everyone.
Monday afternoon it blew so hard we had to
have the dinghies towed by a local launch back to
Sai See and that night very little sleep all around as
we tugged and snubbed at our anchor. Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday camera packing around
S. Mary’s with a day sail on two occasions, nothing
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the edge of the narrow channel when the tide
turned. We had two hours to wait until she floated
off and this was spent picnicing on the beach on
biscuits and jam that the children brought off.
Tuesday morning we sailed through St. Helens
Pool and over to Old Grimbsy on Tresco then
straight ashore to spend a full day at the Abbey
Gardens. These sub-tropical gardens are well worth
a visit, there are flowers and succulents everywhere.
The mild climate allowing exotic plants to flourish
in a way that is not possible anywhere in the
mainland.
Next morning the weather was really giving its
best so we sailed over to Hughtown for some last
minute shopping before leaving the Scillies. Departed Hughtown at 0930 hrs. Wednesday, 12th July,
and a broad reach in a SE force 2 across the
Tresco flats. Weather so good that we anchor at
New Grimbsy and send the children ashore for a

last ice cream.
By 1330 hrs, we have drifted 1 mile clear of the
Scillies, the wind has left us and the sea is completely flat so we hand over to Dogherty and H.G.
and take to the side decks with beer and Ambre
Solaire. A beautiful afternoon for motorboating
and on through the night with every star reflected
and shimmering in the sea around us. By 9 o’clock
in the morning visibility had dropped to ¼ mile
and from then until we tied up in Dunmore East
at 1330 hrs, it was nerve wracking groping our
way in past the 10 and then the 5 fathom line
until we saw breakers 100 yds. ahead. Turning
hard right and feeling our way down the coast
towards the sound of the foghorn at Hook Head
light and then up Waterford Harbour. Hearing a fog
horn and feeling the wash as a coaster passed us
going the opposite way but not seeing it at all. It
was quite a relief to step onto the quay at Dunmore.

Who says rubber ducks don’t sail? Brian Law with a successful experiment in the Scillies -- Photo Rosie I, aw.
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Next day a reach along the south coast then a
beat up inside the banks going north, motorsailing
when the tide turned foul. On through the night,
the wind now dead northerly, we sailed the last
5 miles and anchored off Annalong by lunch-time
Saturday. Rowed ashore and visited relatives and
then entered the harbour with the tide, berthing
just the width of the quay from the pub door.
Sunday we signed on an extra crew member for
the last leg home. John worked his passage by
hauling in a dozen mackerel in quick time just south
of St. John’s Point. Anchoring inside Guns Island,
we had the mackerel fried in bread crumbs for
lunch,then motored the last 12 miles up Strangford Lough washing and tidying up the boat and
packing gear. Winding our way between the familiar
islands while thinking back over the previous 16
days, savoring the memories, building up the aftertaste and the nostalgia it seemed to us to be not
only a quiet satisfying sort of cruise but mostly a
holiday.

Outward Scillies Homeward Total
Distance made
good under sail
Distance made
good under
engine

123

29.5

68

220.5

155

0.9

247

409.2

278

30.6

315

623.6

Anchorages visited
under sail
St. Marys
Old Town Bay
Porth Cressa
St. Agnes
Hughtown
St. Agnes (Perth Congar)
St. Martins (Tean Sound)
New Grimsby
Annalong
Guns Island

Sai See entering Annalong harbour in the tbothills of the Mournes - Photo B. Law.
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under engine
New Grimsby
Porth Cressa
Old Grimsby
Hughtown
Dunmore East

The Breathalyser

Michael F. Coyle

The motor is no longer safe,
When one has had a jar,
For the bloody breathalyser test
Has spoiled the motor car.
But sailormen don’t worry much
As long as they’re at sea;
And this is where my story starts,
So attention pay to me.
One day the skipper in "Casquet"
Said: "Pump the dinghy boys,
For ashore we have to go at once
To get some fresh supplies".
Out came the pump and work commenced,
But we found to our disgust,
When we tried to blow the dinghy up,
The rotten pump was bust.
A well-known member of the crew
Said: "’what’s the fuss about;
Why I’ve often pumped a dinghy lads,
By blowing with my mouth".
He puffed and blew for all he knew,
And really did quite well,
For in a very little while
The punt began to swell.
We watched this operation close,
And gave him great applause,
For he puffed like hell and sweated well,
As he blew without a pause.
Then nearly overboard we went,
For an extraordinary sight was seen;
As the punt got bigger with each puff,
The bloody thing turned green.
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Finndabar in Scotland
Recorded by Andrew Somerville for Patrick Jameson

owned by Archie McKelvie on the Clyde. However, stores
and water were low, so early on Monday we shifted to Arden Yachts at the head of the Loch. July had been exceotionally dry, but the Manager kindly let us have thirty gallons of water, which saw us through. Arden Yachts have a

On July 26 at 2100 Finndabar left her moorings in Howth
Harbour to begin a cruise of nearly three weeks to the West
Coast of Scotland, taking in the West Highlands Regatta
Week.
Finndabar is a Sparkman and Stephens designed Swan
40. She is an excellent sea boat with fine accommodation
for a crew of eight. Her crew on this trip included Patrick
Jameson (owner & skipper), Don Richardson (ship’s engineer and wine cellarer), Kieran Jameson, Julie Heather, Paul
Murphy and Andrew Somerville. Susan Cook and James
Hanly were with us until the end of West Highland Week,
whefi we were joined by John ’the Doc’ Tierney.
Off Rockabill the forecast south-westerly 6-7 arrived,
and our speed under No. 4 Heads’l and full main, later
single-reefed, more than compensated for poor visibility
and driving rain, as we sated northwards with hatches
closed. We made our landfall at Corsewall Point: at this
stage we reefed, which affected our speed not at all but
eased the load on the helm. The long seas were ideal: at
times Finndabar surfed at 10 knots plus, with never any
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times Finndbar( surfed at 10 knots plus, with never any
steering difficulties. We made Lamlash, 140 miles from
Howth in twenty hours exactly and anchored of Kingscross
Point. The watch went below to find Julie and Susan
serving dinner, with the claret uncorked. Two hours later
we found that we had dragged a little, so we made fast to
one of the Admiralty buoys, the wind having moderated
sufficiently to make this possible.
The following week we mainly spent racing, beginning with the race from Hunter’s Quay to Tarbert through
the Kyles of Bute. After a cruising interlude, from Tarbert
to Ardrishaig and through the Canal to Crinan, we joined
the West Highland Regatta which took us to Oban, Tobermory, back to Oban, and finally to Loch Melfort on the
Saturday. We had a week of memorable racing, and memorable parties, for some of us, at the Corran Halls in Oban.
We finished the week rather satisfactorily with a gun
at Loch Melfort. The prize-giving barbecue was held at the
Loch Melfort Motor Inn, which appears on the chart as
Arduaine House. It is sited on a promontory, with good
anchorages either side, and yachtsmen are made very welcome. Over the fireplace in the bar is a Y~-hull model of
Namara, the 8 m. CR which was well known in Dublin Bay
in years past.
We spent a day at Loch Melfort in order, as the skipper put it, to dry out before sailing westwards. Our immediate destination was Colonsay and we arranged to sail in
company with Golden Apple, formerly of Cork and now
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Finndabar. Scotland 1978. - Photo A. Somerville.

marina-type pontoon with a water hose: diesel is available This we undertook in two self-drive cars, whose owner
and also chandlery and charts.
showed gratifying faith in our navigation skills, in view of
The shortest route to Scalasaig on Colonsay is our destination. Perhaps he felt that not much harm could
round the Shuna Sound and the Gulf of Coirebhreacain. come to us on the road to Bowmore, which is perfectly
The sailing directions of the Clyde Cruising Club describe straight for fifteen miles, with turf-bogs on either side.
the Gulf as the ’worst in the West Highalnds’. On the flood
After lunch, well fortified with single malt, we left
the west-going stream runs at up to 8½ knots at springs. Port Ellen for Gigha, which was to be our last Scottish landPassage is only possible at slack water. We rendezvoused ing. Still in company with Golden Apple-by this stage in
with Golden Apple as arranged off the Eastern end of the fact we had mixed crews on each boat-the sail across the
Gulf, at the end of the ebb. Conditions were perfect: a flat Sound of Jura, south of Cara, and North into the Gigha
sea and north easterly winds. However, presumably because Sound before light westerlies took nearly five hours. At
of the northerly winds of the previous week, the ebb stream 2030 we anchored in two fathoms in Ardminish Bay, joining
ran for about ½ hour longer than expected, and we had to Bandersnatch and Moonlighter who had come via Craigmotor to maintain position. When slack water arrived we house. Throughout the cruise, Susan and Julie fed us magshot through, still under power as the gulf is completely nificently-not to mention Dr. John’s oysters-and on this
blanketed by the cliffs of Jura and Scarba.
occasion quality was combined with quantity: the crew of
By the time we reached Scalasaig the wind had the Apple joined us at dinner for eleven in Finndabar’s salbacked into the North West, so we were able to find perfect oon.
shelter alongside a motor cruiser berthed on the south side
Coras Iompair Gigha is the island postman and his
of the steamer pier, where we were soon joined by Golden fleet of bicycles, so after bending the elbow at Friday
Apple, and Moonlighter and Bandersnatch, both of Howth, lunchtime, we spent the afternoon bending the knees on a
who had left us at Tobermory to sail down the West Coast tour of the island.
of Mull. That evening, in the hotel, we staged the HowthSince early in the West Highland week we had rarely
Clyde snooker championships. Sadly, Howth lost: however, had more than a Force 3. Now, with the trip round Kintyre
during this even the Doc went foraging, to return with a into the Irish Sea before us, the shipping forecasts suggested
bucket containing six dozen crustaceans which shall remain a break in the pattern. Murphy’s law prevailed and southernameless, there being no ’r’ in the month. These lived in the lies and south-easterlies were not only forecast but blew
cockpit for the next few days and featured in every meal. throughout Friday, reaching force 6 at times. We weighed
On Wednesday we left at 0700 and ran over to Islay anchor at 0700 bound towards Ballyholme. We reached
in light airs. HMS Britannia was anchored two miles off Kintyre on port tack, giving the Mull an offing of three
Scalasaig with the frigate Arethusa in attendance, and, miles to clear the overfalls. The wind veered and freshened
while we breakfasted, we watched the ratings scrubbing, during the morning: by 1500 we were to leeward of the
holystoning and polishing.
Maidens, and had a dead beat into Belfast Lough, where at
We picked up the ebb of Rudha Mhail and carried it 1730 we picked up a Ballyholme Sailing Club Mooring in
through the Sound of Islay into the Jura Sound. With the time for dinner and the last of the claret. Saturday gave us
smell of distilling in our nostrils we entered Port Ellen a gentle sail down the coast in good visibility and light westshortly after 1400. The recommended anchorage is rather erlies. The only incident of note was a short stopover alongdistant from the town. On the other hand, the face of the side the S. Rock L.V. Capt. Dumigan and his crew welsteamer pier is so uneven that only a very large yacht, well comed Commissioner Jameson and his crew aboard and
equipped with planks could comfortably lie alongside. showed us around. In a few years manned lightships will
Fortunately we tbund a berth alongisde the m.v. Commod- probably have disappeared from these waters: once there
ity of London, which was discharging grain lbr the distil- were eleven, now two remain.
lery. Her crew was most friendly, with heaving lines at the
Our poor speed during the day had slightly upset our
ready as we approached and offers of hot showers once we plan to carry the flood tide through to St. John’s Point.
were berthed.
However, we weren’t too far out. At 2235 we had HaulbowWith both a family and practical interest in whisky line light abeam, twenty minutes later we picked up Rockaamong the crews of Finndabar and Golden Apple,, next bill and at 0450 August 23 Finndabar was on her moorings
morning was reserved for a trip to the Bowmore Distillery. in Howth.
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"’Roane’" 1978
R. C. A. Hall
"Roane’s Cruise for 1978 took her once more to Brittany.
Rather than wait we continued on Southwards in fine
The crew were as usual, Olga and Brian Gale and Nancy and
Cecil Hall. Crew joined and stored ship on Friday July 7th hazy weather with light East wind. Very pleasant sailing,
intending to sail the following morning. However on testing the Raz was kind and night spent in St. Evette and then in
the navigation lights the starboard side-light was found to Loch Tudy. Drifted and motored a little to Baie Forest and
be faulty having been alright a couple of weeks previously. eventually arrived in Concarneau on the Monday to collect
Most of Saturday was lost in finding the fault and putting it the booze only to find that the customs would not play.
right. It was not until Sunday morning that it was refitted New regulations say you can only get stores at last port
before leaving for home. As we were still bound South we
and we were ready to go.
We eventually got away just before midday on could hardly play that one so had to do with Supermarket
Sunday, made sail on the way out of Crosshavan and Plonk to eek out the supplies brought from home- also
streamed the log off Roches Point bound for the Isles of took fuel at 90p. per gallon - Felt badly done by! Sailed
Scilly. Scilly. Weather fine and sunny, good visability and the same afternoon in fresh westerly wind and jumpy sea
wind on the beam force 3. Both wind and sea became with poor visability for Port Manech arriving there at 1930.
rather livelier as we got further off shore and the going Squally wind and roll coming into anchorage which was
good, may be even a bit much for starters. The new gas very crowded. During the evening were entertained by
platforms were sighted to the westward with some 26 miles inebriated fishermen singing and driving their boats around
on the log. The good progress lasted until around midnight the harbour.
An uneasy night but weather still fine. Had a walk
when the wind started to ease off and we were reduced to
engine in the early hours of the morning with only very ashore in the morning and then sailed for Port St. Judy, Isle
light wind and a big swell. During the night we met up with de Groix. Light wind almost dead astern and a nasty roll on
the Round Britain Race and there were lights coming at us the beam. Latter uncomfortable but otherwise easy passage
from all directions. Dull damp and misty morning, Round arriving mid afternoon and making fast to a buoy in the
Island was sighted about 0950 estimated about 5 miles harbour. Within a couple of hours there were 14 boats on
distant and the anchor was down in New Grimsby Sound the same buoy. Took the next day off and explored the
by 1100. Spent the rest of the day there and moved over to island - fine and warm sun but a cool breeze. We had 24
Hughtown on the tide the following morning. Fine warm boats in two tiers on the buoy that night. What fun if it had
come on to blow from the South in the harbour entrance
day for a change.
We continued the voyage on the Wednesday morning during the night.
This was as far South as we were going to get as we
sailing at 11.15. Very light head wind, a long swell, set main
to ease the rolling. These conditions prevailed the whole wanted to visit Cornwall on the way home so we started to
way to Camaret, wind S.O/1 and the engine did all the make our way Northwards on the following day. This was
work. Spoke to containership bound from U.K. to Spain not so good as the wind was fresh and pretty well on the
and asked how our radar reflector looked on his nose. It was not to be our day - first the Auto Pilot started
screen - he confirmed that it was good - had to alter for a blowing fuses and the fault was never found until we got
Greek coming up astern and a bit too close for home. Shortly after this off Isle de Verte the head sail
comfort- wonder was there anyone looking out! Sighted halliard block carried away and the sail had to be stowed.
loom of Ushant about midnight-mild and pleasant Then followed a jumpy wet passage against a head sea and
night - engine humming away and autosteering. Met tide under engine to Loch Tudy where we anchored at
various ships in the traffic lanes but survived! Always 1910 and pleased to be in. Dull and cool evening with very
pleased to be passed that lot. Came up with the land around strong tides in the estuary.
Next morning with the aid of Reeds nautical French
daylight and being a bit early on the tide went close in to
have a look at the big tanker on the rocks under Stiff Point. we approached local boatyard to get the halliard block
Proceeded down the Channel de Helle and anchored in repaired. This required the damaged part of the block being
Camaret at 11.30. On the way in we passed our sistership removed and a shackle put in instead. The owner of the
"Romper" coming out. She was layed down in the same yard came out to go aloft and replace the halliard - I went
berth when "Roane" was launched in Littlehampton. She below to get the Bosun’s chair but your man was already at
came in again later and visits were exchanged in the the mast head by the time I got back on deck and was
evening. No duty free stores until Monday, because of the shouting in French for his bits and pieces to be sent up to
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him. He was finished in no time and his charge was for Cornwall- motored out to Point St. Matthew with
reasonable. He was a most cheerful character and with the light west wind- made sail in Four Channel but had to
help of a drop of Gold label, our French and his English, keep the engine running. Saw bow of tanker
"AmocoCadiz" sticking up out of the sea looking just like
both very limited, produced an amusing half hour.
The next leg was straight to Camaret and this was in the other rocks around. A pity it was too distant to
light winds but enough to keep us going with big Genoa and photograph. All you could see was the foc’sle head, the
Mizzen staysail. Being spring tides there was quite a bow and the bulb showing above the surface - the rest of
troubled bit with overfalls in the Raz, ran the engine for a this large vessel had vanished as far as we could see. Took a
short while as the sea spilled the light wind out of the sails fix at the top of Four Channel and streamed log at 18.15
but we were soon through - sailing again. Wind gradually bound for Penzance in very light S.W. Wind, dull sky but
freshened during the afternoon, the big genoa was boomed good visability and long lazy swell. Altered for three East
out and progress became good although it became cloudy going ships saw a good few more. Kept motoring all
and colder. The bad weather signal was up on Toulonguet night - lovely and milk but with very little wind - just the
lighthouse and it was quite fresh by the time we got into big swell which always seems to be with us.
The loom of the Lizard was sighted at 03.30 and
Camaret at 18.30. The following day produced mist and
drizzle with strong S.W. Wind and it was spent cleanint course altered a little to the West. The wind gradually
freshened from S.W. after daylight, the engine was stopped
both the ship and the crew and then a walk ashore.
On Monday morning the long awaited stores were and genoa boomed out. Bright sunny morning, sighted land
shipped and after spending the last of the francs we sailed at 07.25, wind now S.S.W.5 and going well. By midday we

Cecil Hall’s Roane off’ Kinsale - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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were up to Tati Dhu and things became more peaceful. As
the tide did not suit for Penzance Dock we went into
Newlyn and berthed on a large trot of yachts between a
German and a Frenchman. A wet and windy evening. The
customs made a bit of a thing about sealing our locker and
presented us with a stores book which we never had before.
By the time a reasonably generous allowance had been left
out there was little left to seal at that stage of the voyage!
We moved into Penzance the following morning- fuelled
ship at about half the price paid in France and went
shopping. Another Littlehampton boat built at the same
time as "Roane" berthed alongside in the evening. Forecast
poor and correct! Next day was very wet and windy and
Penzance dock was no bad place to be in even though time
was starting to run out on us. Tried to find someone to fix
the Auto Pilot without success and had showers in the
dockers canteen. A little awkward for the ladies when the
lads came in for their coffee break-bathing party was
rather badly timed but there was plenty of hot water and
badly needed too.
Locked out the following morning with a better
forecast, light west wind, motored along coast with main
and mizzen set, fine sunny morning, reported our departure
to Lands End Coastguard and set genoa at Runnelstone
Buoy. Streamed log at Longships and set course for Roches
Point. The long roll was even bigger now and other ships
and fishing boats were disappearing when we were both
down at the same time. Set mizzen staysail but what wind
was there was spilled out by the swell and the engine had to
be kept going to make headway. The same conditions
prevailed all night - passed another yacht and a few ships
otherwise uneventful. Dull cloudy morning, sighted and gas
platforms at 1000 to the westward, seemed a bit closer than
we should be. We are nearly always somewhat west of our
course on this passage for some reason or another. Later the
sun came out and although the wind was very light the

engine was stopped to enjoy the last bit to the full. The lull"
of the mizzen staysail got foul of the block on the main
backstay owing to the rolling of the boat putting it aback.
The sail got torn before it cam free, it was not serious bul
had to be stowed. Sighted land in only moderate vizability
about lunchtime and started engine on slow once more. We
were up to Roches Point by 17.30 and picked up our
mooring in Crosshavan shortly after.
We were very lucky with the weather in a rather poor
summer and burned more diesel than every before having
had only light winds for the long legs. found the French
coast to be very crowded and one had to be in port by late
afternoon to get a decent berth before the rush hour
started! In spite of this we met no other Irish boat and very
few British, maybe the stories of oil pollution kept them
away. We saw no traces of oil at sea or in harbours but
some of the rocks around the Four Channel coast looked a
bit black. We had a most enjoyable cruise with a good crew
and excellent company.
Distances and Ports visited in 20 days away
Crosshaven to Scilly New Grimsby/Hughtown
Scilly to Camaret
Camaret to St. Evett
St. Evette to Loch Tudy
Loch Tudy to Bale Forest
Baie Forest to Concarneau
Corcarneau to Port Manech
Port Manech to Port St. Judy
Port St. Tudy to Loch Tudy
Loch Tudy to Camaret
Camaret to Newlyn/Penzance
Penzance to Crosshaven
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MILES
140
120
28
31
12
3
12
15
30
56
132
157
736

The Discovery of the "Wee Sensation’"
John Harbison
Three Howth boats headed North at the end of July 1978,
to take part in West Highland Week. Finndabar and Bandersnatch left on 26th July to join the Hunter’s Quay-East
Loch Tarbert feeder race, while Peter McDowell in his new
Vindo 32, Moonlighter, left a day later. Your scribe, though
a Bandersnatch crew, thumbed a lift on the Vindo direct to
Tarbert, glad to avoid the trauma of at least one race. The
cruise began with a good send-off dinner at the Belmont in
Howth, where we were joined by Graham Chambers and his
crew, who were returning home in Glance and had tied up
in Howth for the night. Well wined and dined, we set out an
hour after midnight, with the Syversen team of Sue and
Philip Watson as crew. Southerly wind and sun by day gave
us an exceptionally comfortable passage to Tarbert, setting
the Genoa poled out for much of the way, and arriving
there in 29 hours to be greeted by a beautiful dawn over
Lower Loch Fyne. Bandersnatch, meanwhile had retired
from the feeder race, and steamed into Tarbert at 5.00 p.m.
that evening, Saturday 28th July. She moored alongisde
Moonlighter, the first of many such occasions, in what was
to become a very successful cruise-in-company.
Bandersnatch, a Swan 37, was skippered as always by
her owner Ross Courtney. Her crew comprised Romaine
Cagney as mate, John McGuire as navigator, Reg Revil and
Alaister Stewart as fore-deck hands, Ross’s daughter Karen
as galley-slave and your scribe as occasional pilot and entertainer. Both crews repaired for an indifferent dinner to the
Columba Hotel, a sojourn notable for only two things.
There we met Richard Thompson from Ballyholme who
transferred from Opposition to Moonlighter, just for the
voyage to Oban, but in fact for the rest of the cruise. The
other notable event at that hotel was making the first
acquaintance with the Aberlour (rhymes with flour) Glenlivet, the first of many memorable single malt whiskies,
discovered during the voyage.
Next day Sunday 29th July, the Crinan Canal was opened specially for competitors in Monday’s Crinan to Oban
race. Thus midday saw Bandersnatch and Moonlighter in
the basin at Ardrishaig, taking on groceries and water. Our
leisurely approach was our undoing. On reaching the road
bridge at Cairnbaan, near the Canal summit, we were informed by the Canal foreman, that the road bridges further
on would not be opened after 4.00 p.m., and that our
chances of reaching Crinan basin later that evening were
very slim. With the race starting at 9.00 a.m., an ungodly
hour dictated by the tide in the Dorus Mor, we now stood
no chance of starting in the race on time. A car expedition
to visit the remaining bridge-keepers to explain the nature
of our plight, not only tailed in its purpose, but induced the

lady-keeper of the last bridge to motor back along the canal
and insist that none of her male colleagues were going to
oblige us either. Our experience was entirely in keeping
with Robert Barf’s description of the canal staff in this
journal last year. It is an ill wind however which blows no
good, and the resultant party held that night at the 10th
lock, must surely have made the lock-keeper in his cottage
near-by wish that he had let us a little further along the
canal, that evening.
Stuck in the canal with us were, Dr John Galloway in his
folkboat Forar, and his crew Archie. The party opened with
readings by your scribe from his American book of obscene
Limericks, and tales of "The Brother" from "the Best of
Myles". Things really got under way when Dr. John produced his accordeon and the grand finale was John
McGuire’s interpretation of the dance of the seven spinnakers. Our canal voyage was resumed next morning and
despite the delay, Peter McDowell started the race one hour
late, taking a place on corrected time above the bottom of
the list.
Three days of racing followed in conditions ranging from
flat calm to Force 7, as a result of which Peter won the
Sound of Mull Cup at Tobermory, while Ross sailed the
Snatch into third palce at Oban. I will not bore readers
of this cruising journal with a chronicle of race results, but
will pass on to the fleshpots of Tobermory, where our
cruise proper began. Our browsing through Bert Hall’s magnificent library of malt whiskies at the MacDonald Arms
was restricted to legitimate imbibing hours by an unprecedented level of police activity. This was due to the removal by a member of the yacht-racing fraternity, of the blue
lamp from the top of the island’s only police car.
The crews of the two boats had been initiated into the
mysteries of single malt browsing at a tasting on board
Bandersnatch while she was alongisde a Mull lobster boat at
Oban. There they had sampled a smooth Highland Park
from Orkney, a Macallan Glenlivet and a Glenfarclas from
the Highlands and for those who could face them a couple
of lslay malts, Ardbeg, a whiskey in the Laphroaig style and
the slightly milder Bruichladdich. It was during this tasting,
we got to know our neighbours at the pier, Alistair MacDonald, the lobsterman from Bunessan on Mull with his
two sons (of them, more anon)..
At Tobermory we lost Reg and Alistair, who returned to
Ireland via the Oban-Portrush ferry, a useful route for Irish
yacht crew changes in Scottish waters. Tobermory was also
our last scheduled port with reasonable facilities, so we
stocked up on stores, charts etc. and made full use of the
launderette. While there we met Jimmy Love from Strang-
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ford in his new Nicholson 35 Dagn~ra H, with his wife/
navigator Elaine. Finally, in mid-afternoon, on Saturday 4th
August we left Tobermory under power in search of soli.rude on the West of Mull. We found it about six hours later,
in Lock na Keal, the middle one of the three large Lochs on
the west side of Mull. To reach it, we sailed, or correctly
motored around the islands of Gometra and Ulva. Having
passed through the sound of a small islet off Gometra’s
South-west corner, called Maisgeir, we observed a yacht following us, ground in mid-channel. We do not recommend
this passage.
W.M. Nixon in his writings, always likes to boast at least
one anchorage where he is the sole yacht or craft of any
kind. Well, for us this was Loch na Keal. Seven miles long
with an island at its centre in the lee of which one can
anchor whatever the wind direction, and with a mouth so
narrow that it was chosen as a fleet anchorage during the
first World War, because anti-submarine nets could so easily
be slung across it. Contrasting with cultivated fields of the
estate on the island of Ulva, the mountainsides towering
over Loch na Keal were bleak and forbidding. Benmore on
the South shore is over 3,000 feet high. As the sun set, the
shadows of the North shore, gradually climbed the slopes of
Benmore, a fitting curtain to the end of the day. We anchored below the farm with the tree ’conspic", above it
near the head of the Loch and had dinner. The peace was
disturbed only by the sounds of sheep and running water
ashore and by the cries of the sea-birds, a welcome change
from our previous ports.

Next day dawned fine, with a Northerly breeze, so we
reached across to Staffa in f’me style, anchoring off its
South-west corner. We owed our solitude the previous night
to Moonlighter parting company over to Coil, so we rendezvoused once more at Staffa. They joined us for lunch on
board the Bandersnatch after which we went ashore to
marvel at Fingal’s cave and the other baslatic wonders of
that island. The view from the top was good, with even
Tiree visible to the West. At least the course of all those
barometric readings really exists. The anchorage at Staffa is
exposed and no place to spend the night, so we set sail for
Bunessan, 7 miles to the South. There we were glad to find
the MacDonald’s lobster boat Marsali once more, so we tied
alongside her again. The Hotel at Bunessan is not great on
food though the bar is comfortable enough. For gastronomes, local reports suggested that the Ardfenaig House a
"couple of miles away was far better. It is worth noting that
the only other pub on the West coast of Mull is the Clansmans Inn at the top of Loch Scridain, the most Southerly
of the three lochs on the West coast. Since there is only
about four feet of water at low tide at the jetty at Bunessan, we deemed it advisable to lie to a hook off it, for the
night, in the lee of White Island, as the wind was still
northerly.
On the afternoon of Monday August 7th, we steamed
out into the persistent northerly and then reached across
to Iona sound under sail. A sandbank extends almost the
whole width of this sound, a few cables north of the cathe-

Ardminish on Gigha, with Derek Cart’s handsome Melora IH on left -- Photo W. M. Nixon."
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dral, with passages at each end. Moonlighter took the Mull
side as recommended by the Clyde Cruising Club, while we
took the advaice of the MacDonalds of Bunessan, and kept
close to the lona shore. We recorded a minimum sounding
of 15 feet on the bank at high water. One should mention here our pair of "walkie-talkies", which we frequently
used for the passing of navigational information, culinary
tips and other gems of conversation. The exchange of
soundings by radio on the Iona bank added a note of tension to that not very hazardous passage. Such was the
singlemindedness of everyone on both boats and their
total lack of culture, that lona, the repository of Scotland’s Christian heritage was passed by in favour of the
island of Colonsay. Alas, there is no pub on Iona, there
is on Colonsay.
We had been advised by the MacDonalds, on clearing
Iona sound to the south, to hug the Mull shore as far as "the
three humps", a prominent rock formation on a headland,
before turning south for Colonsay. This was to clear the
Torran Rocks, an extensive reef blocking the approach to
Iona from the South. The northerly breeze held and took
us to Loch Scalasaig on Colonsay, where we found several
yachts, including Finndabar with Golden Apple in tow.
They had completed West Highland Week to the bitter end,
and had sailed over from the mainland that day. The local
hotel bar is cramped and crowded and did not score high
on our list.
Tidal considerations in the Sound of Islay had us putting to sea at 9.00 a.m., an early hour for this leisurely
cruise. Though the sky was overcast, our good luck with the
northerly breeze held and we had a leisurely run down to
lslay. Her Majesty, who was also cruising in the Western
Isles, had, along with an escorting frigate, dropped anchor
in Britannia off Colonsay. The Royal Marine guard boat
seemed a bit paranoid with an Irish Yacht sailing down each
side of the Royal Yacht, but as we held our courses, in the
event it buzzed niether of us.
Entry into the Sound of lslay was textbook Scottish
cruising and mighty impressive scenery. The summits
(should they be the nipples?) of the Paps of Jura were discreetly covered in cloud to port, while a herd of deer stood
out against the skyline along the top of the ridge forming
the lslay shore to starboard. With the strong tide under us,
the distilleries of Bunnahabainn and Caol [la slid rapidly
and tantalisingly by, with the copper stills of the latter
clearly visible through the glass front of the building.
Neither of these distilleries market their product, at least
not on the home market, most or all of it going for blending under more familiar labels.Our speedy downsound progress continued past Port Askaig, until we were flushed, like
the proverbial baby with the bathwater, out into the Sound
of Jura below. Thereupon our faithful northerly breeze
died away for the last time and we motored into Craighouse
on Jura, an anchorage overlooked by the sole distillery on
the island.
Craighouse is an extremely friendly place. Despite a
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water shortage on the island, several dirty Irish yachtsmen
and women were able to wallow in hot baths of the dark
brown but quite soft Jura water in the one and only hotel.
The flotilla was visited at an early stage by Barry Kilkenny,
the local Customs and Excise man, attached to the distillery. He guided us to the parish sale of work where we were
able to stock both boats with green vegetables for the
rest of our cruise. This was as well as the village store is
limited in stocks of tbod most of which is ordered before
it arrives. The small nature of the shop brings home to the
visitor the fact that Jura is a depopulated Island, as big as
the Isle of Man, but with a winter population of less than
200, compared to neighbouring Islay’s 3,000 or more.
A benefactor back home had donated a magnum of
champagne to be opened on a suitable occasion aboard Bandersnatch. This day was therefore declared an occasion, and
dinner aboard was washed down in dignified manner with
toasts to the absent Liam McGonigle. The tone of the evening improved even further when Barry brought his charming Tipperary-born wife Kate aboard. Such was the jollity
of the occasion, that even the least popular of the malts in
the locker was finished to the last dram.
The next day, August 9th we had hoped for a visit to the
distillery, but Barry’s best efforts were in vain, so after a
surprisingly good little lunch in the village tea-shop, we set
sail for Gigha, or rather motored across the twelve mile
sound, in overcast conditions. Approaching Cara, the small
island at the southern end of Gigha, we observed to the
South-West a large sloop under power towing a smaller
sloop, on a course from Port Ellen on Islay to Gigha. Discussion had been taking place on Bandersnatch, whether or
not to undertake the slightly tricky dogleg passage inside
Cara. As our suspicions about the identity of the approaching boats developed into the certainty that they were Finndabar with the parasitic GoMen Apple clinging on like a remora, our skipper made a decision in favour of Cara Sound.
The Cara passage appeared quite easy, with many large seals
basking on the rocks on either side. Nevertheless, more than
a hint of anxiety came over the "walkie-talkie" from Moonlighter who was being talked through astern of Bandersnatch without the detailed chart of the sound. Needless to
say we were in well "ahead of Finndabar and her charge.
Ardminish bay on Gigha is a pleasant anchorage, though
shallow and open to the East. We let the livelier elements
from Finndabar and The Apple go ashore and paint the
town red that evening, while we stayed aboard for dinner.
During this time, John McGuire picked up a conversation in
French on what, we thought, was our completely private
"walkie-talkie" frequency. It sounded taint, so touching its
whip aerial to the backstay for possible increase in range, he
~’eplied in his best Touraine accent. Some minutes of faltering dialogue followed, before recognition of the voice behind, the equally impeccable accent at the other end, as
that of Monsieur McDowell.
Gigha is a pretty and tidy island with a single owner,
who has installed complete shower and lavatory facilities
near the landing place, for the use of visiting yachtsmen.

Would that there were more like him! Thence we made our
way via Mr. McSporran’s store to the Hotel. Mr. McSporran,
who has incidentally been featured on television, provides
every conceivable service on the island.
The Gigha Hotel is a gem of a place, having won an architectural award for its reconstruction. Its panelled bar and
well-kept garden overlooking the anchorage were a fitting
location for the last of the great malt tasting sessions. Undisputed King of the shelves was a magnificent smooth 20
year old Glengrant Glenlivet. Here also we met the most
remarkable character of our cruise, John Campbell MacDonald, farmer, bachelor, the island’s only musician, since
the drummer left 5 years ealier, custodian of the island’s
water supply and seanachie extraordinary. A descendant of
fugitives to the island from the massacre of Glencoe, he
entertained us to many hilarious tales of his adventures as
Gigha’s musical representative chiefly at the expense of the
inhabitants of neighboudng Jura. When we met him, he
was still recovering from playing at a ceilidhe the night before, and was priming himself for another virtuoso performance that night at a friend’s stag party. Spies from Finndabar" later informed us that he never made it. He told us
he enjoyed listening to Irish traditional music on the radio
and indeed rated it higher than his own native Scottish.
The highlight of our visit to Gigha was John’s offer of a
drive in his Land-Rover to the norhtem tip of the island.
This remarkable vehicle lacked the conventional means for
either starting or stopping but possessed a strange sense of
drag or friction, just enough to allow it to be started on a
steep slope and to hold it on an incline while frantic juggling with its eight forward gears reduced speed to a safe rate
compatible with the "chicanes" of the main north-south
road on the island.
As the company gathered in the bar, bracing itself for
the expedition which lay ahead, John announced with
much groping in his trouser pockets that he was about to
produce "a wee sensation". To the disappointment of voyeurs and the relief of the respectable, this merely turned
out to be a quarter bottle of whiskey (blended) which
nevertheless became the excuse for many a stop for a "wee
dram" during the journey that followed. As a result, our
driver’s condition rapidly deteriorated, necessitating the
writer taking over the unfamiliar controls. The ensuing
scenic drive, despite a few hair-raising stalls, was well worth
it, and the views of Jura and the west side of the Kintyre
peninsula, including West Loch Tarbert were magnificent,
especially as the weather was fine. It was with a sad heart
therefore that your correspondent turned the Landrover
southwards and so back on board, though not before seeing
John back to the centre of his operations, the Gigha Hotel.
It had been Ross’s original intention to stop off at the
Isle of Man on the way home, for a bit of a change from
Scotland. We set out with a close fetch into a rising southeaster, but just before we reached the Mull of Kintyre, the
1755 BBC forecast promised us the possibility of south-east
gales, so we scuttled around the corner into Campbeltown
for the night and as it turned out for the next one as well.

Bandersnatch finds solitude at Loch na Keal, Mull Photo J. Harbison.

It was during this dash for shelter that the "walkie-talkies"
proved their worth once more. We on Bandersnatch observed Moonlighter who was following, to be sailing inside
one of the buoys marking the shore inside Sanda Island. We
were able to call him up and talk him out of the danger. His
chart did not show the buoy.
Campbeltown was a good opportunity for last minute
purchases in U.K. and for making the last discovery of a
malt, the local "Sringbank", a pleasant drop and the only
survivor, with Glen Scotia, of a once larger family of
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Campbeltown Malts.
The passage home, leaving at 8.00 a.m. on the morning
of Saturday 12th August was under motor in flat calm
and sun, until we were within 3 miles of Rockabill. As if to
teach us to be vigilant, the weather clerk then sent us a
dense fog and a torce 4 south-westerly breeze, necessitating
setting a course for Lambay when we thought we were
nearly home. Luckily it lifted at Lambay and we were
alongside in Howth at 8.00 a.m. just 24 hours out of
Campbeltown.
In a summer which fbr Irish waters was generally condemned as a bad one, we enjoyed plenty of fine weather off
the West of Scotland. We had no reason to challenge the
Nixon dictum that it is the best cruising ground in Western
Europe. Your writer’s only regret was that he had seen the
distilleries on that spirituous promised land of Islay, but in
his third projected cruise to it, had no succeeded in landing
there. Next year, perhaps ........

£3
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Round Ireland the Easy Way
Paul Campbell and James Osborne
Verve is now owned jointly by Paul Campbell and James
Osbourne and this year she completed her fifth circumnavigation of Ireland.
Part I
by Paul Campbell
My crew were Peter Simpson and his son William and ICC
member Fred Epsey, without whose expert assistance in
putting things right I don’t know when we would have
got started. We finally left Dun Laoghaire at 0010 on Tuesday 25th July and after motoring to Howth Head sailed in
very light variable breeze till morning. The wind then became S 5 and we started making good speed, reducing sail
as the wind increased. Off Strangford the rain started and
when we picked up a mooring in Ballyholme Bay it was a
really unpleasant evening.
We were ashore-and in Ballyholme YC-most of
Wednesday morning when it was sunny with very little
wind but a gale warning. In the afternoon we had a nice sail
to the SW corner of Red Bay, wind ENE to start with
becoming SW after 20 minutes motoring.
As usual it blew fresh all night out of Glenariff
but it is a comfortable anchorage. In the morning there
were galegusts off the hill S of us but 20 minutes after
starting under small jib and mizen we had to motor for an
hour. Approaching Fair Head wind became S 5 and rose to
6 as we left Rathlin Sound. We had a splendid reach, setting
the mainsail N of Portrush, and eventually having to motor
through Garvan Sound. Then we spent 4 hours beating
from Malin Head to Port Salon.
Friday was sunny with SW breeze. In the morning we
sailed up to Macamish and stayed there 4 hours. Fred who
is a diver examined the bottom of the bay while Peter
rowed me around to take soundings. We found that Robert.
Rock shown on the ICC plan is in fact a ridge covered
with grass which does not quite dry. After sailing round to
Mulroy Bay-William steering remarkably well-we motored
in from the bar to Fanny’s Bay against the ebb.
On Saturday we started up the lough at half flood.
We went in and out of Bullogfeme Bay, a half mile wide
lagoon, but not an attractive anchorage as the entrance is
awkward and the bottom very uneven, the CA book has always mentioned it and Humphrey Barton, the first ICC
member to sail around Ireland, spent a night there in 1935.
We had lunch is Rosnakill Bay, an excellent anchorage at
the N end of Broad Water. We then sailed slowly up to
Milford Bakery, fdled our water tank and went back to
anchor beside Segala. You must always be careful where

you go in Mulroy Lough; I foolishly assumed that the channel is N of Hewitson Island and of course ran aground-just
at HW. Fortunately, my crew rowed the anchor astern
quickly and with much effort we succeeded in pulling
Verve off the sand.
John Osborne drove us to his house and Pat gave us a
splendid dinner. On Sunday I handed over to James in
whose car Peter drove us all home.
Part II
by James Osborne
Two weeks of stating out of my office window and
watching south westerlies is not the most appetising preamble for a north-south passage down the west coast. However, on arrival at Milford, Co. Donegal the wind had,
twenty four hours previously, cranked around to the north
and although extremely short of sleep I felt it was foolish
to look providence in the eye and decided to leave that
night.
After checking one or two matters with Paul and
having been well fed by my mother, we motored out of
Mulroy Bay. My crew consisted of my brother Henry, Ann
Gillan and James Cooke (son of ICC member Alec Cooke).
In addition my father, Captain John Osborne, was to make
passage with us to Inishborm.
Off Melmore, we hoisted full sail and set a course for
Tory Sound. With the wind slightly abaft the beam Verve
soon picked herself up and made a good 6 knots. Although
a night passage is not ideal for one’s first major sail in a new
boat, we were blessed by a clear, starlit night and a splendid
breeze. I was slightly concerned about the possibility
of salmon boats in Tory Sound (especially unlit ones), but
other than one or two trawlers, no other traffic was seen.
Fortunately, early August is the very end of the salmon
season, but a night passage through Tory Sound with a
boat having a finn keel could pose many problems and
would be unadvisable. By dawn we were half way across
Donegal Bay and making excellent speed. The morning was
a beautiful one with the day continuing to improve, and by
1800 we were inside the Inishskea Islands having a much
needed cocktail and enjoyed the sheltered sailing as we
ran for Achill Head keeping the ears of Achill in line with
Turduvillaur. With the wind in the North, I thought that
Keem Bay would be a suitable anchorage and primarily due
to the fact that we were all extremely tired it proved so,
but only just, for those who know the anchorage will be
familiar with the intense squalls that can come off the
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mountains of Achill. These appear to be severe but relatively harmless when the wind is in the North or North
West, but have the effect of making a yacht lie parallel to
the beach once the wind veers East of North. With the extremely’ steep gradient of the beach this makes for bad
holding and we awoke at 0600 to find ourselves about 50
yards from the southern shore. On a closer examination we
found that we had picked up at least half a dozen lobster
box moorings which had fouled our chain and propeller.
Fortunately, due largely to some quick work by Henry
and James Cooke, we were soon free of these and hoisted
the mizen and No. 2 jib for the 20 or so miles to Inishbot-m.
It was blowing about force 5 from the North East but to
ensure a comfortable breakfast more sail seemed unnecessary.
As always Mrs. Davy gave us a terrific welcome and
although I find Bofin an enchanted island the prevailing
Northerly was too tempting. The day was cloudy but
occasionally the sun shone through and lit the Twelve Bens
on the mainland. However, having spent the day walking
the Island, we said farewells to my father who went to
Cleggan on the ferry, we left Bofin at 2000 and set off
across Galway Bay. The wind appeared to be on the
increase and we had a sharp reminder of the joys of running
when passing a yacht off High Island beating for Bofm. She

appeared to leap out of the water from crest to crest and
the crew sat huddled under the dodger. With a northerly
force 6 behind us we ran most of the night with just the
No. 2 jib and despite the compass light dying, we had the
Blasket Islands in view by 0900 the following morning. As
the tide through the Blasket Sound did not start to run
South until 1500, my brother suggested putting into Smerwick tbr lunch. The day was dull and overcast and mist
shrouded the Three Sisters, making them even more impressive than normal. After anchoring for lunch off Ballydavid
we set sail for the South. Fortunately, on our entering the
Blasket Sound the weather cleared and we had a delightful
run through, taking a turn west toward the Great Blasket to
allow for photography before heading for Ventry. I had a
feeling of considerable relief, as we had done all the westing
necessary and could now enjoy 10 days or so of relaxed
cruising.
We awoke late the following morning to t-rod that the
wind had virtually died, but decided that the day was ideal
for visiting and hopefully landing on Skellig Michael. After
a rather abortive attempt to set the spinnaker which resulted in Henry climbing the mast so as to allow us to get it
down, we motor sailed to the Skellig Michael and landed in
pairs whilst the remaining pairs viewed the remarkable
rocks from on board. I gathered from workmen resident

Bofin Harbour - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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there that in the region of 250 people visit the Skelligs
every calm day in summer. To my mind Skellig Michael is a
place where solitude is of importance and as the last boat to
the mainland leaves at approximately 1630, I would strongly recommend visiting after its departure. Apart from the
Beehive Huts for which the Island is famous, the tens of
thousands of puff’ms, so close and undeterred by humans
are fascinating. They nest under almost every stone step
and peer out at one in an inquisitive fashion.
By this time the wind was westerly force 2, and back
on board again we hoisted the spinnaker (this time successfully) and gently ran to Derrynane, eating Anne’s birthday
dinner en route. Besides being a superb anchorage Derrynane is well serviced with "Ale Houses" and as soon as we
had anchored we adjourned to Keatinges.
The crew departed to Ted Butlers early in the morning and returned after a liquid lunch with Ted’s daughter,
Caroline, who accompanied us for the next couple of days
to Sneem and back to West Cove. The sail to Sneem was in
brilliant sunshine with a perfect sailing breeze. After a brief
photographic session with James Cooke in the dinghy, my
competitive spirit got the better of me when sighting a
French sloop of comparable size about ½ mile ahead, and
soon the spinnaker and mizen staysail were up in a successful chase. I have often stayed in Sneem and looked out at
the Kenmare River thinking how much 1 would enjoy sailing here. The run to Sneem fulfilled all my expectations
and I think the scenery and sailing would make anyone an
enthusiast.
The following morning was spent visiting Garnish
Island. I had been there previously but had never walked
the gardens. If the opportunity ever arises I can strongly recommend a visit as they are immaculately kept and full of
tropical and semi-tropical shrubs. After lunch we sailed to
West Cove and as it transpired, did our only beating of the
cruise. It rained most of the afternoon but our spirits were
well (in some cases too well) supplemented by the extension at Ted Butler’s that evening.
The entrance to West Cove is very well illustrated in
the ICC Book. However, one point of interest is a cottage
situated to the south of the leading marks which can be
mistaken for them, as it has one window from top to
bottom and white on either side. I sighted this when still at
least two miles away but to my surprise they never came
into line. After some confusion, the correct leading marks
(very distinctive) were picked up, but 1 think it is a point
worth noting for future visitors.
Unfortunately the first week had almost come to an
end and it was time to ch.an~e crews at Castletownbeare. On
a day when it poured with rain in Dublin, we sailed out
to Deenish Island for lunch and then south between the
Bull and the Cow before setting the spinnaker for a gentle
run in the evening sun along the south shore of Dursey
Island.
My new crew consisted of Rick Barron, Mickey Gabbett and Maggie Horne. Unfortunately Heather, who had
intended joining me at this stage, was unable to do so. Both

Mickey and Rick have considerable experience but Maggie
was bravest of us all never having been in a boat before.
As it was, good fortune once again favoured us, as we sailed
to Toormore Bay via Barley Cove (for lunch and sunbathing) on a beautiful day with a NW 4-5. Here we were royally treated by Johnny and Sal Percival Maxwell and spent
the following day sailing to Crookhaven and back (all of
three miles) for refreshment at O’Sullivans. The crew for
the day amounted to twelve, ranging from 3 year olds upwards. Having sailed on to Schull that evening, we thought
next morning as the wind was favourable, we would sail to
Castletownshend via the Fastnet Rock. As we approached
the rock, the sun burst through and once again we set the
spinnaker and ran east in glorious sunshine.
After a delicious dinner at Mary Annes and a somewhat alcoholic evening, we left in a light southerly wind for
Kinsale where Paul Campbell was to join us for the trip
home. We left Kinsale early on Friday morning with a forecast of southerly 5-7 and rain. The forecast was very correct
and by noon the wind had freshened considerably and the
rain fell in larger and larger drops. Visibility became poor
but by about 1700 we picked up the three towers on Great
Newton Head about 2 miles to port. I was slightly concerned that the entrance to Dunmore would be exposed, as
the wind was marginally east of south, but as the pierhead
came into view the size of the seas decreased and it transpired that there was plenty of room to manoeuvre and turn
south west into the harbour. Dunmore was a vital port of
call as one crew member had high hopes of "success". However, as it turned out all his efforts were apparently unfruitful-his much anticipated century had diminished into
a best forgotten about duck.
The following day brought the sun back and we left
Dunmore at 1030 with very little wind. However, having
motored to the Saltees we were able to raise the Spinnaker
shortly after passing between the two islands, and carried
it east to Carnsore Point. This was another memorable
sail and I found myself hovering over Rick-he being a sensitive kind of crew soon realised I was anxious to sail
Verve in such perfect conditions and handed over. As the
weather seemed at least temporarily settled, we decided to
put in at Polduff. We anchored south of the pier but were
advised that the north of it was more secure. On investigation from the dinghy off the¢shore south of the pier the
depth shallowed very quickly about ½ cable off the shore
and the bottom appeared rocky.
We awoke to a forecast of rain but thankfully more
southerly winds. To make the passage to Dublin more interesting, we stayed in close to the coast. Had it not rained
incessantly all day it would have been a perfect sail as the
wind was southerly 4 and we carried the spinnaker to
Dalkey Island.
The opportunities must be rare that one can sail from
Milford, Co. Donegal anticlockwise to Dun Laoghaire and
only beat for six miles. It is an experience I would like to
repeat, but doubt it.
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PAR T I

From Dun Laoghaire to Ballyholme
to Red Bay
to Port Salon
to Macannish - Fanny’s Bay
to Cratlagh

Motoring
Hours

Miles

Hours

93
29
76
24
12

18
5.05
13.40
5.15
4.45

.20
1.00
.40

46.05

2

24.40
5.50
18.10
3.40
10.25
2.45
3.05
8.55
6.05
3.00
6.30
6.35
10.I0
10.10
8.10

2

234
PART H
1978
July from Cratlagh (Mulroy Bay)
30-31 to Keen Bay (Achill)
Aug. 1 to Inishbofin
Aug. 1-2 to Smerwick
Aug. 2 to Ventry
Aug. 3 to Skellig Michael - Derrynane
Aug. 4 to Sneem
Aug. 5 to West Cove
Aug. 6 to Deenish - Castletownbear
Aug. 7 to Barley Cove - Toormore Bay
Aug. 8 to Crookhaven - Toormore - Schull
Aug. 9 to Fastnet - Castletownshend
Aug. 10 to Kinsale
Aug. I 1 to Dunmore East
Aug. 12 to Polduff
Aug. 13 to Dunlaoghaire

136
24
86
17
37
14
8
30
24
16
28
34
65
50
47

Combined Totals

9O

616

128.10

850

174.15

.20
.10
3.
.30

.I0
.20
.40
2
.30
9

ll.00

"’Cruiskeen’" to Brittany
David S. Park
Gardens were a mass of colour and after crossing Tresco
Flats we found Hughtown a quaint place with good shops
and an excellent launderette.
From Hughtown we went to Cove between St. Agnes
and Gugh on the south side. It is perfectly sheltered from
the North and we sunbathed on the beach for a day and a
half and ate crab sandwiches and Cornish pasties from the
Turks Head Inn. All this brought an undercurrent of feeling
on aboard to stay in the Scillies but we were glad we didn’t
as this was about the best three days they had all summer.
It is 100 nautical miles from the Scillies to Ushant so
the plan was to cross the traffic separation zone off Ushant
in daylight and collect the first of the south going stream
inside Ushant. We left Cove at 2145 on Friday 14th July
and sailed south with the wind N to N.E.F.3-4. The following morning visibility was only about 2-3 miles as we
crossed the traffic lines-just enough to see three large
ships, line abreast, tearing down from the north and then
several coming up from the south. The Island of Ushant was
only visible when about two miles off and as we altered
course to pass down the Chenal de la Helle to the east of
the Island, I began to get uneasy. None of the leading marks
could be seen and visibility was steadily getting worse. In no
time at all everything had disappeared and with Rocks
everywhere and a strong tide setting south, this was no
place to be. I laid a course back to the north east corner of
Ushant and passed through the Passage de Fromveur between Ushant and the Isle de Bannec. We crept close to the
Bay of Lampaul at the south west corner of Ushant and
dropped anchor close to the pier at 1500 hours. Half an
hour later more fog rolled in and visibility became less than
50 yards. It was with a great feeling of relief that we listened to all the fog horns hooting and blowing most of the
night. Lampaul was a pleasant little village and the bay gave
good shelter as it blew quite hard from the north all night.
The detailed chart of Lampaul did not show two small reefs
running in a north south direction to the east of the pier
and the next morning at low water there was a line of
jagged rocks about 25 feet from the port side. Another reef
could be seen the same distance on our starboard side and
we were anchored in 7ft of water in between. Quelle
Chance !
By lunchtime the fog had cleared and we had a pleasant sail for 30 miles to the marina at Camaret. As it was
sunny and warm we stayed for two days. The children enhours).
We spent three days in the Scilly Isles and found joyed the town and the beach which is close to the marina.
it a heavenly place. It was very hot with bright sunshine We met many boats coming and going notable among them
all the time. At New Grimsby we met Brian and Rose Law were Dermod and Mary Ryan and" Paul Ryan on Malindi
in Sai See (I.C.C.) who were on their way home. Tresco (I.C.C.)-the "duty-free" headache lasted all next day.

It had been blowing hard from the north west for several
days but we managed to leave Ringhaddy, Strangford
Lough, as arranged on the evening of Thursday 6th July.
James and his cousin Tom with my son Michael (13)
and I were to take Cruiskeen to Dunmore East and meet
the rest of the family there on Sunday. They would come
down by car.
We dropped anchor for the night in Audley’s Roads
and had a grand meal and took the first of the ebb over
Strangford bar at dawn. The last of the north westerly gave
us a fresh reach down the Irish coast and we arrived at
Arklow at 1745 on 7th July. On Saturday the wind went
into the west so we carried sail inside the Arklow Banks as
far as the Tuskar but from there it was a motor sail to
windward through Saltee Sound to Dunmore East where we
arrived on Saturday afternoon.
On Sunday lunchtime my wife Maud with Johnny
(11) and Julia (9) arrived by car from the North and James
and Tom took the car home. So now we were on our own.
Monday 9th July brought thick fog with visibility at
times down to 100 yards; so we spent the morning doing
our ffmal shopping and filling up with Diesel and water. The
lunchtime forecast gave out F.2-4 N/W with fog patches
and although the visibility was anything but good we left
Dunmore East at 1500 bound for the Scillies. This was
the first night passage we had made on our own as a family
and fortunately as we left the Irish Coast the fog became
more patchy with visbility at times ½-1 mile. All our previous cruises have been plagued with sea sickness from time
to time but a recent article in the "Yachting Monthly" had
recommended the drug Stugeron. On the trip to Dunmore
East, Michael had been cooking where previously he would
have been sick and so it was with my wife and the two
smaller ones. We had no sickness for the whole cruise. This
must be a significant advance in treatment but I stress the
point that the tablets must be started 24 hours in advance
of going to sea-a digression.
The watch system which seemed to suit the family
best was an hour each during daylight and two hours during
darkness. I did from 0000-0200 and from 0600-0800 which
meant I could listen to the shipping forecasts.
It was a grand sail and the following morning we
picked up Round Island D.F. on the nose and dropped
anchor in New Grimsby at 1200 hours. (135 miles in 21
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We left Camaret on Tuesday 18th July, and with a blew all of F.7.
Then on Wednesday 2nd August, on a lovely calm day,
fair wind and tide reached south through the Raz de Sein
past Pointe de Penmarch to the fishing village of Guilvinec. we motor sailed round the Pointe de Raz and north througl~
We tied alongside the wall and had tea but several French the Chanel du Four, carrying a strong tide all the way. ApYachtsmen told us to be extremely careful as fishing boats proaching L’Abervrac’h the huge bows of the Amoco Cadiz
tore in and out all night and we would be subject to much could be seen rearing skywards -a horrifying sight although
bumping and boring. In spite of the late hour we left Guil- we saw little evidence of pollution. After a passage of 50
vinec and carried on along the coast to Benodet arriving in miles, we tied up alongisde the pontoon of L’Abervrac’h
during darkness using the various leading lights (well des- and that evening walked up the hill to the Hotel Bale des
cribed in Adlard Coles "North Biscay Pilot"). We dropped Anges where, after some quick calculations, we spent the
anchor at the beach just outside the river-the Arise de remainder of our Francs on a magnificent meal.
Trez.
The following day there was intense police activity in
We liked Benodet. It is a pretty little town with a good L’Abervrac’h and after several hours, two immaculate
beach to anchor off during the day, and an excellent white helicoptors landed on the car park beside the yacht
quiet anchorage up the River Odet under the bridge on the club, out of the first stepped Le President Valery Giscard
starboard side. Some kind French people, whose mooring d’Estaing who had come to inspect the beaches. He walked
we had ’borrowed’ for the day took us by car to see the old towards the small welcoming crowd, where our crew were
Cathedral city of Quimper and then back to their country to the fore, and shook Johnny warmly by the hand and
cottage for tea. Bobby Gilmore and friends in Rascal from patted Julia on the head. Who could dispute the fact that
Strangford Lough were at Benodet and we had several we hadn’t given our children every opportunity to meet the
amusing soirees together.
right people when in France?!!
From Benodet we went the 10 miles across to Con
We took our departure from the Libenter buoy off
carneau and then went south for 12 miles to the River Aven
which can only be entered approaching high water. The L’Abervrac’h after lunch on 3rd August, and with the wind
deep pool, up the river at Rosbras was very crowded. The in the west F.3 motorsailed towards the Scillies. There was
next day we left Cruiskeen and used the dinghy and out- a big swell and once clear of the French coast there was
board to go 21A miles up river to Pont Aven. This is a very little shipping. During the night we passed numerous fishing
beautiful little town, where Gaugin lived for a time and is fleets and in the half light of dawn picked up the Wolf
much occupied by artists and small art galleries.
Rock, the Bishop and St. Mary’s lighthouses. At 0730 we
From the River Aven we went 10 miles out to the dropped anchor in Hughtown Harbour. It was packed with
Glenan Islands home of the famous sailing school and an- yachts-we counted 45 French and 1- English. We took on
chored for the night at La Chambre south of Isle de St. diesel oil and once more went to the launderette but the
Nicholas. This anchorage has a complicated but interesting following day, as the swell was so horrible at the anchorage,
bit of pilotage to find but, as long as one follows Adlard we crossed Tresco Flats and sailed north through New
Coles carefully, should present no problems. Not long Grimsby Sound and leaving Round Island to starboard enafter we arrived the wind started to rise and all night it blew tered St. Helen’s Pool.
hard from the west and rain pelted down. Boats were
We were the only yacht there; our first solitary anchorbumping and boring all over the anchorage and with conage of the whole cruise. That evening we rowed over to St.
ditions not much better next morning we left and went Helen’s which is uninhabited, and explored the old quaranback to Benodet. This was a pity as Glenan was a place we
tine Station and 10th century hermitage. In sailing ship
would love to have explored in some detail.
days, homeward bound vessels put into St. Helen’s Pool and
The sun shone in Benodet and as before we spent the sent ashore anyone with fever to the quarantine station
days on the beach and the nights anchored up river. I filled where hopefully they were looked after by those recoverCruiskeen up with diesel here. It cost £1.00 per gallon;
ing. From the top of the hill there was a wonderful view of
cheap diesel (Fuel Oil Domestique) is no longer available in
all the islands in the setting sun.
France.
The following day the wind was blowing fresh from the
It was now time to think of getting north so we left
Benodet at 0700 on the 30th July, and had a hard motor north we stayed put and used the outboard to cross to Old
sail round Penmarch with the wind north westerly F.4-5. Grimsby on Tresco where there is a beautiful sandy beach.
We had hoped to get through the Raz de Seine that day but
On Monday 7th August, the wind had dropped to North
the northerly wind defeated us and we motored into West F.3 so we were under way at 1145 bound for Ireland.
Audierne inner harbour at 1230; a distance made good of We motor sailed that day and night in good visibility and at
breakfast time had the Tuskar abeam. With a strong tide
31 miles. We had a walk around the town but then had to
leave, as the inner harbour dries out, and anchored with under us we were alongisde in Arklow at 1500 hours (169
numerous other yachts inside the mole south west of the miles averaging 7.3 knots). That evening Jack Tyrell, who
harbour entrance. We got stuck for two days here as there built Cruiskeen, came aboard for a drink and gave us all
were northerly gale warnings and certainly on one night it sorts of useful information about the boat.
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From Arklow we had an uneventful trip home, spending
one night in Ardglass and arriving in Ringhaddy at lunchtime on Thursday 10th August.
As a farnily cruise, this was our best yet. We were fortunate with the weather except for northerly winds which

dogged the whole trip home-but that’s what a big diesel
is for! We all enjoyed France; our first visit, but all harbours
and anchorages were very crowded and one had to accept a
marina existence. But this was more than offset by the sun,
the sand and the beaches-not necessarily in that order!
We were away 5 weeks and sailed 1050 miles.

Cruiskeen under way to Brittany - Photo David Park;
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Marina Cruising in "’Sundowner’"
T. F? Hogan
Having been many years engaged in Trade, I was delighted
to receive an invitation from the distinguished medical
owner of Sundowner-one of Cork’s favourite sons-to join
a family cruise in August. I accepted the invitation with
alacrity, recalling the precedent that Edward the Seventh
regularly enjoyed boating with his grocer.
Sundowner was joined in Cowes and proved to be a
highly efficient and comfortable floating clinic, somewhat
overstaffed by three resident medicos. The writer was
quickly diagnosed as a geriatric guru and confined to the
intensive-care unit run by the owner’s wife and family. Forbidden to engage in arduous occupations, such as crewing
or washing up, and regularly and liberally supplied with
medicinal compound, any possible excuse for bellyaching
was eliminated.
Cowes Week flung thunder and lightning, a deluge of
rain and all the other unpleasant components of 1978
summer weather. Nevertheless, Sundowner showed her
quality against the boats manned by the professional mafia
of the racing crew in Cowes. But this was only hotting up
for the cruise to follow.
The guru was well versed in the conventional sailing
wisdoms; no gentleman sails before breakfast or after tea
and never to windward. Alas, free advice is often ignored
and Sundowner unwisely left the home comforts of the
Medina and flogged around the Wight into a strong Westerly
and a cruel sea. Several hours later three wet medicos
teached the crowded marina at Poole. No room. The owner,
hailing from Blarney, solved this difficulty but not-I believe-until silver changed hands. The medical staffing was
reduced by the departure of a pale doctor to his London
fleshpots.
Poole is fine, but we coincided with the ½ Ton Cup
Championships and there were far too many deck-apes
around for comfort. So off we set for Cherbourg, France,
saluting the famous rocks of Old Harry and Old Harry’s
Wife on the way. Good sailing before a free wind and the
kind French cookinl~ provided an excellent starter for

further delights.
We now became ambitious and tackled the passage
through the Alderney Race and the difficult navigation to
the dreaded quarry marina, Beaucette, in Guernsey. These
parts are not for the faint navigator. Pleasant days were
spent exploring Guernsey, with the hope that the persistent
Westerly would stop persisting. It was not to be, so we zigzagged back to Brittany and the picturesque inlet of
Lezardrieux. More good weather, good food and good vino.
Even doctors have to work in these laborious days
and there followed a long haul across the Channel to Falmouth against the stubborn Westerly..
Falmouth, the centre of an historic sailing area, retains its charm and has not been seduced by marina culture.
Our enthusiastic junior crew at last justified their previous
lotus-eating nights in disco land, by manning a ferry service
by inflatable dinghy to the yacht club and the numerous
delights of this romantic town.
But the Westerly persisted and a windward beat
around the Lizard and its overfalls had to be negotiated to
reach Newlynn and the pirate country of Penzance. More
pleasant days were spent ashore with a constant interest
in the decline of that persistent Westerly wind.
All bad things come to an end and once around the
Longships, a painless run up the middle led to the Tuskar
just in time to catch the North going tide. So we sluiced
up the Irish Sea very painlessly. For good measure up came
the Southerly gale of the forecast, to give a lively run
past Arklow under reduced headsail only.
All this zig-zagging logged up some 800 pleasant
miles and we arrived safely home, naturally in excellent
medical condition. There were no encounters with whales
or other sea monsters, no great storms or rogue waves; altogether, nothing exciting to recall.
Now every crewboy knows that owners are a funny
and dim lot. I think the owner of Sundowner enjoyed himself and one ancient mariner hopes to be invited to sail the
seas with him again in 1979.
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"Square Rig Status’"
Joe Kilkenny
A prerequisite of successful cruising is the scope to stretch
the personality with new and rewarding experience. Our
I.C.C. parameters extend by the season. Whereas the square
rig ship is seldom seen outside a bottle nowadays, it has
regained reality here with the imminence of the Jack Tyrell
designed brigantine ’Asgard II’. It was in this happy
connection that the opportunity presented itself of sailing
as a midshipman on the brig ’T.S. Royalist’. winner of the
Lloyds Register Yacht Award 1971, and currently the
proud flagship of the Sea Cadet Corps in our neighbouring
island.
’Royalist’ is a picturesque and quite fascinating
training ship, availed of jointly by the Sea Cadet Corps and
the R.N. Her cruise this season takes in a circumnavigation
of England, Scotland and Wales, in weekly increments, and
with different crews. Your correspondent joined ship from
Liverpool to Swansea at the invitation of the S.C.C. in their
generous donation of hard won expertese towards the
welfare of our equally sized and not dissimilar "Asgard H’.
She has a total length of 29.56 metres, a beam of 6.1, and a
masthead height of 23.17. She should preferably be crewed
by acrobats.
Not entirely an exaggeration this, the technique is, by
I.C.C. standards, in many respects more demanding. We
were fortunate in our boatswain and in our coxswain, two
of these incredably fit P.T. instructor types, who managed
things aloft, taking a mast apiece. In rough conditions,
there is an element of risk otherwise through just lack of
familiarity in the complex unsteady environment. Absolutely vital at deck level is the sailing masters direction of
activities, he conducts as with an orchestra the configerations of braces, buntlines, brails, clewlines, lifts - there are
100 belaying points concerned with running rigging, and
she needs her total crew of 32 officers and cadets. We were
the forward starboard watch and were specialists in our
own area only.
Dicipline, liberally dispensed, oils the system. We
handed out ’pressups’ in multiples of five fearing the while
that they might be refused. Response required is immediate, and whereas argument may be tolerated, it must be
kept until afterwards. There is a version of the square rigger
where the sails can be operated from the deck with a type
of curtain track on the yards, unreasonably frowned upon
since, so equipped, either method may be employed. A
competent helmsman is required during a specialised
manoeuvre but, surprisingly otherwise, she is a very
forgiving craft, and with the wind on the centreline, dead
aft, will tolerate a divergence of 40° in either direction
without protest - square sails only of course.

The bold choice of the souare ri~ for ’Royalist’ has
already proved justified, acknowledged as it is by almost
every maritime nation as being the best scene for training in
seamanship and self reliance. The Russians have 200 of
them up to 500 tons, and are now building two of 2000
tons. There is a fellow in the United States, a do-gooder
who has one, whose crew is delivered direct by the paddy
wagon. This noble fellow claims vast scope for guidance,
with the ’spider men’ up the masts, the car thieves on the
engines, and the drug pushers doing out the heads.
’Royalist’ lay in Princes Dock Liverpool, dominating
the scene and the local interest. Everyone is on board on
Saturday the 12th. of August by 1330, consisting of
Captain and Sailing Master (Lt. Commanders), Engineer
Officer, Boatswain, Coxswain (Lieutenants), Cook (Chief
Petty Officer), Four midshipmen (three Dartmouth Cadets
and the I.C.C. civilian, each taking one of the four
watches), 12 Sea Cadets, and 10 boys from deprived areas
commendably sponsored by the ’Daily Mirror’. The afternoon is taken up with familarisation drill delivered in navy
fashion, and apparently at the double, and this ship is
initially quite confusing. A commendable, and obviously
helpful amount of attention goes to the ’colours’ ceremony
and to flag’s generally, to toes along the same line on the
deck, to precise timing. To their credit, this young group,
many never previously afloat, did very well, taking the
altitude element in their stride. Much credit too goes to the
Sailing Master Lt. Commander Michael Roope, R.N. for his
well measured commands. We were fortunate in a calm
afternoon which allowed us ,to set the sails at the dock,
particularly the square sails, the main topgallant staysail,
and spanker topsail, all the remainder work from the deck
in the normal way.
We had a welcome interlude of pink gins in the
wardroom after this as a prelude to dinner ~ith the
Captain, Lt. Commander H.F. Morrin Scott, R.N.R. He was
in fact the relief captain, but had had a great deal to do
with the design of ’Royalist’, and had much interesting
comment. He looked the part too, one of those pieces of
spontaneous British caricature. The regular captain, whom
we did not meet was named Francis Drake. The I.C.C.
experienced a sort of cautious enjoyment, not certain of
what was coming.
13d. 0533 -all times local.
Weather: Irish Sea - W 3 backing SW 4 or 5 fair good
bec. mod with f.p. Weather map prepared so that the
skipper could have it for breakfast at 0715. The local newspaper ashore might just have been a better bet, we did what
it said in the ’Instruction to Watch Officers’. These notes,
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supplements to the standard procedure, appeared at odd what we did later on in the evening.
Her best performance seems to be with the apparent
hours on a board in the chart room, and it was advisable to
wind vigorous on the beam when the true wind is then
keep a constant eye on them.
0800 Colours, synchronised with the minesweeper 140° off the bow. This is in fact her forte. She can register
12 knots this way, is easy to steer with a moderate sea and
astern of us.
0900 Blue Peter hoisted, 20 guests, local notables and devoid of leeway. Close hauled as today, and on a moderate
helpers on board, part of the public relations surface she can make 8 knots or better at 60° to the
effort because it seems Her Majesty pays only apparent wind. She requires a force 5 to 7 to do this which,
with good helmsmanship, puts the true wind theoretically
half the bill.
0915 Cast off Princes Dock, lock out into river, pilot on the beam. Leeway in proportion to the seas and
youthful, sometimes tired helmsmanship, can accoutn for as
aboard,
much
as a further 20°. A smooth water speed of 9 knots is
It is worth noting that in Liverpool our crew did not
touch warps or water these being the prerogative of the claimed under power alone.
Liverpool, it would appear, had a reputation as a
dockers, also, whereas H.M. ships are not obliged to carry
difficult
place for sailing craft, occasionally unable to get
pilots, we regarded the channel as complex enough to do
so. The wind was "relatively light and variable in direction out either end of the Irish Sea. It is notable, however, that
on the way out, and for our guests and for practice we set the topsail schooner ’Brooklands’ out of Cork, one of the
the topsails and the topgallants the jib, the main staysail, many originally, but which up to 1952 under her master
and the spanker, the auxiliary doing virtually all the work. Captain Creenan of Ballinacurra plied between the Irish
On the return, however, the south-westerly came up as Coast and Liverpool amongst other places, did not have
forecast, and our apparently intrepid skipper with an auxiliary power. She had an engine fitted in 1952 when she
untried crew sailed her at 9 knots, a magnificent sight, the was sold to a Norwegan and was most regretably wrecked in
last 8 miles up to where our B + I, boat docks, whence we 1953.
The watch officer had a duplicating book, the log,
took in sail and landed our guests at a somewhat rickety
timber wharf further up river. At this stage we had made which said ’date, time, bridge and E.R. clocks synchronised,
engine and/or wheel orders’, and you had to make the best
the local papers, easy with that rig.
of that. You were allowed to vary the heading by 10° in
The next stage was serious.
1630 Cast off Liverpool. Our declared destination either direction and to adjust the sails on your own
authority. Anything else, required permission from the
was Swansea by the weekend.
Twin screws were a new experience, and an efficient Captain. The log contained the usual information with a
means of leaving a wharf with the wind on to it. Wind half hourly Decca position fix. The Captain got the
resistance aloft is something to be considered on these duplicate sheet at the end of watch. We were not doing so
ships, and in a manoeuvre such as this the sails are neatly good.
stowed and the yards braced end-on into the wind. We set 14d. 0033 Wind still S.W. and increasing. Bringing in the
engines at this point appeared to improve the
the same configuration of sail as employed on the way in,
heading by 20° or so. Our speed had been
port tack this time, with the engines as a light back-up in
disappointing at just over 4 knots, but the seas
anticipation of that section of the channel which, for all
were big, and to her credit she brought none
practical purposes heads westwards.
aborard other than dramatic swilling of the lee
1944 Cleared channel, dropped pilot. Wind S.W. 5,
scuppers. She was making 326°, 100° to the
state of sea Mod. tidal stream favourable from
theoretical wind.
1850 to 14d.0045, westerly displacement from
0633 S.W. 5 or 6 R. or Sh. P with Fp bec M/G. Our
1944, 2.5M neaps, took in topgallants (this we
weather map showed a low 994mb. 300 miles
normally did for the duration of the hours of
south of Iceland moving eastwards. Anyone
darkness, but this time because she was having
who has raced in the Irish sea knows that if
enough from the wind) engines off, s/c best
such a low with any sort of a steep gradient
330°C. 7 kn. ind.
settles at the north of Scotland, the winds in
2000 They demonstrate their polite confidence by
our present area are likely to reach gale force,
asking your correspondent, ’the civilian’ as then
however they should veer which should free us.
known, to take the first watch.
0750
Position 7 miles south east of Douglas, we were
Swansea appeared to proffer an embarrasing upwind
being headed with an increasing wind, in line
element. At best we might make 330° true, east of the Isle
with our forecast.
of Man that is, on the opposite tack not quite the Liverpool
We did have a prospect of going ashore in the Isle of
entrance. This was a relevant point of truth about this rig.
Our own ship will carry the same problem, though to a Man, but now seized the opportunity of getting southwards
slightly lesser degree in view of her greater fore and aft and tacked. The order is "Stand by braces and sheets", all
configeration. The temptation with passage making, of involved know their positions. The wheel order is given and
course is to hold her up with the engines, and in fact this is the wheel put over. She is, as might be expected sluggish in
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stays, and indeed unless she has a fair bit of way on her, has
a tendancy to go backwards. The jib and staysail sheets are
eased initially as she swings into the wind and the mainmast
yards are braced hard around for the new tack, whilst the
foremast is allowed to back. Everything is now turning the
ship, and it is important at this stage to keep an eye out for
stern way and have the wheel reversed if necessary. The
mainmast square sails will fdl as the ship pays off on to the
new tack and at this stage the foremast yards are braced
around and the jibs and staysails sheeted down on the other
side. We had the engines here to help us, but it can be done
without.
She held a heading on the new tack almost due
southwards still with the engines. Three little faces, huddled
in the ship’s oilskins with a number on their hood each, like
the three famous monkeys and sad despite the navy
strength pills, watched the green land drop astern. This
despondence was to become an increasing problem with us.
The wind built up as the day advanced, but happily from
north of west, enabling us to sail her off a bit, reduce
engine revs initially, and later on to eliminate the engine
altogether. We had now decided on Redwharf Bay for the
night, lying to an anchor. The alternative, Holyhead, would
have involved much rough water off the Skerries, and
would have seemed unfair to a quite delapidated crew.
14d. 1200 Position: N 53° 46’ W 04° 19’~ H.190°, Lynas
24 M/1645, Dis. sailed: 85 M, Dist. to go: 30M.
S. 4.36k/Est. 5k. Av. wind: S.W./W. 5-7, Sea:
rough, Bar. 996, Temp. 16°. Hours sail: 03.15,
Hours motor sail: 16.15
A point to note is that for those unaccustomed, her
size, and good steering response may tend to breed
complacency, until, in this weather, the sails require to be
handed. She is tender enough, and the policy is to adjust
sail so as to keep the lee scuppers just clear. A commendable design credit is that little comes over the bow,
serving further to delude. In fact, however, though not
exactly the task for the faint hearted, she is surprisingly
stable aloft, and no special skills are required. One stalwart,
all the same, regulady transferred his false teeth to his
oilskin pocket before mounting the ratlines, experience
probably.
Half an hour after this the jib blew out. Having
cleared up, we were now to reduce further by reefing the
topsail. She was noticably the better of this, the wind now,
for all practical purposes, amounting to force 8, and with a
sea to match, still, however, not sufficiently in the N.W. to
allow us to let her rip, so to speak. To set the reef the
helmsman keeps her straight, we brace the yard end on to
the wind mainmast first, lower the yard to the lifts, haul
the reefing lines, then up the ratlines and furl the sail to the
reefing band. Re-hoisting the yard then sets the fullness of
the sail. The topsail yard when lowered is 11 metres above
the deck. There is plenty to hold on to, since the
environment, unlike the bermudan situation, is designed for
habitation. The movement both ways, even at the height of
the topgallant yard is such as to be readily managable. The

period of oscillation is slow~ with nothing by which to
check the amplitude. All this, however, is indicative of a
tender ship.
1635 Lynas abeam stbd. 2.2 M. Started engines,
furled all sail.
1725 Dropped anchor 0.8 M. S.E. of Dulas Rock.
Anchor light, Bearings on shore, and coast
drawn in on radar screen with chinagraph
pencil. (It can be rotated!)
Everyone came alive immediately, of course, no shore
leave though lest we should never see them again. She still
carried a bunch of heather on her bowsprit from the
Hebrides, and the Skipper a commendable selection of
mellow fluids. He regaled us with tales of the fairy land
scenery, of the dedicated people and their calling, for he
was born amongst them, of the sampling rooms where the
stuff reposed in containers resembling great medicine
bottles and the admonitions, obviously to offset the
slightest chance of sacrilege "Captain yule be breaking
that doon noo wi jest a little water".
0633 Weather: Irish Sea S.W. 4 or 5 becoming W. or
N W.’6 or 7, showers, good.
0715 Cooks and Messmen to the mess-deck, deck
washing party to the cockpit, and that still
means bare feet, cleaning stations.
0800 Colours, followed by breakfast.
We, at midshipman level never could discover our
destination for the day. The Skipper laughed off the idea,
and with the remainder of the officers, our relative state of
armisticedid not allow of such discussion. With that wind it
looked like the Isle’ of Man again. This lack of weather
ability is something to be faced also on our own sltip in flue
course, with, in all probability, the same deliberate intractability of command. The R.N. is to be admired for its
’dressage’ if this word is tolerable, and anyway for its ’good
sense’ content, even to the cermony of weighing anchor.
The one bell as the windlass starts to haul, two as the cable
approaches the up and down position guaged from the
markings, and a continous ring on breaking out tell the
helmsman in unmistakable terms, all he wants to know.
(0930) It meant somewhat more this moring. In the
convivial atmosphere of the night before we discussed
seriously the attractive prospect of taking Royalist’ through
the Menai Strait, the I.C.C. being a keen advocate. Our
departure time from our anchorage would have been 1400.
Actually, from Puffin Island down we would have found
ourselves heading straight into the wind. The windage on
our spars, etc is such that speed is considerably reduced. To
windward, with cavitation, it could be as low as one knot.
The favourable stream through the strait, at 3½ to 4 knots
might just have deprived us of steerage way, with undoubtedly the most spectacular consequences. What a pity,
nevertheless, but of course, anything to do with this ship is
news to a quite ruthless media.
She made 316° and at 1525, after 32 miles we tacked
towards the south, making 179° to clear the land, and to
catch the best of the stream off Anglesea. The odd figures
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T’S’ Royalist - Photo Joe Kilkenny.
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in the headings arise from the strict application of variation
and deviation. At 1915, with the South Stack light bearing
154°/7 miles we picked up a distress call - German yacht
aground position 2 miles west of Holyhead pier light, 142°
from us. The decision was immediate, and with all resources
she made the 6.2 miles in 38 minutes, sailing as she was,
relatively free, and at almost 10 knots. A local boat
succeeded in plucking them clear as we arrived, and they
were undamaged, so we enjoyed the lesser glory of looking
a magnificent sight, manned the braces, and sailed her off
towards the harbour.
With regret we said farewell to five of the ’Daffy
Mirror’ boys and put them on the train. They had endured
enough. The German skipper, undaunted, joined us later.
He had sailed on the ’Gorch Fock’, and offered us much
interesting comment. They have various chants, deep and
melodious, that after darkness are carried from one end of
the ship to the other, being picked up by the successive
lookouts, signifying that lights are burning, alls well, and
other things too. He gave us renderings of these colourful
relics of square sail in his force 8 voice. Our own skipper
was not unknown to him, though indirectly. He had heard
previously of the Captain Morrin Scott, the English Officer,
who, on a training trip, had almost been responsible for the
entire destruction of the "Gorch Forck’ He was celebrating
his birthday, it seems, with his new found friends and to
finalise matters had compounded a round of those quite
spectacular drinks ’Tigers Kissers’ Consisting of Cointreau
supercooled in the deep freeze on which a little brandy is
made to float and set alight. You drink them immediately
the flames have died with satisfying effect of taste and
glow. Well, it seems, as she lay to the wind the wardroom
itself was included in the holocaust, and bears the signs still.
The brotherhood of sail training is a significent and
useful element, essential in that there is so much to be
learned, unavailable elsewhere. We ourselves, through the
organisation, besides this help from Britain, may enjoy the
hospitality of such countrys of the richest tradition as
Germany, Holland, Scandanavia etc. We will be obliged to
set out shortly.
The highlight of the last leg of our voyage was a really
excellent soup prepared on board under the supervision of
our Cook, C.P.O. Brian Wilkins, the major ingredient being
onions. One of the ’Dally Mirror’ lads had stepped
sufficiently out of line to merit, normally, instant dismissal
from the crew, no pressup job. The Skipper, to his credit,
allowing the boyish exuberance which in all probability
precipitated the incident, put him peeling onions all day,
both to purge his offence and to enhance the cuisine. The
weather, now, was such that after the initial rounding of
the stacks we were in light winds and flat seas, leaving
Holyhead at 16d1900 Wednesday, and arriving Swansea
17d 1830, with some small delay subsequently with the
locks. The reefs were shaken out in the middle of the night
with the aid of the floodlights, and the compass was found
to have an unpredicted deviation error of 1° E. at 0622 by
sunrise. She was full of these little exercises which we I.C.C.

men normally forego, in the Irish Sea, anyway. The total
distance sailed was now 354 miles, most of it, sorry to
relate engine assisted.
Our next exercise, Friday morning was getting the
cadets and trainees ashore and preparing for the Swansea
Lord Mayors party aboard. These partys, with the awning
set, and the clink of ice cubes, were regular Friday features
at all major ports visited, and we reserved our best
uniformed cadets for deck duty. The Lord Mayors of both
Swansea and Liverpool were in fact women, the Liverpool
one dressed notable and graciously like a female version of
Dick.Turpin. Neither could be induced to go aloft, despite
the Skippers practiced charm. Midshipmen do not have
pennants, and no attempt was made to fly the I.C.C. burgee
on ’Royalist’. Mr. Geoff Whelan, his charming wife Valery,
and three quite tolerable children were hosts earlier this
year with their half tonner ’Solas of Howth" It is ever easy
to get yourself and the buigee aboard if prepared to travel
before the mast. The occasion was their 420 mile south
coast cruise Howth - Clear Island, a memorable renewal of
acquaintance with that area. In the present context, these
cruises jointly serve to illustrate the staggering progress in
current design. The Brigantine, with its greater fore and aft
element was regarded as an improvement on the Brig and in
its category in fact supplanted it, but it would appear, for
ease of management with decreasing crew availability, and
probability bidability. The source of the greater pulling
power was still unrealised and shipwrights continued to
think that their boats were simply blown along with the
wind. Tests on a model of the ’Pamir’ have shown the
impossible combination of square and fore and aft sails she
carried. ’Royalist’ and "Asgard H’ have undoubtedly a major
interest otherwise in an age when tradition tends to be
derided and character untended. It is tempting, however,
to suggest the new approach next time, of which there are
already some notable examples.
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A Voyage to the Land of Moules
James Blaikie
The Boat

"Sule Skerry"
Aux Yawl
Built - McGruers 1958
L.O.A. 43.0 ft
L.W.L. 30.0 ft
Beam 11.5
Draft 6.0 ft
Engine 4 cy. 42 B.H.P. Mercedes-Benz
1969

The Crew

Gilbert O’Connor (Owner)
Bob Hutcheson (I.C.C.)
Alan Marshall
Ron Lyttle
James Blaikie (I.C.C.)
Gordon Thallon
Brian Perry

that it points aft! and makes steering quite an
interesting occupation.
However it got us into Howth at 16.40 on
Saturday afternoon. Having tied up to a trawler we
set to, to repair all the defects. We visited the
Howth Yacht Club that evening and retired very
late and very hurt.
Sunday the second of July at 06.30 in Howth
was very grey and very wet - so was the crew - !
The forecast was for W. 5/6 going N.W. So it was a
case of everyone up as the wind was fair for
France. (There was some tfilk of mutiny.)
We departed Howth at 07.30 and had a very fast
reach to the Kish light where we caught the south
going ebb at 09.00 and sped south. As the wind
freshened we shortened sail. This was glorious
sailing and the sun came out here and there to
light up the Wicklow mountains.
Midnight Sunday and the Tuskar light was
abeam about 5 miles to the west. We had reduced
sail to Working Jib 6 Rolls in the Main and Full
Mizen. The wind by now was a full 6 from the west
and we were doing a steady 8 knots. Hutch fed us
well on roast chicken and all the trimmings and of
course the seal had been taken off the "JUDY
FREE". We felt at last that we were past the point
of no return and were well on the way to France.
During the night I had the opportunity to use
for the first time the new APTEL DIGITAL D.F.
set, and took a series of beamings on the Smalls,
the South Bishop and the Tuskar. Once one got
used to the dry compass the fixes became very
accurate and we used this D.F. set to the exclusion
of all the others we had on board. (In fact we had
4 different D.F. sets on board.)
By dawn on Monday 3rd July it was blowing a
good Force 8 N.W. We had by then stowed the
Main and were reaching very fast with Working
Jib and Mizen, however by midday it became
obvious that we had too much sail up as our
ANNENOMETER was showing a steady 45 knots
and gusting much more. We stowed the Mizen and
set a storm jib which gave us 7-71/1 knots down
wind, which was quite fast enough.
Conditions below at this time were very comfortable, except for the noise. Bob kept up a
steady flow of food, in fact some flowed a bit
further than even he intended, when we went over
a big one.

At last all the winter’s planning had come to an
end and we were ready for the off. As Bob had to
work on the Friday, it was agreed that he and I
would join Sule Skerry at Portaferry on Friday
3rd June and that we would leave on the last of
the ebb in the evening.
Farewells were said to wives, girlfriends, mistresses etc. and at 22.30 we dropped the moorings
and motored down the fiver with a very light S.W.
air but a promise of more to come from the west.
We ran the engine until we were abeam of St.
John’s Point and as we then had a S.W. 3 set full
sail and were soon making 6 knots into the night.
During the hours of darkness the navigation
lights, and worse, the compass light packed up, and
in spite of changing many fuses they would not
work. Around dawn we found that the steering had
something very wrong with it as it became increasingly difficult to steer to starboard. The prospect
of a 400 mile passage with these faults was not
attractive so we elected to put into Howth for
repairs.
Soon Lambay Island lifted out of the murk and
as the breeze freshened from the S.W. we sped
down the coast but by the time Rockabill was
abeam the steering was quite impossible. I must
sometime ask James McGruer who invented the
Sules emergency steering gear. It consisted of a vast
bent crowbar that locks on to the top of the
rudder stock and should work like a tiller except
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By mid-aftemoon of that Monday the sun came
out and it would have been a nice day if the wind
had stopped screaming in the rigging. Shortly after
afternoon tea (with "JUDY FREE"), not too
much "JUDY FREE"! a large white ship appeared
ahead, altered course a bit and came quite close to
look at us. She turned out to be the St. Killian the
new ferry ship on the Rosslare to Roscoff route.
We called her up on the radio, exchanged positions and I was very pleased to be able to confirm
with her navigator that he knew where he was and
that his course for Rosslare was correct and also
more important for us that the Scillies were still
where I thought they should be, and after wishing
each other a pleasant voyage, he sped north and we
continued our fantastic down wind slide south.
You meet such nice people at sea.
By dusk on Monday we had sighted the Longship’s light, Seven Stones light and the red light on
Round Island and shortly after we picked up the
red flash of the Wolf Lighthouse which was to be
our departure point for Ushant. The wind had
moderated a bit to 35 knots, which seemed almost
a flat calm compared to what we had had, but we
continued with storm jib which was just as well as
later it freshened again to a good 9, with a deterioration in visibility.
All day we continued our wild southerly swoop.
One is left with a memory of large grey green seas
with breaking crests and long streaks of foam creating a marbling effect on the great heaving masses
all around us. The motion of the boat was continuous and quite unpredictable. Below most of us
had at least one bang on the head as you got hurled
about trying to put on or take off oilskins. On
deck it was life harnesses for all, and a grim wish to
get your watch over to get below, and through it
all Bob kept the food coming.
On the navigation scene, it was a case of D.R.
for most of the time. Visibility was down to 1 mile
or less and the D.F. signals for Ushant were most
unsatisfactory.
But dear old Round Island came in loud and
clear. At 18.30 Ushant loomed out of the mist
ahead and what a sight it proved to be. It was like
something out of another world. Great fangs of
black rocks with the large seas crashing and the
spray flying up in the air, high as the lighthouses.
The French build new lighthouses and don’t take
the old ones down. As well there are a lot of concrete towers with L shaped tops on them, with the
result the whole scene was quite primeval looking.
We had a crew union meeting at this stage, everyone was tired, not having slept in the gale, and as
we had arrived at France, albeit a most inhospitable
spot, we should seek out a quiet harbour and rest
up a while. I think everyone wanted to get away

from the noise of the wind, I know I did. A look
at the chart showed that the best place to run to
would be Brest, 35 miles to the N.E. lying at the
head of the Rade de Brest which is rock strewn,
well lit, but most important once past Pt. St.
Matthieu, a weather shore.
That Tuesday evening gave me one of the most
intensive 6 hours of Navigation, or to be more
correct Pilotage, that I have ever done in my life.
The proceedure was to lay all your rumb lines on
the chart and work each one on its own. It involved
many alterations of courses, and then you had most
of the crew concentrating on f’mding one buoy, a
light, out of a mass of unrelated lights, distance
between each was about 4-5 miles and visibility
was about 1½-2 miles. However the French buoyage is superb, and by 23.00 hours we were using
the magnificent leading lights in the Goulet de
Brest, and at 00.30 Wednesday we entered the
beautifully lit harbour of Brest. A fisherman led
us to the Yacht dock and we tied up to an old
passenger ferry boat.
Every member of the crew had a large "JUDY
FREE", which tasted better than anything I have
ever tasted. The quiet was fantastic and we all slept
like logs that night.
The crew felt in a holiday mood and after breakfast we all had a look along the quays. This being
the first time that we could look at Sule Skerry,
we were amazed to find that a sq. metre of paint
was stripped off either side of the bow; I knew we
had made a fast trip but, burnt off paint is quite
something. Gil was quite upset about it but we
pointed out that these were scars to be won with
pride.
During the afternoon a yacht came round the
breakwater and Gordon started to tell us that a
friend of his John Melville Smith, had just bought
a new boat, (He purchased Samphire from Cultra
a few years ago) and that this new arrival was a
similar boat. Of course it just had to happen, it
was the self same gentleman. Well quite a party
happened after that. This is the pure essence of
cruising, when you meet someone that you know,
time goes out the porthole.
Several members of the crew spent the evening
and too many Francs in a local harbour pub and
we were unable to get up the next morning. I did
not like the first Pernod but after 5 or 6, the taste
was just great.
The following morning, the wind having moderated to N.W. 5/6 we elected to go back to sea,
and’at 12.25 we departed Brest and sailed down
the Goulet into the Rade de Brest arriving at
Morgat at 17.50 after a pleasant down wind sail
in sunshine. Morgat is a quiet holiday town and we
spent a quiet evening in a local, sampling the local
lOl

drink.
and picking up a mooring at Concarneau at 14. I 0.
06.30 saw us leaving Morgat in sunshine heading
The wind was on the nose most of the way, but
for the dreaded Raz de Seine. We could not make with a flat sea and a steady breeze, it was a delight
out what all the fuss is about, we were through the to beat windward under all plain sail.
We had tied up in the marina; however the
so called bad bit before we knew about it. Thereafter followed a wonderful days sail. Blue sea, Harbour Master felt we were too big for their
blue sky, Spinnaker, Mizen Staysail; sun, Shorts, marina and he ordered us out to the fishing
suntan oil, "JUDY FREE". This is what we came harbour, which was in fact much better. We were
for, mile after mile of it, it was all quite unreal. moored in at the back of the old town and apart
The late afternoon found us ghosting up the river
from the dirty water it was very quiet.
to Benodet, where we picked up a mooring at
We ate ashore and had a good meal but the
16.00. We all repaired ashore for showers etc. and service was very poor. Concarneau is very triperspent a noisy evening ashore.
ish, but the market is good. Bob bought a very large
Benedot was all we had hoped for, on Saturday bag of moules, and a lot of veg. which promised
good food for to-morrow.
Gordon, Bob and I went up to Quimper where we
The next morning we woke up to find fog, thick
had a very expensive lunch and bought ships stores
in the local supermarket, we returned to the boat fog, so we postponed our departure and finally
to be shortly joined by Rascal from Whiterock, left at 11.45, but as it was still quite thick outside
and the less said about that evening the better, it
we elected to go to Benodet 14 miles away. On the
was wet - but not with rain.
final leg to the mouth of Odet River the fog closed
Ron had had bad news about his father, and felt in to about 20 yards visibility, however we continhe should return home, and it was with regret that ued slowly and eventually picked up the entrance
we saw him off - Sunday morning, everyone was buoy and at 14.50 we had tied up at our old spot
a bit out of sorts after his departure.
in Benodet.
We left Benedot at ll.30 and headed South
We planned that this would be our last night in
East. The wind was still N.W. 2/3 and another day France so we went to the best hotel in the place
of Spinnaker and Mizen Staysail, wine, sun and all and had a magnificent meal which was very expenthe things that yachting should be about, but sive.
seldom is, was had by all. We did 40 miles without
We all retired on board very late and very hurt.
touching a sail and Bob kept the food coming.
Before I retired, as Monsieur le Navagateur, I workWhen the Isle de Groix was abeam we turned
ed out the tides for the Dreaded RAZ, and deup the river to Lorient and locked in to the yacht clared to all those souls who were still awake that
dock in the centre of the town at 20.00.
HW on the morrow at the RAZ would be 14.00
The following Monday was spent shopping for hours and if we were through about 15.00 we
the loved ones at home, several crew members could catch the north going tide at the Chenalle
having a great time in "The Sexy Knicker Shop" du Four about 18.00 hours - However the best
the remainder being most cross at not being able laid plans of mice men and mariners under the
to find it next day.
influence, often go very wrong.
Friday 14th July (shouM have been 13th/) We
On Tuesday llth July we made our shortest
passage of the entire cruise. We went from Lorient departed Benodet at 08.30 had a delightful sail
to Port Tudy in Isle de Groix, a total distance round the coast. Visibility about 11/2 miles but
bright sun and flat sea; after rounding the Pt. de
of 10 miles.
The harbour at Port Tudy was very hot. We tied Penmarche we were hard on the wind across the
up between two buoys, as each new yacht arrived Bay D’Audernie, but it was idyllic sailing. We
they came alongside and put ropes to the same
arrived at the RAZ at 14.30 and here Monsieur le
buoys. Eventually there were about 50 boats tied Navagateur’s big big boob exposed itself. Having
up in two great half circles. That evening we had a sailed all my life where the ebb runs north and the
superb meal in an old hotel, of the non tourist flood goes south, I thought the Raz would do the
sort. The moules were out of this world, and so same - but I was wrong, it was the reverse.
was the brandy.
We got through at 17.30, enough said...
The following morning 12th July we had a crew
As we had missed the tide for the Chenalle du
union meeting. The fact was that we now had nine Four we elected to stand out all night and clear
days to get back to Strangford and it was there- Ushant by about 50 miles. So wesettled down for
fore agreed that we would start North, in spite of a long wet beat. Gradually the Isle de Seine vanthe wind being N.W. and make an effort to be in ished into the mist and visibility closed in, and the
the Scillies by Sat/Sunday.
wind freshened from the N.W.
So North we went, departing Port Tudy 09.00
Comments had been made during the day that
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All morning we had a fast sail towards the Scillies
and at midday the Bishop lighthouse rose out of
the sea to weather of us and on the starboard
bow. Just where it should have been. We sailed,
on the same tack until we could lay the Bishop on
the Port tack. When we tacked, the Bishop had
also disappeared, but an ever freshening breeze
soon rifted him again and in a fresh breeze we
entered Hughtown harbour in St. Mary’s at 16.00.
We had been told that the Customs man in
Hughtown was a bit of a "B" who liked the old
Traditional ways of the sea. I am a bit like that
myself. (Traditional that is). However we tied a
knot in the tail of our ensign to signify that we had
bonded stores aboard. Well, Harry Cooke the
customs man met us at the entrance to the bay in
his smart blue, white and red launch and directed
us to where to drop the hook, he came on board
and was full of praise for our knotted ensign, and
could not have been more helpful. He organised
the purchase of a great crayfish, which made one
of the best meals we had on board. He told us the
best houses to spend Duke of Wellington drink
tokens in. In fact anyone visiting the Scillies should
make a friend of Harry Cooke. He is the greatest
Servant of Her Majesties I have ever met and his
idea of how much "JUDY FREE" to keep out for
our two day stay was quite something.
The next 3 days which we spent at Hughtown
were idyllic, we made more friends than anyone
would think possible; we met a garralous Dutchman who owned a sistership of Standfast’s called
Nyrnphae who had Bridget Livingstone of old
R.O.R.C. fame on board. The meals ashore were
a delight and everywhere we went people were so
kind and helpful, and the cost of living seemed
so cheap, well, compared to France. On the Tuesday we went to the south side of Hughtown for
a swim, some of the crew wanted this, others did
not. South Bay was sheltered, we were still waiting
for the wind to shift out of the North.
On our return to the town we went into the
Pub and had just ordered drink, when someone
said that there were a lot of people on Sule Skerry.
One look confirmed this, Gil, Bob and myself ran
back to the harbour and jumped into the dinghy.
I was thinking of boats being hijacked and wondering if the Navy would recover etc. as Sule was
at this moment moving forward at a rate of knots.
When we get along side we found a grinning bunch
of Dutchmen who had re-anchored the boat, as
she had just taken off. Note - the wrack is very
thick at Hughtown, so beware.
The world is a very small place, as our Saviour
turned out to be a M. Vroom from Breskins in
Holland whose brother was a half owner in Standfast with Franz Mass before she was bought by the

the steering seemed stiff, and by 18.30 it was so
stiff that it could only be turned with great difficulty.
So where de we go to fix it?... The answer lay
down wind at Morgat, off we went, tied up in
Morgat at 22.00, everyone whacked, supper and
bed, and it was Bastille day ashore. OH WELL...
Next morning Saturday 15th July after breakfast, the engineers started, they stripped down the
whole steering gear. Bob and I went shopping.
They found that the spindle on the steering wheel
was quite dry, in fact judging by the effort required
to take it out, it must never have had any grease
since the boat was built.
This time Monsieur le Navagateur did his sums
right and decreed that the right time to leave
Morgat would be 13.00 hours. In fact we left at
13.14 and had a glorious sail to Pt. St. Matthieu.
With a bit of fog but, flat seas, pleasant winds
and good crack, however the wind was freshening from the North all day and we were hard on
the wind and fairly flying by the time we reached
the south end of the Chenalle du Four, at 18.30.
This passage is quite straight forward in spite of
the song and dance that Adlard Coles makes of it,
and we emerged out of the north end into the
English Channel with no great effort, but the wind
was now about 5-6 north and the most worrying
point was that we were now enclosed by THICK
FOG, visibility was about 10 yards and we had to
cross two shipping lanes. Well, there was no going
back, and I wanted 50 fathoms on the echo sounder
to feel happy. We had at this stage changed the
watch system, their being 6 of us I put on 3
watches of two, so that each pair did 2 hours on
and 4 oft’, one hour at the wheel in this wind and
fog was quite enough for anyone. A great white
motor cruiser came out of the fog at about 15
knots and zoomed past us, giving us quite a fright.
As we did not hear or see him until he was
almost on top of us, we like to think that he had
Radar and had seen us on his screen. But we will
never know... For the next 8 hours the conditions were GRIM; we were hard on the wind on
Starboard tack, crashing to windward at 6-6V2
knots, unable to see anything. Several large ships
passed across our track but seemed to be quite a
bit away. I don’t think anyone slept much that
night. 1 know most of my off watch time was spent
with the chart, log and D.F. set. Round Island, the
old faithful was loud and clear, but Ushant was U.S.
Towards dawn the fog started to clear, and a great
ship which looked like a whale factory ship rushed
past us about ¼ mile ahead of us, it looked quite
frightening.
The wind eased about 05.00 and we made more
sail, and sailed out of the fog into clear weather.
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Sisks. Needless to say this meeting led to a great
party and once again we all returned to bed very
hun.
Wednesday 19th July dawned and Sule Skerry’s
crew slept, missed the forecast, but over breakfast
or early lunch it was agreed that N.N.W. winds
5/6 or not we must leave as we had promised that
we would be back in Strangford by Friday 21st.
Therefore at 14.20 we left Hughtown and headed
away to the S.W. to get a good clearance of the
Scillies, we sailed past the Bishop again and watched
her sink in the east before we tacked to the N.E.
All that day and the following night we sailed N.E.
With all plain sail set averaging 7 knots, 2 hours on
4 off, we tacked to the west again about midnight
and the following day at 15.30 the Tuskar rose out
of the sea fine on the port bow, we had it abeam
at 18.00 and the wind left us, but the forecast
spoke of W. to S.W. 5/6, so we motored north in
good spirits ("JUDY FREE") while we waited for
the fair wind.
We motored north all night, the Codling followed by the Kish, and the long, long slog across
Dublin Bay. This was the first time in 3 weeks that
we had used the engine for any length of time.
Dawn on Friday saw us off Lambay and I felt we
should make the Strangford Bar before the ebb
started at 15.00. Where is this fresh to strong S.W.
that every broadcast talks about? We were motoring over a flat glassy sea, Dundalk Bay, Carlingford,
The Moumes, Newcastle, still no wind. The "JUDY
FREE" got an awful bashing. The eldest crew member slept most of the day away on the Genoa on
the fore peak. St. John’s abeam at 14.45. My God
- we won’t make it, but a quick dart inside St.
Patrick’s rocks and we were in the west passage at
1 5.45. The tide was running out, but a push up
the shore close to Bankmore and we tied up to
the new pier in front of the Scotsman 16.15;
a phone call to the customs, a few bottles of Guinness and its all over.
1,124 miles in three weeks will never be a record.
But we did what we set out to do, we had a great
holiday. I feel our seamanship was good. We sailed
95% of the way except for the motoring trip from
the Tuskar to Strangford. By the way the S.W.
arrived that night, with fantastic rain.
We returned on the day we said we would, and
above all we remained, the best of friends throughout the entire trip, so we can sum up what we
achieved as a great trip - great friends, great
weather, a great boat, and a great homecoming.
I hope we can repeat it sometime...

DISTANCE LOG
Strangford to Howth
Howth to Brest
Brest to Morgat
Morgat to Benodet
Benodet to Lorient
Lorient to Port Tudy
Port Tudy to Concarneau
Concarneau to Benodet
Benodet to Morgat
Morgat to Chenalle de Four
Chenalle de Four to Scillies
Scillies to Strangford

71 miles
368 miles
30 miles
84 miles
34 miles
10 miles
21 miles
14 miles
83 miles
29 miles
98 miles
240 miles

Total Distance Covered
Total Under Sail
Total Under Engine

1,082
917
165

Ports Visited

1 for 1 night
2 for 2 nights
1 for 3 nights
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Sail
64
362
29
80
24
9
17
8
80
27
97
120

Engine
7
6
1
4
10
1
4
6
3
2
1
120

A Short Cruise of the "Gay Gannet" 1978
J. Mungo Park
After our cruise to Cape Clear and Schull last year, I
decided to go to North Wales this year, because we only
had ten days. Gay Gannet is a 28ft sloop and this year my
crew included my daughters Amanda and Sara and Belinda
Murphy and Patrick Jackson.
We left Howth on the evening of Wednesday 2nd
August in light airs, for Abersoch, and arrived at the Bardsey sound just too late for the tide. Although there was a
strong reaching breeze there was no way through the sound
without a battle. Rock-hopping along the North coast of
the sound, we eventually got out to the North-East of the
island and were able to sail with a North-West 4 breeze for
Abersoch, where we were greeted by Bob Eddy, whose
yacht Shillelagh we had often greeted in Howth.
I am ashamed to say I had not been to Abersoch for
many years, (about 16), and 1 was astonished by the number of boats moored in the bay. I had also almost forgotten
the staggering beauty of Portmadoc Bay, which makes one
of the most beautiful arenas for yacht racing anywhere.
The Royal Caernarvon Yacht Club was supremely hospitable, and their boat service was superb, even until all
hours of the night.
The following day we sailed across to Harlech and
then around the North coast of the bay, with a good
breeze. Having run firmly aground trying to explore too
close inshore, we were helped off by heeling to the breeze
and managed to get back in time for a superb dinner with
Bob and Brenda Eddy.
There was a good breeze the whole time in Abersoch with a fairly strong tide and this tested Patrick’s
prowess at manoeuvring the dinghy under power and with
the oars; the latter is slowly becoming a lost art.
We left Abersoch very early the next morning to
catch the tide at Bardsey and had a fair wind to Port
Trevor, where we had lunch while waiting for the tide, and
the children went ashore to explore. We set sail at 14.00
hours for the Caernarvon Bar with the wind North-West 4
and went through some showers and a series of torrential
rain storms which were virtually blinding. However, we
picked up the Caernarvon Bar buoys on the first of the
flood and had an exhilarating run,jybing up the channel to
the Castle, closely observed part of the way by a very
inquisitive seal.
The anchorage off Caernarvon Castle is in the full run
of the tide and we did not wait until slack water, at
about midnight, to go ashore. We needed a good night’s
sleep, but not before we had witnessed two dinghys in difficulties in the 6 knot tide, when their outboards failed to
function. Indeed the local sport seems to be rescuing thirsty

yachtsmen trying to get ashore with inefficient engines.
The view of Caernarvon from the sea in the evening
light and at dawn is beautiful and we were sorry not to stay
longer and go ashore, but we went on up the Menai
Straights with the tide. Indeed, we could have spent a lot of
time at Port Dinorwic Plas Newydd, and other attractive
places on the West side of the bridges. But we pressed on
toward the Swillies. As we came under the Britannia Railway Bridge we took the North channel to St Tysilio’s
Island, where we anchored in a back eddy. This was something of a pilgrimage, for the skipper had buried his grandmother in the little churchyard in the depth of winter in
1942, and had not been back since. Having paid his respects, we just managed to beat the first of the ebb tide
under the suspension bridge under motor and sail and
found a mooring suggested by a hospitable friend at the
"Antelope" Pier, between Menai Bridge and Beaumaris.
The following day the wind was blowing strongly
from the North, with intermittent rain. It was cold, so we
went to Beaumaris, and spend a "make-and-mend" day
provisioning ship etc.
Sara and Belinda were public-spirited and had a bath
in Beaumaris and, of course, chose the very best hotel!
They were highly indignant to be charged 90p for their
ablutions, which doubtless could have been performed at
the Yacht Club.
The wind and rain persisted so we drifted back to the
Antelope and spend a very snug night in the lee of the land.
The next day was fresh but fine, so we reached
through Puffin sound and beat up to Moelfre, which was a
charming place, most hospitable, and we had a very good
dinner ashore in a small restaurant with a big picture
window overlooking the harbour on the West side. Unfortunately, a huge drain runs straight out from the beach
preventing snug anchorage, and the anchorage was exposed
to the swell caused by the Northerly wind, so we had rather
an uncomfortable night at anchor. The following day we
had hoped to spend in Bull Bay, but the North wind persisted and the anchorage was impossible, so we reached
around to Holyhead with the ebb tide to have a beautiful
evening at anchor.
We spent the following day in bright sunshine. The
crew bathed and we had a really good dinner at the Trearddur Bay Hotel. Again the Skipper had spent six years at
school there and indeed did not see as much change as he
had expected in this very beautiful sea-side village.
Trearddur Bay is a good day sail from Holyhead,
using the tides, but not a suitable acnhorage for other than
small cruisers in the event of a South-to-Westerly blow.
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Rounding the Stack close inshore in heavy onshore weather
is not recommended.
The following day, we prepared for our first ocean
race in Gay Gannet(, having been newly rated at 19 feet
I.O.R. mark II1 A. We were happy to hear a southerly force
5 forecast, giving us a reach to the Rockabill. Roderick
Alien arrived on the Mail Boat to complete our Racing
Crew and Patrick, Belinda, Sara, and Amanda girded themselves for their first ocean race.
Unfortunately, having made a good start, we carried
our spinaker into the dusk and broached very savagely in a
strong gust just off the Skerries. This sobered us all up considerably and as the wind rose to 5/6 we set the working
jib and settled clown to a very uncomfortable beam reach
for the night.
This is not the happiest point of sailing under a press
of sail from the point of view of sea-sickness; only little
Patrick who hit the hay after his watch, spend an undisturbed night wedged against his leeboards under the chart
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table.
Sadly, in the morning, there was not only a tide-gate,
but also a "wind-gate" and with almost the whole fleet
around Rockabill the wind dropped and went westerly,
with Gay Gannet five miles away. It took many hours to
beat to Rockabill and by that time the north-going tide had
started strongly against us; and so although we finished the
race we were "not in the money".
Despite severe sickness during the night, on the way
back to Howth from Dunlaoghaire, the talk was all about
how we would redeem ourselves shortly on the race from
Abersoch, two weeks later. This indeed we endeavoured
to do, but without any great measure of success, but at
least a new nucleus was built for a first class crew peering
into the horizon.
1 have not detailed inshore navigation points, becuase
these were well laid out in the Yachting Monthly "Anglesea
and North Wales Pilot" which Winkle Nixon very kindly
lent us for the cruise.

Cruise to Brittany
Desmond Bradley
The cruise was planned as a family holiday by my brother
Brendan and myself, our wives Pamela and Carol and the
majority of the family going out on the Cork-Roscoff Ferry
taking a car and a Mirror dinghy.
We were to be away from Ireland for a month and
our delivery crew spent a few days with us and we had a
change of crew for the return.
Silver Shadow left Dun Laoghaire at 9.00 p.m. on
July 13th and Debonair left Crosshaven at midnight, and
we met as planned in the Scillies at Hughtown at 9.00 a.m.
on the 15th. Debonair’s approach to the Scillies had been
at night from the north-west, making a safe landfall with
the aid of lights on the Bishop Rock, Round Island and at
Hughtown itself. The highlight of our 4 hours in Hughtown
was to see the temporary ladder on the quayside collapse
and 2 of the crew of a French boat become completely
submerged with their stores and cameras. The moral being
not to climb ladders secured by ropes unless prepared for
worst! Our visit to the Mermaid Tavern at Hughtown convinced us that the "Devenish" beer should only be consumed by locals as it was condemned by our experts.
On Silver Shadow we had the advantage of an "Autohelm" borrowed from L’Etoile and when motoring or
under average wind conditions its assistance was incredible
and cruising takes on a new dimension.
Our intention was to sale inside Ushant through
Chanel de la Helle for Camaret. However our approach was
in fog with visability of 400 yards. As we were cruising
in company and in contact by "R.T.", Erick Hill, Debonair’s navigator, and myself kept in close contact taking
bearings every 6 minutes. As the beacon angle was changing
by 10 degrees at each hearing we estimated our proximity
to be less than a mile. For 5 hours the navigating was tense
and we had a couple of abrupt 180 degree turns. Eventually
we sighted a freighter blowing its fog horn. Presumably she
had seen our radar reflectors and on meeting us had altered
course. Fortunately she was heading for Brest and by
following her wake we were able to make our landfall at
Camaret.
We were delighted that there was no sign of the oil
which had spilled from Amoco Cadiz and amused to find
tourists paying up to £5 to visit the wreck. At the Camaret
marina we were warned not to leave outboard motors in
the open at night without lock and chain as 2 had been
stolen the evening previous to our arrival.
While we had taken on duty stores in Dublin it was
nevertheless felt that we should supplement these particularly as our delivery crew were availing of the facility. Thus
a visit to Fournier Shop was made at Brest. It would appear

that many of their visitors are Irish boats and apart from a
delay of 5 hours caused by French customs, the visit was
uneventful. If we had known about the delay we could have
telephoned in advance and our order could have been preentered. Two of Debonair’s crew, then left us for the return
to Cork via Roscoff Ferry.
We then set off for Audierne via the Raz de Sein. We
had an uneventful trip and after making preparations for
overfalls at the Raz had the anticlimax of a flat calm.
The wind at Audierne was north force 4 to 5 and
anchoring was difficult. "Adlard Coles" did not advise
going up the river although we heard that many boats were
able to stay afloat in the pools. The following day we set
sail for Benodet. The wind was westerly and there was a
heavy sea and the swell proved the undoing of the younger
children and one of the wives, which was a potential disaster to the holiday. In order to get good moorings at Benodet
an approach was made complete with bottle of Pernod but
even this, during the last week in July, could only get us a
mooring further up the river under the bridge. Howevel
after some persistence our two boats were put on a single
mooring for which we each paid £4 per night. The following day we went up the Odet river as far as "Adlard Coles"
.advised; some yachts were more adventurous and appeared
to go right up to Quimper.
We visited the Odet Yacht Club where the facilities
were minimal but adequate. With the car we were able to
obtain stores from the local hypermarket which can be
described as being about 3 times the size of "Dunnes" at
Cornelscourt. Silver Shadow’s crew then returned from
Quimper to Roscoff for the Cork ferry. It was now a true
family cruise.
Our next stop was Port le Foret. This is a man-made
harbour and apparently a property company had hoped to
get planning permission for blocks of flats which are as
yet unbuilt but the new marina and harbour are in use.
There is a bar at the entrance and it cannot be approached
for 2 hours either side of low water, if drawing around 1.8
metres. Once inside the facilities are excellent.
We then set sail for Port Manech. While "Adlard
Coles" would not recommend going up the river we nevertheless followed the French boats up and secured moorings
in the river tied bow and stem. It is important to keep out
of the main channel as small freighters make their way up
to Pontaven. The setting was idyllic and a visit is recommended.
We then made for Loriet where there is a magnificent
yacht club (even by Irish standards) at the entrance to the
harbour at Kemeval and where we made most welcome.
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Camaret Marina, July 1978 - Photo Desmond Bradley.
Unfortunately, their moorings are near the main shipping
channel and if one is not woken up by fishing boats at
05.00 a.m. then the swell of the boats entering or leaving
would disturb a night’s rest. We were advised to take other
club moorings at the other side of the channel but even
these were not free from the swell. We subsequently learned
that we should have gone further up towards the town
where there was a marina.
At Lorient Silver Shadow’s Yanmar diesel engine
would not start and, on dismantling, it was found that
the cylinder head gasket required replacing. The local
boatyard were themselves waiting for 2 gaskets. A bottle
of Irish was produced and the telephone was ringing to
all other local yards and eventually a gasket was located
at Concarneau and, with the car, we were able to collect
it and had the engine running that evening.
My brother that day had to return to Cork on business and was able to get a direct flight from Lorient to Paris,
Paris to Cork and then the following day Cork to Amsterdam, Amsterdam to Pards, Paris back to Lorient. Thus only
being two nights away but having obtained all the advantages of modern transport.
As Silver Shadow was immobilised we used Debonair
to cross to the Kerneval Yacht Club and unfortunately we
had not realised that at low water there was a reef of
rocks, which we hit while motoring. The impact was not

too severe but a later opportunity was taken to inspect
out of the water. Fortunately the damage was only a
slight dent in the keel.
The two boats were brought across to Port Tudy on
lie de Groix, The harbour now has a marina and dock,
which can be opened 4 hours after low water until 2 hours
after high water. The lock gates normally opens between
8.00 a.m. and 9.00 p.m. and unfortunately we arrived
2½ hours after high water and had to wait 8 hours. There
were some 50 boats waiting to get into the marina. When it
opened at 8.00 p.m. the race to enter had to be seen to be
believed. With hindsight as we were 2 yachts trying to get
adjoining berths in the marina, a bottle of pernod to the
Capitainarie could have been to our benefit. We had three
wonderful summer days on the island including hiring of
bicycles. We also found a local telephone kiosk which
allowed S.T.D. dialling to Dublin for 40 cents (5p)! During
our stay there were many boats that stayed in the outer
harbour overnight but in general there were very few
non-French nationals. The marina and the island have
much to commend.
We started our journey back on Saturday, 29th July,
and sailed for Concarneau. We arrived in a threatened thunder storm but were fortunate that it held off until the
evening.
On Sunday we went to Port la Foret, where we had
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arranged by telephone from Concarneau to lift Debonair
out to see if any damage had been done at Lorient.
This operation was the height of efficiency. The
Capitainarie himself with a helper operated the crane and
lifted the boat out. We then scrubbed her and put her back
in again, all inside 1½ hours and for just under £22. It can
only be a matter of time until something similar is provided
in Ireland and it is badly wanted in the Dublin area.
On to Benodet for the night and then set sail the
following morning in poor visibility with the hope of
reaching Camaret. The weather deteriorated from the west
and after consultation on the Seavoice, it was decided that
we would put in to Guilvenic. The entrance buoys are confusing and we took our bearing incorrectly from Basse
Spineck. Fortunately, as we were approaching the shore,
we could identify the coastline and did a quick about
turn to pick up the correct leading marks. Guilvenic is
definitely for fishing boats only. There are no facilities
whatsoever for yachtsmen. We had to lie to anchor and
eventually about 7 other yachts did likewise due to deteriorating weather. We spent 2 nights there then eventually
set sail for Camaret.
With only 2 young family on Silver Shadow as crew
we arrived at Raz de Sein 1½ hours early to be pushed
through by the tide avoiding the overfalls near La Plate,
and arriving in Camaret ahead of schedule.
A change of crew for Debonair, having arrived from
Cork using Brymon Airways via Plymouth, were met at
Brest. Silver Shadow’s relief crew for the journey home had
arranged with a friend to fly them out from Dublin to Brest
in a single-engined ’plane. Numerous telephone calls were
made to Brest Airport but there was no news of a flight
plan from Dublin having been filed. Apparently a flight
plan had been refused because there are no customs at
Brest unless 24 hours notice is given. Undaunted by this the
pilot landed the ’plane, pushed the passengers out, and took
off again. After some explanation with the Gendarmes they
were successful in joining us.
We then set off on Friday, 4th August, at 11.30 a.m.
through the Channel de la Helle for the Scillies. Again
cruising in company and arriving at Hughtown at dawn
to have a seasick customs officer on board at 6.00 a.m.
Formalities over, we set off for Tresco; and as we missed
the tide, anchored at the south-east comer of the island
and visited the famous Dorien-Smith gardens. We returned
to the boats when the tide permitted and brought them
round to West Grimsby where there were about 20 other
boats, mainly French, already at anchor. Here we spent
2 days and had a most excellent dinner in the Island Hotel.
When at Tresco we found it very helpful to ring the
Met. Office at Plymouth, who were able to give very
accurate details of our weather over the next few days.
We then set off in northerly winds Silver Shadow for
Dun Laoghaire and Debonair for Cork. We had poor visibility; Silver Shadow encountered the M.V. Saint Patrick,
bound for Le Havre, 30 miles southeast of the Smalls
who was good enough to verify our exact position over
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the R.T. with her radar.
During the night we encourtered a fishing fleet having
green only lights from their mast head and as they were
trawling in different directions it became very confusing to
know which way to steer.
We beat all the way up the Irish Sea arriving 11.00
p.m. in Dalkey Sound when we were able to get through on
the R.T. to the Royal St. George Yacht Club, who notified
our wives of our return and arranged for a dinghy to be put
on our mooring.
Thus ended a one thousand mile cruise, with 26
different people involved as crew. We visited 18 different
anchorages and spent 30 days away from Ireland with 6
nights at sea.
CREW
SILVER SHADOW
OUT
HOME
Franz Winkelman
Felim Meade
Harry Meade
Ian Lamb
Graham Crisp
David Balbirnie
Robert Rigby-Jones
Giles Merritt
Andrew Bradley
Desmond Bradley
DEBONAIR
OUT
Eric Hill
Ivor Geary
Norman Murphy

HOME
Chris Bruen
Ivor Cherry
Derek Sullivan
Declan O’Donoghue
Brendan Bradley

FAMILY CRUISE
SILVER SHADOW
Patrick, Gavin, Vivienne
& Carol Bradley

DEBONAIR
Stephen, Suzanne, Fiona
& Pamela Bradley

A Glimpse of Norway
James Villiers-Stuart
During the dark days of last winter and cold frustrating
spring my wife Emily and I talked about and planned our
cruise to Norway. We found solid information very hard to
come by. It was really only after we received the two
Admirality pilots covering the Norwegian coast from
Lindesnes to Trondheims Fd that the plan began to take
shape. The pilots are useful in planning by virtue of all the
additional information on weather, descriptions of Fjords,
physical features, currents, etc; but they lend little to the
day to day navigation of a yacht in these waters. For this
the best answer is the R.C.C. "Guide to Harbours and
Anchorages of Norway and Sweden". A new book,
"Norwegian cruising guide" by M. Brackenbury. Published
by Stamford Maritime, London. It covers a small part of the
Swedish coast and Norway from Oslo to the Sogne Fd.
Above all I could not over emphasise the excellence by
virtue of their clarity and detail of the Norwegian charts,
particularly those of the inshore waters on a scale of
1/50,000. They are easily obtainable from Norges
Sjokartverk, Stavanger.
Our boat "Vinter" is a Westerly "Berwick". She is
31’L.O.A. 9.5’ beam 4’ draught. She is sloop rigged and has
bilge keels. Her auxiliary power is a 27 H.P. diesel
Watermota.
With George and Mary Perks as crew as far as
Scotland we set sail from Youghal on Sunday the 28th of
May. Their daughter Pam hitched a lift as far as Dunmore
East in order to return to her seat of learning at Newtown
school. A more uncertain but novel way of returning to
school I can not imagine.
At this time the weather was dominated by a large
anticyclone centered over the North Sea. It was giving us
light variable winds with haze and fog.
We had an uneventful passage up the Irish sea to the
South rock Lt vessel. We spent nights in Dunmore East,
Wicklow and called to Dun Laoghalre for a replacement
Seafix. While there the Royal Irish Y.C. very kindly gave us
a top up of water and Diesel.
I picked up a PAN call from Bangor Coast Guards
alerting all ships in the area. A small boat had capsized and
it’s occupants were in the water. Replied, and prepared to
proceed to the casualty. Subsequently advised that the
situation was under control, and that we could proceed on
course
Tied up in Carrickfergus at 17.00 on the 31st of May
and cleared customs. Mike Villiers-Stuart our cousin
appeared on the quay. He was down at Carrick getting his
vetern "Winifreda" ready for a passage to Rockall. As
Winifreda was still ashore we transferred up to her moorings

off Mikes house at Green Island. Distance from Youghal
235 miles.
1st June, With high water Dover at 0842 B.S.T. we
had an ideal tide for crossing to the Mull of Kintyre. We left
"Winies ’~ moorings at 0745 under engine. We had Black Hd
Light abeam by 0930 and the sextant put us 0.4 of a mile
off. A course of 30°C was set to take us to Sanda light
allowing for the strong tides in the north channel. Visibility
was very low and there was’nt a breath of wind.
1510. Sanda sighted bearing 310°C. Estimated distance 1 mile. I had done my sums right that was where it
should have been. Stopped the engine to try and get an
absolute fix. Imagine our surprise four of us on deck, the
only sound was me dictating radio bearings and yet a large
tanker managed to cross our stern and we never heard a
sound until she was receeding into the fog to the south of
us. Fog does funny things with sound.
On a course of 352°C we proceeded up the Kilbrannan Sound. Sun drenched Scotland and the Island of
Arran were hidden from us in the fog. Never before have I
seen so many giant brown jellyfish (Chrysaora Isosceles)
their diameter must have been 15" or more. As we
proceeded up the sound the fog gave way to haze and f’mally
a beautffly evening with a light S.W. wind. Under main and
spinnaker we ghosted up the Arran shore, sipping gin and T’s.
A shoal of basking sharks were sieving and I promised Mary
a close up cine take. We dropped anchor at the head of
Lough Ranza at the N.W. tip of Arran at 2040. While we
were having supper, heavy squalls came down off the hills
and forced us to re-anchor in deeper water further down the
Lough clear of some other wildly shearing yachts. Distance
to date 302 miles.
We awoke in the morning to the now usual fog. We
weighed anchor at 0920 and set a course of 359° true to
just clear Skipness Point.
After leaving Ranza the fog got very thick. A brief lift
showed land ahead; at first I was puzzled as to what land it
was, and then we spotted the Skipness buoy which showed
that we had in fact got to the west of Skipness Pt. and not
cleared it, either due to tidal drift (although it was almost
H.W.) or else we had suffered from the reported Magnetic
anolomy. Having straightened ourselves out we had a
pleasant uneventful sail up Lough Fyne with a S.E. 3-4.
Visibility improving as the day went on. We locked into the
Crinan Canal at Ardrishaig at 1450. Passed through the first
three locks then they closed the canal as a tug was stuck in
the middle with a wire around its propeller. Mary and
George felt they had to leave us the following day so we
telephoned some friends who live on the shores of Lough
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Etive to come and collect them and take them to Glasgow tried to turn south down Lough Linnhe -two managed to
Airport and in turn two of their children joined us through make the turn within the confines of the lough, the third
the rest of the canal and the short sea trip from Crinan to had to bank furiously and skim over the top of the
Dunstaffnage at the mouth of Lough Etive.
mountains to avoid disaster. Amid all this a seal was asleep
We set off the following morning in the company of on the water, he came to with a hell of a shock, as we sailed
several other yachts at 0815, and we quickly got into the close by.
rhythm of do it yourselves locking. As the road runs along
We arrived at Corpac at 1710. Ten minutes after the
the length of the canal we kept going until the car coming official closing of the canal operations for the day the
to collect George and Mary found us, and we changed crew forecast suggested a considerable change in conditions. The
at the 13th lock. Collecting Iona and Andrew Gray. Theanticyclone which had dominated our weather since leaving
13th lock is said to be turbulent going west to east.
Youghal had now transferred to the Baltic and fronts were
It was a beautiful day of hot sun and clear sky - we moving into Malin and Hebrides.
had at long last left the fog behind us. We went through the
There is no satisfactory place to lie alongside outside
9 mile canal with 14 locks by 1315. It was very pretty with
the basin overnight and as we were being joined by Margaret
rhodedendrums in bloom on the banks and the tender green Gray, sometime about midnight I decided to pay the £4.00
of the fresh grown bracken and young leaves of the
late locking charge and enter the basin. Margaret joined us
hardwood trees.
in the great circumstances, piloted by a police car, we spent
We locked out into the sea at 1515 having waited 2 a quiet comfortable night close under Snow capped Ben
hours for Archie who is in charge of fueling at Crinan - he Nevis.
was having a whiskey! It was hot, hot, sun not a breath of
June 6th. The canal opens at 0800. We had to wait
wind as we made our way through the Dorus Mor and up
for
a
fishing vessel to lock in and were away in convoy at
the Sound of Luing. Off Scarba the tide set against us and
0830. The canal is 49½ nautical miles long. 31 of which
in no time it was running in the sound at 6 to 7 knots. It
are through Loughs Lochy, Oick and Ness. There are 29
was inch by inch progress with the engine flat out till we
got about a mile N. of Fladda light. Once out into the Firth Locks all electrically operated the majority of which are in
three main groups outside Corpac, at Fort Augustus and
of Lorne the tides were not so apparent.
Inverness. It is not possible to get through the canal in one
We dropped our hook in Dunstaffnage at 2200. A
day. It is usual to stop for the night above or below the
pleasant and sheltered anchorage at the mouth of Lough
group of locks at Fort Augustus. To get through these locks
Etive 4 miles N. of Oban.
The following day was spent ashore with our friends you must arrive there before 1800, and not have boats
locking up against you as it takes from 1 to 1 ½ hours to
having much needed baths Clothes washing and tasting
get through this group, and they won’t accept you unless
their malt
they can clear you through before 1700. There is a
Monday, 5th June. Emily and I set off alone at 0900
bound for Corpac (the entrance to the Caledonian Canal). considerable amount of traffic, quite a lot of it being
We had a great sail up the Lymn of Morvern and Lough charter boats from within the system. Beware of these boats
they are for the most part manned by nincompoops. The
Linnhe; sometimes sailing at 7½ knots touching 8. on a
cost of a single passage through for a 31 ft. boat is £24.00,
reach. The scenery was fabulous high mountains on either
side sweeping down into the Lough, the sun casting the (extra if you use a lock out of hours).
The wind was fresh S.W. with heavy cold showers
shadows of the clouds on the hills causing ever changing
even
though
this was a tail wind we found sailing in the
blues and greens, and ahead the snow capped peaks about
canal
was
not
on, the wind was too flukey. However we did
Ben Nevis. Sparse population of humans or birds excepting
cuckoos. Every cuckoo in the British Isle seemed to be in have a good fast run across the 8 miles of Lough Locky. We
were obscured from the view of the lock keeper by a rain
Scotland.
I was just emerging from getting the forecast at 1400 shower outside the lock at the end of the lake and got held
when 1 was brought back into this modern world with a up for half an hour. This made us late at Fort Augustus, not
shock. A cry from Emily at the wheel "we’re being arriving until 1715, and thus they wouldn’t lock us down
bombed". She had sighted a Black speck at water level until the following morning. We dined at the Lovat Arms, a
hurtling at us. A jet bomber at supersonic speeds passed us civilized hotel close to the canal. They are happy to provide
at mast head height and no more than 50 yards to baths.
starboard. 1 waited with my mouth open for us to be at
June 7th. Bright fresh morning with showers, started
least defrocked if not dismasted by the blast of his jets. locking down into Ness at 08.15. Set the main sail 0910 at
To our amazement other than the ear spliting noise nothing the S.W. end of Lough Ness and had a fast and sometimes
happened, 1 can’t think why. There were several more exciting sail for its 19½ miles before the wind. We would
attacks by jet fighters on the way up the tough, one have been better with goose winged foresails, rather than
spectacular one at the junction of Lough I_even and Lough the main as the wind was continually shifting in gusts from
Linnhe just south of Salachan Pt. three fighters in line one quarter to the other.
ahead came down Lough I.even like bats out of hell and
We arrived in Muirtown Basin at Inverness at 1545.
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448 miles on our way. Margaret Gray left us and Ben
Sandes joined us.
June 9th. The forecast was rotten, fresh to strong
N.W. showers, gales for Viking and Fisher. The day was
bitterly cold, just as cold as winter at home. We decided to
go out and have a look. At 1200 we locked out into Bewley
Firth and set the No 2. foresail with main reefed. Instead of
setting our course from the Rift buoy to Stavanger I
decided to sail out along the coast to the east so that we
could shelter if it was too unpleasant. The sky looked very
squally to the N.W. and I don’t like starting a passage in bad
weather. By the time we were off Lossiemouth 36 miles E.
of Inverness we were getting the fetch of the N.W. sea, it
was blowing 6. a cold, cheerless, showery evening so I
decided to go in.
Lossiemouth harbour entrance is not easy to identify,
you have to get well around to the E. of it and pick up the
leading marks before starting to approach. In fresh N.W.
conditions a reliable engine is advisable as the sands are very
close to port on the lee. Once inside, it is a most secure and
pleasant harbour, though it is primarily a fishing harbour
with a large fleet of boats. It is very clean, no oil on the
water and the quays are well kept, and the people are very
friendly. We went ashore and warmed ourselves by sampling
the Scotch from different bottles.
June 10th, High Shannon, low west Norway stationary gales, Viking, Forties, Fisher. N.W. 6-7 Cromarty. Still
not what we wanted. At 1300 decided that we had better
make some miles to the east. At least the wind was in the
right direction and steady at 5-6 N.W. so set off with a well
reefed down main and No. 2. staysail. There was a moderate
swell running. When north of Macduff I gave the coastguards at Peterhead a call on the V.H.F. and asked what was
the best harbour of access in these conditions. They
suggested to my supprise Macduff as the wind was onshore
and directly into the harbour mouth. I took their advice
and ran in and their advice was good, the swell seemed to
diminish as we approached. Here again the harbour mouth
~is difficult to identify from sea. It is however backed by a
white wall within the harbour, and the light house on the
breakwater is left to port on entry, (facts not given by the

c.c.c.)
We were tied up in Macduff at 1900, we had gained
25½ miles to the east. For the next two days we sat in
Macduff, a major fishing harbour with a repair yard which
was working to capacity. The waters of the harbour are
filthy with oil. Life ashore has nothing to offer. Morale got
very low as we sat there listening to one bad forecast after
another. It was bitterly cold, I asked the customs officer if
they got much of this weather in summer "och aye" he said
"It’s about parr for Macduff". At least it was shelter from
the very inhospitable North Sea.
June 13th. The wind had gone North and eased, the
swell was still moderate, we set sail from Macduff on a grey
morning for Stavanger at 0930 on a course of 62°C. This
was north of our direct course, but I wanted to pick up the
Claymore platform which is 70 miles N.E. of Kinnairds

Head, and on my original direct course from Inverness. By
2000 the swell had eased a lot, we were averaging 4 knots to
a nice northerly breeze.
June 14th. 005 sighted glow in the sky of oil fields.
Log reading 54 miles from Macduff. (Macduff is 15 miles W.
off Kinnairds Hd). We were therefore seeing the glow of
these fields at some 30 miles.
0400 Overcast, cold, wind dropped light, started the
engine much more shipping about now by 0800 we were up
to the first of the platforms. The Claymore a massive
brooding structure with an enormous plume of flame.
Altered course for the Piper Platform clearly visible 16
miles ahead on course for Stavanger.
At 1820 we were at another of the sign posts across
the North Sea. The Brae Platform 35 miles on from Piper &
124 miles out from Kinnairds Hd. The wind was now N.N.E.
3. and bitterly cold, we were wearing full winter clothes, we
had luckily brought gloves and were glad of them on watch.
June 15th. 0416. The wind had dropped as the sun
came up at 0345, so it was on engine. A lovely morning sun
instead of grey skys, I have never seen so many Fulmars
together, there must have been 20 or more gliding around
us and skimming over the low swells. By 0915 there was
enough wind from N.E. to make 4. Knots with main and
Genoa. We were now 48 hours out from Macduff, log
reading 201.8. We had planned to make our landfall at
Utsira an island about 10 miles off the coast, lying N.W. of
Stavanger.
2100 ran into thick fog, laid to under sail on the
Starboard tack, by 2400 the wind had increased to N.E. 4-5
and even with the No. 2 jib aback we were moving too fast
so we reefed the main, and set the storm jib aback to slow
tier down. A miserable prospect being laid to in thick fog’
only 35 miles off the coast with a stiff N.E. breeze pushing
us back out into the North Sea. What was worse a fix by
radio beacon put us right in the mouth of the seperation
zone for the traffic coasting round the S.W. of Norway.
June 16th. 0430. Out of the thick fog but still very
poor visibility. The wind had now backed North about
force 4. We let the storm jib draw and sailed slowly towards
the coast navigating by radio. There was a plentiful supply
of beacons on offer.
0935. Still poor visibility we were approximately 12
miles south of Utsira by radio fix, and were clearly receiving
the signal from the radio beacons at Geitiengen Lighthouse
at the S. end of Karmoy, a piece of coast fairly clear of lyin$
dangers and on the clearest course though not the shortest
for Stravanger, so we shook the reefs out and set the No. 1
staysail and beamed in on Geitiengen beacon. The wind was
a steady N. force 3. and with well freed sheets we were
making 5 knots. As the morning wore on the sun came out
dispersing the remaining mist and revealing a most lovely
and beckoning coast line. At 1915 we tied up at Stavanger
Y.C. 79 hours out off Macduff, log reading 295 miles
average 3.73 knots. We quietly celebrated our arrival in
Norway with a bottle of champagne gfven to us by friends
before we left, and had a shower at the Y.C.
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June 17th. On telephoning home to announce our
safe arrival, Ben Sandes found problems, and had to catch a
plane immediately, we were sad he had to leave so soon. He
is a good crew. We cleared customs (who were very
benevolent) filled our tanks and shopped in Stavanger. In
the afternoon motor sailed the 16 miles to Vica a lovely
sheltered, and indeed the only anchorage in the Lysefjord
situated 3 miles in from the entrance.
June 18th. We sailed with a fair wind on a beautiful
hot sunny day to the head of ath ~ord. We launched at the
head of the fjord tied to a fisherman’s jetty, and set off
back down against a very stiff breeze with the motor. You
would be hard pushed to sail due to the narrowness of the
fjord, and the wind tunnelling straight along it’s length
against one. We returned to Vica for the night calling at
Uksen (a ferry quay on the S. shore) where we went for a
very pleasant walk, and saw how they farmed their tiny
holdings.
We wanted to get away to the North and visit the
great Hardanger, and Sognefjords, so we set sail on a N.W.
course across the area to Skudeneshavn. Skudeneshavn 59°
09’ N. 5° 15’ E. is a charming old world town of wooden
houses, and warehouses formed around the fine sheltered
harbour. It should not be missed and is in a very convenient

position if coasting northwards, as it is at the entrance to the
Indrelia, which is the inside passage sheltered from the
North Sea by islands and skerries, and it continues with few
but notable interuptions to Nordkapp almost 700 miles to
the north. If visiting Skudeneshavn, and not a born lobster
fisherman it is advisable to have Norwegian Chart 16, which
has a large scale inset of the approach.
June 20th. Left Schudeneshavn bound for Lervick at
the mouth of the Hardanger fjord. We passed northwards up
the Kamsund to Haugesund an industrial town. This stretch
of water has nothing to offer other than shelter, and being
the inner lead has a lot of shipping. From Haugesund to the
entrance of the Bomlofjord, you sail within a couple of

cables of what is usually a lee shore with little protection
from the North Sea, not pleasant in broken weather. As we
entered the Bomlofjord, the "Viking Sea" (a sleek modern
liner) was coming out, unbelievable it was the one ship we
wanted to meet as a friend of ours was to be on her next
cruise, and we wanted to make our number, and arrange a
meeting so we buzzed them on the V.H.F. and left a
message that we hoped our paths would cross in Bergen, on
July 3rd.
We sailed with a fair wind to Lervick, for some of the
way we had a spinnaker run. Lervick is a large sheltered bay
with a harbour at the town, all facilities are available, but
the town is of little note otherwise.
June 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, were spent cruising in
the Hardanger fjord. It extends some 65 miles in a N.E.
direction, and skirts north of one of the principal ice fields
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of Norway called the Folgefonni (its elevation is5425 ft.
and is 108 square miles). A tongue of ice from this glacier
comes down into the Mauranger fjord (part of Hardanger)
at Sundal. Each reach and off-shoot of this great fjord is
identified by its own name. The scenery is magnificent
throughout. The lower and middle reaches are quite wide
1½ - 2~4 miles, giving a better opportunity for sailing,
but due to the high mountains all about, winds seldom hold
long in strength or direction, and squalls and calms are
frequent. The current is usually outwards and can be very
strong in some of the narrower reaches. We were unfortunately too late for the apple blossom which is a feature of
this fjord, and I can imagine is very beautiful.
We spent the first night at Norheimsund, some 43
miles up the fjord, and 1,000 miles from home in a pleasant
town, offering all facilities in an attractive setting. The bay
is well sheltered and has moderate depths for ferries. There
is always a risk in Norway of having to move in the middle
of the night for either a small coaster or ferry. Certainly one
should never leave one’s boat unattended tied to a quay
without first ascertaining the likelihood of traffic.
Colum Scott who had joined us at Inverness was due
to return home so we decided to make Granvin the next
day from where there was a rail link to Vic on the main
Oslo-Bergen line. Having time in hand we sailed on to
Kinsarvick.
We returned to Granvin where Colum left us. It was
mid-summers day and the young of the village and
surrounding district were celebrating by dressing in nationa/
costume. There was a mock marriage ceremony between
two teenagers, a bun fight, and later a gigantic bonfire at
which a boat was burnt whether by custom or because the
boat had finished her useful days we never discovered. Here
we learnt the art of taking salmon and sea trout in the fjord
trolling a spoon bait, it is worth having a landing net on
board as it is very hard to land these fish as their mouths are
much softer than pollock or mackerel.
From here we sailed to Sundal in the Mauranger fjord
in the lower reaches of Hardauger. This beautiful short fiord
is surrounded by high mountains and is subject to violent
squalls in bad weather. We lay alongside the small quay as
no ferry was expected. The village lies in a valley at the
head of which is a glacier (part of the Folgefonni). Although
it was 2100 by the time we had tied up, as we had to press
on the next morning to pick up our next crew member at
Bergen, we decided to forego our supper until later and
climb to the glacier which looked very close and easy of
access. As one gazed on the scene one wondered how many
thousand years that ice had lain there. It was worth every
drop of sweat and midge bite to get there. We returned to
the boat and dined on Granvin sea-trout mayonnaise caught
that morning.
June 25th. Away from Sundal for Kvitterspollen, we
motored out and upped sails to light to moderate gusty
S.W. wind. We took the short cut through the narrow
Lokhsurd which is very verdant and pretty, then out into

the wide expanse of the Bjoma fjord. This looked like an
area that would produce good sheltered sailing with many
possible anchorages. It would take several days to explore,
and we alas hadn’t the time.
Kvitterspollen situated at the northern end of the
Bjoma fjord and 12 miles south of Bergen, and very close to
Bergen Airport, is the headquarters of the Bergen Sailing
Club. The club, which is over 100 years in existence has
developed this lagoon into a small marina. A boat can be
left here and there are hauling out facilities. Dues are
charged at 10. kroner per day for 30ft and under, and 20.
kroner for 30ft-39ft. The club house in common with
other Norwegian Y.C. has no bar or food facilities, but
telephone, showers, and a handy bus to Bergen.
June 26th. Susan Dobbs arrived to join us, we
explored Bergen.
June 27th. Set sail in bright conditions bound for the
Sognefjord. North of Bergen there are 2 possible routes, the
outer by the Hjelter fjord, a broad expanse of water
sheltered from the North Sea by a low chain of islands
which lends itself to sailing. The inshore route is through
narrow leads between large islands, however they are low
lying and do not to any marked degree blanket the wind.
For the inshore route you either require a fair wind or be
prepared to motor, there is little room to tack.
We tied up at Eivindvik at 2315 just south of the
Sognesjoen. It was still reasonably light even though it was a
grey evening. We were now getting fairly far north at 60°
59’. The days run had been mostly under motor. The
islands we had been passing particularly north off the
Fensfjorden looked terribly stark and windswept not a sign
of a tree or bush.
June 28th. Eivindvik is a pretty village, and has all
facilities. On leaving we turned north and after 3 miles
emerged into the Sognesjoen the broad comparitively
shallow outer 15 miles of water from the sea to Rutletangen
lighthouse where the Sognesfjord proper begins. The Sogne
is Norway’s longest fjord penetrating up to 100 miles
inland. Depths of 1275 meters are found up to 55 miles in
from the sea, the snow capped mountains of up to 1400
meters rise out of the fjord on either hand, squalls and
calms are frequent. The Norwegian’s talk in hushed breath
of the fall winds in these parts being a great mass of cold air
rolling down off the mountain felling trees in its path, and
overpowering boats. A good engine is a must here to
overcome, if not the fall winds, the frequent calms.
By 20.00 we were off Balestrand some 48 miles up
from Rutletangen light and decided to try the short Ese
fjord for an anchorage. We found a most spectacular one off
the mouth of a small fiver 1¾ miles west of Balestand,
high mountains all about rearing skywards from the fjord
itself.
June 29th. We awoke to find the mountains wreathed
in several layers of mist after a night’s rain. Just at the
mouth of our Esefjord another branch of the Sogne
Fjaerlands fjord takes off to the north, its progress
northwards is brought to a halt after 14 miles by the
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Jostedalsbreen, (the largest glacier in continental Europe).
It attains an elevation of 6,580 ft, we decided to go have a
look. We had a fair and steady wind the whole way up and
caught two sea trout, and of all things so far from the sea
and so early in the year two mackerel. From the head of the
fjord 4 tongues of the great glacier can be seen. The scenery
was impressive but we preferred the glacier at Sundal which
was more intimate. When at tile head of this fjord we were
at our most northerly point 61° 25’ the wind unusually
enough held steady in strength and direction and we were
able to tack back to the Ese fjord again for the night.
June 30th. Refreshed and with a good breakfast
under our belts we set off for Aulands fjord 15 miles
further up the Sogne and branching to the south. Aulands
itself branches after 6 miles and the western branch called
the Naeroyfjord is reputed to be one of Norways most
spectacular on account of its precipitous sides, the narrowness of the water and its sombre aspect. It certainly was all
of this. At the junction of the Naeroyfjord and Aulands is a
vertical cliff wall of bare rock of over 2,400 ft. so high, so
sheer, and so close that it can’t be photographed. Just inside
the fjord and bursting from the same great height is a
cascade of water tumbling into the fjord below, all the way
along for its 9 miles the mountains rise sheer to over 3,000
ft. and waterfalls drop down. This fjord requires a special
chart which we didn’t have and could not get locally, but
with the usual good navigation marks of the Norwegians we
had no trouble in finding our way to the head in safety. A
boat should not be left unattended alongside at Gudvangen
as a heavy wash is created in this narrow fjord by frequent
ferries. This fjord should be avoided in bad weather. There
is a good bay for anchoring in 5.2 miles before Gudvangen
on the western side but this is the only place and should
only be used in moderate weather. Gudvangen is 73 miles in
from Tutletangen light, so it is quite an expedition in an
area of highly uncertain weather.
July 1st. Sadly we decided that this must be the limit
of our wanderings with the harvest to be saved at the end of
the month, and Susan was booked on a plane from Bergen
in two days time, and our rendevous with "Viking Sea" was
the 3rd in Bergen. It was raining wetly as we went back
along the fjord and the clouds hung low on the cliffs but it
was still attractive. We called to Freshvick for fuel (a village
on the south side of the fjord) but they were out of it but
we managed to get some at Herrmanvick on the north side
from a garage.
We motored on westward until about 6 miles beyond
Balestrand, where the small island of Kvamsoy nestles in the
bent arm of a bay. The sound between the island and the
mainland makes a very pretty and secure anchorage from all
quarters. It should be entered from the S.W. One family live
on the island and farm it, the neat farm of patchwork
agriculture carried on between the rocks, trees and shrubs
give the impression of the most beautiful landscaped
garden. Just above the landing stage is a stone built church
which dates from 1642 and has a votive offering of a ship
suspended in th aisle, it is well worth a visit and the family

look after it.
July 2nd. With regret we left this lovel~ anchorage
after I had had a swim, and set sail bound down the Sogne
to Rysjedelavika opposite Rutletangen light to drop Susie
for her night ferry to Bergen. It was a day of heavy showers
accompanied by fresh winds and calms. We dropped Susie
off on the jetty to sit it out for about 6 hours in the waiting
room (neat and clean like the rest of Norway). Emily and I
pushed on alone to try to get nearer to Bergen.
Instead of going back by the same route as we had
come we went south down a different channel between the
islands to the south of the Songesjoen. I thought for a while
that we had over played our hand as just as we entered the
narrow channels at 2100 visibility closed right down with a
thick sea mist, we had 9 miles to run to Vikingsvaag
through the islands. Fortunately it didn’t persist too long
and we dropped our hook at 2315 in land locked remote
Vikingsvaag at the south end of Byrhonesoy. There was a
definate resemblance to Connemara.
July 3rd. This was the day we were meant to be in
Bergen to rendezvous with our friend on "Viking Sea".
Bergen lay 42 miles to the south. I called Bergen on the
V.H.F. and got a telephone line to "Viking Sea" as she was
already in. To our disappointment they said that our friend
was not on board. The wind was light from the N.E. so we
ambled our way down the Jhelte Fd. We were going to
anchor in a little bay we had chosen outside Bergen at
1800. Before we did I gave "Viking Sea" another call just to
check the information of the morning, to our joy we made
contact and were asked on board for dinner. We got
ourselves spruced up best we could as we motored in. As we
rounded into Bergen there was the gleaming white liner tied
to the outer finger jetty. We tied up close by and asked the
officers of the watch to keep an eye on our little ship, we
relaxed, and how. We had a superb dinner and afterwards
joined in a party on board and danced. From where the
party was being held high up in the Lounge, on the sun
deck one had a birds eye view of "Vinter", and as people
learn’t that we had arrived from Ireland in that cockle shell,
more and more drinks were placed in our hands. The
difference between the life we had been living for the past 6
weeks to this made it all dream like. At the third call of "all
ashore" we went aboard and made our way to tile pier at
the fish market.
July 4th & 5th were spent in Bergen visiting the
renowned Aquarium and for those interested in the
evolution of boats and fishing gear the Fisheries Museum is
excellent. On the afternoon of the 5th we moved down to
Kviterspollen to fuel, water and have showers, etc. On the
way a thunderstorm broke, there was a very bad forecast
for the North Sea.
July 6th. Still with the very bad forecast for Viking
we moved to Vaaghl 60° 11’ N. 5° 7’ E. agood take off
point ori the coast, and a good anchorage in a sheltered bay.
Anchor in 5½ fathoms S.E. of the quay, between it and
the island in the entrance. If the quay is not in use by a
trader one may tie alongside the end. We were greeted by a
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Norwegian family who came on board and were invited
back to tl’eir house the following evening if we were in.
July 7th. The rain poured down as never before and it
blew. We went ashore to the house of our new friends and
had a very pleasant yarn. While ashore the wind suddenly
shifted 180° and put the bow of the boat against the quay,
she was tied bow to the quay with a stern anchor, the
anchor must have given, luckily no damage was done before
we got back. After this we moved out to an anchor.
July 8th. In Vaaghl we bought a good lobster of 21bs.
for 500kr= £5.00. After eating same the 1355 forecast
sounded better, gales in Viking & Fisher moderating N.W. 4.
Decided to give the lobster time to digest and the seas to die
down. The crew from here to Inverness was only Emily and’
self and our combined ages give no change out of a hundred!
We rested for the afternoon. We reckoned that the longest
we could stay alert on watch was 2 hrs, so we were going to
work 2 on and 2 off. The direction and the amount of
traffic due to the oil industry, and fishing in the North Sea
is so uncertain that a constant watch must be kept.
We left Vaaghl at 1800 and at 1905 we were abeam of
Marstein Lighthouse and Norway was receeding in the
evening light. There was a moderate swell left by the blow
of the last few days but the wind was down to N.W.3. our
course to cross to Macduff 245°C.
July 9th. Wind fell light in the morning and we had to
start the engine. Talked on radio to a Norwegian supply
ship that came to find out if all was well. He warned of fog
ahead. The afternoon turned fine and sunny. A large trawler
going north passed astern and gave us a cheery salute on his
siren.
At 2300 the most magnificent sky to the north the
sun must have been below the horizon, this continued until
we were enveloped in thick fog at 2400. In the fog the wind
increased to N.W.4., normally I would have lain to in this
amount of fog, but having regard to the fact that even hove
too one would have to stand watch, and as we were sailing,
thus able to listen, and being ever mindful that with only 2
crew exhaustion could all too easily set in. I kept her
moving as best she would. Rather hair raising.
July 10th. By 0900 the fog was thinning. I spotted
the gas flame from a platform 45° off the port bow from
dead reckoning I believed it to be the Piper. At1330 we
passed 7 miles N.W. of this platform 1400 radioed a ship
lying stationary across our course for clearance to pass
ahead. She identified herself as Inter Sub 3. with a
submersible down. That would have been a nice one to have
met in the fog. I wonder whether she keeps a radar watch
and makes a sound signal or depends on being seen by
radar. A little later we were circled by a helicopter on his
way out to a rig.
A calm sea, no wind, engine earning its keep. Passed a
Razorbill and its small chicks 70 miles from land. It must
have been blown out to sea by the recent very strong N.W.
gales. Observed an Artic Skua attack a gull. The bird life of
the North Sea seems to be composed mostly of Fulmars of
which are a prodigious number, they appear larger and

whiter than ours.
July 1 lth. A cold grey morning light N.E. breeze a
good deal of shipping about. At 0740 land sighted. We were
not able to receive Kinnairds Hd radio beacon. A number of
other boats complained of this about the same time. We
tied up in Macduff at 13.30 67½ hours out of Vaaghl, an
average of 4.2 kts. While crossing we had kept 2 hr watches
but if the one on watch felt alert enough, the one below
was given an extra hour. Hard old life! However it had its
rewards of having made the crossing of this cold and fickle
sea a more personal affair for us. The Macduff fleet
reported that the conditions in the North Sea in the
previous week were as bad as they expect in winter.
July 12th. Nick Trigg and his son James were due to
fly in from Cork to join us at Inverness in the evening to sail
home. Left Macduff early, nice N.W. breeze. Had a
hankering to call to Buckie so used the excuse of wanting
diesel. It’s a very busy fishing harbour, almost more dirty
than Macduff. There are two yards building vessels and
there were a lot of boats in for repairs and modification.
1445 left Buckie with a fair wind, up spinnaker to hau!
us along. Off Covesey lighthouse realised we had no hope of
making our E.T.A. with 30 miles to run to Inverness so
tried to make a call through Wick V.H.F. station to
Inverness Airport to divert the Triggs to Nairn. Wick would
only work on channel 28, which I had not got. Opted to go
into Burghead and telephone. Burghead is a small harbour
easy of access offering shelter in all weather and the only
harbour on this part of the coast that one can get into in
strong east winds.
Having made contact with the airport and left a
message we set off for Nairn at 1945. Distance to run 14
miles. Nairn harbour is formed by confining the river Nairn
with two retaining walls running out into the sea. There is
an inner harbour formed to the west side of the river about
370 meters inside the river entrance. The C.C.C. directions
state on entering (i.e. between the two retaining walls) keep
close to the east pier until abreast the end of the wall
where the stone retained embankment starts, then steer for
the Bollard on the north side of the basin entry, hugging the
N. side on the way in. Do not attempt entry 2½ hrs either
side of L.W. Await the tide tied alongside the east pier. Low
water was at 2358. We were making our approach at 2310
in the dusk, on a neap tide. There was a slight N.E. swell
which was breaking on the sands on either side of the
entrance. Emily was on the lead line as our sounder had
packed up in Norway. 6ft, less than 6ft crunch. We had just
got a boats length inside the retaining walls on the east side
when we grounded on hard gravel. I put her hard astern but
no budge. My first reaction was not to worry after all we
were a bilge keel boat and we could sit there until the tide
lifted us, but just at that moment a swell came around the
corner of the harbour wall and ran up the channel with
force, picking us up and dropping us heavily further on the
bank. More of these swells followed at irregular intervals. I
tried putting her hard astern as I saw the swell coming but
to no avail, they came with too much force. Two men who
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had been watching us come in from the west pier came
around to the east pier and took a line astern to a bollard.
They heaved as I went hard astern on the swells, but no
move. Oh where? oh where? were my crew that were meant
to meet us there! Having told us that the mouth of the
harbour had been silted by the previous winters gales, our
helpers on the shore bid us good night! After about another
half hour of struggling we got her off and into the very
narrow gut of water at the foot of the east pier, but there
was no possibility of lieing alongside as the wall was sloped
and heavily encrusted with mussels, we certainly would
have been bilged. The gut of water was so narrow that we
couldn’t slew here, and I wasn’t prepared to take her out
astern in case I lost control, there are rocks for 20 meters
off the head of the west pier. The next hour was a lonely
miserable one, Emily sitting in the bow and me in file stern
each with a boat hook fending off and steadying her as the
swells burst in around the corner and charged up the fiver.
It was0200 before we had enough tide to swing her and get
clear. For me no part of Nairn should be approached 2½
hours either side of low water! As there was no sign of our
crew we decided to press on to Inverness. Once clear I set a
course to take us north of the shallow riff bank which
occupies the centre of the firth. The northern channel is
better marked for a night passage. We were beginning to feel
the effects of our more southerly latitude now we were
having nights again.
July 13th. We arrived at Clacknaharry at 0630 and
locked into Muirtown basin when the canal opened at 0800
and turned in for our first sleep in 26 hrs. The Triggs arrived
at 100 having cruised most of the ports east of Inverness
in a taxi looking for us.
We set off from Muirtown after lunch, we had a good
spinnaker run across Lough Ness and spent the night at Fort
Augustus.
July 14th. We completed an uneventful passage to
Corpac, there were 7 other boats in our convoy which
slowed it down. The lock keepers always wait for the
stragglers to conserve water. The canal was designed by
Telford. It was started building in 1802 and completed in
1822.
July 15th 0800. Locked out into the sea again, and
set off for Salen in the Isle of Mull. The wind started off
light N.W. as we went down Lough Linnhe, but as the day
wore on it got gusty in the fairly frequent showers. We had
a stiff beat up the Sound of Mull, we didn’t like the look of
the anchorage at Salen so moved to the north side of the
bay and anchored 1½ cable off with Aros Castle beating
210U. Colum Scott who had crewed across the North Sea
and part of Norway lives nearby. However he wasn’t at
home. There were a lot of yachts sailing in the sound. I
believe there was a C.C.C. rally in Tobermorey over the
week-end. While in Norway we had seen very few sailing
yachts. It seems the Norwegian’s are motor boat enthusiasts, and there was only a handful of visiting yachts to be
seen.
July 16th. After a walk ashore and contacting the

Grays again we set off to revisit Dunstaffanage. It was a
lovely day, bright sun and a light N.Wind. Scotland was
looking its best, although Mull was still covered in mist. We
anchored in Dunstaffanage off the Marine laboratory and
went ashore for much needed baths and a jolly good dinner
party with the Grays.
July 17th. Having sailed round from Dunstaffanage to
Oban in the morning to shop, we left Oban via the sound of
Keeran at 1305. We got into the sound of Lorne at H.W.
and by the time we had got to the sound of Luing the tide
was running hard in our favour and we were fairly sluiced
past the Gulf of Corryveckan and down the sound of Jura
at 1830 we had Ruadhs Sgeir abeam. Visibility was very
shakey with a sea mist. At 2045 we dropped anchor at
Eilean Mor a small island N. of Gigha.
July 18th. Set sail at 1100 for the old country with a
favourable tide for the crossing, wind W. force 3. 1815
south end of Gigha abeam, 1800 Mull of Kintyre Lt abeam.
Visibility was coming and going with mist and showers as
we approached the Antrim coast north of Ballygalley Hd.
Though we had the powerful light of the Maidens in view
we were nearly swept on to the Russell Rk. by the strong S.
going tide. At 2300 entered Lame. Anchored off the Lime
Kiln close to a sunken ketch.
We arrived at Carrickfergus on the 19th July and left
at the next day bound for Arklow which we reached on the
21st July. We were delayed by extremely strong winds
between Arklow and Youghal but finally arrived in Youghal
on July the 27th having stopped at Rosslare, Dunmore and
Helvick. We had been away for two months and George and
Mary Perks our original crew came on board with a bottle
of champagne. John and Heather Cantillon who were in
their boat came over and joined us and a toast was drunk to
the ship and her crews. A happy evening and a happy end to
our cruise.
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Mileage Log page 120.

Harbours & Anchorages visited

Measured
miles.

Youghal to Dunmore East
Dunmore East to Wicklow
Wicklow DunlaoNlaire
Dunlaoghaire- Carrickfergus
Carrickfergus - Lough Ranza
l_zmgh Ranza- Ardrishaig
Crinan Canal
Crinian - Dunstaffnage
Dunstaffnage - Corpac
Corpac - Fort Augustus (Caledonian canal)
Fort Augustus - Inverness
Inverness - l_ossiemouth
Lossiemouth - Macduff
Macduff - Stavanger
Stavanger - Vika
Vika - Lysebotn - Vika
Vika - Skudeneshavn
Skudeneshavn - Leirvick
Leirvik - Norheimsund
Norheimsund Granvin
Granvin - Sundal
Sundal - Kviturspollen
Kviturspollen- Eivindvick
Eivindvick Ese Fjord
Ese Fd - Mundal Ese Fd
Ese Fd Gudvangen
Gudvangen Kvomsoy Island
Kvamsoy - Vikingsvaag
Vikingsvaag - Bergen
Bergen - Kviturspollen
Kviturspollen - Vaaghl
Vaaghl Macduff
Macduff - Buckle
Buckie - Burghead
Burghead - Naim
Nairn - Inverness
Inverness- Corpac
Corpac - Aros
Aros - Dunstaffnage
Dunstaffnage Eilean Mhor
Eilean Mhor - Lame
Lame - Carrickfergus
Carrickfergus - Arklow
Arklow - Rosslare
Rosslare to Dunmore East
Dunmore East Helvick
Helvick - Youghal
Total

Time
taken,

Average
speed.

7
5
35
4.3
80
18.6
21
5
4.2
4.1
99.5
24
5.1
67
13
5.5
3.4
19
9
4
27.5
6.75
8
4.7
38
27.5
8.75
3.l
25.5
6.5
3.9
5.1
36
7
4.6
5.5
25.5
3.5.
79
275
16
35.6 Day trip to head of Lyse Fd
13
3.3
43
4.7
9.5
45
3.7
12
45
26
4.3
9
39
4.5
10
45
4
13
52
4.9
12
59
3O Day passage to head of Ejaerland
Fjord Lat 61° 25’N
4
8
31
7.5
4.5
34
14
4.1
58
4.7
8.5
40
3.4
3.5
12
1.4
6.4
9
4.2
67.5
282
17 Ports visited
19 over 24 Hr
14 period
18
20.6
2.5
53
11
4.7
52.5
5.5
3.4
19
4.8
7.6
37
12
5.2
63.5
4
4.7
19
26.5
4.8
128.5
2.5
13.5
34
12.5
2.6
33
4.3
5.1
22
3.8
18
4.7
2233.5

Number of Ports & anchorages visited 37
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No
crew crew
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
3
3
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2

Tresillian III
John Rosie Clapham
’Tresillian’is a standard Nicholson 38 built in 1971, ketch
rigges and powered by a perkins 4-109. This year her
compliment was made up of John Clapham (Skipper),
Rosie Clapham (Mate), Ian Wylie, Rowena Corbett, Davina
Clapham (4 years) Charles Clapham (2 years).
During the winter, John and I started to ’plan’ our
cruise for 1978 inasmuch that we asked my sister Rowena
if she would like to come with us again this year. She had
been for her first cruise in 1977, seemingly survived and
enjoyed it, and wished to come again. We also asked Ian
Wylie to join us, so that for the first time since we bought
Tresillian, we should have quite a strong crew for our
cruise.
I spent the few weeks before we left, buying all the
stores necessary to feed four hungry adults and two small
children with pernickity appetites. I packed everything
away on board that could possibly be stowed out of reach
of prying fingers - except the raisin packet apparently! The
last few days prior to leaving flew by, but at last we were
ready, with just the fresh stores and the children’s clothes
to take out to the boat.
The weather at the end of June had been quite
settled, but by 1st July there was a depression moving
towards Ireland, probably bringing strong Westerly winds.
We therefore decided that the best idea would be to head
for Campbeltown instead of Gigha.
1st July: We dropped our mooring at Cultra at 11.15 on
Saturday Ist July - hopefully hoisting the sails, but with a
light Northerly Corce 2, progress was not very good and we
soon had to start the engine. The forecast was Westerly 6-8
later and sounding generally unsettled. We motorsailed up
towards the Mull of Kintyre and watched the weather
deteriorate. As we approached Campbeltown the rain
started, but we made up for the weather by having a
delicious supper cooked by Rowena, followed by
strawberries and cream. We settled the children
down- Charles up for’ard sharing with Ian, and Davina
temporarily astern on my berth. She was to be transferred
to the main saloon sharing it with Rowena after supper had
been cleared up
2nd July: Although it was a wet, windy night, we were
very comfortable tied up alongside a fishing boat. The
morning dawned windy but dry, so after a large
breakfast - cereal, bacon, egg, sausages and potato bread,
followed by toast and coffee, we straightened up the boat
and went ashore for some exercise. The children had settled
down quite well, but after 24 hours on board they were
very glad to get ashore and stretch their legs. We bought
some Sunday papers (to keep Rowena happy) and after

returning to the boat, we motored out of Campbeltown.
Once clear of the land we hoisted the sails and had a
tremendous sail up to East Loch Tarbert, averaging 7 knots.
We spied Vanique near Loch Ranza. We were looking out
for, and expecting to see her, and later she joined us at
Tarbert. Robert Shanks had chartered her from Jack
Swinson and had his brother Peter, with Peter’s wife Judith,
and Liz Johnson on board. We had anchored, but they tied
up beside the jetty, so we went to join them. We had drinks
on board Vanique, and after our respective suppers they
joined us for coffee and port.
3rd July: We left East Loch Tarbert slightly later than
intended, and motored up to Ardrishaig, eating breakfast en
route. Having got through the sea-lock we were able to
proceed straight through the canal with Vanique and a
Moody 33, which also had children on board. We were held
up at Caimbaan for one hour owing to the bridge driver’s
"disappearance". We were in a tremendous panic going
through the last few locks, and reached the bridges just as
the gatekeepers appeared with their padlocks at 16.30. We
bought some kippers and milk in Crinan, but were still
unable to replace the empty gas cylinder which had "run
out" as we left Belfast Lough. We had been very lucky with
the weather as we were going through the canal - and the
children had enjoyed the walking too. As we left Crinan
though, the heavens opened so I retired inside and bathed
the smalls - which was as wet a game as standing outside
would have been. After tying up at Ardfern alongside a
burnt-out motor cruiser, John, Ian and I joined Vanique’s
crew for dinner in the Galley of Lorne.
4th July: We all slept well, but woke up to yet another
windy day. I went up to the Hotel to make use of their
washing machine but was out of luck as they had a power
cut. Rowena and I did some hand washing instead as they
had plenty of hot water. We listened to the lunchtime
forecast which was continuing Northerly 6-8. We had a
short discussion, and though many were tempted to be
judicious and stay, I requested that we should try to reach
Ardinamir. I had been to Ardfern twice before, and, as
before, I wasn’t too keen to stay there if possible. We
decided to go and see what the Dorus Mhor looked like,
and if it seemed reasonable, we would try to go and see
Irene. We would be in fairly sheltered waters too. We
motored down and through a quiet Dorus Mhor, but hit a
patch of very disturbed sea and a strong squall shortly
afterwards. We almost stopped making any headway, only
two knots at times, but we progressed and eventually got
clear of it. The two children spent the passage on the floor
of the forecabin, thoroughly enjoying the bumps and the
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Tarbert, Loch Fyne - W. M. Nixon.
bangs as we slowly made our way North. We anchored in shifted 180°, and we found ourselves a little too close to
Ardinamir at 18.10 - twice unsuccessfully with the C.Q.R. the shore.
and then instantly with the Fisherman. We met Doughlas 7th July: Charles slept with me that night as he had fallen
Macllwaine (Sheenan) who had arrived the day before. out of his bunk earlier and that meant a restless night for
Vanique’s crew came over to have supper and brought the both of us. We left for Tobermory early, but there was
main course with them - so we had a combined meal.
something strange about the day. We suddenly realised
5th July: The next morning was bright and clear and still there was silence- no wind. As we motored North it
very windy- excellent for drying the clothes I’d washed started to rain so John and Ian put the screens up round the
the day before. We were quite comfortable where we were, cockpit and we were soon very cosy. One year the wind will
so we decided to stay and have a rest day. After breakfast be kind and give us a good fetch up the Sound of Mull - so
we went ashore and walked across to Cullipool (N.B. far we’ve been unlucky. We anchored at 13.30 and I went
half-day Wednesday). We had lunch at the newly opened ashore to shop and visit the launderette after a quick lunch.
Buttery which was very good and they happily accepted the Rowena and Ian both made use of the Mishnish HOtel to
children. Charles was carried in the papoose for the walk, bath ("Separately" has been added to the log!) We had fish
and although uncertain at first, he soon appeared to enjoy and chips for supper, so no washing up, and later the two
himself. We had drinks on board Sheenan in the evening men went ashore to sample the Guinness.
and also managed to acquire some prawns from a local 8th July: We woke up to continuing drizzle - we changed
fisherman.
our empty gas cylinder-topped up the water, bought
6th July: We listened to the forecast after another windy fresh stores and left for Arinagour at midday. There was a
night, and it was still Northerly 6-7, occasionally 8. It was slight swell which changed to become a lumpy unpleasant
another bright, clear day, but the wind was very cold. We sea. The wind was Westerly 3-4 ’on the nose’, as usual, and
topped up the water, and all went ashore for different so we had another uncomfortable passage, motorsailing to
standards of exercise. At lunch the forecast seemed to be Coll. Having anchored, we left a quiet/"sick" Wylie on
easing a little, so at 15.40 we weighed anchor and motored board and the rest of us went ashore. John rang some
out and through Cuan Sound. We sailed up to Loch Spelve friends that we knew were staying on the island and in the
with the jib and mizzen set, giving us a splendid sail. We end we were persuaded to have supper with them. Rowena
anchored at 18.15, our first new anchorage of the year. (We and fan cooked their own food on board, while John and I
had anchored, in a different spot, fbr lunch on Phendra in were treated to pate, a whole lobster each, salad etc.,
1972). We had to re-anchor unexpectedly as the wind followed by strawberries and cream, all washed down with
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lots of wine. Needless to say it was an excellent evening.
9th July: The next morning looked promising, so we
headed South to visit the bay where the Morrisons rented
their house. We felt our way in very gently, and stopped
having spotted an ominous ripple ahead. Wylie was
despatched overboard in the dinghy to investigate the area.
He grounded the dinghy on the ’ripple’ so we were very
glad we hadn’t gone any further in. We had breakfast and
while I gathered beach gear for the children, John went out
to look around, and to his horror saw a rock appearing off
our port stem- we had missed it by very few feet. We
retreated 100 yards, and left a slightly anxious skipper on
board while we explorers went ashore. The Morrisons met
us, and all the children had a lovely time on the beach with
their buckets and spades. We returned to Tresillian and left
Coil, heading North again - this time for Canna. The day
improved all the time, and the sea was quite calm -very
different to the day before. There was no wind so we had
to motor, and we eventually dropped the anchor in Canna
harbour, which was quite full that evening. Rowena
practised her rowing, and later she went ashore with lan for
a walk - to get away from all our rude comments about her
rowing style !
10th July: Another lovely day, wso we all went ashore for
a walk, leaving the sleeping bags to air etc. We had
discovered that Wylie was suffering from an uncerated
tongue- he hadn’t said anything about it, but he had
definitely been rather quiet and unsocial since leaving
Tobermory. We therefore headed for Mallaig as the nearest
possible source of a chemist. My First Aid kit was fairly
extensive but didn’t include Gentian Violet. We left Canna
at 12.15 in hot sunshine-all wearing ’T’ Shirts and
shorts - but again there was no wind. We motored across,
hoisting the sails for half an hour of super sailing, but the
wind died again. Both children were fretful in the heat, but
refused to go to sleep preferring to "help". We tied up in
Mallaig and shopped briefly. We had hoped to buy some
stamps but the Post Office is shut on Monday afternoons.
~Vylie spoke to a chemist and came back armed with ’purple
paint’ and green pills. We paid our harbour dues, topped up
the water, and left for Loch Nevis. We anchored alone (as
last year) in a really beautiful, peaceful spot.
l lth July: We "surfaced" early and left promptly at
3.800 - motoring till the wind came up. We sailed briefly,
but like the previous day, the wind died away. We
motorsailed to Sana Bay on Ardnamurchan, an anchorage
we had visited the year before. It was yet another glorious
day, perfect for the beach. The children had a marvellous
time in and out of the sea, getting sand everywhere too. We
finally persuaded them to leave and return to the boat.
They were ’bathed’ in a bucket in the cockpit to remove
sticky juice, sea water and sand. We left cautiously, due to
low tide, for Drumbuie. It was slightly "rolley" round the
Peninsula, but otherwise peaceful, and we anchored at
20.00, all still in short sleeves. John was then hauled up the
mainmast to clear the wind indicator, much to the

amusement of the crowd. Supper was followed by a much
needed early night.
12th July: We left early for Tobermory- I had some
shopping and washing to do, and John wanted to top up
the diesel and water. We tied up alongside, and all was
completed by 10.00, so we left for the West Coast of Mull.
The weather looked as though it would continue to be fine
for a few days. We motored due to lack of wind and headed
for Staffa. After lunch we went ashore, signed the Visitors’
Book, and "did" Fingal’s Cave. Then we were off again, this
time South towards lona- but after a short conversation
with Sheenan, (she arrived at Staffa as we left), we changed
our destination and went to Bunnessan. We anchored at
17.15 and had a peaceful tea. While preparing supper,
Vanique appeared out of the blue. We poured some Gin etc.
on board for them and later John and Ian went ashore with
Vanique’s new crew. Ainmara and The Dolphin also came
in later to anchor, making quite a collection of Irish boats.
13th July: A nice sailing breeze, so we upped the sails and
left for lona. We anchored astern of Vanique and headed
for a beach 75 yards away. Rowena and I stayed playing
sandcastles, while John and Ian went to see the Abbey.
John had been to Iona in 1962 with Tom and Judy
Sheppard on Greylag of Arklow, but hadn’t had the
opportunity to return before this year. We changed over
and Rowena and I did a quick tour. Once again we weighed
anchor and headed for Colonsay. We boomed out the
Genoa and had a tremendous sail down to the North end of
the Island. We then hardened in the sheets, cleared a rough
"rolley" patch of sea, and anchored in Scalasalg. Again we
needed to re-anchor after heaving up a lot of kelp the first
time round. We spent a most uncomfortable night there
rolling and pitching the entire time.
14th July: In the morning, a French boat hauled up a very
strange assortment of flags-Bastille Day! They showed
every sign of enjoying every minute of it. We gladly left
that "rolley" anchorage and motored towards the Sound of
Islay. The wind came up and gave us a really fast sail
through the Sound in great style. After clearing it, we
started to roll again rather than sail. We motored down to
Gigha and through the Gigulunn Sound. Quite a fresh wind
blew up again, about Force 5, giving a splendid sail up and
into Ardninish Bay to anchor. We went ashore to book
dinner and have some exercise, the children having been on
board for quite a long time. John, Rowena and I all had
dinner in the hotel, a delicious meal of scallops to end the
cruise, uivi arrived too during the afternoon, minus a
burgee and Ensign, so we lent them a set.
15th July: Having stowed the isherman anchor, and
deflated the dinghy the previous evening, we put up the
sails and headed South at 0900. The forecast was W.N.W.
3-4(5). Due to lack of wind we started motoring at Cara
sland h The wind gradually filled in, eventually giving us
a superb reach down the est Coast of ull and across to
Ireland. We kept up a steady 71/2-91/2 knots and a
watch-keeping system. This hadn’t been necessary during
the short daily hops from one anchoral~e to another. At one
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stage the mizzen staysail was hoisted but the
"speedometer" ceased to register at lO knots and we
preferred being slightly more under control. We spent the
last hour packing up as we headed for our morring at
Cultra, which was picked up at 19.15.
The children were delighted to get home and ran
round playing with all their toys that had been left behind.
We spent the next day unloading the boat and clearing up
after what had been, for me certainly, the best cruise so far.

We had visited several favourite anchorages, we had gone
through the Canal, and we had visited seven new
anchorages. Apart from a few days at the beginning of the
cruise, we had had some marvellous weather sunshine and
wind. We did considerably more sailing than previous years
and had all enjoyed it too, including the smalls who had
found lots of beaches which was the most important thing
to them!
Total distance in miles 546.88
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SHARDANA’S CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF ICELAND
John Gore-Grimes

The Navigatio Sancti Brendani abbatis describes the voyages
which St. Brendan undertook in the early part of the sixth
century across the North Atlantic to Newfoundland and on
down to the Bahamas. The narrative describes the Faroes as
the Island of Sheep, Rockall as the Island of Paul the Hermit and Iceland as the Island of Smiths so called because of
its appearance which was rough, rocky, without trees or
grass and Filled with Smiths forges. As Brendan passed he
heard the sound of bellows blowing and the blows of hammers on anvils as he approached, a very shaggy inhabitant
appeared out of doors at once full of fire and darkness and
immediately threw lumps of burning slag of immense size
and heat at Brendan. It appeared as if the whole Island was
ablaze and all day long they could hear great howling from
the Island as the stench of fire assailed their nostrils. "Lord
Jesus Christ", said Brendan, "deliver us from this Island".
None of this was too encouraging as I made my
winter plans to circumnavigate Iceland in June 1978. I had
recently purchased a Nicholson 31, which is a long keeled
cruising thoroughbred, and with Bob Fannin, his son Robert, John Kelly and Nicholas Massey we laid off courses,
made lists and depressed ourselves with further reading.
Van Troils’ description of Iceland contained in Paynes
Universal Geography, published in Dublin in 1793, reads:
"Iceland which received its name from its exceffive coldnefs and great flakes of ice seen near it is a large ifland in

the North Ocean. The air is falubrious and agrees well with
foreigners". We were, as foreigners, partly consoled by the
reference to salubrious air.
Allowing that the Navigatio and Van Trots’ descriptions of Iceland were ancient, venerable and probably inaccurate we sought consolation from the Arctic Pilot Volume II but we found none. The Pilot summarises the dangers as follows:
ICE... may be a considerable hindrance to navigation
on the N. and E. coasts of Iceland both from its
immense quantity and the speed at which it can
travel, propelled by wind, tidal streams and current.
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TIDAL STREAMS...The current flows clockwise
around Iceland and off salient points the rate may be
as much as 5/7 knots. For psychological reasons we
chose to navigate an anti-clockwise course.
FOG... In summer, sea fog is common and often persistent and a belt of fog on the horizon may indicate
the ice edge. About 20% of observations report fog
E. and N. of Iceland in early summer.
LOCAL MAGNETIC ANOMOLIES...The magnetic
compass is very unreliable and in places the compass
has been reported to swing repeatedly thirty degrees
each way.
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Northward! Shardana leaving Howth bound for Iceland, the ship’s cartoonist still wandering around in his socks - Photo 1t/. M. Nixon.
Filled with alarm we dashed over to Dun Laoghaire
one winter’s morning for breakfast in the Royal St. George.
Our experienced host and mentor Rory O’Hanlon, replaced
the alarm with devilled kidneys, fortified wines and confidence. He was clearly not impressed by our readings of St.
Brendan, Van Troll and the Arctic Pilot and he comforted
us with his own inimitable philosophy: "Sure won’t you do
what you normally do and just keep going until you are
home again".
We left Howth at 12.30 on the 8th June 1978 bound
for Iceland, with the main and genoa set. Our first port of
call was Rauferhofn which is a small port on Iceland’s N.
coast. Rauferhofn is 882 miles from Howth and we travelled 1,081 miles to reach it. Eight and a quarter days took us
a long way from Howth. The first four days were spent
close-hauled in winds which varied between 15 and 30
knots blowing sometimes from the N.W. but often from
the N. Our sheets were not freed until we were abeam of
Sula Sgeir and had travelled a distance of 509 miles. We
had arrived W. of Barra Head and passed through Pabbay
Sound to enjoy the relatively tranquil waters of the Hebrides and the Minches. We motored from Sula Sgeir into the
Simmer Dim and for 34 hours more, until we were approximately abeam of Mygaenoes on the Faroes. We then had
an exhilirating broad reach up to Gtettinganes (on Iceland’s
E. coast) in a strong S.S.E. wind which was rarely below 25
knots and blew at times at 35 knots. We quickly made up
for lost time arriving off the east coast of Iceland in a dense
fog which suddenly cleared off Dalatangi to expose the
great snow-capped peaks of Toorfjall, Akurfell, Rjupnafell
and Balkur. This landfall was unforgettable.., apart from

the massiveness of the snow covered landscape with cascading waterfalls plunging down into the sea we had arrived on
course, sighting Dalatangi some seven miles to the W. with
the ship’s bow pointing straight for Glettinganes. The suddenness of the clearance took us by surprise and as each
one sang a different song; a Glenmorangi evening turned into a Glenmorangi night. It was midnight, and then it was
three hours later as we sat in the cockpit looking at a large
red flaming sun rising quickly above the N.E. horizon. The
sun illuminated the dark, grass green cliffs, picking out
patches of snow and white tumbling waterfalls. It was a
calm afternoon in the night but it was cold and we retired
below to the warm dry heat of the Pascal Atkey charcoal
heater.
The next morning we approached Langanes which is
Iceland’s N.E. corner. Descriptions of this headland in the
Admiralty Pilot had given us many anxious evenings of winter discussion as we planned the trip. The Pilot reads "the
neighbourhood of Langanes has a deservedly bad reputation
on account of the frequent fog, the strong tidal streams and
currents and the unreliability of the magnetic compass in
the vicinity all of which have contributed to the loss of
many vessels. Additional dangers and difficulties may be
caused by the presence of ice." In the event it was a sunny
day but just as we cleared Langanes we were enveloped in
a heavy fog which rolled across the sea from the North
Arctic. There was little wind and we motored until 18.00
hours on the evening of Friday 16th June when we arrived
at Rauferhofn. We had not planned to stop at Rauferhof
but we feared that fuel might not be available at Grimsey.
Rauferhofn has a powerful D.F. Station which greatly
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assisted our entry in a dense fog. We did in fact arrive
to within 50 yards of the shore before we sighted it and,
at that time, the harbour entrance was nowhere in view.
We altered to due N. and picked up the entrance buoy. We
then groped our way along the entrance channel and
tied alongside some 15 minutes later.
Bob Fannin has sailed with me for the past five seasons, but as he candidly admits he has been at sea for the
last 40 years. He had a tremendous capcity for sleep and a
terrible aversion to awakening. Bob’s son Black Bob had
the unenviable task of calling his father for his watch and
he developed a technique known as the 30 foot dash. This
meant leaving the helm and dashing up to the forepeak
to shout at Bob. The first dash involved a shout, which
was invariably ineffective. The second dash involved a
shout and a shake which normally produced an oath or two
and the third dash involved a shout, a shake and a thump.
On one occasion Bob got up_ after the shout, the shake and
the thump muttering as he passed through the main cabin
"The story of my cruising career". Bob had only been asleep
for 12 hours and he was now 20 minutes late for his
watch. He took the helm from Black Bob and continued to
mutter. We asked him what he was saying and he replied:
"Oh nothing, I was just talking to the Skuas".
Navigating from Howth to Rauferhofn involved a
longer open sea passage than I have previously encountered.
The journey to the Butt of Lewis is always interesting but
involves little more than pilotage. There are powerful D.F.
stations on Iceland and the Dalatangi D.F. has a supposed
range of 100 miles. We did in fact receive our first signal
from Dalatangi when it was 177 miles off. When it was 132
miles off we received a strong and reliable signal. We had
also got a strong signal from Arkaberg on the Faroes and we
got some idea of our position by taking a running fLx. I had

calculated an allowance for the theoretical half knot Set
and Drift which, at an average of 5 knots would have meant
a compass correction of 7 degrees over the 466 miles between the Butt of Lewis and Glettinganes. The D.F. bearing
showed us that the Set and Drift calculation was unnecessary, but this was probably because the wind had blown
from the S.S.E. If we had westerly winds one would probably have to make allowance for Set and Drift. Variation is
also a significant factor in that the variation at the Butt of
Lewis was 12 degrees 30’ while variation at Glettinganes is
19 degrees. We apportioned this 6½ degree change over
each 90 miles of the 400 miles.
We spent a happy four hours in Rauferhofn where we
received every kind of help and friendship from its inhabitants. This once prosperous Herring Station now struggles
to support a population of 500. Its rickety wooden piers
in need of repair and command your fullest respect and
attention as you walk on them, for if you step on the
wrong plank it will spring up defiantly and hit you on the
chin. The policeman took our fuel cans in his jeep to get
diesel and a small crowd gathered on the adjoining fishing
boat to talk to us. They plied us with Icelandic brandy
and we gave them canned beer. Beer is prohibited in Iceland
and there is no Icelandic brandy in Ireland, so it was a fair
exchange. Later we were given showers in the hotel at no
charge since there is an abundance of natural hot water
available. We ate well and the proprietor did not object to
our own bottle of wine on his table. It is not possible to
buy alcohol of any description in Rauferhofn. Outside the
hotel, we could see rows and rows of dried fish hanging
from an intricate maze of wooden poles. The fish, we were
told, were vintage: they had been there since 1967 which is
the year that Rauferhofn’s prosperity ended. 1967 saw a
massive exodus of the herring shoals from the northern and
eastern Icelandic coasts.
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Shardana’s first port of call Rauferhofn - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
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We motored the 61 miles to Grimsey on a glassy flat Malarrif. The great glacier above Malarrif had a mass of
sea dotted with Fulmars, Kittiwakes, Puffins and Razor- cloud sitting on top of it and we close reached past it across
bills. The sun did not go below the horizon but burned red Faxafloi to Reykjavik.
Nick Massey has sailed with me once before when we
just above it. We were now just N. of the Arctic Circle. Grimsey is an island which is bisected by the Arctic Circle. It is, circumnavigated Ireland in 1976. He is a lanky giant whose
perhaps, a little larger than Lambay and it has a population bark is definitely worse than his bite. He made some deterof 100. As in Rauferhofn all of the inhabitants speak mined and extraordinary claims on this trip. Undoubtedly
English and again a crowd came down to greet us though it he was the first to see Iceland at Dalatangl as he looked up
was only 7.30 in the morning. It was the 17th June, which to the heavens and shouted "land". We looked to the horiis Iceland’s National Day. Each small house had its dressed zon and saw only fog. Nick had spotted the snowy mounflag pole in the front garden and some forty Icelandic flags tain tips over 1,000 feet above. In the Denmark Straits
fluttered proudly in the breeze.
he saw a whale leap clear from the surface of the water
Our questions were carefully considered with much three cables off. We had to believe him because soon afterIcelandic discussion before any reply was given in English. wards we saw many spouting whales about one mile away.
We asked if there was a school on the islar~d and a crowd of Later in the Westmann Islands he claims to have seen hunheads got together and chattered away in sing-song Icelan- dreds of sheep rolling down the mountainside but, by this
dic. The brief reply was "Yes". We asked how many chil- time, the balance of his mind had been affected and when
dren attended the school and again the heads got together we offered to buy him an umbrella-just in case it should
and a great cackle of up and down music was heard from rain sheep-he became quite angry. Nick gave us a breakthe small chattering crowd; it sounded just about as harmo- fast of boiled razorbill eggs which had been presented to us
nious as Market Day in Ballydehob. Again the answer, at Grimsey. It was 3 o’clock in the afternoon but day had
though delayed and obviously well considered, was brief: turned into night and night into day. It was cold as a hun"Nineteen, Six". We were perplexed and sought a further gry crew beat the boat past the cliffs of Kogur. In the event
explanation. There was further consultation and we were the eggs were inedible, particularly Nick’s, which was found
told: "Nineteen boys and six girls". We walked all over the to have a little razorbill inside and which, he claimed,
island, taking care not to step on the many camouflaged winked at him and bid him ’Good morning’. He had neither
nesting eider ducks. We climbed down the steep cliff on the the heart nor the stomach to eat it. As the eggs went over
E. side of the island to take a quick swim in the waters just the side he shouted at an innocent passing razorbill which
N. of the Arctic Circle. Some members perished for a while qnickly dived beneath the surface to hide its shame.
We arrived in Reykjavik in daylight at 02.30 after a
and a thousand kittiwakes circled above us screeching with
laughter. On our return to Shardana we first heard and later fairly severe beat during the final three hours of the trip. It
saw a dozen or more rams attempting to sort out their was cold as we tied up alongside the gunboats Thor and
problems by charging at each other head on. The noise of Odin which lay side by side. John immediately lit the stove.
the collision did little to comfort our own throbbing heads. The customs came aboard and we then moved across to the
We met a man from Husavik, which is a mainland port some other side of that part of the harbour. The customs cleared
40 miles away, who told us that he was spending a week on us without fuss or delay but did not leave until 05.30 by
Grim~ey for a breath of fresh air. It seemed just about as which time they were quite prepared to agree that Iceland
odd as a Spiddal fisherman going to the Arran Islands for had, after all, been discovered by the Irish and not by their
the same purpose. As we left the cliffs on the way back to Viking forefathers. It was Tuesday 20th June and we spent
the harbour. Arctic tern flew busily above us sometimes the morning cleaning, re-provisioning and re-fueling. In the
diving at our heads. We saw numerous snow buntings and afternoon we took a room for four hours in the Hotel
the harbour was filled with tiny eider ducklings, carefully Loftlieder and we washed thoroughly. A representative
from the Icelandic Yachting Association had taken us in
watched and tutored by their parents.
We stayed in Grimsey for 5½ hours before setting off charge. He was Gudjon Magnusson and he placed both himto round the Horn, en route for Reykjavik. The distance self and his car at our disposal so that food, diesel, gas and
from Grimsey to Reykjavik is 303 miles and we travelled laundry service were all quickly obtained. We ate well that
337 miles. The wind was free for the first part of the trip evening at the Hotel Holt with Gudjon and his pretty wife
but as we approached the N.W. corner of Iceland the wind Asta Gudmundsdottir. After the meal we went to a "Day
started to head us and we beat past Hombjarg, Kogur and club". The rest of the night passed into oblivion.
We hired a car on Wednesday and drove inland with
on to the mouth of Isaffjardardjup. As we approached Goltur we were able to lay a course southwards for Bjargtangar Gudjon to see Thingsvillir. Iceland was first settled by
which, because of its pronunciation, suggested one thing Norsemen in the late Ninth century. It is probable that it
only-and so to the "Paddy" bottle. The coastline which had been sparsely populated before it was re-discovered by
is washed by the Denmark Straits is particularly impressive wandering Vikings. The Romans possibly knew of it and
and the high cliffs are a mixture of dark green grass, snow Irish hermits including St. Brendan had found their way to
Iceland in the Sixth century. This is recorded not alone in
and black rock. It did, in fact, snow for about 20 minutes
as we passed the mouth of Breidifjorder on the way to the Navigatio bfit also in the writings of early Icelandic his128

torians. The Norsemen who settled in Iceland were not
strictly Vikings and many left their homeland because of
land shortages. The population came mainly from the west
Norwegian coast but also from Norse occupied regions of
the Orkneys, Shetlands, Hebrides, North Scotland and
Ireland, bringing with them a generous amount of Celtic
blood and tradition. In most cases, the settlers had fled
from tyrannical kings and it is probably because of this that
the country was first established as a Republic and not as a
Monarchy. A National authority was established in 930 at
Thingvellir (which means Parliament Plain) and each summer the leaders of the various districts met at the Alting
where courts were established and laws recorded. Public
debates and trials were held in a small valley at Thingsvillir
where a speaker could address a crowd of several thousand
and be heard. Litigation was a chancy business (has it
changed?) and the outcome often depended on the relative
strength of the parties to the case. The sentences of the
courts were enforced by the winning side, if it had the
strength to do so.
We had read the Sagas, including Njal’s Saga and
Laxdaela Saga which gave us a great feeling for Iceland and
made the visit to the Thingsvillir particularly interesting.
The valley, with its high sided acoustic rocks and velvet
grass carpet floor is today as it was 1,000 years ago. The
great plain and lake surrounding the Alting, where participants grazed and watered their cattle while Parliament was
in session, serve as a reminder of this early and practical
democracy. The great blood fueds are well described in the
Sagas and Icelanders often preferred swords to the courts as
a means of settling grievances. We looked into the deep
clear waters of a cold spring pool where women who had
offended Society were drowned. It appears that a woman’s
greatest offence against Society was to talk too much. The
great Icelandic heroes such as Njal, Mord Fiddle, Ketil Flat
Nose, Throgrim the Mighty and Gizur the White had walked
this land over a thousand years ago and the following paragraph taken from Njal’s Saga exemplifies the behaviour of
these ancient heroes:
"Kari went to the town the same morning. He
arrived at the place where Kol was counting out
the silver and recognised Kol at once. Kari rushed
at him with his sword drawn and slashed at Kol’s
neck. Kol kept on counting and his head said "ten"
as it flew from his shoulders".
Christianity was adopted at the Alting in the year
1000 and we visited the modern church at Skalholt where
we saw the stone tomb of Bishop Pal who died in 1211.
Skalholt was the centre of the Saga writing industry for
many years and numerous sagas were recorded and illuminated there on vellum. An average saga required 113 skins
and countless calves gave their lives to this huge literary industry. It was at Skalholt that the fastest reformation in
Europe took place in 1550 where the last Catholic Bishop
Jon Arason was beheaded. With that sort of pressure it real-

ly was easier to reform.
We drove along the dusty roads to the interior to the
Geysir. Although the Great Geysir no longer spouts there is
a smaller geysir beside it which obliges about every seven
minutes. We drove further inland to see the great waterfall
of Gulfoss. The astonishing contrasts of light on the plains
with the high mountains behind including the mighty
Helda which rests with a somewhat threatening unease,
silenced and humbled this crew. As we returned to Reykjavik Gudjon gave us much information in reply to our
numerous questions. It is hard to realise that the total population of Iceland is a mere 220,000 and that 150,000 of
these live in Reykjavik, until you drive into the interior and
appreciate the incredible emptiness.
In the evening we dined well at the rooftop restaurant
of the Hotel Saga, surveying a modern, prosperous, well regulated and clean city. The spirit of vengeance and violence
which existed 1000 years ago has been replaced by a civilised conformity which so readily manifests itself in the
gentle friendliness of Iceland’s modern population. We returned to the harbour at midnight and Gudjon and Asta
had agreed to sail with us from Reykjavik to Heimey. On
the pier we were astonished to see a man with a dog. Icelanders have a highly developed sense of ecology which has
rendered Reykjavik both smokeless and dogless. Nevertheless man and dog were on the pier, looking curiously at
Shardana. As we descended the ladder he addressed us in an
unmistakably Irish accent and within five minutes we were
all seated aboard exchanging yarns and songs as the stove
and Paddy started to warm the boat and its occupants. We
had met Brian O’Doherty who, before his departure on a
journey around the world, had been Catering Manager at
the Hotel Metropole in Cork. He was now catering, with his
dog, for the crew of an Icelandic trawler. He told us that
after Iceland he wanted to travel to the Falkland Islands
and then to Greenland which is a most unusual route for a
journey around the earth. Our departure was happily delayed by two hours when our pilgrim climbed on to the
quayside with dog, one full bottle of Paddy and one empty
bottle of Paddy. He told us that he wanted the empty
bottle as a souvenir. We pulled away into a windy bright
night with Brian standing forlornly on the pier waving his
bottles at us.
We slabbed in two reefs and set the working jib
bound for the Westmann Islands with a compliment of
seven aboard. Gudjon and Asta enjoyed the exhilarating
sail to Gardskagi and having rounded Gardskagi we gybed
and ran quickly South passing between Reykjanes and E1dey, at times surging up to 10 knots. Eldey at 07.00 hours
on Thursday 22nd June looked like a huge iceberg. It is in
fact a stack which rises straight from the sea to a height of
216 feet. It is completely white on its top and Gudjon told
us that it is the largest gannetry in the world. That would
make it the third different largest gannetry visited by us in
the last three years including, the Little Skellig and Stack
Attain at St. Kilda. Without actually counting, we awarded
Stack Armin our first prize. Having rounded Reykjanes we
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reached towards the Westmann Islands and as we
approached them Surtsey came into view. This island was
thrown up from beneath the ocean in 1963. Landing is prohibited and a scientific research station has been built there
to see how long it will take vegetation to establish itself by
natural means such as wind, tide and normal bird activity.
Already small portions of the island are turning green.
John Kelly sailed with me around Ireland in 1976 and
to the Shetlands in 1977. He is a fairly quiet wine supping
philosopher. On the way to the Westmann Islands he told
us that each cigarette took one minute off his life. He
borrowed the calculator and deduced with some alarm that
he should have died in November 1976, so he lit up another
cigarette and poured himself a larger than usual Paddy.
John is noted for comic~ log entries many of which are
illegible and more of which are unprintable. One which is
decipherable and printable reads "no one would have
heard of Christopher Columbus if St. Brendan had a Nicholson 31". John is even tempered and good humoured except
in his awakening moments and one afternoon at the beginning of the trip when we taunted him out of his bunk he
said darkly: "Skipper you had better lock the cutlery

drawer, I am thinking of having a mutiny".
The distance from Reykjavik to the Westmann Islands
is 113 miles and we travelled 118 miles. Although we had
free sheets we had to do some downwind tracking between
Gardskagi and Reykjanes. Heimey is the only inhabited
island in the Westmann group and we reached it at 21.45 on
Thursday 22nd June. It was close to midsummer’s day and
the sea was flat. Gudjon and Asta had to fly home early the
next day so they retired to their hotel after dinner. We
went back tbr an early night but started work on the plans
for the invasion of Iceland. We felt that we have no difficulty in overcoming the 220,000 inhabitants who have
neither Army nor Navy but we wondered how we could
best get rid of the large American force which is based on
Keflevik. We planned to send up spies who would work
from a secret base on Eldey to abolish darkness in the winter, falling sheep and pubs with no beer. We would allow
some carefully selected dogs back into Reykjavik. We
would borrow the Lady Patricia and the Lady Gwendolene
from Arthur Guinness and sail them to Reykjavik. Filled
with Guinness and cheered on by an approving population
we would then go to Keflevik and ask the Americans to

Icelandic Warships at rest in Reykjavik harbour Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
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leave. We turned in at 05.30 on the 23rd June-the longest
day indeed.
The next morning at 8 o’clock we climbed to the top
of the volcano. Heimey erupted in 1973 when lava and tefla
poured down on the village and almost blocked the harbour
entrance. In the event the harbour entrance has been greatly improved by the new land which has formed, but 417
homes lie under the vast shoulder of lava which, for a time,
threatened to swallow up the entire town. 5,000 people
were evacuated in 1973 and 4,000 have returned. The port
is, once again, a prosperous fishing port and the population
are grateful to the Americans who literally stopped the lava
flow by pouring millions of gallons of sea water on to it.
The eruptions lasted for 5 months and in that time a mountain called Flakhar (the wanderer) was thrown up. It moved
almost one kilometer before disintegrating and must have
presented a most extraordinary sight as it wandered across
the landscape at approximately 30 feet per day.

We left Heimey at 16.25 on Friday 23rd June bound
for Howth with a rhumb line distance of 801 miles to
travel. The wind was N.W. and we thought how good it
would be if it held for a day or two. The wind continued to
blow between N.W. and N.E. at between 10 and 35 knots
until we reached Mew Island some 4 days and 21 hours
later. The passage from Mew Island to Howth lasted a further 14 hours having travelled a total of 836 miles. For
much of the way to Altacarry Head we were unable to hold
our course in the strong N.E. wind which blew us along and
we were at times E. and at times W. of the rhumb line. We
travelled at an average of 6.38 knots and covered an average
of 153 miles per day between the Westmann Islands and
Howth. The engine, apart from one hour on departure from
Heimey, was not required until the last 12 hours when the
wind fell off to almost nothing. Our luck was unbelievable.
The first two days were bright and clear but then it started
to rain and remained misty, with visibility of about 1 mile.
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The fast reach home. John Kelly at the helm - Photo J. Gore-Grimes.
Our last sight of Iceland was almost 12 hours after departure and nothing, not even a ship, was sighted until 03.30
on Wednesday 28th June when Altacarry Light was sighted
less than 1 mile away. Visibility soon improved as we
reached the North Channel.
Bob Fannin’s son, Black Bob, had not cruised with
me before. He is nevertheless very experienced and has
sailed across the Atlantic. He also sailed from Norway to
Howth with Mungo Park. Being by far the youngest member aboard he was given more than his fair share of chores
so that after breakfast one afternoon, when he was again
asked to do the washing up he shook his head and complained mildly: "Age is a matter of mentality and 1 feel
very old this morning". Black Bob is a great dreamer and he
usually gave an account of his previous nights’ dreams the
best of which included a fight with headless gannets in a
volcano where it rained sheep and dancing a ballet with the
Wizard of Oz and a three eyed girl on a mountain top which
he found so horrible that he tried to jump off, but every
time he jumped the mountain moved another few feet so
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that he could never leave its summit. No wonder Black Bob
felt so old at breakfast.
Magnetic variations at Heimey in 1978 were 23 degrees 45’ W. while Variation at Altacarry is 10 degrees 30’ W.
The difference decreases by 13 degrees 30’ over a distance
of 671 miles so that we made adjustments to our course
every 60 miles. Set and Drift on this passage was not so significant and the true course from Heimey to Altacarry is
138 degrees 34’ while the adjusted Set and Drift course at
5 knots average was 140 degrees 50’. We took no account
of Set and Drift on our return because of the considerable
easting in our course.
The circumnavigation of Iceland had not proved
nearly so hazardous as we had anticipated and the Admiralty Pilot is perhaps unduly alarming. Amounts of ice are
sometimes seen off the N.E. point and off the Horn but
mainly in the winter only. An old man in Grimsey said
that he had never, in his lifetime, seen the sea blocked by
ice. This seems quite contrary to the descriptions in the
Admiralty Pilot. Again, the notes of the tidal streams ap-

peared to us to be somewhat overstated. Certainly
there were some currents against us, particularly at headlands, but we never experienced currents of 5-7 knots. Our
progress was never noticeably affected by tide in the entire
circumnavigation of Iceland. It appeared to us that our
compass never varied and we took particular care off Langanes to measure any possible variation. It is of course
probable that magnetic anomolies are not constant but,
from the detailed descriptions in the Admiralty Pilot, we
would have expected to come across at least some magnetic
anomolies. The descriptions of climate in the Admiralty
Pilot are correct and we experienced just about the amount
of fog which one would expect for the month of June. The
sea temperatures and air temperatures were also correctly
predicted.
Iceland is very well supplied with powerful D.F. Stations and none of these stations are in series so that each
station transmits a continuous signal. I used the new Aptel
D.F. to some effect and certainly, it is useful for locating
stations quickly and for locating stations within a series
but I would not consider it as reliable as the Brooks and
Gatehouse Homer. There are also a number of shortwave

radio stations in Iceland and this proved very helpful indeed. When we reached Dalatangi we spoke with Ness
Radio which went to very considerable trouble to provide
us with a detailed weather report. Again, both arriving at
and departing from Reykjavik, I made link calls to Dublin
which were both prompt and clear. Iceland is a very expensive country where inflation rates have reached an astonishing 50% per annum. Food on average, is 100% more expensive than in Ireland and in June an average bottle of spirits
cost £13.00. I have since received a letter from Gudjon and
Asta to tell me that a bottle of Vodka (October 78) costs
£19.00. When we arrived in Reykjavik we sent some fairly
wretched sailing clothes to the laundrette and the bill came
to £31.00. The total value of the clothing was probably
something less than £30.00. Icelanders are used to this high
rate of inflation and wages are at a very high level. In spite
of high prices we were left with fond memories of a beautiful country and a warm feeling for a hospitable and friendly
people.
We had been away for 20 days and 14 hours and had
spent 3 days and 14 hours ashore in Iceland.

From-To

Rhumb
Line

Actual
Distance

Time

Engine
Hours

Howth-Rauferhofn

882 mls

1081 mls

197h 30m

49h 20m

61 mls

63 mls

10 h 35m

10h 35m

Grimsey-Reykjavik

303 mls

337 mls

60h 30m

8h 10m

Reykjavik-Heimey

113 mls

118 mls

20h 15m

Oh 45m

Heimey-Howth

801 mls

836 mls

2160 mls

2435 mls

Rauferhofn-Grimsey

Total:

Average speed on Rhumb Line = 5 knots
Average speed on Distance Covered = 5.75 knots
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131 hrs

13hrs

419h 50m

81h 45m

Takahe in the Western Isles, 1978
Maitland and Jeremy Eves
First Cruise
Jeremy Eves
"Takahe" was delivered to us from her builders
in April 1977 and had two cruises on the West
Coast of Scotland in 1977. There she returned in
1978. She is a Westerly Conway sloop of principal
dimensions (in feet) 35.75 x 30.4 x 11.2 x 6.00:
Displacement 7.2 tons; Ballast 3.2 tons; T.M.
14.54 tons; working sail area 512 sq. ft. and
maximum windward sail area 805 sq. ft. Auxiliary
power is provided by a Mercedes OM 636, 42 h.p.,
diesel engine driving a three bladed propellor.
We have been very pleased with her performance.
On the wind she is stiff but responsive provided
that she is not overpressed. The fin keel with
spade rudder makes her very controllable under
power particularly when manoeuvring astern.
However she also remains directionally stable downwind, a characteristic not often found in yachts
of modern hull configuration.
Robin Taylor, his brother Alister, and 1 set off
from Ringhaddy at 20.35 hrs. on Friday 7th
July and motored out through the Strangford
Narrows. Progress was very slow and the tide had
turned against us. (Late again!) The wind picked
up and we set the main and No. 2 genoa. We made
a brief call at Donaghadee to collect various items
left behind in the rush of departure: then motor
sailed north along the Antrim Coast until the wind

increased to NW 5 in the early morning and gave us
a fast passage across the North Channel and up to
Crinan where we made a brief stop to pick up
Roland Bean and his wife Jacqueline. Thence on
to Ardinamir Bay.
Sunday morning was warm and most relaxing;
prayers together and then ashore to catch-up
on all the latest from Irene McLaughlin. She
made a strong recommendation of the buttery at
Cullipool, a few miles walk over the hill. Promising ourselves a visit to that establishment some
other time we weighed anchor at 16.30 hrs. How
delightfully simple it has become to weigh anchor!
’Takahe’ carries a 451b. CQR as her bower anchor
with ~" chain. During her first season she carried
a small hand winch which provided the crew with
MUCH exercise. This year we fitted one of the
new Simpson Lawrence "Sea-wolf" electric winches.
It is a simple straight forward design and has proved
to be both efficient and reliable.
The wind was very light and therefore we had
only a short period under sail while on passage to
Tobermory, where we anchored at 21.03 hrs.
During dinner the distant noise of a ’disco’ became
slowly louder. Peering through the hatch we were
surprised to see a rather elderly submarine steaming slowly into Tobermory bay with the ship’s
"band" evidently practicing on deck.

Ardnamurchan Point - Photo I¢. M. Nixon.
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Monday was warm and windless. After the usual
domestic chores ashore we motored north round
Ardnamurchan to "Port Mor", Isle of Muck. The
CCC directions are concise and accurate and first
impressions of the anchorage were good. In many
conditions it must be a better anchorage than that
to be found in Eigg, although it is exposed to the
South. Eigg was our next port of call where we
anchored briefly, thence on to Loch Scresort,
Rhum for the night.
The weather on Tuesday was much the same as
that on Monday - fabulous! The morning was
spent ashore and cleaning ship; then a short passage
to Canna Harbour. Walk ashore, swimming and
then on to Loch Scathvaig. In the evening we walked up along the side of Loch Coruisk and found a
tiny Lochan about four feet deep. The water was
very warm after the heat of the day and the open
air bath excellent.
Next morning we sailed out from Loch Scathvaig until the wind dropped when we had to continue our passage to Mallaig under power. We
found Mallaig a rather more friendly and helpful
place than in previous memory. Perhaps the
decline in fishing means that the trade from
passing yachts is relatively more valuable. The fuel
depot even delivered only 19 gallons of diesel oil to
the pierhead by road tanker! Mallaig was roasting
hot so we left as soon as possible. Dropped the
anchor at the entrance to the River Morar and
went ashore in the dinghy to swim from the white
sands. Spent the night in Arisaig Harbour. The
harbour is a small loch, approximately 1 mile in
length and is approached from the South Channel.
Arisaig Marine maintain various marks, and if
navigated with caution the entrance is reasonably
straightforward.
Thursday brought a change in the weather;
cold and overcast. Passage under sail to Arinagour,
Isle of Coil (without much mechanical assistance
for once). Meal and baths in the hotel.
The next morning Alister caught the Macbrayne’s
steamer to Oban and the rest of us sailed out of
Arinagour and hoisted the spinnaker. The wind
was very light Northerly and we later dropped
anchor off the landing stage at Staffa. The swell
was so light that we made our visit into Fingal’s
cave by dinghy. After weighing anchor we sailed
south through Iona Sound. Once clear of the
Torran Rocks we bore away for the north end of
Colonsay. The wind was N. 3 and we hoisted the
Spinnaker again. Most exhilarating sailing; boat
making good speed and wind slowly increasing. I
must admit to have been enjoying myself so
much at the wheel that I did not realise just how
much the wind had increased. When we came to
hand the spinnaker the wind was blowing a steady
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N. 6 and the boat had been averaging 9 knots.
Then the fun started... ! Our problems were
partially due to crew inexperience but I also realised for the first time that although the gear was
of adequate strength, it was inadequate in organisation. This winter will see a new winch and a
number of extra cleats.
We had intended to spend the night in Scalasaig.
However a swell was finding its way in so we went
round to an anchorage in Oronsay which was much
quieter.
On Saturday morning it was raining and windless
so we motored to Crinan via the gulf of Correyvreckan. Roland and Jacqueline picked up their
car and made their way to Gigha by road and
ferry. Robin and I sailed home. We tied up in the
Copelands Marina at Donaghadee at 19.35 hrs.
All-in-all a very pleasant holiday even if not
much new ground had been broken. We covered
434 miles during our 9 days away.

Second Cruise
Maitland Eves
"Takahe’s" second cruise lasted fifteen days from
27th July starting from Donaghadee Marina. Crew
for the full period consisted of Maitland Eves Skipper, Eva Eves First Mate and joint owner,
with Tighe and Joyce Taylor from Dublin. John
and Jean Winter motored up from their home in
Dorset to meet us at Crinan and remain with us for
twelve days. We had a most enjoyable, relaxed
cruise in what was in the main very good weather certainly judged by 1978 standards. To four of our
crew members, the West Coast of Scotland was
almost totally unknown, which helped those of us
who are regular visitors not to become too blas6
about it’s wonders. Our limits were Acarsaid Mor
S. Rona to the North and Iona and Canna to the
West.
Cruises are memorable for either what goes
exceptionally well or what goes wrong. Most of
our cruise fell into the former category but might
make boring reading. Two incidents of the latter
sort are perhaps worth recording even though the
first was of our own making. Having left Donaghadee at 05 hours the 06.33 forecast gave S 6/7
pos. 8, so we decided to go into Lame. Anchoring
outside the yachts at moorings we were in a strong
tide, with the wind in the same direction. A lot
of chain was necessary before the anchor caught.
The trip line came to it’s end before this, and a
buoy was (too) hurriedly tied to it, and thrown
over. A few minutes later the buoy was seen making rapid progress out of the Lough and into the
Irish Sea. Without the help of the engine we knew
we would have difficulty getting in the anchor as
we had little sea room. With the engine, the chances
of lapping the trip line on the propellor were pretty
high as it was submerged by the tide. By slack
water the wind was stronger than ever so we
decided to sit it out. The next hours were rather
uncomfortable. With the strong flood tide meeting
the wind we wallowed broadside in quite a choppy
sea. However, our wait was rewarded in that the
wind slackened at the top of the tide, and we
lifted the hook without incident, moved a short
distance to Brown’s Bay, where we spent a comfortable night. The wind being southerly it would
have been a better anchorage in the first place.
The second incident occurred on the homeward
passage. We left Gigha at 07.30 hours with a forecast S/SE 6/7. Being still in our relaxed and somewhat lazy mood, we decided to put on shortened
sail, as the wind looked like strengthening, and use
the engine. This gave us a very quick and comfortable passage although the seas were quite steep.
The first leg brought us into Carnlough Bay. The
third leg was bringing us between the Maidens and

the Hunter Rock, when the Skipper went below to
make sure all was well with the engine, to discover
that the two port (windward) mounts had sheared,
and the engine was swaying about 3 or 4 inches
out of position. After some experiments we
decided it was easier on things in general to down
sails and motor straight into the wind with the
boat on her feet. Keeping a close eye on the
remaining two mounts, we reached home without
further incident, although checking with Orlock
Coastguards the wind had reached 40 knots about
the time we were crossing the mouth of Belfast
Lough. Incidentally, the mount manufacturers
admitted there was a faulty batch or design fault
and replaced them with a new version free of charge.
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A Short Personal Log
H. Cudmore, Jnr,
In this years note I include four races. With
Killion Bushe from Cork and four others I raced
Silver Shamrock III, a wooden Holland 30 ft.
one-off internally ballasted dagger boarder in the
Southern Cross Series in Sydney with ’Pinta’ from
Germany and ’Varang’ from France in the first
E.E.C. transnational team. With 138 other yachts
ranging in size from "Kialoa" and ’Windward
Passage’ to ourselves we started tlae Sydney-Hobart
race on Boxing Day. Bright sunshine and about
3000 spectator boats made an impressive sight. For
24 hours we headed south with winds backing
from 75° to 300° and freshening to 20 knots. A
’Southerly buster’ with 45 knots was moving
towards us indicated by a big vertical rolling front.
The wind took about 2/3 minutes to back to 200°
and came up to 45 knots. Due to a 1/1¼ knot
south going stream condition it got very nasty
quickly. We were making almost 6 knots upwind
and coming out the back of the steep seas and
falling heavily. After about 2 hours we cracked a
rib forward and deciding on discretion we slowed
down. As the next forecast brought news of succeeding fronts and at least two days of similar
conditions I decided along with 58 other yachts
to retire. We took thirteen hours to return to
Ulladulla. At first we had the main fully reefed to
three slabs and on one wave we held a surf too
long to be happy at 14.5 knots. There after we ran
under storm jib only at 6/7 knots. Even then
one wave threw us about a bit putting the helmsman under water and throwing the dip stick out
of the engine and out over the underside of the
cockpit floor. Back to Sydney in 2 hops arriving
30th December, New Years eve found us anchored
off Sydney Opera House with a party of friends
listening to the concert on the steps of the Opera
House and watching the firework display.
The following day we sailed 20 miles North to
Braker Bay and up the Hawkesbury River to
rendezvous with three other yachts plus multiple
ski-boats, wind surfers etc. for a few days. This is
quite an amazing area of water larger than Sydney
Harbour within 20 miles of Sydney centre and
mostly National Park and unspoilt. Afterwards we
moored Silver Shamrock III at the Royal Prince
Alfred yacht club at Pittwater. We were very
hospitably received there, as at the three principal
yacht clubs in Sydney and were extended member-

ship facilities at all from Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron, Cruising Yacht Club of Australia and
Middle Harbour yacht club.
In complete contrast I took the opportunity
one day of racing as mainsheet hand in a Sydney
18ft. While most yachtsmen are aware there are
very few restrictions in the class and none on the
amount of sail that can be carried it may not be
appreciated generally how sophisticated the class
has become with an all up sailing weight of under
200 lbs and an annual budget for each of the top
boats of £20,000. It is difficult to describe the
thrill of racing an 18ft, one of sailings greatest
experiences, of reaching with the crew of three
all on trapeze at the corner of the deck aft with
an enormous spinnaker on an 18ft spi-pole. The
racing is followed by ferries with vociferous punters gambling on the result. The day I raced was a
handicap event with a staggered start and we
finished a close third.
Flew to Perth on a sponsored lecture tour and
took the opportunity to race from Freemantle,
the Port for Perth to Albany, 450 miles, around
the fearsome Cape Leevin the South East corner of
Australia. We were fortunate with the weather, I
was racing with Jack Cassidy in his 50 ft. light
displacement ’Evelyn’ which has only 4 ft. 6 ins.
headroom and is built of plywood! The coast is
rugged and there are stretches of up to 50 miles
without roads or inhabitants, Albany has one of
the few shore based whaling stations still used in
the world.
In a moment of weakness I accepted an invitation to race in the last leg of the World Race in
’Traite de Rome’. I suppose I was influenced by
the fact it was February and involved a week in
Rio de Janeiro which is no hardship! The crew
consisted of one person from each of the ’nine’
E.E.C. countries and the yacht was the 1st individual sporting entry from the ’E.E.C.’. It was
sponsored by commercial enterprises and E.E.C.
institutions all over Europe including the Irish
Dairy Board.
Traite, an S & S 51 ft. Admirals Cupper from
1975, ’Pinta’, was the smallest entry in the race.
We took 35 days to race the 5,500 miles to Portsmouth averaging over 6¼ knots run time.
Barry Hassett, Johnny Vaughan and myself flew
with Pat Whelan from Cork to Cannes to join his
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Moody 52 ’Chartalan" at Antibes for a "CasinoCrawl" to Cork. Hugh Cashman was there already
and Seamus his father joined us till Lisbon. The
trip took 3 weeks mostly on the wind and motorsailing. We visited Alandia in Mallorca, Ibizia,
Carthagena (fittingly we did not stop,) Porto
Barus, Gibraltar, Villamou, Portimas, Lisbon,
Cascais/Estoril, Bayona. An enjoyable trip in a fine
yacht with good company and gererous casinos!
After the Half Ton Cup at Poole I cruised
’Silver Shamrock Ill’ back to Cork with Neil
Kenefick stopping at Falmouth and the Scillies.
We had installed one of the small cheap autopilots
and found it really worthwhile.
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1978 Cruises in Pepsi and L’Exocet
George Kenefick
We got the usual wonderful send-off from the R.C.Y.C.
On Friday, 23rd June, I flew from Cork to Amsterdam and
was met by my Dutch friend Jan Smith who keeps a Swan
38 Pepsi in Scheveningen. This is a well-known Dutch fishing port adjacent to the Hague.
The other members of the crew arrived at Sherry
Time; Claus Vogel (German), Jerry de Bee (Dutch), and
Marcel, a Dutch student who cares for Pepsi during his long
vacations. That evening we had a typical Dutch meal (frogs’
legs) in one of the restaurants in the harbour.
We went to sea at midnight, heading south for Blankenberghe which is a big seaside resort in Belgium. The
passage-70 miles-was light but at dawn a nice free wind
sprang up and we arrived in the marina behind the town at
3 p.m. approx. Here a Belgian business friend joined us for
the week-end.
Next morning, we sailed again southward to Newport
-another Belgian yachting centre, 20 miles, a good sail,
head winds but tricky navigation between the sandbanks.
I met the Commodore of Newport Yacht Club who owns a
famous yacht called Dagon and who visited the Royal Cork
in a race from Cowes some years ago. Next day, we continued our journey southwards to Calais-a distance of 60
miles, pleasant sailing but rather cold. Calais is disappointing as a yachting port, but the heavy traffic has to be seen
to be believed.
Next morning, Tuesday, we had a broad reach while
heading north for Dover-a distance of 21 miles. The white
cliffs became visible within a hour of setting sail. Dover is a
far nicer port than Calais but we anchored off the yacht
club so as to be in a position to make an early start the
following morning. We had a pleasant meal ashore and set
sail again on Wednesday morning for Ramsgate North East
-28 miles, navigating through the Goodwin Sands. This was
very interesting-free wind force 3, and we arrived at this
very exciting port early afternoon in beautiful sunny conditions. Ramsgate has a modem marina and indeed is a very
pleasant place to visit.
Next day, Thursday, we set sail for Ostend-60 miles,
head wind again, but we made good time as we enjoyed a
wind shift during the afternoon and arrived at 4 p.m. approx. and met an overseas member of R.C.Y.C. alongside
the quay. We dined that evening in the yacht club. Next
morning, we headed for Pepsi’s home port-Scheveningena distance of 80 miles but with gale force winds from the
south, force 8, we ran for shelter to another Belgian port,
Zeebrugge. This is a small uninteresting port and next
morning, Saturday, we continued to Scheveningen and, by
contrast, this passage was the complete reverse to that of
the previous day-flat sea, little wind, and we found ourselves using our engine for quite some hours. We arrived at
Scheveningen again, Sherry Time, having visited 7 ports in 7
days, 4 countries, 360 miles.

Marina at midnight. We were bound for Brittany on this,
the 12th July 1978:
Due to conditions, we were obliged to motor through
the night and, indeed, throughout the whole of next day.
Compass Course 157°-flat calm automatic pilot, wonderful sunshine and nothing to do but to enjoy the welcome
change to brilliant sunshine and flat seas.
We sighted the Bishop Lighthouse on Thursday, 13th
July at 10 p.m.
I took up my watch at 2.30 a.m. on Friday 14th, a
broad reach with the wind coming from the east, force 4.
Later the Raz de Sein became visible through the heat haze.
The passage through was interesting and indeed very
pleasant.
4 a.m. Saturday 15th, I was called to take over with
P. Show and we rounded Pointe de Penmarch. Having
engined for 11/2 hours, we arrived at the beautiful port of
Concarneau in ideal sunshine. Log read 325 miles. That
evening, Muriel and Rita joined us, they having left Cork at
2.50p.m. and arrived at Rennes at 4.45 p.m. They were
lucky to get a lift direct from Rennes to Concarneau. Steve,
our navigator, flew home next a.m.
That evening we left for Benodet (10 miles). Met our
doctor friend of last year on his Ohlson 38.
Next day, had a beautiful sail in brilliant sunshine,
passed lie de Groix, fetched Port Holiguen Marina (Port of
Quiberon).
Two days later, we sailed up to La Trinite (6 miles),
met Bernie Cahill R.C.Y.C. In the meantime, Dan and
Eddie left for home and we sailed through The Morbihan
up to Auray to meet Bob, Freda, Paddy, and Peggy, who
flew out to join us via Rennes.
At this stage, there were eight of us aboard - we had
a wonderful week of warm sailing weather and we visited
Belle Ile, the other two islands, Houat and Hoedic, La
Trinite and Vannes, and St. Pierre.
We left the boat in Port Haliguin and she was later
taken up for two weeks by Steve and family.
We got a sailing teacher and friend to sail ’L’Exocet’
to Brest on the 25th August. In the meantime, we arranged
for John McWilliam to fly out skipper, P. Shaw, P. Ghent,
and Nick Musgrave to Brest where we met ’L’Exocet’, on
same day. Ron Holland persuaded John McWilliam to take
on board a new rudder and stock with us to replace that
which was broken by female crew skippered by Laurel at
La Rochelle.
Following day, Saturday 26th August, we fetched the
Scillies in twenty hours, beautiful broad reach. Most
enjoyable morning in Scillies, went to sea that evening,
Sunday 27th, at 6 p.m. and had anotherglorious reach back
to Cork, 4 p.m. Monday 28th. Total mileage 950 miles,
’L’Exocet’ away for six weeks.
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¯ " Baltimore Beacon"" 1978
Roger de Quincey
Our cruise this year consisted of a fast passage to Cowes for successful surgeon his great affection is for mountains. So a
dancing deck is child’s play to him. We had a marvellous
a week’s racing and home again by easy stage.
It seemed prudent to book a time with the Mobile night sail across the channel in a NE force four; leaving
Crane at Lymington Yacht Haven for a liftout and scrub Penzance at 0900 hours, Runnelstone IIIC; Longships
12.05; Oil Rig off Kinsale 0810 and in Baltimore
before the racing. So we had to be there by noon on
15.55---180 miles in 31 hours... 5.8 knots. Sixteen
Thursday.
Left Baltimore with a gale warning on Sunday July hours sailing fifteen Motor sailing.
Met many friends at the Rally at East Ferry but it
23rd at 0800 with full main and number 3 genoa, wind on
was
a
hard slog home, wind on the nose, and ending with
the beam force 6. A grand sail in retrospect, fast and wet.
Crew: my stepson Richard Airey and nephew Simon de force 6 and four rolls in the main. This was the third time
Quincey. Both de Qs laid low for longer than they like to this season we had started out with a gale warning; each
remember and Richard had a 7 hour stretch at the helm! time it was 6 with force seven gusts and hard work steering.
But the Bishops appeared like a tall mast on the horizon at Are we getting too old for this sort of thing? Not yet
0800 next morning and morale recovered instantly. SURELY.
Tempted to go in to St. Mary’s for a hot meal but wind
now on the quarter as we squared away for the Lizard. This
meant an easier motion and the attractions of Helford
beckoning. Wind moderating and fine sunny day. Decided
to carry on for Plymouth. Entered Breakwater in moonlight
at 0400 Tuesday. 251 miles in 44 hours, and picked up
Sheila my wile, for the trip up channel. Called in to
Dartmouth for the night.
Weather Report at 0630 Wednesday 6-8 SW. Left at
0830; off Portland Bill at 1400, sea irregular 5 miles off,
very hard work steering a steady course so decided to go in
to Studland Bay for the night. Anchored close in near a 31
foot Westerly, on the principle that "the closer you go in
the quieter it will be". After a most satisfying meal went on
deck to discover a distinct list: Westerly plum upright on its
Bilge Keels! Uncomfortable night finally getting afloat
again at 0600 Thursday. Fast passage through the north
channel past Hurst Castle and into the Lymington Marina in
good time for the lift out, scrub and polish.
Next day a good tune up checking rigging sheeting
leech lines etc and then up to the Willment Marina at East
Cowes where 32 of our class were moored and 51 entered
for the week’s Racing. What a joy one design racing brings,
with its restrictions on sails equipment water and fuel, all
subject to inspection. Finished the ’Week’ 4th out of 44
starters and well satisfied with our prizes. We were most
fortunate with our crew, supplimented on several occasions
by Round the World ace men like John Kizsely who were
used to sailing in 60 knot winds and thought nothing of
spinnakers getting snarled round forestays on the Solent.
Our trip home was blessed with fine weather Sheila
and I taking the boat to Penzance on our own. We called at
Weymouth Dartmouth (for the Squadron Rally) Plymouth
and Helford. At Penzance we picked up an old friend and
most reliable crew, Edward Smyth. Apart from being a very
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"Half a Row around the Bull’"
M. M. A. d’Alton
It wasn’t until I had sailed ’long distant’ with Ninian Falkher for many years that we got down to sailing round our
own island of Ireland-and even then we went around from
one off-lying island to the next. From that time sprang the
urge to potter in that gem studded area, West Cork and
Kerry, but even then, it had to lie dormant until last year.
So it was in 1977 that I started to assuage that urge, a
mere week with two ends, in a tiny cruiser-a Hurley 23ft,
with a relatively immense cockpit and a cabin correspondingly diminutive, even for two.
That cruise can best be summed up by noting that
we started it with a night passage of no less than 20 hours
direct to our most westward point, from Kinsale to Crookhaven; the eastward return occupying eight days of perfect
weather-exactly the pattern of pottering we had hoped
for.
This year my brother had a better boat to lend us;
he had changed the Hurley for a Westedy-Si-Mara-which
though no longer overall, has the most astonishing accommodation below-full standing headroom (and a separate
lavatory) in the forecastle and in the saloon, a dinette
to starboard, with underneath the cockpit, a large and reliable diesel engine, of all things.
This being so, I thought we could manage three
this time, so as well as Leslie Latham, last year’s crew, we
had Bob Kidney, both men of an amiable maturity, which
made me feel, and even look, the boy aboard.
We picked up the boat at Castletownsend in that
delightful inlet, Castle Haven on a sunny Saturday morning, late in August, and by the time we had had apub
luncheon with the owner and his wife (of the boat that is)
and stowed, it was evening. However we got under way in
balmy conditions but had to motor later on, and even then
it was long dark by the time we entered Baltimore and let
go off Sherkin Island for the night, exactly where we
should not have, right in the path of the ferry; but how
could we have known that, blinded by a full moon?
Sunday was another lovely day; we sailed along the
south coast of Clear Island, ignored the Fastnet and laid
off for Crookhaven but sailed on the mile or two beyond it
and put into the minute inlet of Goleen and wandered
ashore up the creek to the village, a really lovely little inlet, rather reminiscent of some of the quieter parts of Norway. Later on we slipped back to Crookhaven, where the
hotel being booked out, we had an excellent dinner higher
up in the village, in what might be described as ’cottage
grandeur’.
Our intention was to get around the Mizen and on as
far as the Skelligs and land there if possible, but Monday

was a foul day of heavy mist and half a mile visibility at
most, so we spent the whole day listening to forecast after
forecast trying to divine when the clearance could be expected.
Shortly before midnight I got the impression that
visibility would begin to improve by morning, so we
promptly motored out only just able to see the shore on
either hand, on outside until we reckoned we were a few
miles off Mizen Head and then hoisted sail and lay a course
off the Bull-no cutting comers in this visibility.
This proved a rather nasty night, hard on the wind
in dense driving mist. Later on we were headed slightly
and so glimpsed the Bull light through a temporary easing
of the mist, a little over a mile away. We bore off for the
Skellings 14 miles distant and by breakfast time sighted it
through the murk over half a mile ahead.
The wind fell light, the stream was foul so it was
mid morning before we beat up to it, by which time the
day had cleared to a glorious one.
However the breeze had freshened with the transformance of the day, so though we spent several hours
sailing around and about and in and out Great and Little
Skelligs-and a marvellous spectacle they are close up-we
felt it inadvisable to attempt to land, even in the inflatable
-so this is one urge that still remains; we must await another day to see the early christian beehive cells which still
crown it.
The afternoon was spent in the fifteen mile passage to
Derrynane, the backdrop to the north superb. So lovely was
the evening in Derrynane that we felt no desire to go ashore
but sat aboard soaking in the perfect surroundings and the
velvet dusk.
It was here I think, that Bob inadvertently let us peep
into his philosophy of life. We had been having a long convoluted discussion on how we would cook our dinner,
potatoes, onions, carrots, and in the absence of meat, a
pound of rashers, all together in our one large saucepan,
so that everything would be ready at the same magic moment-convoluted, as only those who knew little or less
could make it. Eventually Bob summed the matter up in his
droll way by observing, "I have always noticed in situations
such as this that if you act on the assumption that all
things will take about the same time, you won’t be far
out!" And so it was, one of our better dinners.
Wednesday was another quiet sunny day so the
engine was in use for quite a deal of it on our passage back
to North Harbour, Cape Clear Island, or as the locals
prefer, Cape Clear, or even better just Cape.
As we passed the Bull, that magnificent isolated rock
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three hundred feet high, off Dursey Island, we could see
that there was a huge ~avem in it, not merely in an outlying
flank as they usually are, but right through the very centre
of it. As the sea was so quiet this was a temptation I could
not resist, so I launched the inflatable and gingerly rowed
through it, coming out the sheer face on the outside practicaUy right under the Lighthouse which is built almost
directly over the cavern. This cavern-passage is immense,
much wider than a railway tunnel and almost twice as high
and as there seemed to be a good depth of water in it at the
time, it almost appeared that a small boat could be sailed
through it.
This no doubt is the origin of the roar which has
named this sugar loaf of a rock; what it must be like in here
at the height of a winter’s south west gale is almost beyond
imagination; perhaps akin to being inside the monstrous
belly of a fabled Giant with a severe attack of flatulence.
Soon after this on our passage across the mouth of
Bantu Bay, back to Mizen Head, when well out at sea we
noticed that the water had become a deep filthy brown as
though befouled with diesel oil. We cursed those selfish
oil moguls of Whiddy Island up in the head of Bantry Bay
who were so despoiling our lovely waters but were rather
chastened a few days later when we got back to Kinsale
and saw a paper, to discover that this was no oil but was the
notorious ’Red Tide’ plankton growth which was causing
such havoc with the shell fisheries.
North Harbour we like, and having tucked ourselves
out of the way of the ferry boat, spent the night in peace
after a friendly little drink in the nearby pub, now the only
one upon the island.
Thursday was an even more perfect day, so whilst
Bob and Leslie ’rested’-they most unexpectedly ran into
Paul Johnston of Dublin Bay in the pub early in the day-I
walked around the perimeter of the whole island, much of
it a truly marvellous panoramic tramp; some of it beside
hair raising cliff edges-it is a wonder the rock climbing
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boys have not cottoned on to it yet. So if in need of exercise at this stage of a cruise, this walk could not be bettered
anywhere; seven or eight hours will do it comfortably.
In the evening we walked the short distance across
to South Harbour to the restaurant there for dinner only to
find that they had closed down at the end of the season,
the night before!
It was now Friday, time to be thinking of getting
back to Kinsale, so on our way eastward we called in to
Baltimore looking for camping Gaz, which had become unobtainable in west Cork and we had quite run out. With no
Success.

On then to Barloge for cold lunch, another truly
lovely enclosed inlet; a remarkable one whose head becomes a cataract once the tide is half gone as it is the outlet
of a lake into which the rising tide flows from half tide on.
When we there a bunch of skin diving water-babies were
cavorting down it with great glee.
On our way here we took the innermost passage between Kedge Island and the mainland, very narrow but easy
with a fair tide and wind (or engine in our case). This is the
one marked on the large scale chart as ’used by Coasters’.
We slipped around Toe Head inside the Stags and anchored for the night in one of our favourites, Castletownshend.
Saturday was for passage making, past Galley Head,
Seven Heads and the Old Head, inside the race, en route for
Oyster Haven, where we could bide the night, rise early on
the Sunday morning, scrub ship and so casually meander
under sail, back into Kinsale, glistening, in proper time
to lay alongside the owner’s garden wall at high water,
throw our gear over and clamber after it for a splendid
luncheon in the garden beside the moorings, in brilliant
sunshine,just as we had done the year before.
A proper ending to a cruise, even if only of a week
with an end at either end.

Helen’s Happy Hunting Ground
P. H. Greer
We first visited this area some twenty odd years ago in Ann
Gall and having found it to be an ideal cruising ground we
have visited it frequently since.
The area is to some extent like the South-west of
Ireland with numerous deep Rias or Bays such as Bantry
Bay and Kenmare River, which extend several miles inland. It has the benefit of a climate generally a good deal
warmer than even our best summer’s day and mostly very
much better. An awning for the cockpit is a very good idea,
if not an essential. Oddly enough the sea temperature,
whilst being a good few degrees warmer than ours, is still
nothing like the Mediterranean.
If thinking of a visit to the area it would be worth
first of all buying an Admiralty Chart No. 1752, Cabo Villano to Oporto but, of course, detailed charts ofaU the Rias
should be carded and I give a list of these later.
I believe the Royal Cruising Club’s directions
entitled ’Atlantic Coasts of Spain and Portugal’ are available to Irish Cruising Club Members on a confidential basis
and this book is invaluable.
In the area there are hundreds of good anchorages
and sandy beaches and also very numerous waterside vii.
lages almost all with shopping facilities and one or more
restaurants, however simple. The cost of eating out we
found to be about 60% of doing so in Ireland.
Fronting the southern part of the coast there are several islands and these extend from Vigo Bay to Pontevedra
Bay. On the islands there are beautiful beaches and good
anchorages in on-shore winds, indeed for most of the time.
At least one of the islands, Isla Faro in the Isla Cies Group
fronting Vigo Bay has a rudimentary restaurant, quite good
for a simple lunch. There is a lagoon and absolutely beautiful beach with very nice walks in the pine forest.
Our normal procedure is to allow a week (though 10
days or so are better) before the first crew change. The
journey usually takes five days for a direct sail which we
recommend, and we are left with a few days for local
cruising for those of the crew who are only doing the outward journey.
One of the most difficult aspects of cruising on the
coast has been the question of crew changes.
We have tried several methods including Vigo via
Madrid and London but found arranging interconnecting
planes at Madrid always missed each other. Another way is
to fly London to Madrid and travel to Vigo by the overnight train which is an excellent one with fine sleeping
and dining facilities and proves quite an interesting journey.
We have tried on many occasions flying London to
Oporto and to and from Oporto to Vigo by hired car and
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generally the plane arrives at Oporto Airport at 0100 hours
in the morning and one cannot get back across the
Portuguese/Spanish frontier until about 7.30 a.m. causing a
night to be spent in the car with the Garlic eating Spanish
driver or alternatively walking the roadside for fresh air.
Another way to have tried is to sail south to Viano do
CasteUo just over the Protuguese Border about twenty.
seven miles from Vigo Bay but Protuguese Customs cause
so much trouble that it is not worth it. The same applied to
making the change at Leixoes which is near the entrance
to the Dorro River and quite close to Oporto Airport.
Undoubtedly the best way has opened up this year,
via London to Santiago de Compostella which is situated
inland at the hub of the cruising area and is therefore
readily accessible by hired car. This has really removed the
one big disadvantage of the cruising ground.
I hope this account of crew change difficulties which
are now really resolved does not put anyone off visiting the
area. I am sure if they go they will go again and I just give
the details so as to explain the relative merits.
Generally we sail direct from Howth to Vigo Bay and
spend our first night at a most beautiful secluded Bay just
inside Cabo del Home which is the northern tip of the Ria.
The Bay Ensenada de Barra has no facilities except peace
and quiet and a wonderful beach and lovely scenery, a perfect place to spend a night after a long journey with no
worries about Customs or other formalities.
One can then go to Vigo to clear Customs, this is
about five or six miles further up the Ria on the Southern
side or one can cross the Ria to Bayona. Both have beautiful Yacht Clubs but Vigo is not the place to stay as it is
becoming so eommercialised and berthage has become very
restricted. It is, however, the only place we found it possible to get passports stamped for those returning by air
but from this year’s experience no one at the Airport examined passports for a stamp so perhaps it is no longer
necessary.
IneidentaUy, if sailing from Ensenada de Barra to
Bayona which is probably the best thing to do one should
go inside the string of rocks which divide Vigo Bay from
Bayona Bay. There is a way inside the innermost island but
we fred that local fishermen generally get a Very bad fright
when they see us tackling the journey though we have done
it successfully on fifty or more occasions. I wouldn’t advise
anyone to try it witout first having studied the situation in
great detail.
Bayona at the southern entrance to Vigo Bay is un.
doubtedly one of the outstanding palces. Its Yacht Club
amongst the trees is very hospitable and there are excellent

General Chart No. 1752 - Cabo Villano to Oporto
dinghy landing facilities with water, petrol and diesel fuel 1.
which I have already mentioned).
available from the pier. Connected to the pier is a pontoon
to which Yachts lie fore and aft. It is generally crowded but 2.
1755 - Foz to Camarinas.
most visitors anchor in the bay outside the line of moored 3.
3764 - Cabo Toriana to Punta
Carreiro.
Yachts. One is not allowed to take up spare moorings.
4.
1756
Ria
de
Mwros.
On entry a Club official usually comes out by a
1768 - Ria de Arosa.
launch with a questionnaire and crew list to be t’dled in and 5.
1758 - Pontevedra Bay.
6.
this is the only formality. It is repeated at many of the
2548
- Ria de Vigo.
7.
larger anchorages but the officials are always very civil and
When leaving for the homeward passage it can be congenerally welcome a glass of beer.
venient to work up the coast to Camarinas which is just
At Bayona there are excellent shops, a market and a south of Cabo Villano. There are several good anchorages
plethora of restaurants. Cafe Moscon opposite the fishing within the Bay and simple stores can be obtained. We found
pier is very good for seafood but indeed there is a huge the village of Camarinas quite interesting.
selection o f places.
It is quite normal to find northerly winds of about
There are many fiestas, generally accompanied by force 5 or 6 or even a little stronger after leaving Cabo Vilfireworks dispalys. Indeed fireworks seem to be always lano bound north. Our experience is that if one is bound
going off at some place or another at some time in the direct homewards it always pays to go away on the star
cruising area.
board tack. Never stand into the Bay of Biscay by going off
To give a list of the various anchorages in the area on the port hand. This way loses one’s westing and generalfrom Cape Villano to Vigo Bay would take up too much ly ends up in one doing a lot more beating. The trip back
space but I can assure the reader that they could spend tends to take a little longer than going down but working
several months cruising in the area finding a different up to Camarinas helps to shorten it quite a lot.
If any member proposes to visit the area 1 would, of
anchorage each night and each of them interesting in some
way or another. A list of detailed Admiralty Charts which course, be glad to run over the charts with them and give
we have found sufficient for cruising in the area are as any detailed comments of the many interesting places we
have visited.
follows :-

Helen of Howth Photo IV. M. Nixon.
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Diary of a Chronic Cruising Crew
W. M. Nixon
WHILE we all may aspire to a greater or lesser degreee to
skipper our own boats, these days - with a general excess
of cruising craft and a dearth of crews - you certainly
don’t need to worry that being boatless may prevent you
from getting away cruising. Rather there is often an embarassment of possibilities, but as the most worthwhile
cruising skippers are undoubtedly temperamental cusses
now and again, and again and again, the selection of the
crewing position with the greatest potential, and the
continuing adroit manipulation of the course of the subsequent cruise, requires almost Machiavellian skill.
However, much of this politicking becomes unnecessary
if in the first place you can think of some interesting
cruise to do with a boat which may not have occured to
the owner himself, and in 1978 I was especially fortunate
to find one or two owners who leapt at the chance of fulIdling an unusual objective. Having been away on four
"cruises" in all, I am thus enabled neatly to sidestep the
improper matter of naming the couple of owners who
needed imaginative prodding...
These four ventures were in addition to local cruises
made with a craft called Bish, the family’s heavy displacement gunter rigged dinghy. To a casual observer, Bish may

seem like any other Mirror dinghy, but with all our kids and
gear aboard she is undoubtedly very heavy displacement.
With her we were able to prove that cruising is at least as
much a matter of attitude as distance covered, as we had
great time sailing far inland along Vikingtown Estuary, or
voyaging across the choppy channel to Inisheria, places
better known as Baldoyle Creek and Ireland’s Eye. In
truth, in terms of stretching the boat’s capacity to the
uttermost, the cruises of Bish were undoubtedly the most
adventurous of the summer.
STRANGFORD LOUGH
Quite how and when it seemed a good idea to have an
early season long weekend on Strangford Lough with Jim
Blaikie and Bob Hutchinson aboard the former’s Ruffian 23
Dill’rent Drummer I can’t remember, but it proved to be a
great idea. Friday May 12th found Jim and I sailing away
from Kircubbin at noon into a harsh nor’wester, bound a
few miles up the lough to a place we’ll call Island X, as
it’s a spot where Jim and Bob had found the most superb
cockle bank, and the eating of cockles in various forms
was to be one of the themes of a weekend cruising the
lough.

Jim Blaikie cockle-hoking on Island X, with Dill’rent Drummer anchored off - Photo W. M. Nixon
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The bank was so fruitful that just twenty minutes of varied character as Diff’rent Drummer wended her way
poking provided a large bucketful, but we lingered awhile through the Pladdies back to her moorings at Kircubbin.
as Island X symbolises the atmosphere of the eastern side A number of ICC boats from the Dublin area were able to
of Strangford Lough, an open muddy place of dramatic savour this atmosphere three weeks later when they raced
skyscapes and the lonely call of seabirds, very different up to Strangford and cruised in company to many of the
from the cosy opulence of the sheltered western side of places we’d visited. Admittedly the lough is now getting a
the lough. And then with the wind piping up in squalls, we little crowded, but nevertheless for anyone living in Dublin,
roared away to the south, rushing over the flood tide into with a drive of less than three hours to Ringhaddy, there is
Portaferry where, after a visit to Weathedy Yachts where considerable attraction in the notion of keeping your boat
Dick and Billy Brown were busy with the first of the new in Strangford at each end of the season. However, in order
Ruffian 8.5s, the party adjourned to Dumigan’s, there to to get full value from the place, you’d need to have a skippsavour the best bottle of Guinness in all Ireland and await er like Jim Blaikie and a cook like Bob Hutchinson.
the arrival of Bob.
Eventually he arrived with all his cruising catering
paraphernalia, complete unto his famous GSFP, otherwise
STRANGFORD LOUGH
the Great Square Frying Pan, so shaped in order to have
maximum utilisation of the top of Diff’rent Drummer’s
cooker, round which the entire accommodation is centred,
i ~ ’
CabLes 0 5 0
1Seamile
Jim being a man fond of his vittles.
We sailed away in a near gale from the nor’west, a
harsh plug across the lough, nibbling cockles, then smooth
water up the sheltered western channels to the Down
Cruising Club headquarters in a former lightship, where we
berthed at dusk, magnificent supper, then aboard the clubship for a bit of a party, then back aboard in the bitterly
cold small hours, but the little boat was as snug as a bug in
a rug as the wind howled in the rigging.
Morning altogether more gentle, superb cholesterolrich breakfast, then a leisurely stroll ashore on Sketrick
Island inevitably ending up in Barry Bramwell’s new pub,
whence Jim extracted us with a firmness which surprised
everyone in order to wander under sail down the west
shore again, stopping for a party with Jack Swinson aboard
his Hillyard schooner Vanique in Ringhaddy Sound, distributing cockles to the people, then on in the evening to
the Quoile where Bob managed to excell himself in cooking
steaks and afterwards we found it was someone’s birthday
party in Quoile Yacht Club’s hospitable clubhouse.
Sunday brought a calm morning, birdsong rampant,
and great doings on QYC’s slipway where Graham Chambers was launching his venerable 17-tonner Glance which
Frank and Eric Hopkirk, ICC members at the time, used to
race in RORC events during the 1950s with their own special style. Graham’s style is also very special, it frightened
the life out of me just to watch, but in time she was sitting
serenely at the bottom of the slip on her roofed trailer,
awaiting the incoming tide.
We wandered along to Killyleagh for the first race
that day of the Strangford Lough Racing Cruiser Association, but it had become very calm, and after we’d drifted
across the starting line for the third tinre, reckoned we’d
done our bit by racing, and so trickled under motor to
-- Day1
Dunnyneill Island, which is unlike most Strangford Islands
..... Oay 2
..... Day 3
in being out on its own, and has a pleasant away-from-it-all
atmosphere. By now the calm was complete, in marked
contrast to Friday’s hard conditions, and it gave us an
opportunity to enjoy another aspect of Strangford’s richly
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CONNACHT
The second cruise had a very specific purpose, to get
to MacDara’s Island off the Connemara coast for St.
MacDara’s Day, Sunday July 16th, for the All-Ireland
Galway Hooker Championship. Fortunately this involved
only a couple of short hops, as the boat in question, Tad
Minish’s 38 ft centreboard yawl Kiff, is based in Clew Bay,
and in fact the main interest of the venture lay in cruising
th Connacht coast from the viewpoint of someone living
there, rather than hastening past it as is so often the case
when sailing from somewhere else.
Kiff is based at Murrisk pier, a hidden spot right
under Croagh Patrick, and despite one good weekend in
May when fitting out proceeded apace, aided by one of the
western ICC members, James Cahill, who had sailed over
from the new Mayo Yacht Club headquarters at Rosmoney
(he came in his 14 ft dinghy which he sailed round Ireland
in 1976-77, and went up Kiff’s mast hand over hand and
came down the backstay, which made me feel very unfit)
things weren’t really ready by mid-July after the atrocious
weather of June.
But the three of us - Tad himself, who is from
Kentucky, Norman Smith, from London but living in
Westport, and myself - went at it like blue blazes for about
thirty-six hours, and at 22.50 on the night of Thursday
July 13th, motored away into the darkness and picked our
way through the islands to the very handy anchorage at
Inishlyre.

I could have collapsed into the bunk at that juncture,
but the West only begins to come to life around midnight,
and soon a boat was alongside to invite us to a party being
given by the Westport Pilot, Tommy Gibbons, at his house
on the island. The joint was jumping, but very soon with
exhaustion I had to retreat aboard again, Tad and Norman
apparently not returning until daylight.
When we were finally stirring again, it was a perfect
morning, strong sunlight bringing up all the mountains
majestically around, and haymaking going ahead on
Inishlyre. Bliss. It would have been the perfect start to the
cruise except that Tad tried to kill Norman and me. Back
home in his cottage at Killadangan he’d been experimenting
with ground glass as an additive to improve the non-slip
qualities of deck paint. He’d found that it scattered best
from a salt dispenser belonging to a picnic kit. With all the
gear being rushed out of his garage aboard the boat, this salt
dispenser had gone as well, and in stowing away the pile of
stuff, naturally a dispenser marked salt, with a white substance therein, went into the galley. To start the cruise
properly, I’d made a huge fried breakfast, and in tucking
into it Norman and I - Tad wasn’t a breakfast person were delighted to find that for once the salt came out in a
smooth stream. We salted our rashers, eggs, tomatoes and
sausages liberally. We were eating like men starved before
we both became aware of little lumps of something or

Kifffitting out at Murrisk pier - Tad Minish up the mast, and James Cahill arriving in his
Ireland~circumnavigating 14ft dinghy
Photo W. M. Nixon.
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other lodging in our teeth. Norman thought some peculiar
chemical reaction was taking place, but we both went on
chewing with determination. But it was no good. Something was very wrong. At that moment Tad wandered
below, puffing one of his vile black cheroots. He took one
look at the ’salt’, and started laughing his head off.
Our regret at having to heave half of a really good
breakfast over the side was tempered by wondering had
we taken a fatal dose, but neither of us felt any the worse
for it, and we’d such a" grand sail that day that the whole
thing was soon forgotten. Clew Bay was looking its superb
best as we ran slowly down under spinnaker in a light
nor’easter, getting a photo from the boat of Austin, a fishing friend of Tad’s from Murrisk.. Nearing Clare Island, the
wind drew gently from the nor’west, and we reached across
a sparkling sea, Kiff showing her thoroughbred background
she’s an exact sister of the famous Finisterre - with
effortless progress past Inishturk and on towards lnishbofin
where we put out two anchors in the evening sunlight. Tad
had dragged once in Bofin harbour, he was determined
never to do so again, so in addition to the new Bruce
anchor - invariably referred to as ’The Australian’ - we
had to heave over the huge fisherman, but at least we knew
she wouldn’t budge, and went ashore to make wassail with
untroubled minds, returning in moonlight.

It was lunchtime by the time we sailed next day,
not because of over-sleeping, but because the morning was
given over to cleaning and painting the topsides where
they’d suffered from Murrisk pier, indeed the cruise itself
saw some fitting out being done every day. Heading on
towards Slyne Head, good progress was made in a freshening nor’wester, and we swept round the corner and
threaded our way through the various rocks - hate to be
there in a strong onshore wind with poor visibility-to,
Roundstone, with the Twelve Pins quite magnificent in the
evening sun.
Rounclstone was excellent - good anchorage, marvellous surroundings, sheltered little village, spick and span
with good shops, in all one of the best places in the west.
We needed various obscure stores next morning, but despite
it being a Sunday everything was obtained within a few
yards of the pier, and then, it being The Day, we motored
down the bay across a calm sea, and so to MacDara’s
luminous island where a large fleet was gathering for the
Mass at the little chapel and then the subsequent racing.
The workboat movement seems to have arrived just
in time to save the traditional craft of the west from
extinction, and in all there were seventeen of them fully
kitted out for racing, the keener ones being rubbed with

The hookers gather in the bay below St MacDara’s chapel. - Photo W. M. Nixon.
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stone and after supper had a few quiet pints at O’Dowd’s
in the gentle warmth of a summer evening, yarning with a
friend of Tad’s - cruising the Connacht coast with him
was more like a Royal Progress, he seemed to have friends
in every port and island.
Slyne Head being something of a bogey for people
living in the west, we were away unusually early in the
morning to get it astern once more, pausing only to negotiate the purchase of a fine big crayfish from a fisherman
along the way. The wind was still nor’westerly, but Kiff
turned to windward so nicely once the head was astern
that it was truly painless sailing, the sun coming through
and the coastline with all the mountains looking its very
best. With the good sense of old age, we were feeling most
unadventurous. Having found that two visits to Roundstone
had imporved our appreciation of the place, we headed
back for another visit to Inishbofin, determined to linger
£
there awhile.
So at 1500 hours in the afternoon sunshine Kiff
swept through the entrance to Bofin Harbour, and was
All over bar the shouting - American Mor frees off round Deer
soon lying snugly to her two anchors, and there we stayed
Island with An Mhaighdean Mhara in pursuit - Photo W. M. Nixon
for nearly three days. Life was hectic. There was a freshbutter - Kerrygold of course - to reduce friction, for the water swim and bath ashore in the little lake of Loughnaprizes are substantial, nearly a thousand pounds being at bruad conveniently hidden just above the anchorage, then
stake. There were the majestic hookers, gleitogs, andpucans, there was the business of cooking the crayfish, a morbid
as well as AchiU yawls, the whole scene looking like a affair, for in truth it is less than cheering to boil to death
picture from the Lawrence collection as they lay serenely an old shipmate with whom you’ve just shared a really
to anchor on the calm grey summer sea. But fortunately as enjoyable sail, but appetite rules OK, and he made us two
the starting time approached a breeze began to make in fabulous meals. Then ashore for a spot of sociological
from the east, which gave a good beat, the course being ten investigation of life on Bofin, into Michael Day’s where the
miles or so, with a running start in MacDara’s Sound, habitues are straight out of a Jack Yeats painting, or across
then clockwise round Deer Island, with further inshore the island in the dark in peril of your life, for the young
bloods tear around in unlit dumper trucks of seeming
legs off Mace where they finished.
At first it was John Healion’s light weather flyer GT performance. One of the days we gave over to further
Morning Star - the defending champion - which seemed gastronomy, taking the lovely and not overlong walk to
to go best with a suit of terylene sails, but as they got offshore and found a bit more bite to the wind, it was the two
most traditional hookers, Brian Hussey’s American Mor smelling like a healthy farmyard with her traditionally cured
tan sails - and the all-black An Mhaighdean Mhara, which
began to strike into the lead.
It was a very moving sight, those classic silhouettes
moving along the horizon, and when we met up with them
again at the weather point of Deer Island, they were really
tramping along, both American Mhor and the Maiden being
right into the groove, the former in particular going like a
train and romping around the final short inshore legs to
have a thoroughly deserved long lead when she crossed the
line at Mace. There was a huge crowd both afloat and
ashore for the finish, and then when it was all over they
spread away into the many little anchorages of Connemara,
with a vast ceilidh at Carna being the main event of the
night. However, the party being a couple of miles from the
nearest anchorage, we felt disinclined for the hassle of
extensive shore travel, and anyway we’d been so genuinely
moved by the sight of the old boats racing that a quiet Kiff turning to windward on her way from Roundstone to Inishbofin,
to Mweelrea showing
night seemed more appropriate, so we returned to Round- with the Twelve Pins and the mountains northPhoto
It/. M. Nixon.
up on the Galway Coast.
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much-needed anti-fouling, which was preceded with the
removal of several hundredweight of barnacles. Meanwhile
out in the Atlantic a complex low which had been rumblIng like a faulty appendix was finally gathering itself to
erupt, so when we floated again on the evening tide we
made the quickest exit on record, and zoomed up Clew Bay
-Kiff went like lightning with her new clean bottom - to
carry the same tide in along Murrisk Pier.
The cruise had been planned to finish next day, but
with the weather going to pot and the tide suiting, as well
as squalls of more than forty knots sweeping down from
Croagh Patrick it seemed a good idea to get in somewhere
secure. There was a brief lull as we made fast, then the
rains swept down the side of The Reek, and that night by
heavens did it blow . . . but we’d seen the West at its best,
we’d seen the never-to-be-forgotten sight of the Hookers
racing, and I rattled my way back to Dublin on the train
next day, completely convinced that if they could only
find some way of preventing Croach Patrick dropping
so much rain on it, then Clew Bay would be the best
sailing area in all Ireland.

Kiffat anchor in the bay at Inishturk, where every square yard of
cultivable land seems to be in use.
Photo W. M. Nixon.
East Village where Clodagh Coyne’s Lobster Pot is a pleasant place for the sort of lunch that lasts all afternoon.
The only fly in the ointment was the arrival of the
French, who came like locusts a week after Bastille Day,
and with the wind now brisk from the nor’west, seemed to
make a point of dragging into Kiff. It had all happened
before. "I don’t know why" muttered Tad morosely,
"They don’t just throw their pathetic lit CQRs into my
cockpit and be done with it... "
Conditions had eased somewhat by Thursday July
20th, better weather for a projected visit to lnishturk, so
we slipped away, and outside found that the sea had come
to life, a strong swell from the northwest crashing brilliant
white on Davillaun as we beat past, and then had a swift
sail northeastward, rainsqualls passing in front and astern,
but missing us, and so to the bay at lnishturk where a
scend had Kiff rolling lazily, but with the inevitable two
anchors out she was snug enough to let us spend the day
ashore.
It’s an impressive place. For all that cultivatable land
is severely limited, it supports a population of 140, and
they are industrious in using every scrap of land available,
in marked contrasts to some other potentially much easier
islands along the west coast. Why some islands have great
spirit and others just die is one of the wonders of the
west, but lnishturk is a great place, and well worth making
the effort to visit. With reluctance we sailed on our way
to Clare, taking with us a massive brill bought from a Turk
fisherman, which with a sauce intended originally for
coq au vin, made another memorable meal.
This was eaten while lying off Granuaile’s castle in
the Clare anchorage, a splendid island it is, where Tad as
usual was greeted like a returning prince, and where everybody still seems to be called O’Malley. Our fitting-out
continued early next morning, with Kiff dried out for
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RALLYING ROUND THE FLAG

i

It was a case of "If you will, then I will, so will
I . . .", and so we all signed on with His Worship the Editor
to proceed in the good ship Shardana from Howth to the
end-of-season rally in Carlingford. The night of Friday
September 8th found himself and Nick and Jake and me
and sundry supporters entrenched in the HYC bar, quaffing
pints notwithstanding gale warnings and the fact that one
(your faithful scribe) had already dined well but not at all
wisely. Pitch dark by the time we went aboard, and bitter
cold. But a great fair wind. We’ll leave at first light. Meanwhile, a noggin or three . . .? I seemed to drink most of a
very large bottle of foul and fizzy red . . . slurried to bed
in the small hours . . . up like zombies at 0545, away in
the first faint flickers of dawn, I make the crew bacon
sandwiches, coffee and tea while we’re still in smooth
water, wash dishes, tidy up, lie down for a minute, awaken
than at 0900 feeling TERRIBLE.
Take helm for remainder of way to Carlingford,
teeth firmly clenched, face pale green, inside feeling like
cement mixer with faulty bearings, yet sea smoothish,
surely this isn’t seasickness, anyway manage to keep it all
down despite fact that just beside me Nick and Jake are
putting away a large bottle of Italian white with no bother
at all except to me.
Carlingford Lough looks morbid as we sweep in at
lunchtime, Greencastle’s exposed anchorage doesn’t appeal,
but anyway we had intended to go into Carlingford village
for a while, of particular interest to me as the only time I’d
ever been in previously had been on a February night of
blackest hue relieved only by a snowstorm, sailing the late
unlamented Mayro with no engine. Calculations had been
that with high water at 1615, we could just make it alongside the West Pier at 1330, but in fact are alongside at
1315, though with groove in mud for last fifty yards.
(Shardana draws about 5 ft 4 ins).
Carlingford village delightful, warmth of welcome in
P. J. O’Hare’s really remarkable, all a little tired but just as
we’re having the final pint, in walks Stephen Gibbons with
his crew from his new Westerly 33 Saoirse, so we banter for
a while, but really all our lot now feeling ever so slightly
tired, so we adjourn to boat for sleep in order to be at our
best for the flurry of flag officers now gathering up at
Warrenpoint. Stephen promises to waken us at 1730,
but in fact the alarm arouses us just in time for the 1555
shipping forecast, later it transpires that Saoirse’s crew had
been joined by a plethora of professors in the pub, and only
just managed to tear themselves away in order to get to the
rally by nightfall.
We meanwhile head up lough through ferocious squalls
from the Cooley Mountains (the locals call them the shee
gee, or "fairy wind". Some fairy). They sweep down
vertically, lift the surface off the sea, and in the steepest
part the whole lough is filled with whirling spray, while
the anemometer goes bonkers. Roughest part of whole
cruise. Berth alongside Rinamara and, despite somewhat

The Carlingford Rally in "storm quarters’ at Warrenpoint.
(Left to right) Cuchulain, Galley Bay, Verve, Red Gauntlet and
Korsar, seen over the decks of Shardana and Rinamara.
Photo W. M. Nixon.
unlikely setting of Warrenpoint docks, great is the creation
of wassail.
Despite it, we’re away at 0600 on the Sunday morning,
conditions much better, though still plenty of wind from
south of west, but unlike Saturday morning I’m feeling
fine, unlike Nick, who is in lousy shape, while Jake is
unable to rise from his bunk, but the captain as ever seems
impervious to ill-effects from anything eaten, drunk, smoked or whatever...
Outside, nice breeze, can just lay the course with sheets
slightly started, tramping along under all working sail, the
Nick 31 really revels in this. Off Drogheda a front starts to
approach, we take down a couple of reefs and Shardana
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’And there she was, looking like a cross between the ESB and
the B + 1 ...... "Amerigo Vespucci seen from Shardana returning
from the Carlingford Rally
Photo W. M. Nixon.

settles down to her work, tearing along in a good Force 6, in addition to Florence, John Clayden the Mate and Flann
making short work of the steep sea. Meanwhile, l am Fox the cook - Flann runs a little restaurant called The
really enjoying it, the wind is hot like the blast from an Pantry in Kenmare, and his cooking, particularly of vegoven, and really you can’t complain when you can sit out etables, was out of this world. He’d signed on for the
in the cockpit in the lee of the dodger just in shirtsleeves, Southampton jaunt as a sort of working holiday, indeed
and sipping with pleasure at a gin and tonic while the boat it was a working holiday for most of us as many of the
tears along. Truly the workings of the human body are an charter party were involved to some extent with the marine
endless source of fascination.
industry.
Off Skerries the front arrives with a vengeance, but
The first day was interesting as Hurricane Flossie was
we’re into smooth water and race on into the rainbank doing her thing about three hundred miles west of Ireland,
going good-oh. Inside Lambay with nothing visible, then and it was blowing something ridiculous from slightly west
the front clears raggedly, and right ahead it is torn away of south. It x~as hoped that by holding close inshore down
to reveal an amazing sight, the Italian Sail Training Ship the Wicklow coast under power we could make some
Amerigo Fespucci lying to anchor in the roads off Mala- southing without beating our brains out, but with the
hide, being a day or two early for an official visit to Dublin. Spring ebb running full blast the sea was absurdly rough,
Despite freeing off to have a close look at her, we are still so we dodged into Wickow for an hour or two and then
able to lay in to weather of Ireland’s Eye and so into when things eased a little at dusk, made on down to Arklow
Howth with the top coming off the breeze again, but for an overnight stop in the hope that Flossie would grumbsomehow with it being so warm it doesn’t seem hostile. le her way northward.
Admittedly a very short cruise indeed, but it had all the
The stop at Arldow was somewhat bizarre, as there was
ingredients, some of them to excess, and next time we rally an eclipse of the moon just as we were making fast in the
in Carlingford Lough, why don’t we all just dry out along- basin (getting in had required radar, with the non-existent
side in Carlingford itself, it’s one of the nicest little ports on pierhead light) and the thin clouds were torn briefly away
the east coast.
to reveal the eclipse, only partial, but distinctly sinister
nevertheless. Nothing daunted, a group of hedonists went
SCILLY SEASON TO SOUTHAMPTON
up-town and got themselves involved with the local rugby
festival, and didn’t return until the night was far spent;
The 75 ft staysail schooner Spirit of Labrador plays not content with that, they were making music with
the central role in what is probably the first attempt to Terry Crawford’s guitar and Flann’s flute until even later,
run a charter operation with a ’Caribbean size’ yacht in but as I’d retired early and slept well I only quote the
Ireland. Owned by Myles and Frances Frankel of Doneralle, rumours.
The morning brought a marked change, bright sunshine
she is in fact more like a little ship than a yacht, being all
of 60 ft on the waterline with a huge beam of 18 fi 6 ins, and a nice westerly. We were soon at sea gradually on the
but as she has a centreboard, her draft with plate up is cloth, and every mile of reaching to the south took us into
only a little over 6 it, enabling her to go far into the many better weather, though away to the north we could still see
inlets of the south and west coast which are her projected the filth of hurricane remains, and a friend on an oil rig out
cruising ground from her base in Kinsale.
in the North Sea at the time tells me they recorded a gust
Designed by Robert Brasted and built in 1974 by of 148 knots from that little lot; certainly the shipping
Joyce Brothers of Southampton in steel, during the past forecasts made thought-provekinglistening.
year she has actually ranged much further than West Cork,
But aboard Spirit big ship life was settling in very
for all that her skipper Florence O’Driscoll is himself a comfortably, thank you. Flann gave a concert while having
Sherkin Island man. She spent the winter of 77/78 in a bath, reckoning that the steam gave the sound that certain
the Canaries, and then on returning to Ireland at the end extra something, and was recorded by Walter Love of the
of May, headed north, after a brief refit, to the Denmark BBC in Belfast who had come along in the hope of getting a
Strait, carrying a Belgian Irdm crew who wished to record radio programme out of the cruise, and ended up by cornwhaling activity in the waters off Greenland and Iceland. plaining in his droll way that really he had far too much
Towards the end of the summer she was back in Ireland, usable stuff, and even more unusuable for family listening.
and September found her on the East Coast for shotThen we’d nooners, and quite what happened to the
blasting and re-painting at Malahide. Her main charter in afternoon isn’t just crystal clear, but we sailed serenely on
September was a cruise to the Southampton Boat Show, into the evening, porpoises played around the firefoot,
which suited me down to the ground as she left from and we easily could have been persuaded to go straight on
Howth, had a bit of a cruise getting there~ and provided down to Spain. The night was gentle and moonlit with
convenient accommodation in Southampton itself,
the engine being needed to keep us moving, and at sunrise
So on the morning of Saturday September 16th I (at the civilised hour of 0700) we were heading round the
was able to walk down to the boat and join the rest of east side of the Scillies, the sunrise being spectacular, it
the charter crew - seven in all, mostly from Northern just popped out of the sea, no messing.
Ireland, and the professional crew, there being two others
Knowing that you can sometimes get a cool reception
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Up Channel!
Spirit of Labrador
tramping along
- Photo W. M. Nixon.

in the over-crowded Scillies, I’m happy to report that when
the season is mostly passed in mid-September, and when
moreover you arrived in what looks like a millionaire’s
yacht, the reception is positevely fulsome - we were
allowed to lie at the quay in Hughtown, and the harbourmaster himself got the hose for us to take on water, as
everyone planned a bath before Southampton (ah, the
hardship of it . . .!) Of course, most boats from Ireland
have visits to the Scillies soured by the somewhat hostile
Customs man there, but our cup of joy ran over - the
harbour master told us with some satisfaction that Monday
is the customs man’s day off.
It looked by this stage as though the Scillies would be
our only stop before Southampton, and we’d to sail again
at lunchtime, but we made the best of it. The weather was
warm and sunny (and had been apparently since the beginning of August - they know nothing of Flossie) so after
a superb breakfast we strolled up the pier like visiting
royalty, and after minimal walks over the island, presented
ourselves at the Mermaid Inn. We were interested to see
how the Scillonians dealt with Monday morning. Well, the
word is that Monday morning doesn’t exist in the Scillies,
the period between Sunday night and Monday afternoon
being seen as an extension of Saturday night. There’d been
a big gig regatta over the weekend, and the crews were all
in the Mermaid that morning either taking the cure or
celebrating or both. It would have been churlish not to join
in, and churlish we were not.
Eventually we sailed still in brilliant sunshine, and
found the party was only beginning - the hyperenergetic
Terry Crawford had stayed aboard, working on a surprise
he said he was, and when we returned he was immaculately

attired, looking like the Commodore of some distinguished
Scandinavian club, the effect being topped out with
Clayton Love’s very natty yottin’ cap which had apparently
been left aboard the Spirit many months previously.
Anyway, this was only part of the surprise - the main
part of it was the punch which he’d been preparing from
a very peculiar mixture of liquor. He called it ’Electric
Soup’. It certainly was that-it kept the buzz going aboard
the whole way from the Scillies to the Eddystone, by which
time we were reaching along the path of the moon through
a perfect night, the wind having drawn from the north to
give smooth sailing up channel.
First light found us off West Bay, and the breeze now
with a bite to it, and drawing slightly ahead. With John
Clayden I’d an entertaining half hour tuning her up for
close reaching; the schooner rig means that though the
genoa may be eased, by the time you get back to the
mainsail it, as the furthest aft sail in a split-up rig, is virtually set for beating, but it certainly is an easily handled
rig, and she was revelling in it, tramping along towards
another sudden sunrise, up channel into the morning, a
perfect sail to end the season.
Despite the tide starting to turn against us, we roared
into the Solent at lunchtime, and got to the Boat Show
more or less on time, berthing with in a few minutes walk
of the show alongside the Greenpace trawler Rainbow
Warrior, with which Spirit had been in Iceland, and later
was to picket successfully for the limitation of the seal
cull in the Orkneys. We were there, and for all that the
Southampton Show was pretty good as boat shows go,
after such a sail and such parties it was a little difficult
not to see it as something of an anti-climax.
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The Respectability
Board

(Dedicated to Ann)
By Michael F. Coyle

A charming girl came aboard one time
For a cruise in "Shelmaliere",
The lovely meals she cooked that trip
Sure filled us with good cheer.
But at the start the problem was,
When we saw how things were then,
To separate the lass at night
From the eyes of all four men.
One senior member of the crew
Came up with quite a plan,
For a piece of plywood he obtained
To keep the boys from Ann.
It worked quite well, I do declare,
For when ’twas time for bed,
Up went the board beside the bunk,
And a perfect screen she had.
Well, standard gear this board became,
1 wish to make it clear:
It was a screen for females all,
Aboard the "Shehnaliere".
This piece of wood good service gave,
For this you have my word;
’Twas known to all and sundry
As the "Respectability Board’.
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Champagne, Black Ties and Wagner
on Rockall
Mike Villiers-Stuart
In the Spring Edward Hulton approached me to say he check and a re-stow of an incredible amount of gear was looking for a craft to take a group from The Dangerous nine into six does not go easily.
Sports Club of Oxford out to Rockall, where they were
On Thursday 6th the forecast was 7/8 N.W. moderatplanning to land and throw a champagne party in evening ing, so at 11.30 we cleared the sea lock and motored into a
dress and have a meal and would I take them? Of course fresh head wind until entering Cuan sound. There we set
there was only one answer.
reefed main, stays’le and jib reefed to a pocket hankerchief.
So on Friday, June 30th at 10.10 we set sail from The tide smartly flushed us through the sound into the race
Carrickfergus for Ardrishig, where we were to R.V. with the outside where the N.W. 6 gusting 7 kicked up an unholy
other yacht coming from Gareloch Head and the rest of the sea. For a time we battled against it trying to obtain a lee
party. As far as Sanda Isl it was a calm motoring trip. In over on the Mull shore, but the seas were too steep for
Kilbrennan sound a strong following breeze caught up with progress. So, like Slattery’s Mounted Foot - when the ban
us and at 06.30 when 5 miles past Carradale bay an invol- was playing cautiously - we returned to Cuan Sound to
untary jibe broke a link in the new bumkin chain support- await better conditions.
ing the topmast backstay. We immediately came head to
By !8.00 the wind had abated, the tide had turned
wind, furled the (Searoller) jib and reefed the main, so that and the sea had subsided to what one expects from a N.W.
there was no sail above the backstay runner mast fitting. We 5/6. We again set out and by 03.00 Dub Artach was abeam.
then continued to Ardrishig where we arrived at 11.00 We had all had a good meal and been sick except for
Robert, who coming from West of the Shannon had some
averaging 5 knots for the passage.
While awaiting for the others to arrive, we repaired great songs to sing. The weather was moderating, but we
the bumkin chain with a split link a size larger (7/16"). In had a slow old beat up to Barra Head, which was sighted
the evening the rest of the party arrived by car, van and at 10.00 on Friday 7th - four miles distant with the 141
boat. Immediately we set to dividing up provisions for 12 on the log.
between the two boats, also a vast amount of climbing gear
Barra Head is 206 miles from Rockall. Our strategy
for two, rubber dingheys and a cabin trunk full of cham- was to get a castiron departure from there, so that if the
sun failed to appear, as seemed possible from the weather
pagne and wine for the party.
Having failed to check that the canal was open on pattern, our D.R. would be less in error than if departure
Sundays, it was decided to sail down to Campbeltown. was taken from Skerryvore. Our plan was to aim South of
top up with fuel and water and make our departure from Rockall, so that if we failed to sight it having run our
the Mull of Kintyre. So on Sunday morning we set off in a distance, we would know which way to turn.
At this point it was found that the engine would not
light Westerly breeze which soon strengthened to about 5
The other boat seemed to be making unduely heavy start, which was a serious blow for not only were we short
weather of this and, in spite of being well reefed, spent the of time and needed it to bust the North Westerly wind, but
day sailing on her ear. We arrived in Cambeltown, in the might be serious if things went wrong when attempting to
evening after a splendid sail in 9 hours. When the other land on the Rock. However Chris and Crispin were great at
boat arrived it was agreed that this light 28’ tupperware sussing out faults and while they toiled away we lay to, in
craft was unsuitable for Atlantic weather. A new plan was case we were obliged to put in to Castle Bay. By 14.00 the
then drawn up. Three members, who were short of time, electrical boffins had discovered an ingenious trick for
agreed to withdraw from the expedition; leaving Winnie to starting the engine, so having had lunch in peace we set out
take nine, i.e., three on watch and six in the bunks, on for Rockall bearing 288° on a long and a short leg with the
condition that any one found narking would "suffer death engine ticking over.
or such punishment as shall herein after be mentioned"!
An ocean passage is always dull to recount. Its charm
The other yacht had to be returned to Gareloch and fascination are indefinable. It is boring to relate the
Head, so on Monday morning July 3rd both boats retraced taking in and shaking out of reefs, however I must say that
their steps up Kilbrennan sound; Winnie to Ardrishig rather changing jibs on Winnie has always been a wet acrobatic
than outside to Crinan because there was a N.W. 9 warning feat which often included a bit of ballet dancing on the
on in Malin and Minches. The other boat continued to bucking bowsprit if all does not go well (The old age
Garelock Head. On Tuesday we passed through the canal pension and the bowsprit ballet do not make good bedarriving at Crinan Basin at about 1500. The gale had not fellows!) So the jib Sea Roller was" a dream, reefing from
blown itself out, so we spent the following day having a 290 sq. ft. to spitfire in a matter of seconds from the shelt155

er of the cockpit. It is so easy it must be bad for the character!
The weather was reasonable if sunless. The ships
company were in great form. Winnie was exerting her usual
benign influence, jokes were cracked, tales of past adventures told, - and this crew had many, - and a happier
ship was not afloat on the Atlantic until 03.30 on Saturday,
8th. We were close hauled in a fresh breeze; and while I
was entering up the log we met a sea steeper than usual, as
we lurched into the trough I heard a heavy thud sounding
like the anchor taking charge, - but all was well on deck.
On coming down to the cabin, water was visible in the lee
bilge. I started to pump out but could only just hold my
own and it was obvious that we had developed a serious
leak, in fact water could be heard gushing in; which seemed
incredible because Winnie is cocooned in a nylon case of
skin. 1 called all hands on to stand to and with help from
David and others lifted the floor boards. There was a jet of
water shooting up from under a pig of ballast that had
shifted. Before I had time to get a course and distance for
Barra Head, Robert had discovered that the shifting ballast
had knocked the head off the bronze bung and was able to
stop the leak by sticking his finger in. Edward smartly
opened a bottle of wine and stuck the cork in the bung
hole (moral - never go to sea without a bottle of wine).
We then cut the end off the deck brush and made a good
hardwood bung. Heaving sighs of relief we moistened our
lips and drank the wine and continued on our way rejoicing.
Later that day Robert and I got our first sun sights

putting us ten miles South of our D.R. By evening the wind
had backed Northerly and we were able to steer our course
of 303° which we held until 15.45 the following day.
After further sights with a ropey horizon we altered to
295° and kept our fingers crossed. At 22.00 the swell
became confused indicating that we were on the shallower
part of Rockall bank. Two trawlers were sighted just before
we ran into thick fog and by 23.15 had run our distance
and the fog had cleared. The light was still good, so we altered
course to 017°. Two hours later the light was failing so we
lay to for the night in a North Easterly force 2.
Fortunately next morning was fine and sunny. Good
sunsights indicated that we were to the North and West of
the Rock. The meridian altitude gave us a f’LX and at 16.10
Rockall (70 ft) came over the horizon right ahead 7.5 miles
distant amidst great rejoicing, popping of champagne corks
and sighs of relief from the navigators. At 17.30 we were at
the Rock with 440 miles on the log.
Landing looked most unpromising; the swell had a
rise and fall of about 15 to 20 ft, and at times swept fight
into the little cave on the landing ledge at the S.E. comer.
The dinghy was inflated and we only just dissuaded the
courageous Dave from having a go there and then. James
rowed him to reconnoiter. To us a landing seemed impossible and soon we were enveloped by thick fog, visibility
droped to a few cables and we lay to for the night in a
light N.Ely breeze. In the morning we returned to the
Rock and by the time all was ready for the landing the
fog had cleared. The well had subsided considerably but

Heavy swell,
[-tr st day
at Rockall.
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there was still a 10/12 ft scend.
Crispin rowed Dave in dressed in a controllable
floation suit to the S.E. comer of the Rock, taking with
him his climbing gear and a 15 fathom coil of 1½" rope.
Crispin backed in and they spent some time weighing up
the dangerous problem; after waiting for a few of the bigger
swells to break, Crispin backed in with determination and
as the bucking dinghy neared the top of the 10 ft on-coming swell the brave David made a brilliant and spectacular
leap from the stern on to the narrow inclined ledge covered
in thick slippery weed. Having failed to be dislodged by
the next breaker, he clambered clear. The rope and climbing gear were pulled ashore, the flotation suit pulled
aboard and Dave began his climb, difficult at first, easier
as Halls Ledge below the summit was approached. On
arriving at the top Dave dropped the end of the rope over
the vertical East face to which was atached a mountaineer’s
ladder by Crispin from the dinghy. This was pulled up and
attached to the defunct mini metal lighthouse and then the
end was dropped down to sea level, about 65 ft below.
The crew, dressed in evening clothes, climbed to the top by
this small swaying ladder and assisted in hauling up the
champagne, food, cooking gear and music. James went up
to have a look while Chris minded the dinghy. Later James
returned in the dinghy to Winnie while the others held a
smashing party on Halls Ledge to the sound of the Atlantic
swell and the mystical strains of Wagnerian grandune.
Meanwhile James and I jilled around in the vicinity.
We remained well reefed to facilitate dinghy work although

the wind was only light N.EIy. In the evening Robert came
off and I went up for a spell. Remembering the days long
ago when climbing twice that distance in a gale of wind in
the Southern Ocean was just part of the job, I thought that
this would be child’s play, but in fact the difficulty of keeping one’s toes on the ladder seemed to make this more
difficult.
Meanwhile the others were being ferried off. Last to
leave were Chris and David, who when they had dropped
the ladder and rope down to the dinghy then dived in from
about 55’ over the vertical edge-Chris feet first and Dave
with the tails of his evening coat streaming out went in like
a human gannet.
By this time the fog had once more descended and
having fished out Chris and Dave we made sail at 20.00
(Tuesday 1 lth) set a course for Dub Artach amidst very
considerable celebrations. The wind was N.E. 3, later
freshening. We sailed our course all the way with the wind
free. Days runs being 120m - 132m - and 40 in eight
hours. Dub Artach appeared right ahead and we entered the
sea lock at Crinan at 04.00 Friday 14th July with 732 on
the log having been at sea for 7 days 16½ hours.
Edward was still in his dinner jacket as he climbed
ashore. It was a pity that no one was about to be impressed
by this indication of the life-style maintained in Winnie
with 9 up !
The expedition had been a cracking success and it was
a sad moment when the members of The Dangerous Sports
Club departed after a fare well breakfast at the Hotel. A

Winnie at RockaU.
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more humorous and delightful bunch of chaps would be
hard to find.
James and I locked out at 11.30 to catch the tide
and had a small sail with a fresh Northerly wind down to
the Mull of Kintyre which was abeam at 19.40. The tide had
turned causing a small steep sea which made steering dead
before the wind tiresome. At 20.15 with a few rolls in the
jib, James started to reef the main; when about 3 rolls were
down, the mast suddenly went over the side, breaking just
below the lower cross tree luckily James was unscathed A link in the bumkin chain had parted, (not tile split link)
the spring of the mast had opened up the deck bracket

carrying the wheel guiding the wire to the Highfield lever
and the runner wire had sprung out. We set to lashing the
mast and sails along side and within an hour were under
way at very easy revs in case a rope broke loose from the
lashings and fouled the propeller.
The night was bitterly cold and there was no shelter
from the following wind. We were both dead tired having
had literally no sleep the previous night. The motion was
most uncomfortable with nothing to counter balance nearly
4 tons of lead on the keel. The tide was foul so little head
way was being achieved. I heartily cursed the maker of that
chain only in its second year - how come it had not broken
in stronger winds and rougher seas on the way out to the
Rock? The previous chain was 23 years old when replaced
such is progress.
At daylight the mast lashings were checked, the engine was reved up and were alongside at Carrickfergus at
06.05.
l strongly recommend anyone going for a cruise who
thinks his mast will break, to ask James to come as crew.
When it happens - he is terrific.
CREW
Edward Hulton
Crispin Balfour
James Cunningham
David Kirke
Michael Villiers-St uart

Robert Stoney
Chris Hyatt Baker
Guy Howard
Alien Weston

(~lris Hyatt-Baker
jumping off Rockall.
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Verna
Peter Odium
Verna is a Trewes ketch designed by S. M. Van der Meer
and built by Jachtwerf Jongert in 1973. Her design and
construction are well described in W. M. Nixon’s book
"The Sailing Cruiser". Verna is 59 feet overall. 42 feet on
the waterline with a beam of 15 feet and has 6.6 feet draft.
Sail area is 1,700 square feet.
On the 6th October we were lying in Cabrerra.
Cabrerra is the largest of a group of islands eight
miles off the coast of Mallorca and twenty six miles from
Palma harbour. The main anchorage can easily be identified
by a ruined Moorish Castle topping a precipitous hill. The
narrow entrance, well marked with lights, leads into a large
totally enclosed bay, very reminiscent of the locks in the
Hebrides on the West Coast of Scotland. The impression of
a Highland Loch is made more real when you have your
anchor down in one of the three anchorages in this large
enclosed space of water. You then realise that the island
is uninhabited and populated only by thirty soldiers.
Permission is required to land, but this is readily given
and the garrison are helpful and friendly.
David Armstrong and his wife Isabelle had joined
Ritchie Coe and myself in October for a late Autumn
cruise. David’s yacht Ranannah had been laid up for the
winter in McGruers yard at Clunder when they joined us
in Palma.
Verna had sailed from the Real Club Nautico in
Palma as soon as they had arrived, in a strong northerly
wind, and a confused sea was building up in the north
facing entrance when we arrived. Once inside we found
thirty six yachts at anchor of various sizes and nationalities.
Unusually the wind did not die away at sunset. There
were heavy gusts during the night and then we realised the
Mistral had started to blow. This North wind blows hard for
one, three or five days - anybody’s guess!
On the second day lying to two anchors in this
normally peaceful and sheltered place with more swell than
I had experienced on previous visits, we passed the time
happily swimming in the clear warm water and working
on the unending small things that have to be attended to
on any cruising yacht "when we have time".
So "when I have time" and the crew are busily engaged my conscience niggles that I must send some account
of Verna’s voyages over the last few years.
Glancing through the log books makes me realise that
it would be a daunting task for me to attempt a detailed
account of our voyages; it would be space consuming for
our editor and probably tedious for our readers.
I think it is best to report that Verna has not been

undefused. We do reasonable cruises in the time at our
disposal and alternate between the energetic and idle types
of cruise.
Out cruise in 1975 to the N.E. coast of Corsica and
the Magdellena Islands was an idle year.
Verna was based in Palma and in mid-June was joined
by Ian Cotton and Aidan Tyrell. We sailed to Minorca and
on to Bonifacio in Corsica. There we were delayed for
repairs to our auto pilot, but time was spent exploring this
captivating place. Ian and Aidan had to leave us here, and
on their last night ashore had become involved with the
French Foreign Legion stationed in the Citadel. After they
had left on the ferry to Sardinia to catch their plane Legonaires singing "When Irish eyes are smiling" came on board
looking for their buddies Ian and Aidan.
Ritchie Coe and myself had a splendid sail to Porto
Cervo in Sardinia, across the Bonifacio Strait and the
passage between the Magdellena Islands and the mainland
of Sardinia.
Garth McFarlane and Paget McCormick joined us in
Porto Cervo. I had sold Rinamara, my previous boat to
Peter Clark and by some strange coincidence he and his
wife had elected to stay a few days in the hotel in Porto
Cervo. On being shown to their room overlooking the
Marina they had said that it would be strange if I were
there. Before they had unpacked Verna arrived in the
Marina, so were our first visitors when "we had made fast
stern to. We had a lot in common to talk about!
Porto Cervo was a splendid place with all facilities
for yachts, but exposed to Northerly winds. Expensive,
but good value.
We sailed from Porto Cervo to Isola Motorio for a
swim, then anchored at Calpe de Volpo for the night.
The bar man of the most expensive and exclusive
Golf hotel was very sympathetic when we came ashore in
non formal attire with our shopping bags after he had
learned that we had come from the "Green yacht" in the
bay and I had explained that we were expecting our owner
down the next day. He obviously realised we could not
affored the regular prices and gave us the general lowdown
on the place when we trudged back with plastic supermarket bags.
From Calpe de Volpo we sailed to Islosa Tavalova.
This is a rock five hundred feet higher than Gibralter, two
miles in length with the same rock formation where there is
a small settlement of fishermen. We spent the night watching the fishermen cast their nets and hawling their catch on
the beach.
This was the furthest East we went and sailed back
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via Porto Rotundo, Porto Polio, Isola St. Maria, Porto Posso.
Costa Smeralda is all it is claimed to be by the travel
brochures. Clear green water of the island beaches, the
sophistication of Porto Cervo and Porto Rotundo and the
unspoiled wilderness of Tavolara island and the anchorages
in Arzachera, Porto Polio and Porto Pozzo on the Sardinian
mainland.
We left Sardinian waters back to Bonifacio in Corsica.
The distance is fifteen miles, there is one hour difference
in time and of course the change from Italian to French, in
cooking and currency and language.
From Bonifacio we sailed up the East Coast of
Corsica past the island of Monto Cristo to Elba to anchor
in Porto Assuro.
Elba is one of the more delightful of the West Mediterranean Islands. Small and intimate with the scenic grandure of Corsica with it’s 9,000 ft. snow bearing peaks and it’s
rain forests with towering pines and the sweet scented
maquis of the lowlands. Napoleon left an indelible mark
on Elba during his nine monts exile on the island.
During our stay on the island we had the peculiar
situation arise that Garth, Paget and myself were marooned
on the highest peak of the island because a sudden North
wind blew causing the cable car to cease operations, while
Ritchie had to cope with Verna single handed as she was
blown all over the anchorage.
We sailed North about Corsica past Cap Corse on our
way back to Minorca, saw none of the whales that are
reputed to retire there from the Atlantic. We had a fine sail
to Minorca - split our mainsail which took twenty hours
hard work to restitch. In Port Mahon we were greeted by
friends and Paget had to fly home he was really seen off
in style! Thence Verna sailed to Palma.
We sailed to the islands of the Ionian Sea off the West
Coast of Greece in 1976. Tim Moon and Hilary set off with
Ritchie Coe and myself from Malta. On the way we called
in Sardinia visiting Carloforte Cala Dozana and Cagliari
the capital and commerical centre of the island. Thence we
sailed to the island of Levansa which together with the
island of Maretimo lie North West of Sicily. Malta was our
next stop we saw little of the South coast of Sicily as the
weather was thick and did not in fact see the Malta till
within five miles.
I had arranged with Yacht Services to act as our agent
in Malta and they were of great assistance in dealing with
officialdom and some of the baffling regulations that apply
in that island. The Maltese people were very charming du,ing my stay and a letter of introduction from the Honorary
Maltese Consul in Ireland opened many doors and smoothed our way. Tim and Hilary Moon flew home from here and
we were joined by Thomas and Christina Rudin and
Everton Thomas’ girl friend from Sweden.
When our new crew arrived we set off for Corfu past
Sicily and the South of Italy. On our approach to Greecian
waters it was apparent that we would be passing through
th Corfu Strait between Corfu and Albania during the hours
of darkness, so having been at sea for three days we decided

to anchor on the island of Nisos Othensoi to have a swim
and spend the night.
Apart from the fact that the Corfu Channel is only
four miles wide in places and that the adherents of Chairman Mao’s Communism on the Albanian shore do not take
kindly to nocturnal visitors who may accidently stray into
their ill defined waters, it is a channel that should form part
of a daylight cruise so that it is possible to appreciate the
beauty of the heavily wooded shores on either side before
the harbour of Corfu is entered. Again Corfu is all the travel
brochures say it is. A truly lovely island as yet unspoiled.
We were fortunate to find a berth in the section of Corfu
harbour allocated to yachts, but it is exposed to the daily
northerly winds that blow.
Greek custom facilities for yachts are thorough and
sensible. You are issued a card listing every item of portable
equipment, which you show in every port as requested: no
other form filling is required.
During July when we were there, sailing in the Ionian
Sea is dominated by the Northerly wind which gets up at
midday increasing gradually to force 5 to 6 during the
afternoon and stops at 6.30. Cruising South is simple. We
visited Paxos, Anti Paxos, Lefkas, through the Lefkas canal
past Onassis’ island with the Christina lying at anchor and
wandered among the island where Odysseus returned from
his wanderings to Cephalonia. Life in the islands is charming and unspoiled and those who live there helpful and
friendly.
When time was running out we had to clear customs
at the modern Greek Arta on the mainland which was once
Mark Antony’s Actium Centre of the Eastern Roman
Empire. Here he abandoned his army after the defeat of his
fleet and sailed to Eygpt with Cleopatra.
We made our way North to Anti Paxos, a distance of
120 miles, to spend a day before setting off for Sicily. In
general the winds are Northerly between Greece and Sicily,
but as Sicily is approached strong Northerly winds can be
deflected by the straits of Messina and Mount Etna to
become Westerly. Under these conditions also, one is
inhibited from coming within 60 miles of the coast of the
"Foot of Italy" where winds with a strong downward
component blow.
Fourteen hours out of Anti Paxos on course to
Syracuse in Sicily 420 miles away the sky clouded over and
the wind got up and it was not long before we had gale
force winds forward of the beam. We proceeded with jib
and mizzen, motor sailing. Our last night at sea was horrible
and next morning the high mountains of Sicily were sighted, but it was not until the late afternoon that we had
entered the quiet of the harbour of Syracuse.
We spent some days in Sicily visiting the sites of
ancient civilisations and driving through - to me - surprisingly fertile countryside.
The North wind returned to blow us quickly over the
eighty miles to Malta, a fine sail as we were only deserted
by the breeze a few miles off Valetta harbour. Our Swedish
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Verna - Photo Klaas Laan.
friends flew home and while we waited for Tim and Hilary
to join us we visited Gozo, Malta’s sister island.
Verna came back to Ireland again in 1977, crewed by
Tim Moon, his brother, Brian Smullen and Ritchie Coe.
Verna sailed from Palma in early June and encountered
strong South Westerly winds on her way to Gibraltar, her
only stop before picking up her moorings in Dun Laoghaire.
We visited Scotland for three weeks, before returning to
Dun Laoghaire.
In mid August we were away again to the Southern
Sun. It had been cold and wet in Scotland, so we had looked forward to our departure. Tim Moon rejoined us and
Fergus McKinley and Ian Cotton. Ritchie Coe and myself
completed the crew.
The North West comer of Spain, South of Cape
Finisterre as far as Bayonna is an excellent cruising ground
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so we intended to spend five days in that area
visiting the Bays and Rias.
We had fair winds and periods of bad visibility till
we were off Cape Finisterrre, which we passed in sunshine
and flat calm at midday 85 hours out of Dun Laoghaire.
We motored toward the shore to anchor off a beach south
of Corcubion. The golden sunset in this deserted place gave
way to wind and rain during the night. Next day we made
our way to Muros against a fresh S.W. wind and rain.
Apart from the day we spent at anchor, a small fishing village in Currabedo bay in glorious sunshine, our visit
was a disaster from a weather point of view. As we anchored in Bayonna the South West wind was blowing rain
horizontally over the sheltered anchorage.
My memories of this lovely place were shattered as
we trudged in oilskins over damp pine needles, past the

flattened flowers of the splendid Yacht Club at the foot
of the castle to have dinner in the damp town with it’s
memorial to the Pinta which anchored in the bay after
discovering the New World.
However, the normal North East wind set in and
cleared the sky as we cleared Bayonna for Gibraltar. The
shady breeze blew as we ran and rolled our way South.
As we approached the Berlenga Isles 50 miles N.W. of
the Tagus, we decided to anchor in the lee of what we took
to be an uninhabited bird sanctuary. At anchor in the
Southern Bay, a place well known to the old sailing ships,
we found Portuguese fishermen from the mainland entertaining their families to a Sunday outing. Much vino and
hilarity - a good number of well mannered Portuguese
children satisfying their curiosity through interpreters
amoung their number, diving into the sea and swimming
away after Coke and chocolate.
It was surprising to be boarded by a Customs officer
who was friendly and willing to forget our non observance
of formalities in not flying the Customs flag or Portuguese
courtesy flag, all of which we had not done for a two hour
stay on a, to us, desolate island. (Perhaps the bottle of
Spanish Brandy helped).
Fair winds carried us to Cape St. Vincent which we
rounded thirty six hours later. To keep our wind clear and
to avoid being involved with numerous Spaniards in small
fishing boats we stayed three-quarters of a mile clear of the
Cape. As we rounded the Oriana of 25,000 tons forced a
passage. The wind was fair for Cape Trafalgar, but as always
one is anxious to know if the Levanter is going to blow
from the East shutting the door on entry to the Strait of
Gibraltar from the West.
Oriana was kind enough to transmit the Gibraltar
forecast to us on V.H.F. and allayed our fears while we
explained to them the discomfort her captain can cause by
bringing his ship close at speed to enable his passengers to
take pictures of the green yacht. It transpired he mistook
my shaken fist from the fore deck for a gesture of good will!
The West wind blew and as we rand down to Gibraltar
the ship’s barber, in the person of Vice-Commodore
R.I.Y.C., was giving hair cuts to the crew on the after deck.
Gibraltar, and its apes, and its main street, and its
duty frees and its bazaar bargaining for watches past,
goodbyes and welcomes to crews behind us as we head for
Jose Banus, phoney, artificial but delightful Marina in
Nueva Andelusia Complex 5 miles west of Marbella.
We had no wind till North of Malaga then it tidied in
astern from the South West. The night watches were a
pleasure with a clear starry sky and a moon still quarter full
to light our way. The lights of Spain’s popular resorts
loomed in the sky as we headed for Ibza more than 350
miles to the North East. These delightful conditions continued till we calculated we were 40 miles from our goal.
Then the wind fell away, there were signs of a Northerly
swell and in a few hours we had a force 7 on the nose.
Espalmador, the island we had chosen to anchor off would
be impossible under these conditions so we motor sailed

into wind to anchor off a beach in the south of Ibza. All
that night the wind blew and rain rained. This somewhat
unusual storm for these parts in early September caused
much damage on the i~lands and many yachts were caught
out - some driven ashore.
The wind abated next day, we spent some days in
Espalmador and Ibza before sailing for Andraitz in Mallorca. This was the base for a mini-cruise before Verna was
slipped for bottom painting and returned to her berth until
her Christmas cruise.
It was our turn to have an idle year in 1978. We had a
most successful and amusing cruise to Corsica, Sardinia
revisiting many of the places we had seen in 1975 including
a visit to the ancient Catalan walled town of Algerho, on
the West coast of Sardinia.
Algerho has a yacht marina for vessels of shallow
draft, so we went to the main harbour which has limited
space for yachts and has developed considerably as a fishing
port. The holding ground is poor and it is subject to strong
N.W. afternoon breezes. The fishing fleet left early in the
morning, but returned to harbour as a strong Northerly
wind had created a big swell which made fishing impossible.
Next day when we left the fishing fleet was still in
port. The wind had moderated, but the sea remained,
permitting us to hold a course 20° to the Southward of the
proper course for Minorca.
Experience had taught us that these North West
winds, though Westerly off the Sardinian coast became
Northerly off the Balearics 280 miles away. We were not
dismayed that the course we were holding would take us to
the East of the Balearics. Gradually the wind veered as
predicted, we were only ten miles south of Port Mahon and
in the shelter of Minorca the well disappeared as we shaped a course for the channel between Pt. Salinas on the
mainland of Mallorca and Conjero Lr. in the Cabrerra
Group of islands.
Early morning we shared Palma Bay with the Amerigo
Vespucci the f’me Italian Training ship on a visit to the
islands. The day was spent in Cala Portales swimming in the
clear water. We berthed in Palma to conclude this cruise
at 7pm. A night ashore for the crew before they caught
planes home next day. August and two weeks of September
were spent based on Andraitz Mallorca and Ibza and
Espalmador.
We are now on our final cruise of the year lying in
Cabrerra waiting for the wind to abate on the 9th October.
The soldiers’ canteen on the island has become the
Social Centre for the crews of the yachts at anchor. Some
have left and returned, anchors are still being dragged, we
have supplied food to some who had not stocked up for so
long a stay. After five days at anchor here we sailed to
Cala Figuera, Cala D’Or, Porto Christo then back to Palma.
On the slip once more in foul weather and Verna awaits for
what should be an energetic year~
This account covers fourteen thousand miles of
seafaring. Many Club members have taken part and more
than 300 people have signed our Visitors’ Book.
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Helen-Norella 1978
Christopher Green
In early May Helen, the ex-international 8 metre, slipped
into Strangford Lough for her 42nd season. With flawless
white topsides, "duck-egg blue" bottom and bright red
boot-top she looked superb. Unfortunately after one
month both Helen and the season came to an abrupt stop
on a newly discovered boulder off Castleward, in the
Strangford narrows. Both crew and boat were badly shaken
by the experience, the latter being laid-up for a thorough
overhaul. Damaging a much loved boat is like having a
death in the family. Fortunately we were soon to discard
our black armbands when Marshall and Maura Pritchard
lent us their "little beauty" the cruiser 7 metre Norella.
On the evening of Friday 30th June, Norman Kelly,
Frank Murphy and Chris Green set out from Ringhaddy for
Castleward, a wet four miles. At 0430 hours on Saturday
1st July Norella crossed Strangford Bar and headed north
on a grey day with a "westish" 1 - 4 wind. By 1600
hours the Mull of Kintyre was just abeam when the wind
died and the tide turned. Over the next hour our engine
struggled, inching us past the shore to the lighthouse.
When it seemed we were just breaking the tide the plugs
sooted, the engine stopped and Norella drifted sideways
through a rather uneven Deas Race. We were moored in
Sanda Harbour before you could say **** *** to the
engine. The forecast for Sunday 2nd July was N 6-7,
possibly gale later. Atl030 hours we were once more approaching the Mull. After experiencing a few unpleasant
squalls off the land it was felt that having rounded the
Mull twice already in the past 24 hours (once forwards
and once sideways) was enough, so we opted for the inside
route. Norella showed her metre pedigree to the full on a
glorious close reach up Kilbrennan Sound.
At 1815 hours we beat into East Loch Tarbert and
anchored. 0630 hours next morning saw us off to Ardishaig where we were rewarded for our early start by a 2 hour
wait to get into the canal. The trip to Crinan was far
from relaxing, as Norella’s engine lacks something in
confined spaces - brakes! As we tied up in Crinan Basin it
was blowing and raining hard. The rain soon stopped but
the wind continued for 4 days. Tuesday was a day of
clear sunny skies and cold northerly gale. There was no
movement from the basin except the odd trip to the
Hotel bar. The next day was little better, only 3 boats
venturing to sea, all of which were Irish. After an exhillcrating beat through the Dorus Mor we changed the storm
jib for the working jib - a foolish act which was followed closely by a 40 knot squall. By now we had had
enough, so we ran off to Craobh where we threw out two
anchors and went to bed. Thursday’s forecast was for the

wind to moderate to 6 later so we spent the morning in
Craobh being entertained by game wardens in a helicopter
pursuing a pair of escaped wolves. We don’t know if the
wolves were returned to the Game Park but Norella’s crew
showed little enthusiasm for a walk ashore. At 1600 hours
Norella was reefed and beaten through Sell sound on the
way to Puilladobhrain. On Friday 7th the wind eased in the
morning as we motored to Oban for stores, by afternoon it
had turned to a wet force 6 for the beat to Tobermory.
Saturday 8th July had a good forecast (NW 4- 5) but
soon after commenting the beat to Ardnamurchan it
blew steady 6 with rain blocking visability. At 1030 hours
Ardnamurchan it blew steady 6 with rain blocking visability. At 1030 hours Ardnamurchan was passed and we
"free wheeled" down to Eigg. After anchoring the crew
went ashore to find the famous hidden cave. It was here
that the island’s entire population was smoked to death by
"visitors" from Skye, in those pre World Cup days when
massacres were the national sport of the Scots. In the
afternoon, we continued with a fresh sail to Loch Scathvaig, anchoring "in the midst of the Collins".
Sunday 9th started with a cold shower under the Scathvaig waterfall to sweeten the crew before leaving in a fiat
calm for Loch Skipport. This trip was uneventful except for
an intermittent fault in the engine requiring 18 plug chan.
ges in the 39 miles. By the time Skipport was reached
Norella’s crew were tackling the task as smoothly as the pits
team at Le Mans. Monday 10th was cold but sunny as we
ran gently down to Loch Muddy. Here we intended to have
a brief reprovisioning stop and all went to plan until an
attempt was made to purchase meat. We were told that
the butcher - "slaughter" was just half a mile down the
road but it was 2 hours later thatNorella’sexhausted crew
struggled back clutching a bag of lamb chops. They were so
fresh that we were sure we had seen them running round
the yard as we approached the building.
Later we moved on to Rodel, a perfect anchorage on a
perfect evening. Next day Norella sailed from Rodel round
North Skye in thick fog which mercifully lifted as we tried
to find the passage between Ru Hunish and Trodday island.
From here Norella ran down to Acarsaid Mor, South Rona.
Wednesday started grey, cold with little wind as we motored down to Kyle Akin for lunch. The afternoon brightened
giving a pleasant force 2 reach all the way to Eigg, where we
anchored in the evening. Eigg was ieft behind at 0330 hours
and a force 4 Northerly sped us dowh to Treshnish for
breakfast. Approaching by the North entrance with its
many hidden rocks is enough to put anyone off their food.
It seems so simple when you look at the chart and note the
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leading line which features "a prominent white rock".
Treshnish, like the Skellings off Ireland, is one of the few
unspoiled sanctuaries for seabirds in our cruising grounds.
Puffins and other birds nest in their thousands with little
fear of the occasional yachtsman who trespasses on their
privacy. From here we sailed to Staffa before moving to
an uncomfortable anchorage in Martyr’s Bay, Iona. On
Friday 14th Norella had a long reach under the Southern
Cliffs of Mull to Oban. The wind varied in strength from
0 to 6, from all directions including vertically downwards.
Saturday 15th was crew change day. We got a good bargain
in Oban by exchanging Norman for two nice girls. Doreen
Boyd, Hilary Green (my wife) and young Jamie Green
aged 3, who came as a bonus. On Sunday 16th we had a
gentle sail to Puilldobhrain for lunch and then on to koch
Spelve for the night. Monday 17th was uneventful except
that I slipped a disc in my back, but still managed to
struggle ashore for a superb meal that evening at the Galley
of Lorne Inn, Ardfem. Tuesday gave us a gentle sail to
Crinan, whilst Wednesday was a hectic day with a "no
holds barred" race through the canal to get to Ardrishaig
sea lock before it closed at 1500 hours (due to water restrictions). In fact by 1330 hours we were out and running
gently down to Ardlamont Point where the wind freshened
giving a beat through the Kyles to Glen Caladh. Thursday
20th gave us a fast force 4 reach round Bute, on our way to
Lamlash. Off Holy Isle the shipping forecast warned of
strengthening head winds so we ran on to Loch Ryan in
force 5 and a surprisingly uncomfortable tidal sea. Friday
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21st was to be a day of shopping in Stranraer before
moving to Portpatrick for a final Hotel dinner. Unfortunately the 2 p.m. forecast told of Southerly gales in Irish
sea, so we put Jamie and Hilary on the Larne/Stranraer
Steamer and headed for home. At 1600 hours Corsewell
was abeam and the wind 5 just allowed a course for Blackhead to be held. From Blackhead there was a long cold
beat to Ballyhome where we anchored at 2150 hours.
Saturday 22nd July was the low point of the cruise. As well
as gale warnings, the Malin coastal station was already
reporting force 7 as we left at 0800 hours. Copeland
Sound with this wind against the spring tide was particularly unpleasant and it took little convincing after this, to run
back to Donaghadee, which in the 10 years since I had last
been there was silted, full of boats and certainly no place to
manoeuvre around in a yacht with a sulking engine. Eventually we dropped 2 anchors and spent a most uncomfortable and worrying day. Though the day was miserable the
night was worse as she lay across the entrance and rolled
intollerably. At 0730 hours on Sunday 23rd we were glad
to see Norman Kelly standing at the pier and wasted no
time getting him aboard and heading for the open sea.
Norella sailed beautifully, initially in 6- 7 S which eased to
4-5 as we entered Strangford.
So ended’a cold and windy but enjoyable cruise. Norella
had proved to be a comfortable, seakindly boat with
sweet lines and an amazing turn of speed. Thank you Marshall and Maura.

Looking Ahead and Behind
Clayton Love dnr.
Our Commodore has prevailed upon me to write
for the Joumal while appreciating the fact that I
am known to be a racing man. However, in recent
years I have rediscovered the pleasures of cruising,
and if I had any sense at all I would spend more of
my leisure hours cruising. The area west of Cork
Harbour to Kerry offers beautiful cruising ground
right on my doorstep, and I return to this area as
often as I can. However, it is as a racing man I write.
Born as I was virtually on the threshold of the
oldest yacht club in the word - The Royal Cork
Yacht Club - it was a natural step to acquire a
boat at an early age. I first discovered the pleasures
of sailing with makeshift gear acquired from home.
I found a bed sheet to be a very versatile household
item. It was 1938 and I was nine years old. From
1945 to 1970 I participated extensively in racing
dinghies, and these years marked the development
of lighter dinghies, bendy masts, and the very
rapid development in sail making brought about by
the use of synthetics. These changes led to the
necessary acquisition of a light stiff boat to get
results. Up to the late 70’s participation by genuine
cruiser racers was still possible. Lightness was
frowned upon because it was associated with
weakness. All this has changed now, and the development of strength with lightness in boat construction greatly benefits modern offshore racing
and the cruising boat. The multitude of fibreglass
sailing boats gives evidence of this.
1970 saw me the proud purchaser of "Fionnuala", an eight metre cruiser racer, with the firm
resolution to cruise only. Six weeks later my resolution was spent ... I was racing again. Racing
and cruising on "bTonnuala" provided us with
a lot of pleasure. Heavy boat displacement as yet
was not a disadvantage. It seems so long ago now,
yet it is only eight years ago. Sailmakers such as
John McWilliam had not yet "arrived" so to speak.
John McWilliam in fact made one of his first sails
for "Fionnuala"
I continued to race in and offshore and an
important turning point was reached by me when
I crewed with Denis Doyle on "Moonduster"
... Cowes, Admiral’s Cup ambitions were nurtured
and I acquired a Swan 44 in 1974 which I named
"’Assiduous". These boats gave outstanding performances in the A.C. Series of the early seventies,
years of supremacy for Sparkman and Stephens.

By this time the first steps towards lighter displacement boats had been taken, and to my mind
the Swan 44 was the last of the genuine cruiser
racers with a chance of winning in and offshore
I.O.R. competition.
In the years 1974/75 we raced "Assiduous"
sufficiently well to gain for her the reputation of
being the fastest Swan 44 ever in European waters.
To this day she continues with this reputation in
the Mediterranean. Yet she was not good enough
to win. Then came a number of designers with boats
of lighter displacement design which proved very
successful. One of these designers, Ron Holland,
came to Ireland in 1974 and settled here. We
like to believe he fell in love with us, and he is
an adopted son. He designed "Golden Apple"
for my friend Hugh Coveney. Any doubts that I
had harboured about lighter displacement boats
were completely dissipated. I well recall the
day we raced from Cork to Kinsale. "Assiduous"
was in the 2 Ton Plus-a-bit Class - "Golden
Apple" was a one tonner. In moderate to light
conditions with a reasonable swell she outpaced us
boat for boat all the way to Kinsale. She ably
demonstrated her lighter displacement advantages
at close quarters. The following year "Irish Mist"
completely demolished any further argument for
Irish sailors.
By this time other examples of lighter displacement boats were very evident, and those of us who
raced "’Assiduous" in the A.C. Series in 1975
fully experienced the sheer beauty and advantages
of these boats in virtually all conditions. "’Assiduous" was sold in late 1975 and 1976 saw me
without a boat other than a Laser, and vowing
vehemently never to race again. By this time I
was fully resolved and there was no turning back!
Frankly the stresses and strains of organising a full
blooded A.C. participation are pretty punishing.
June 1976 saw me in hospital for the first time in
my life and thankfully my sojourn was of short
duration. It was at this time that two of my sailing friends unashamedly took advantage of my
bed ridden state. Protesting vociferously about my
resolution and the treachery of friends, I fought a
losing battle and was literally dragged along with
plans which were finalised in September of 1976,
the "Big Apple" concept was then a reality.
This project proved to be the most memorable and
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the most rewarding episode of my sailing career.
Especially enjoyable was our FIRST in one of the
A.C. inshore races. "Big Apple" was one of three
sister ships, the others being "Marionette" and
"Mandrake". Fortunately we were always that
little bit faster and always won over our sister
ships other than for "The Fastnet". We had
a most unfortunate race, as in the very light
conditions we went too tar to the west of the
Rhumb Line to the Fastnet looking for wind when it arrived it came from the south so those
boats which used the little enough air about to
climb up the Rhumb Line did far better. To ignore
the old lesson - Never stray too far from the
Rhumb Line in offshore racing - proved disastrous, nonetheless the A.C. Series of 1977 will
evoke pleasant memories for years to come and
for this I must thank my friends Ray Fielding and
Hugh Coveney.
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In 1978 1 once again became a cruising man with
a Club Shamrock. This is a development of the
half-ton Ron Holland design which won the HalfTon World Cup in 1976. A splendid little boat with
superb saloon. We had excellent but limited racing on the South Coast this past summer but more
important we enjoyed the pleasure of cruising
again in West Cork.
At this point in time it is difficult to know what
plans will materialise for 1979 and I suppose the
truth is I am still a racing man at heart enjoying
the best of both worlds, and as I get older 1 shall
turn to cruising more and more. At any rate I
feel that the development of the lighter stronger
boat will help the cruising aspirations of everyone
and especially me, and that day is not too far away.

Dunn’s Ditties
BRIEF REPORTS ON 1978 CRUISING BY OTHER MEMBERS
These reports which were so much encouraged by Aidan Dunn are a useful means of keeping in touch
with the activities of members and are most welcome.
RONAN BEIRNE WRITES
My cruising in 1978 consisted of a few short mini passages.
At Easter I went up to Inverkip on the Clyde to join Eddie
Kelleher and sons Malcolm and St. John to crew the
Nauticat 38 "Spokestar" back to Dun Laoghaire. The hill
surrounding the Marina in Inverkip was snow-capped and
although a little cold the sun shone and the wind blew
enough to delay us some time. We returned to Dun
Laoghaire in strong winds via Lamlash (Arran), Cairn Ryan
(Galloway) and Ardglass spending a night in each port. At
this cold time of year it was a great pleasure to sail on a
yacht with an enclosed wheelhouse.
My next passage was in June on Bob Creeton’s
"Shalade’" on the Abersoch race. We had a wet rough
passage over, with the result that we had to eat ashore and
dry out in the bar in the South Caernarvonshire Yacht
Club. We eventually started late for our class and ended up
in Dun Laoghaire at the end of the fleet. We refer to this
passage as our Abersoch Cruise.
In July I joined Ivan and Muriel Firth on the maiden
voyage of their new Golden Shamrock "Punctillio" from
Cork to Dun Laoghaire. This was an experience as I
sampled the best food preparation/cooking ever, on board a
yacht. Everything was so well arranged that we even arrived
in time for lunch in the George.
I finally ended up the season on the Shannon at the
I.C.C. Autumn rally. The weather was far superior to
anything experienced in the previous July. This was a most
memorable weekend as the crack was great and our
navigator (who also doubles as a Navigating officer on a
tanker) missed the turning for the canal resulting in the
entire Ship’s company perched on bar stools in the nearby
bar. However we finally arrived in Grange for a great
evening and a most enjoyable weekend.
R. L. BERRIDGE WRITES:
Early in July I was lucky enough to enjoy a short cruise
in Wester Til, Professor Jerry Bruner, R.C.C. Wester Til
was the first yacht built by Abeking & Rasmussen after the
war. A 47ft. Bermuden Yawl she was superbly built of
teak and beautifully kept. Of conventional hull form she
was the sort of yacht which will go anywhere and not take
very long about it and at the same time give her crew a
comfortable ride. With Jerry and Blanche Bruner and
myself on board she proved delightfully easy to handle
under all conditions, with plenty of wind most of the time.
A very pleasant cruise from Glandore to Glengariff.
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At the end of the month I was joined by my friend
Brian Archibald and we took Corofin from Crosshaven to
Baltimore. Followed this up with several days spent
between Ballydehob and Crookhaven and Toormore Bay
before leaving her at Baltimore.
August the 16th. Set off from Baltimore with my sonin-law Dr. Jeffrey O’Riordan, R.C.C. and three grandsons.
Despite the broken weather we enjoyed some fine sailing,
Crookhaven, Castletown, Adrigole, Glengariff, Adrigole,
Castletown.
On August the 19th at Castletown I slipped going ashore
across a fishing boat and fractured my hip. I was indeed
lucky to have Jeffrey with me to take charge of everything.
The story of the long night from Castletown to the Casualty
Ward at St. Finbar’s in Cork does not belong here but I
must mention the genuine kindness, help and efficiency
of all concerned.
This put a premature end to my cruising in 1978.
Jeffrey and my daughter Sally brought Corofin back to
Cork and kindly and efficiently laid her up.
PETER BUNTING WRITES:
1 was unable to send any details of "Sue’s" cruise this year
as she was just a fixture in a boat yard all summer. Ann and
I had a couple of weeks motor boating with Denis Falkner
which was great fun. We joined at Stornaway and visited
Orkney and Shetland and Norway, leaving at Alesund. For
the rest I was only weekending, with kind friends who took
pity on my boatless state! The work is now really under
way on Sue and we will certainly be in commission for the
50th celebrations.
HAROLD CUDMORE REPORTS:
When my son Ronald and family reached the West Indies in
Morgana he invited Mary, myself and Nancy Nicholson to
join them for a few weeks. We arranged to meet them in
Antigua in January but unfortunately they had to leave on
business just as we arrived.
The island is very beautiful and abounds with
delightful anchorages. Our base was English Harbour, which
has been restored to its former glory, and is preserved as an
historical showpiece. It is an ideal yachting centre and one
never tires of watching the arrivals and departures, be they
large motor yachts owned by Sheiks or tiny single handers
completing a Transatlantic race.
For several days we found the heat overpowering and
lacked energy to do anything but swim and drink. Morgana

did not have a proper awning which would have made life
on board much more pleasant. As we adjusted to the
climate we cruised around the island and enjoyed its
beautiful beaches and crystal clear water. One inlet visited
called Indian Creek would have made a suitable setting for
"Another World" movie. We entered through a narrow gap
into an area surrounded by bright red brown cliffs on which
extroardinary cacti flourished. There was an eerie silence
broken occasionally by grotesque birds who circled slowly
over us. Despite the robust trade winds blowing outside no
breath of air penetrated Indian Creek.
There was a pleasant social occasion every Sunday
evening at the Powder House where the Nicholson family
play hosts to Yachting visitors. Vernon Nicholson sailed
from Ireland in the Mollihawk after the war and settled in
English Harbour. He purchased an old Navy Powder House
with walls ten feet thick and of course no windows and
over the years transformed it into a fascinating home. As
Nancy is connected with the family we paid several visits
and learned much about the island. There is no industry
and the people depend on tourists to supply foreign
currency. Liners call frequently and the day we visited the
Capital St. Johns there were two large liners alongside the
pier, disgorging their passengers who would motor across
the island to visit and photograph English Harbour. All too
soon our holiday drew to a close and we left Morgana in a
hurricane hole safely tied to some trees, where she could
ride out any storm.
Later I sailed with Paddy Maher, Barry Murphy and
my children Tony, Caroline and Finbar to the South Coast
of England via the Scillies. Due to unfavourable Scillies
conditions our first anchorage was Corkbeg and we set off
next morning (1 lth August) for the Scillies in a strong
southerly blow but returned after we blew out our Gib.
John McWilliam kindly agreed to carry out immediate
repairs but time was lost arranging transport and eventually
we did not leave until Saturday morning. We had a very
pleasant trip over to the Scillies taking approximately 25
hours and arrived in Tresco early on the 13th August. Two
days later we left for Penzance. The weather was again kind
and we arrived after a trip of twelve hours. The dock in
Penzance provided a very comtbrtable berth for two nights.
A new Contessa "Raparee" flying the Royal Cork Burgee
was tied up near us and we later met the owner John
Murphy who had been abroad for many years but was now
returning to Cork. From Penzance we sailed to Falmouth
where we picked up moorings obtainable from the Harbour
Commissioners for £2.00 per night. The Royal Cornwall
Yacht Club supplied us with a meal which was the best we
had ashore during the cruise. From Falmouth we returned
to the Scillies where we spent a few pleasant days before
setting off for Kinsale. Our return journey again took 25
hours and next day we returned to Crosshaven under engine
watching the Enterprise fleet drifting without wind as we
left Kinsale.

BRIAN DALTON WRITES:
In 1978 Finola’s family crew were again drawn by the
sirens of Tortola easily, however, from the unusually
severe North American Winter. In August, Finola sailed
from Marian to Maine waters and participated in another
successful Club cruise and sunflower "raft". Now that we
have moved residence to the shores of the Great Lakes, a
vast fresh water cruising ground beckons (Great Lake and
Seaway Circa 1,200,000 square miles; Mediterranean
966,750 square miles; Baltic 163,059 square miles.
DR. J.K.A. DORMAN WRITES:
Apart from a short visit to the Clyde "the Maid ofSkye"
had no cruise this year. However, at Christmas the owner
had some very enjoyable day sailing around Sydney
Harbour with Darty Clover who sends his regards to
members of the I.C.C.
DENNIS FAULKNER WRITES:
On cruising notes for the I.C.C. I feel quite sure that I come
under the "too lazy" category to write a full account but
briefly, we had a very successful cruise in ArvorlIlfrom
Strangford Lough via the Orkneys and Shetlands to a point
about 150 miles north of Allesund in Norway. Coming back
roughly by the same route.
We took about a week in each direction with fairly
hard Northerly winds going North and vice versa to the
South!! We had a month of truly magnificent weather on
the Norweigian Coast.
I have made definite plans to go back there and,
indeed, a lot further North on this wonderfully interesting
unspoilt coast.
C. J. FITZGERALD WRITES:
1 cruised on Fandango with her owner Peter Cagney and
crew Stanley Roche, Kevin Walsh and Jim Dillon. We
departed from Crosshaven for a trip to the Isle of
Man/South Coast of England on the 7th July but a change
of plan at Roches Point saw us heading West for Schull
without charts for that area but with the Cruising Club S
and W Sailing Directions. Sixteen days of perfect cruising
followed.
Our first port of call was Schull and we then moved
to Laurence Cove where the ship’s doctor was given special
shore leave to visit old acquaintances. On the 10th July we
moved round to Derrynane via Dursey Sound visiting
Castletownbere. The Dursey is free again as the cable car
has been repaired. On the l lth July we visited Port Magee
via Puffin Island Sound and we felt that the chart in the S
and W Coast Sailing Directions could give a wrong
impression of this narrow passage. On the 12th July we
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were at Smerwick Harbour. We had afternoon tea in the
restaurant on the Great Blasket. On the 13th July we were
well received at Fenit Yacht Club were we borrowed charts
and used the Ladies showers. We then moved up the
Shannon Estuary anchoring at Carrigholt and thence to
Dingle arriving there on the 15th July. Entry here has been
made easier by the erection of two black poles in a field on
the port hand marking the channel to the Pier. We had a
wonderful meal at John Slye’s restaurant The "Halfdoor".
On the 16th July we went to Kingstown, Valencia which
was warm and windless. On the 17th July we went to
Kihnakileogue and Bunaw via Port Magee Sound. We had a
hasty breakfast at the Knightsbridge Hotel to make the
opening of Port Magee Bridge by 11 o.clock. The bridge
opening can be arranged by giving two hours notice and is
free of charge. We anchored off the pier at Bunaw. On the
18th July we returned to Castletownbere via Dursey Sound

having a beautiful sail in a Nor Easterly Force 5-6. On the
19th we visited Ahakista (Kitchen Cove) in a cold nor
westerly wind blowing force 6. We dined aboard that
evening and had a musical interlude with Peter on the
drums. We went to Crookhaven and Goleen on the 20th
July and to Union Hall on the 21 st July passing inside Belli
Rock and visiting Glandore. On the 22nd July we were
weather bound at Union Hall and the tedium of the day
was considerably relieved by the friendship and hospitality
of Florence Nolan. We arrived back in Crosshaven on the
23rd July. For those interested the latest count of seabirds
from Dursey to Blaskets is as follows:- Stormy Petrals
(Mother Carey’s Chickens probably the largest colony in
the world). Gannets 20,000 pairs on Little Skellig. Manx
Shearwater- largest colony in Ireland on Puffin Island.
Other common species include Razor-Bills, Guillemots,
Puffins, Fulmars and Kittiwakes.

Fast sailing across the Clyde for Ainmara in her 67th season. Photo R. Gomes
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Deirdre and the children left me at Clynder and I
spent the next three weeks based at North Channel Yachts
with David and Mabel Black Laws doing R.Y.A. assessment
and instruction on six day courses with both beginners and
experienced yachtsmen. I found that I really could have
done with a holiday at the end: however I visited many
anchorages in the Clyde that I had never been to before and
was out again to Gighia and Port Ellen before returning to
Donaghadee having logged over 1,400 miles.
BARRY HASSETT REPORTS:

Ainmara in the Kyles of Bute during the winter of 1977-78 her
mainmast had been moved aft 18 inches. Photo R. Gomes

RICHARD GOMES WRITES:
This year was to be a quiet year and I decided to do four
weeks assessing and instructing in Ainmara for the R.Y.A.
Yacht Master in Coastal Certificates. The first week in June
was with local yachtsmen and saw us up in the Clyde and
out to lslay. This proved a good test for nay Winter’s work
while I stepped the mast on deck and one and a half ft.
further aft, alter fitting a bulkhead and a 4½ inch square
king post making room for a loo which was luxurious in
comparison with the old shower bath up on the eyes of the
boat. Deirdre, myself and our two children Ann and David
left from Donaghadee on the 7th July for a fortnights
cruise on the West Coast of Scotland visiting Gighia,
Oronsay, Colonsay, Mull, Coil, Loch Drumbuhie (Loch
Sunart), Tobermoray, Oban, Puilladohbran, then through
the Crinnan Canal and eventually finishing at Clynder in the
Gate Loch in probably the best weather of the Summer.
At one point we had a memorable sail from Carradale
to Rothsay (through the Kiles of Bute) in a southerly gale
with exceptionally severe gusts off Arran shore near Loch
Ranza, with nine rolls in the main and storm jib we saw the
speedometer touching 10 kts. for the first time ever.
Deirdre was not seen to laugh over calmness again!

In the late winter of ’77 my friend Pat Whelan purchased
his Moody 52 Charleina, and to my delight I discovered
that she was berthed in Antibes. Having made the usual
detailed plans in early Spring the crew, comprising skipper
Pat Whelan, John Vaughan, Harold Cudmore and I flew to
Antibes where we were joined by two American friends
Seamus Cashman and his son Hugh. We left Antibes on
Monday 24th April calling at Alcudia, San Antonio,
Cartigina, Puerto Banus, Gibraltra, Villamoura, Portimo,
Lisbon, Cascais, Bayonna and Cork on Saturday 13th May.
The outstanding memories of this cruise were: the beauty
of San Antonio with warm sunshine and the dirt of
Cartigina, the charm of the artificially created Puerto Banus
and the hospitality received there from Frank Fitzpatrick
and his wife Margaret. For the passage across the Mediterranean the wind was constantly west/SW and from Cap
St. Vincent to Cork was constantly northerly. Fortunately
we had an excellent sea going yacht and a wonderful crew
and we covered approximately 2,500 miles in 19 days.
Nineteen hundred miles of this being "on the wind".
By contrast, my second cruise of ’78 could not have
been easier. Bernie Cahill could not take his Moody 39 to
Brittany so I took the boat to La Rochelle for him. On
Wednesday the 22nd June my wife Helen, John Ryan and
Rath Carty set off from Crosshaven. Our first port of call
was St. Mary’s and we were abeam of Round Island in
171/2 hours. In St. Mary’s we collected Ken Daunt and his
wife Mary and we then set course for the French Coast
going down outside Ushant, in warm sunshine and arriving
at Benodet. From there we went to Concarneau and then to
Ile de Groix Bel lie and Ile de Rea finally winding up in La
Rochelle. The delights of the islands off Brittany Coast are
well known to most cruising people andwe enjoyed them to
the full in fine weather. The sun shone for 75% of daylight
hours but the greatest bonus was that the wind never went
forehead of the beam from Roches Point to La Rochelle.
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Brian Hegarty, a distinguished member of the ICC since 1957, finally got around to buying himself a boat for 1978, the Folkboat Alara.
With her he had a runaway win in Irish Sea Folkboat Week. He also won the Waterford Glass Trophy for the most promising newcomer.
Photo W. M. Nixon.
BRIAN HEGARTY WRITES:
No cruising this year! Having acquired "Alara’" we became
ensnared by the Howth Folkboat Raching scene. Howth
being hosts to the Irish Sea Folboat Week, we did not
encourage folkboats to leave the home port. We intend to
be more adventurous next year!
JOHN KINMONTH cruised Phalarop from Portsmouth to
the Shannon and back, a distance of 1,220 miles in July
and August. In the Shannon he called at Kilbaha,
Carrigaholt, Scattery, Foyne and changed crews at Shannon
Airport. Andrew Maye joined Phalarop from the U.S.A. and
Joan Cockburn from Scotland. The crews included
members of the Kinmonth family (six) and Clement family
(five) and others. Phalarop had over 50 anchorages on the
entire cruise to include Scillies, (St. Mary’s), Garnish Bay
(Dursey), Cahirceveen, Fenit, Ahakista (Dunmanus Bay).
JOHN MULLINS REPORTS:
Following the 1977 Season "Maid of Killeen’" was laid up
for the Winter at Andraitx, Majorca in the care of Vincente
Vera. Peter and I paid a Christmas visit to the Maid and
joined up with Peter Odium and Dickie Coe on "’Ferna"

and Rory O’Hanlon on "’Meermin". We had a few days
sailing and ended up at Camp Del Mar on New Year’s day
where we all lunched in the sun. Peter had a swim and
pronounced it the best of the year!
I commissioned "’Maid ofKilleen" in May and she
was on the go continously until the end of September. A
fresh crew joined us each fortnight at Andraitx or Palma
and the only snag was the chronic late arrival and departure
of aircrafts caused by the Air Traffic Controllers strike. I
think we enjoyed above average weather conditions from a
sailing point of view with half of our passage making under
canvas. We again investigated the Balearics and in addition
spent a fortnight in Corsica and Sardinia. We found these
new venues delightful but the time factor limited much
exploration. Anyone lucky enough to be able to cruise in
the Straits of Bonifacio will find it enchanting. The Port
and Town of Bonifacio are well worth a visit and have good
facilities to replenish supplies except for diesel oil which is
twice the price ruling in Majorca or Sardinia. In Sardinia
the prime anchorage was Liscia dei Vacca, a delightful spot
with crystal clear water, well sheltered and although quite
unspoilt it could boast two good restaurants and a night
club. It is only five miles from Porto Cervo which lives up
to its reputation of excitement in every sense of the word,
but oh so expensive! Visiting yachts to either of these
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places should note that local shopping facilities are very
limited.
"Maid ofKilleen" is now back at her berth in
Andraitx to await next season’s arrangement and I have
only to thank all the competent and congenial friends who
crewed her last season and who I hope will come again.

landed to explore wild life etc. Next morning there was
again thick fog which cleared by lunchtime enabling us to
return to Ringhaddy by 1700 hours on Wednesday the 12th
July. Mileage 587 miles in 20 days.

A.S.P, ORR REPORTS:

As well as racing "Halloween" on Belfast Lough I sailed
with John and Rosie Clapham on their Nicholson 38
Tresillian III attending most of the local regattas, the North
Channel race, a fortnights cruise on the West Coast of
Scotland and the Port Patrick race. The North Channel race
was a windless affair, Tresillian being an all I.C.C. boat with
the Claphams, Arthur Orr, Ronnie Barr and Robert Shank.
The cruise dates were the first fortnight in July and
an account of this appears elsewhere in the annual.
The Port Patrick race - with Rosie Clapham
holidaying with her children in Devon, John had his "pink
ticket" and assembled an I.C.C. crew including Peter
Bunting, Desmond Davey (taking a well deserved rest from
re-decking "’Sue") Arthur Orr and Ronnie Bart. We left
Cultra in a fresh breeze and on the way to the start watched
some of the Carrick boats getting in a few practice
broaches! After a hairy start we had a splendid sail, the
course being ideal for a two sticker. Tresillian was sailed on
Sunday to her Autumn moorings in Ringhaddy for
week-end sailing on Strangford Lough. Unfortunately the
weather was against us for the I.C.C. autumn rally but we
travelled by car for the party on Deerhound. The final sail
was from Ringhaddy to Cultra to lay Tresillian up for the
winter.

Since 1946 I have cruised about 15 times on the West coast
of Scotland, not counting races, weekends, delivery trips,
etc. This year we had the hook down or were tied up 46
times in three weeks, 20 of these places I personally had
not visited but before; we were not North of Ardmacurchan
Point, we did not visit Puildobrain nor did we see Irene
McLachain; Other members including Robert Shanks, Hazel
and Ronnie Barr who all appeared during the only week of
sunshine all Summer. As I have never owned a boat suitable
for cruising, 1 rely on my friends to take me or lend me
their boat’ this year I was grateful to Jack Swinson, who
took three Orr’s with him in his fine Hilliard Schooner
Vanique.
HARRY PATTON WRITES:
We departed from Ringhaddy, Strangford Lough on Saturday the 17th June, 1978 in the Fair Alton a 41 foot
T.S.M.Y. bound for the new Marina at Donaghadee and
arriving there 5 hours later against tide. The wind was north
east and it made the entrance tricky and we lay for a week
preparing for a cruise to West Scotland. There was a bad
forecast on Saturday the 241h June. The wind moderated in
the evening to N.E.5. We proceeded to Dee sound and made
Lame at 21.35. We came to the passage North but turned
back North of the Maidens due to strong N.W. wind and
gale forecast. It was very rough leaving Larne. Finally
crossed to Gigha on Monday in a force 5 North West. There
were happy seas on tile Mull of Kintyre and we continued
on to Crinnan. An early start on the 27th to catch the tide
to Lochahne for a rest and on to Tobermory next day.
Friday the 30th June was tire only fine warm day and we
rigged the dinghy and explored Lough Carton. We carry a 9
foot Fairy Duckling. Later in tile day we moved to Pol
Doin one mile North of Cow Island. There is good shelter
but the entrance is tricky due to problems of identifying
perches and oft shore rocks. We returned to Loughaline on
Sunday the 2nd July to phone home and spent one night in
Totaig Lough Doich. Up to this the boat had been crewed
by myself and R.J. Fitzsimons but on Monday our
respective wives .joined us al Dunstaffange. On Wednesday
the 5th to Saturday the 8th we lay in L~ugh Cretan in cold
wet and windy weather. We returned to Dunstaffange
where our wives departed and we proceeded South calling
at Puilldobran, via Loughryan (where we were log bound)
and Donaghadee. On the return passage around the Mull of
Kintyre we kept within three cables of shore in under 18
fathoms. We anchored in Chapel Bay Copeland Islands and
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IAN WYLIE WRITES:

List of Members

An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member. The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F. 1974
Andrews, David O.B.E.,
M.Sc., J.P. 1959
Aplin, Roger 1972
Archer, William M. 1965
Balmforth, M.B. 1966
Barnes, Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969
Barr, R.G.M. 1973
Barr, Mrs~Hazel 1971
*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
*Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)
Bassett, Major C.S. 1969
Beck, Horace P. 1963
Bernie, Ronan M. 1975
Benson, Dr. R. 1975
Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L. 1946
Berridge, Mrs Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W.K. 1973
Begley, William 1950
Blaikie, James A. 1969

The Lodge, Clifton Rd., Port St. Mary, I.O.M. Carnalea
Shangri-La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai
’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (806531)

Booth, E.M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger 1942
Bourke, Michael Paget 1975
*Bourne, Edward 1978
Hon. Sec. R. C. C.
Bowring, Wing Cdr. J.H. 1973
Boyd, J.M. 1963
Bradley, Desmond 1957
Braidwood, W.S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs 1963
Bramwell, Dr B.R. 1963
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick K.J. 1943
Brown J. Finlay 1959
Brown, Mrs M. 1973
Brown, Richard P. 1970

Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13. (22451) (Home: Bangor 60631). Ocean Dove
Synge Street, Dublin 8. (765426)
55 Silverstream Drive, Bangor, BT20 3LW, Co. Down (66686). Whisper
7 Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow GX41 5 LD (041/427-1176)
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Cu-na-mara
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269) L ’Etoile (P.O.)
60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down (813369)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269) L ’Etoile (P.O.)
c/o Rob Roy, Cook Street, Cork
4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants. Rose Rambler
53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.6. Gioconda
Box 442, Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A. China Bird
Stokeville, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (859741 ) Simba H
64 Bellevue Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (802352)Marlou
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-831531) Corofin
.do.

52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (889826)Dara (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Dara (P.O.)
Sleepy Valley, 23 Convent Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down (Bangor 2209)
Diffren t Drummer
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin (863094) Venetia
Albert House, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Shemite
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick (061-45479. Office: 45444)Iduna
9 Barnacoille Park, Dalkey,’Co. Dublin
33 Hestcrcombe Avenue, Fulham, London S.W.6 5LL (01 736-4545)
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (853899)
51 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down
Moorfield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (855622)
Silver Shadow (P.O.), Debonair (P.O.)
3 Duffcrin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down (2382)
do.

Killinchy, Co. Down. Blue Bandit
25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin (809039) Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (886784)
151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3. (335789)
6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down (209)
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Brown, W.P. 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969
Bunting, Peter J: 1962
Vice Commodore
Bunting, Mrs E.AM. 1969
Burke, J.F. 1971
Burns, Robert 1969
Butler, J.C. 1959
Butler, Sean, Mr Justice 1957
Byrne, H.E. O’C. 1974
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Cagney, Mrs Romaine, 1978
CahiU, James 1978
*Campbell, R.P. 1934 (1969)
Carr, W. Derek 1972
Carr, Mrs J.E. 1972
Cassidy, Liam 1978
Chadwick, T. 1944
Charles, R. 1948
Clapham, John F. 1965
Clapham, Mrs D. 1974
Clark, H.W.S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S.H.R. 1967
Cobbe, T.L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Collins, Michael D. 1975
Cooke, Victor A. 1977
Cooke, K. L. 1959
Cotter, William J. 1975
Courtney, Ross 1948
Cox, James F. 1970
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
Cresswell, R.S. 1949
Crosbie, E. 1957
Cudmore, Fred 1947
Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966
Cudmore, John 1977
Cudmore, Justin R. 1966
Cudmore, Peter F. 1966
Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Cudmore, Mrs Mary 1970
Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore, Ronald 1964
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W.R. 1970
Cullen, M. 1971
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Curtain, W.A. 1971
d’Alton, M.M.A. 1956
d’Alton, Robert 1978
Dalton, Brian 1967
Daly, Dominic, J. 1968
Davey, D.W.H. 1969
Dawes, Miss K.P. 1963
Dean, Douglas 1965
Dempsey, J.A. 1973
Denham, Dr P.C. 1975

212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down (318)
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co. Dublin (322829)
Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co. Down (8 12310,
Office: Lurgan 3611)Sue
do.
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork (021-33730) Golden Shamrock
Box 409 Osteaville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A.
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork (021-811343) Tam o ’Shanter
2 Salamanca, Roebuck, Dublin 14. (980467)
Lismoyle, Shore Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450498)
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin Nixe
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Co. Dublin (323239)
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co. Mayo
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634) Verve (P.O.)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down (2051 ) Melora 111
do.
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave. E., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (806380) Rhapsody
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin (201220) (Office: 280381 )
13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex. (3421) (Office: CHA 1644) Franzi
Mertoun Hall, Holywood, Belfast (63177) Tresillian III
do.
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co Derry (Maghera 747) Wild Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (541814) Rinamara
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork Quiver VIl
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin (350343)
Craigie, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare (045-25300)
"lnniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (867619) Adrichele
lslandreagh House, Dunadry, Co. Antrim.
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322348 Office: 771801).
1 l Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973270).
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (323090. Office: 44686).
Bandersnatch of Howth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3 (339593)
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51329)
Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (803163)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (021-52420)
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork (021-31060) Setanta Too (P.O.)
do.
do.
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork
6 Camden Place, Cork (021-53726)
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork.(021-33016) (Office: 24019)Namhara
do.
do.
Rm. 1019, 135 South La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois 606033 U.S.A. M organa
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork (021-33625) Quervain
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322428) Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6 (977002)
4355 Route 32 Saugerties NY 12477, U.S.A.
Highlands, Asborne Villas’, Stoke, Plymouth (Plymouth 51900)
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin (Office: 761481) Glenshane (P.O.)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co. Cork (021-72471)SiMara
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse, Pontefarns, Michigan 48236 Finola
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down (Holywood 2287)
9 Courtnay PI., Lymington, Hants.
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork Darinda
lnwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (973098) Charles Whittan (P.O.)
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Denvir, Miss Joan 1956
de Quincey, Roger 1969
de Quincey, Mrs Sheila 1974
Devenney, E.K. 1973
Dick, J.R. William 1971
Dickinson, L.B. 1969
Dinneen, Patrick A. 1965
Dixon, Hon. Robin 1977
Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr J.K.A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Doyle, Frank 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Duff, J.C. 1946
Duff, J.K. 1949
Dunn, Aidan 1963
Du Plessis, Hugo 1978
du Pont, Pierre 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Ender, Theodore 1972
England, Mrs Elizabeth M. 1967
Espey, Fred J.K. 1978
Everett, T. 1975
Eves, F. Maitland 1967
M.B.E. 1967
Eves, Jeremy, R.F. 1975
*Ewing, Clayton, Commodore C. C.A.
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Faulkner, Denis J. 1960
Faulkner, Mrs J.K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr R.J. 1956
Fielding, Mrs C.
Finnegan, John J. 1966
Firth, Ivan J. 1978
Fisher, J.D.F. 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
FitzGerald, David H.B. 1966
Fogarty, John J. 1967
Foley, Albert 1972
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick J.H. 1969
Geldorf, Robert 1968
Gibson, James C. 1977
Glaser, Dr Otto 1972
Glover, Dr W.E. 1963
Gogarty, Desmond 1960
Gomes, H.R. 1967

Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811504)
Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork Beacon of Baltimore
do.
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down. Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down (2164) Seaboard
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick. (061-32245) Sleagh
Drumadarragh Lodge, Doach, Belfast
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8944)
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (370)Maid of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork (021-23706) Moonduster
do.
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862779)
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork (021-841199) Sonata
do.
Ard-le-Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin
Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath (190)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (691158) (Office: 770733)Anasu H
Ballylickey, Bantry, Co. Cork
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento I1.
Inishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork (021-821264)
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807918)
Burren Carragh, Burr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Dublin (Ballywalter 233 )
Happy Return (P.O.)
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse St., Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian I)31-663 7403 )
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (805160 )
56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast (653917)
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down BT22 2LJ (Millisle 213)
Takahe (P.O.)
do.
Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland 21673, U.S.A.
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Dublin.
Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down [-lolywood 2783) (Office: Belfast 744261)
Arvor 1II
do.
19B Victor Hugo 92200 Neuilly, Paris, France, Skaco H
Skelling, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841428 & 51848)
do.
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (858087) Punctilio (P.O.)
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (3667) Omavay
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork.(021-32210) (Office: 20095)
Jovet (P.O.)
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway. (Galway 41146) (Office: Tynagh 214)
Oberon H
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork Nora Sheila
Saltaire, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (805822) Sogndal
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow
Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. !Dublin (809568)La Bretonne
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (802818)
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down Chloe
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin (322797) Red Rock 111
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (337-2889)Melite
"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth (041-8740)
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down AinMara (P.O.)
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Gore-Grimes, Anthony 1978
Gore-Grimes, John 1973
Gore-Grimes, Mrs J. 1975
Green, Mrs Margaret 1963
Green, Dr Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr Michael, 1964
Greenlagh, David 1978
Greet, P.H., LL.D. 1951
Greet, Howard 1966
Guinness, J.H. 1961
Commodore L C. C.
Guinness, Mrs M.J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R.C.A. 1952
Hall, Mrs Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harbison, Dr John F. 1977
Harris, J.A. 1971
Harrison, John M. 1975
Harte, Edward D. 1969
Hasset, Barry 1975
Healy, David J. 1971
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
*Heard, R.D. 1934 (1963)
Heard, Mrs Ruth 1967
Hearne, R.J. 1975
Heath, Lewis, F.G. 1978
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarly, Dermot 1959
Hennessy, Dr Noel St. J. 1957
Henry, Dr George R. 1969
Heron, Barney 1965
Hicks, Savell, O., O.B.E., 1961
Higginbotham, J.W. 1964
Hilliard, C.E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Hosford, W.K. 1974
Hughes, N.C., F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C.K. 1963
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J.F. 1960
Irwin, D.M. 1973
Jameson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnson, Terence 1960
Jones, A.G.H. 1965
Kavanagh, Capt. Peter 1965
Keane, Barry 1975
Kelly, D.J. 1973
Kelliher, Edward J. 1077
Kelly, C.D. 1975
Kelly, Dr Malcolm 1969

Lerrif, Baily, Co. Dublin (322449) Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin (323670) Shardana
do.
Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundonald, Belfast (63175)
d o. Helen
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ (33767)
Oilook Lane, Groomsport, Co. Down
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (323195)(Office: 771801)
Helen of Howth
Howth Summit, Co. Dublin
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin (323123) Deerhound
do.

Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd. Dalkey, Co. Dublin (800928)
Rhapsody (P.O.)
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork (021-841083) Roane (P.O.)
do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930 Au>tarlia Rosbeg
61 Balglass Road, Howth, Co. Dublin (325212)
Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road, Hildenborough, Kent (2162)
Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrogate, Yorks
Clencar, Coolt?adda, Bandon, Co. Cork (023-41286)Duckling
"Salcombe", Ballincurrig Park, Douglas, Cork (32793)Sacha
Advertising Associates S.D.N., Berhad, 8th Floor, 802 A.I.A. Bldg., Jalan,
Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary. Co. Dublin (801528). Master of Yacht
Creidne
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852258) Harklow
do.

"Shearwater", Baily, Co. Dublin (322236)
South Winds, Ulverton Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin *804372) Four Seasons
Gairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin (323421 )
Kileen Tee., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450603)Aisling
The Hollow, Tibradden Rd., Rockbrook, Dublin 16. Aisling
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin Jacqueline
Moytura House, Gross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo (Cong 10) WildBird
Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co. Down (468)(Office: Belfast 57251)
Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co. Dublin (322086)Mistral
94 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin (854923)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin (803676) Angel (P.O.)
Templerainy [louse, Arklow, Co. Wicklow (0402-2349)
North Brook, French Furze, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast (Drumbo 323) Taitsing
Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick Street, Cork
42 Ballyeasborough Rd., Portavogie, Co. Down
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire Saunterer of Leigh
The Cairn, 278 Seaclifli~ Road, Bang~r, Co. Down (Baneor 65528)SealMorning
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin (322931)Finndabar of Howth
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (851439) Silver Shadow (P.O.)
Yeowood, Wrington, Avon
Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Co. Dublin (323396)
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805982)
Moorpark, Fountamstown, Co. Cork (021-831235) Shortwave
Old School ttouse, Willistown, Dunleer, Co. Louth (041-51244) Spokestar & Taal
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 075267)Jeepers
Fairlight, Brook Ave., Warsash, Southampton. Jolie Madame
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Kenset, David J.
Kenefick, George 1975
Rear Commodore
Kennedy, Hugh P. Q.C. 1963
Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969
Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs B. 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus 1974
Kiley, Jock 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971
Kinmonth, Prof. J.B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971
Knight, R.D. 1971
Knott, H.B. 1964
Kyle, Stirk 1971
Landon, Capt. E.G. 1959
Large, Richard T. 1958
Law, J. Brian 1975
Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lawrence, David T. 1975
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A. 1969
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Lo re, Clayton 1950
Love, Mrs T. 1963
Love, Clayton (Jun.) 1971
Love, D. 1963
Love, John P. 1972
Luke, Derek 1959
Luke, Dermot 1955
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
Lyness, Mrs Marla 1972
McAnaney, E. 1975
McAuley, F.D.MCh., D.O.M.S. 1961
Macauley, W.P. 1963
McBride, Denis 1972
McBride, Edward D. 1970
McCann, George 1968
McCarthy, Vincent J. 1977
McConnell John H. 1965
McConnell, J.C. 1958
McConnell, John H. 1965
McConnell, Mrs M.T. 1959
McConnell, Stafford C. 1971
McCormick, W.H.D., 1956
McDowell, J.R. 1963
McFerran, K. 1931
McFerran, N. 1965
McGonagle, Liam 1959
McGuire, John F. 1975
Mcllwaine, A.D. 1960
Mcllwaine, Mrs Y. 1963
Macilwraith, George H. 1970

17 Silverbirch Rd, Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU (0247.62128) Ceres
Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork (31799) (Office :32813) L ’Exocet
Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth, Belfast (660500) (Office: 226941) Tosca IV
of Bangor
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9)Brainstorm
Blackwater Rocks, Saint field Road, Killinchy, Co. Down (470)Marula
do.
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin
15 Bosworth St., Boston, 02108, U.S.A.
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin (323442)
70 Ladbroke Road, London W 11 (727-6045)Phalarope
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakily, Co. Cork
The Chalet, Uplands, Dalkey, Co. Dublin
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (782611)Pamela and Pointin
8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly. (24)
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Balckrock, Co. Dublin (880574) (Office: 761236)
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim (70461) (Office 77317)Sai See
Heydere, Westfields, N.C. Rd, Limerick (061-51567) (Office: 45290) Mokav H
4 Rowanbyrne, Brookville Park, Deansgrange Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin
(894097)
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin (889486)
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast BT4 2DX (656989) Sarita
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (0849-541579) Wishbone
E1 Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork (021-831139) Cavelleta
do.
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork (021-33977)
E1 Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (809460)
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (322507) (Office: 753351)
Gunfleet H
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (324181) Eventide
Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021-882303) Vivi (P.O.)
Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad, Co. Down, (Holywood 2730)
99 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6 (971421)
45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Belssington, Co. Wicklow Heather Bell
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin (323335)
21 Riverside Road, Bangor, Co. Down.
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin Snow Goose
120 Ballinclea Hous
McConnell House, Cliarlemont Place, Dublin 2 Snow Goose
120 Ballinclear Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin
24 Beechcourt, KiUiney, Co. Dt~blin (858451) Kal
16 Parkview Mansions, Harolds Cross Road, Dublin 6
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co. Donegal (Greencastle 5) (Office: Derry 65014)
Manaan Maclir. Vinga H
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down (Helen’s Bay 3665)Rosbeen Bawn
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin (893153)
Dept. of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Blisburn Road, Belfast
Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily, Co. Dublin Oonavara of Howth
Newtown Park House, Newtown Park, Blackrock~ Co. Dublin (887403)
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down Sheenan
do.
Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork Dolphin
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McKee, Michael 1962
McKenna, David C. 1964
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McKinney,John H.
McLaverty, C. 1961
McLaverty, K. 1961
McMahon, James 1973
McMillan, Alistair 1968
McMordie, H.M. 1972
McMullen, L. 1940
McMullen, Colin P. 1975
McSweeney, Patrick, 1968
Macken, J.J. 1949
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Madden, Dr. J. 1971
Magennis, C. 1975
Maguire, B.C. 1950
Maguire, Edward D. 1971
Maguire, M.J. 1958
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
Marshall, A.H. 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Martin, Clive C. 1978
Martin, F.D. 1954
Masser, K. 1966
Meagher., Niall, 1975
Mellon, D.E., M.D. 1947
Miller, C.G. 1955
Minchin, John 1960
Mollard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, A.M. 1957
Montgomery, E.J. 1955
Morck, Dr P.B. 1958
Morck, Mrs P.C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Vice-Admiral A.S.
Mosse, W.P. 1964
Mullen, T.J. 1975
Mullins, John 1972
Mullins, Peter J.D. 1971
Hon. Secretary L C C.
Murphy, W.J. 1963
Myles, Norman 1972
Nixon, James 1971
Nixon, W.M. 1963
O’Brien, Daniel D. 1978
O’Boyle, Donal 1974
O’Brien, John J. 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs M. 1963
O’Connor, Daniel 1971
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R.F. 1971

104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down (2692) (Office: Belfast 22734)
Rosemount, Windmill Lane, Renfield, Sussex BN5 9UW (Henfield 2444) Rapparee
Beechfield, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin (888376)
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14 (982514)
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9
12 Newpark Rd, Holly Pk, Blackrock, Co. Dublin
"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6 (972391) Echo)
"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin (324042) Goosander
Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast (622172) Anolis
11 Almoners’ Avenue, Cambridge, CB1 4NZ (47020)
Pro Diet Teo, Bunnacurry, Achill, Co. Mayo (Bunnacurry 134) Kilderkin
"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas, Cork Vivi (P.O.)
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin (806897)Aileen
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork (021-33439) Pidun
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2237) Snowgoose
of Moygannon
Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield, Sussex (Framfield 593)
Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co. Down Triad
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140) Silver Shadow (P.O.)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork (021033966) (Otfice: 25252)
Rockmount, 20 Warren Road, Donaghdee, Co. Down (3553)La Petite Mamselle
11 Jordanstown Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, Banba
Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin (893565) L ’Etoile (P.O.)
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin (86341 O) L ’Etoile (P.O.)
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks. Pintail of Kew
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045-’~728)
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (9"73075)Janet
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford (053-39138) Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (831392) Windrose
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin Korsar
Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion, Dublin (881045) (Office: 56701)
78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin (681903) (Office: 761201)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicldow (0404-5164) Samantha
23 Albany Rd., Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork (021-33297)Blue Jay
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8) Evarne
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin (323106) Querida of Howth
110 Ashley Gardens, Westminster, London SW 1P 1HS (823-1588) Maiandros
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny (056-27125)Acari
17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (855026)
Arlonstown, Dunsaney, Co. Meath (046-25175) Maid of Killeen
4 Coliemore Villas, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (807184) (Office: 764471)
Ragnar (P.O.)
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Tinnahesk Service Station, Olygate, Co. Wexford.
3 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2196) Josephine
29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin (323929)
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (852754) Live Wire
9 Boulevard Nth, Bayside, Sutton. (320062)
Flat 3, Bear Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Harbour.
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (852619)Julia
do.
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin (767136)lnisfallen
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackruck, Co. Dublin Verna
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork (841051) Gigha
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O’Farrell, Michael 1975
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas 1975
O’Hanlon, R.H., M.D., 1940
O’Hanlon, Mrs B., M.D., 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975
O’Keefe, Ray P. 1937
O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972
*O’Keeffe, P. 1932 (1967)
Olver, John R.N. 1971
O’Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
Orr, Arthur S.P. Vrd 1970
Orr, S. 1973
Osborne, J.A.D.S.C.
Capt. R.N. Ret’d. 1969
Osborne, James R. 1974
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan,Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dr David S. 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A. 1969
*Paul, Alan H. (1958)
Payne, J. Somers 1969
Pearson, J.D. 1950
Pierce, Dermot 1968
Porteous, James 1968
Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs Maura 1966
Purcell, D.J. 1937
Radley, George 1971
Rea, William T. 1977
Roberts, Rex 1974
Roberts, T. 1973
Robinson, A. 1973
Roche, Charles A. 1972
Roche, John O’S 1978
Roche, Pierce 1975
Roche, T.H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick 1969
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Ronan, J.G. 1956
Rudd, D.S. 1971
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, David F. 1973
Ryan, Dermod J. 1971
Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, John 1956
Ryan, Frank 1971
Ryan, John 1956
Selig, Ivan 1965

Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (2620) Cuchulain
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co. Dublin (896465) Cuilaun of
Kinsale
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin
Balrath, Co. Meath.
8 St. James’s Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (762080) Meermin
do.
16 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6 (762080)
do.
La.ndscape, Drinagh, Wexford. (053-22980) Pipa
54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork
Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork (33) (Office: 1)
Delgany Croft Road, Holywood, Co. Down (Holywood 2147)
"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (896009)
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast (0203-63601) (Office: 57261)
Mainmoune P.O.
Summerlea, Burray, Ordney, Scotland Chin Chin
Knocknagreanna, Milford, Co. Donegal (73) Segala
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (979039) Verve (P,O)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down (226)
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry (066-21011) Ceili
The Croft, Cunningburn, Newtownards, Co. Down Cruiskeen
Corrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin (322210)Joliba
Kilnbum, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. BT21 0PD (2517)
Fair A Iron
20 St. James Street, London SWl (HYD 5252)
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831128) Melody
Craig View, Howth,Co. Dublin.’(322276)
126 Harley Street, London
Bunnyconnellon, Myrtleville, Co. Cork
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down Norella (P.O.)
do.
7 Avondale Park, Killiney, Co. Dublin
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork (021-811394) Cecille
33 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (291635)
Stratford, Silchester Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin
The Residence, Kiboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down (470) Petrel
Hillmount, Annalong, Co. Down (213) Heather of Moume
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow (874572)
20b. Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin (324671)Safina
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093)Neon Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14. (Office: 984444)Happy Return
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down (65681)Erlin Mor (P.O.)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork (0210811370) Cygnet of Mourne
Busherstown House, Moneygall, Birr, Offaly (Moneygall 6) Tregalla
34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin
Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin (291438)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803585)
Red Velvet
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770)
Elstow, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin’(807151)
55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin (894026) Tryphena
Elstow, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (807151)
5a Windsor Ave., N. Belfast 9. (666064) (Office: 33878)
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Sewell, Richard G. 1969
Shanks, T.R.J. 1972
Sharp, Ronald 1974
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Hon. Treasurer
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957
Sims, R.I.A. 1969
Sisk, H.B. 1973
Slater, W. McC 1977
Smiles, Alan 1958
Smullen, Brian P.
SmuUen, John D. 1961
Smyth, B.T. 1960
Smyth, F.B. 1964
Smyth, W.A. 1960
Snell, M.H. 1974
Somerville-Large, P.T. 1946
Speidel, Noel 1968
Starkey, R.V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Stewart, Rynn 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
Taggart, A.G. 1970
Taggart, John I. 1975
Taggart Thos. N. 1966
Tayler, Warren J. 1962
Tierney, John 1960
Tisdall, Patrick 1974
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs Molloy 1965
Traynor, Colm 1975
Tughan, D. 1969
Tyrrell, Aidan 1971
Tyrrell, John 1940
Vickery, Ian 1972
ViUiers-Stuart, James 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957
Virden, Jonathan 1968
Waldron Dr. Oliver C. 1978
Walsh, R.T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Nell 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs Patricia 1966
Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975
White, John N. 1974
White, Michael L. 1969
Whitehead, David 1972
Wilby, K.A. 1964
Williams~ W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964

7 Edith Tce., London SW10 (352-7367) Thalassa
14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14 (63809)Mainmourne (P.O)
"Ardbeg", CraigmiUar Ave., Miln Gavie, by Glasgow (0627/4659)
"Portlet", Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801878) Gay Gannet
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (853371) Greylag of Arklow
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HW (3563)
21 St. Mary’s Road, Dublin 4 (681603) Standfast (P.O)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (2372) Tandara
c/o Quaker Lace Co., 24 West 40th Street, New York NY10018
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6 (760771)
3 Breffni Terrace, Sandycove, Co. Dublin
2 Rosevale Gardens, Drumbeg, Dunmurry BT17 9LHMoody Blue (P.O)
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5 Rebel
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (665265)Moody Blue (P.o)
Ballintubber Lodge Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork (021-883193) Ruinette
Vallombrosa, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862216)
Glandore, Queen’s Road, Port-St.-Mary, I.O.M. Malaise
14 Sandford Ave., Dublin 4 (971107) Bonita
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4 (656145) Dolphin
6 Haile Park, Halle, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND (Beckermrt 403)
St. Adrians, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13.
c/o Assistance Tecnhique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008, Paris
9 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin (805877)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork (021-32734) (Office: 26731)
Melisande
7 Manse Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow (Office: 2183)
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down (232)
do.
Kirrnow
53 West Point, Edgbaston, Birmingham 16
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (804391) Silver Shadow (P.O)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork Skua
Emleigh, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire. Pellegrina
do.
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5 (313122)
Ballykillair, Carnalea, Co. Down (60432)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork (Coachford 117)
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow (0402-2452) (Yard: 2403)
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford (024-6144) Vintner
Loughside, 53 Shore Road, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim BT38 8WA 0Yhiteabbey
62245 ) Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof,High St., Yalding, Kent ME19 6HZ Sharavoge
Innisfallen, Dungriffin Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (323941)
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)
Adelaide House, C rosshaven, Co. Cork (021-831261) (Office: 52358) Coral
Wentworth Ho., Church Street, Wicklow (0404-2152) (Yard: 2492)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin (322472)
do.
7 Birdhurst Ave., S. Croydon, Surrey
74 Broadford Rise, Ballinteer, Dublin 16 (951879) Glenmumbles (P.O)
61 Queen’s Parade, Bangor (Bangor 68721)
c/o Billiton International Metals, 19 Louis Couperus Place, The Hague, Holland
Glan Aber House, Lon lsallt Treardour Bay, Anglesey, N. Wales
(Holyhead 860549) Sea Stroller
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down (Ballygowan 360)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Dunbartonshire Nan of Clynder
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Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J.M. 1959
Wolfe, John W. 1978
Wolfe, Peter C. 1974
Woode Wolfe, C.F.W. 1958
Workman, J.R. 1954
Wylie, Ian E. 1971

Mineral Resources Division, Private Mail Bag, G.P.O., Suva, Fiji
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505) (Office: 766664)
The Mews, Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505)
Voernol Products Ltd., Box 13, Maidstone 4380, Rep. of S. Africa.
Bridge House, Skibberenn, Co. Cork
53 Malone Park, Belfast (665815) Ceara
22 Marmont Pk., Holywood Rd., Belfast BT4 2GR (760158) (Office: 20202)
Hallowe ’en
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List of Yachts

The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that
the yacht is built of wood, fibreglass or steel.
T.M.

Owner

Yacht

W.P. Moss
R.M. Burns
M. Collins
H.R.& D.F. Gomes
N. St.J. Hennessy
H. Du Plessis
A. Dunne
T.P. Hogan
H.M. McMordie
J.A. Mackeown
J .F. Burke
J.D. Faulkner
R. de Quincey
BM. Martin
R. Courtney
R.V. Starkey
B. Bramwell
R. Morehead
G. O’B. Kennedy
C.G. Miller
P.J. Adams
A.L. Wylde
C.& T. Love
J.R. Workman
G. Radley,
J. O’Sullivan
D. Kensett
H.P. Beck
H.E. Byrne
W. Walsh
R.L. Berridge
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.G. Ronan
J.A. Blaikie
J.D. Beckett
D. Bradley
J.H. Guinness
G. Macilwraith
C.E. Ronaldson
A. Morris
H.A. Patton
J.P. Jameson

Acari
11
28
Adele
Ardrichele
Ainmara
I0
Aisling
8
Aisling na mara
10.35
Anasu H
17
Angel
10
Anolis
15
Antoinette
5
Aracatty llI
! I
Arvoir Ill
73
Badger of Baltimore 9
Banba
9
Bandersnatch ofHowth 13
5
Bonita
Blue Bandit
Blue Jav
Brainstorm
7
4
Calloo
Carnalea
4
Carrick Witch
8
Cavaletta
17
Ceara
8
Cecille
12
Ceili
7
4
Ceres
China Bird
13
Chouette
7
Coral
10
Corofin
Cruiskeen
15
11
Cuchulain
Cuilaun of Kinsale
28
Cygnet of Mourne
10
5
Different Drummer
Dara
4
Debonair
5
Deerbound
28
Dolphin
21/2
Erlin Mor
9
Evarne
11
FairAlton
19
Finndabar of Howth 16
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Rig

Built

Designer & Class

Sloop, W
Ketch, F
Sloop F
Yawl, W.
Ketch, W.
Ketch F
Ketch, W.
Sloop, W
Ketch, W.
Sloop, W.
Sloop, W.
Motor, W.
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop, W
Yawl, W

1939
1969
1975
1912
1965
1978
1968
1968
1900
1936
1955
1962
1974
1974
1970
1884
1977
1977
1972
1959

Robert Clar,
Hood 50
Groupe Finot, Fastnet 34
J.B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch

Sloop, W
T.S.M.Y.
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, 1~
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop
Cutter, W
M.Y., W
Sloop, F

1966
1975
1948
1970

1972
1962
1968
1970
1968
1974
1946
1977
1970
1969

David Cheverton
R. Tucker, 350 hp Arina
L. Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Dragon
Laurent Giles
A. Buchanan, E. Anglian
Ohlson 38
Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrrell
P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
Club Shamrock 1/2 ton.
Hood 50
C.D. Mower, Petrel

1937
1972
1970

C. Kingsley
McGruer
Sparkrnan & Stephens

1957

W. Rayner, Atlantic
R.E. Carter
E.H. Hamilton
A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
Herd & Mackenzie
D. Sadler, Contessa 32
P. Webster, Elizabethan 31
Sparkman & Stephens
Col. Saunderson
Camper & Nicholson 35
Sadler 35
G. O’B.Kennedy, 1/2 tonne.
A.C. Rohb, Jenny Wren

B. Dalton
J.P. Bourke
R. Charles
E.K. Devenny
S.T.A. (E.F. Healy)
L. Shell
R.F. O’Donoghue
C.S. Bassett
M.M.A. d’Alton
J.F. Burke
A. McMillan
T. Sheppard
D. Luke
I. Wylie
W.M. Elliott
F. Rogerson
R.D. Heard
W.P. Macauley
A. Robinson
M & C. Green
P.H. Greer
J.R. Bourke
J. Finnegan
C.D. Kelly
Mungo Park
J. Nixon
C.J. Fitzgerald
C. O’Ceallaigh
M.T. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart
R. Mollard
P. Fryer
A.W. Anderson
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
F.D. Martin
G. Kenefick
D.D. O’Brien
H. Du Plessais
S. Kerrigan
A.S. Morton
J.A. Mullins
J.K.A. Dorman
A.S.P. Orr
N. Speidel
D.J. Ryan
T. Kennedy
W. Walsh
R.H. O’Hanlon
M. R. Sullivan
C.J. Fitzgerald
W.D. Cart
J.W. Higginbotham
P.D. Lawless
W.A. Smyth
D.N. Doyle

Finola
Firedrake
Franzi
Freda
Creidne
Gay Gannet
Gigha
Gioconda
Glenshane
Golden Shamrock
Goosander
Greylag of Arklow
Gunfleet of Howth
Halloween
Happy Return
Happy Return
Harklow
Heatherbell
Heather of Mourne
Helen
Helen of Howth
Iduna
Jane
Jeepers
Joliba
Josphine
Jouet
Julia
Kal
Kilderkin
Kirmew
g o rsar
La Bretonne
Lapwing
teemara
L ’Etoile
L ’Exocet
Live Wire
Loe Vean
Mac Lir H
Maiandros
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye
Maimoune
Malaise
Malindi
Marula
Mary Lunn
Meermin
Melisande
Melisande
Melora III
Mistral
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster

13
4
6
6
32
7
7
9
4
9
5
12
10
3
2
5
12
52
10
10
29
4
4
12
4
5
4
4
5
10
5

Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Motor, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
CB Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop W
Sloop
Sloop, W
Motor, F
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1968
1942
1962
1911
1967
1963
1961
1958
1976
1961
1969
1970
1970
1965
1963
1932
1973
1936
1962
1939
1959
1978
1979

S. & S. Swan, 36
J. Anker, Dragon
G.W. Marvin
A.C. Robb
C.R. Holman, Sterling
C.R. Holman
C.A. Nicholson
A. Mylne, Glen O.D.
Ron Holland
Tordsunden Folkboat
Laurent Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
Squip
R. Tucker, Caprice
Holman - Stella
J. Tyrrell
J.N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurio
T. Glen Coats, Int. 8m.
J.B. Kearney
L. Giles, Lymington L.
Dragon
J.24
Holland NIC 345
Dragon

1947
1973
1969
1947
1969
1952

M. Giles, W. Channell O.D.
Downcraft Ltd.
Guy Thompson, T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens
L. Giles, Vertue

1973
1972

Dufour, Arpege
M. Dufour, Dufour 35
Ohlson 38

31/2
15
13
5.15
8
6
2O
9

21/2
10
7
9
9
35
5
11
27
5
5
14
2O
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Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
CB Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
G. Ketch, S
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, W

1978
1966

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1976
1973

1976
1955
1902
1969
1967
1940
1951
1971
1959
1969

T. Mallagh
lnvicta van de Statt
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Sparkman & Stephens
S.& S. 30
Holman & Pye
Uffa Fox
M. Selleslagh
C & C. Trapper 28
Y. Mareschal, Fandango
A. Mylne & Co.
Tord Sunden Folk Boat
Ron Holland; Eygthene 24
Moody 33
Sparkman & Stephens

R. Cudmore
F.D. Tughan
H. Cudmore, Sen.
T.H. Roche
Dermot Byrne
J.J. Fogarty
Mr.&Mrs. Pritchard
D.H.B. FitzGerald
D. Andrews
P.F. Foley
J.D.F. Fisher
H.B. Knott
J.M. Tomlinson
J.B. Kinmonth
R. Morehead
H.B. Knott
W. Rea
I. Firth
R.I. Morrison
R.B. Cudmore
S.H.R. Clarke
P.J.D. Mullins
D. Mc.Kenna
W.B. Cunningham
O. Glaser
D.J. Ryan
P.A. Clark
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
T.J. Hanan
H.D.E. Barton
J.R. McDowell
M. Snell
B. Hassett
J.B. Law
P. Morck
G.A. Lennon
J.F. Irving
L.B. Dickinson
DM. Irwin
K. Wilby
J.A. Osborne
F. Cudmore
J. Virden
J. Gore-Grimes
A.D. MacIllwaine
D.J. Kelley
D. Bradley
R. D’Alton
P.A. Tisdall
P. Dinneen
J.C. McConnell
C. Magennis
J.C. Kiley, Jnr.
R.J. Fowler
T.F. & T.C. Doyle

Morgana
Myth of Mourne
Nambara
Neon Tetra
Nixe 111
Nora Sheila
Norella
Oberon 11
Ocean Dove
Odette
Onaway
Pamela
Pellegrina
Phalarope
Pipit
Pointin
Procyon
Punctillio
Querida of Howth
Quervain
Quiver VII
Ragnar
Rapparee
Rascal
Red Rock III
Red Velvet
Rinamara
Roane
Rosbeg
R ose Rambler
Rosbeen Bawn
Ruinette
Sacha
Sai See
Saman tha
Sari ta
Saunterer of Leigh
Seaboard
Seal Morning
Sea Stroller
Segala
Setanta Too
Sharavoge
Shardana
Sheenan
Shortwave
Silver Shadow
Si Mara
Skua
Sleagh
Snow Goose
Snow Goose of
Moygannon
Snow Star
Sogndal
Sonata

I0
15
11
20
27
5
8
10
9

8
6
5
5
I0
15
9
10
4
7
9
11

Ketch, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
T.S.D.Y.,S.
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop F
Yawl, W
Ketch, W
Lug. W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop W
Yawl, W
Gaff Cutter
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop,
Motor, W

6
17
7
2l

Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

21/2
6
6
12
15

41/2
7
4
5
21
5
24
4
5
30
12
20
14
2
11
10
10
5
14
5
12
10
I0
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1971
1970
1955
1954
1942
1955
1967
1969
1959
1966
1961
1961
1959
1971

1978
1965
1972
1972
1974
1975
1968
1969
1973
1963
1968
1971
1960
1978
1910
1970
1938
1974
1962
1978
1963
1977
1937
1964
1975
1970
1924

Holman & Pye Bowman 36
A. Gurney, Rancher 41
J. McGruer, 8 m. C/R
D. Hilliard
Baglitto R.S.N.M.T.B.
L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7 m. C/R
S. & S. 34
M. Griffiths
Tucker Brown
R. Warrington-Smyth,
Gleoteoig
P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block Island 40
A. Primrose, Seal
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
R. Holland Golden Shamrock
Robert Clark
C. & C Trapper
Camper & Nicholson
Borsesert Dragon
Ecume de Mer
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Freas
Hustler 35
J. McGruer
D. Hilliard
G. Gletcher, Ultimate
Laurent Giles
ttolman & Pye
Nicholson 32
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
S. & S. Finisterre
Roger Dongray
H.W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
Nicholson, 31
Van der Statt Sea Horse
R.N. Slater, S. Class
Holland Club Shamrock
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
Camper & Nicholson 31
A.M. Dickie & Sons
D. Hilliard
Holland Nicholson 33
Westerly Cirrus
Alex. Robertson
Broom Norfolk

1978
1968
1967
1950

Maxi 84
K.A. Neilsen, Custom
MacWester 26
W. Fife

E. Kelliher
H.B. Sisk
P. Bunting
E. Kelliher
N.C. Hughes
J.C. Butler
R. McSlater
R. Sewell
H.P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
F. Ryan
E.M. Booth
P.D. Odium
Campbell & Osbourne
J. Villiers-Stuart
B.P. Lyden
H.W.S. Clark
J. Minchin
M.F. Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
F.M. Eves

Spokestar
Stand fast
Sue
Taal
Taitsing
Tam o "Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian III
Tryphena
Venetia
Verna
Verve
Vin mer
ViVi
Wild Goose of Moyle
Wild Rose
Winifreda of
Greenisland
Wishbone
Takayhe

16
22
21
l0
12
16
16
9
15
10
6
40
10

Ketch, F
Sloop, F
G. Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, G
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Ketch
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Ketch, S
Yawl, W

6
10
6
13

Sloop, W
Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W

1925
1936
1969

9

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1965
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1974
1971
1919
1961
1972
1977
1906
1960
1971
1939
1961
1973
1963

O.R. Andersen Nelson 37
F. Mass
Woodhouse
Elizabethan 29, Holman
A. Buchanan
B. Chance, Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
C. Nicholson, Jolina
Nicholson 38
L. Giles
C.A. Nicholson, SCOD
Van der Meer, Trewes 59
A.C. Robb, Princess
Westerly Berku
K. Reimers, 30 sq.m.
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
The Admiralty
Holman, North Sea 24
Westerly Conway.

